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Sustained direct contact with China in the early modern period brought
into focus distinguishing and—to many in the West—enviable characteristics of
the Chinese Empire: riches, efficiency, a political system widely judged to be
benign, and a culture superior in many respects to others, with arts, science,
philosophies, and political institutions from which Europeans could learn.
Especially in the eighteenth century, China inspired European monarchs and their
courts as they sought to expand central power and create efficient bureaucratic
states. A great deal is known about the impact of knowledge of China on the
Enlightenment in France. I interrogate Spanish sources to see how, at the apogee
of the Chinese influence on Europe, Sinophilia (with the attending Sinophobia)
manifested itself in Spanish newspapers, consumer goods, and art. Indeed, unlike
many historians, who use art only for illustrative purposes, I make artistic endeavors
a central part of my work. Art is an expression of culture, and understanding a
society’s art makes it possible to comprehend that society’s deepest aspirations and

vi
most compelling obsessions. By studying court entertainments and palace décor I
argue that unlike other exotic societies, China had an inspirational effect on Spanish
discourse and was explicitly deployed as a model for bolstering the monarchy’s
powers and prerogatives. Chiefly through an analysis of the content of periodicals,
meanwhile, I approach the problems of how elite Spaniards perceived China and
absorbed aspects of Chinese influence through anecdotes, stories, and descriptions.
I bring to bear classified ads and cargo manifests to shed light on the types of objects
that were characteristic of the elite lifestyle, which depended heavily for its aesthetic
on the vogue of chinoiserie. I demonstrate that the elite’s interest in China was far
more than a passing fancy and constituted a serious interest sustained over many
decades. The evidence I unfold tends to confirm that the Enlightenment in Spain,
like that in Christendom generally, is best understood in the context of transEurasian exchanges.
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When citing this dissertation, you must specify the edition. There are two
editions, each with different pagination. This is the “Tufts digital edition.” The
other edition, which I have made available to select individuals and includes fullcolor illustrations, is the “first print edition.” Please accept my sincere regrets in
that I have not been able to include any plates with the digital edition.
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Eruditio inter prospera ornamentum, inter adversa refugium.

Hae tibi erunt artes; pacisque imponere morem,
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Non facias malum ut inde fiat bonum.
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In the eighteenth century, European wealth and power came to rival that of
China; but Chinese prestige, set on the foundation of centuries of economic,
political, and—contemporary observers would opine—cultural dominance,
continued unabated. European savants, who enjoyed greater access to the Celestial
Kingdom than ever before, studied China to learn its secrets. Meanwhile, Chinese
and chinoiserie styles and artifacts permeated European markets.1 Europe became,
to a significant degree, Sinified, in a way that had never happened before and has
not happened since, despite the manufacturing power of twenty-first century
China. The difference is that China was then seen as a superior society, whereas
today it seems to most Western observers merely an imitator (in its economic

1

Throughout this thesis, “Chinese” refers to styles and objects created in China; “chinoiserie” refers
to imitation styles and objects that actually originated outside China. I follow these distinctions
rigidly when speaking of the artistic creations in chapters 1, 3, and 5. I note, however, that I also
sometimes use the term “Chinese” as an ethnic or cultural marker.
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practices) of the United States. Europeans of the eighteenth century observed that
the Chinese empire was the greatest in the world and asked themselves, could they
not make similar cultural and political adaptations? What enabled the Chinese,
and not Europeans, to create the world’s biggest, most populous, most efficient,
and most prosperous imperial state?
Because Spain had an exceptionally long record of trade with China, and
Spanish missionaries were among the earliest and best sources of knowledge about
it, Spaniards were better positioned in some ways than other Europeans to study it.
This may have resulted in a greater Chinese influence on Spain than on the
northern countries. My investigation is a bold foray into nearly virgin territory and
demonstrates Sinic influence in new and previously uncharted ways, while
implementing a heretofore unprecedented depth of analysis of key elements of the
European perception of China. Sinic influence affected the entire Spanish elite.
The monarchy and the most stylish of its supporters expressed through periodicals,
dramas, and artistic creations an ardent desire to emulate China; elite Spaniards of
all political stripes owned Chinese and chinoiserie artifacts, acquired as part of the
frenzy to adopt what was believed to be the Eastern fashion. A minority, among
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the sources I consulted, detested the foreign ascendancy. But everyone who was
anyone had something to say about the Middle Kingdom.
Relative to the field of global history, my argument is radical. I follow the
lead of recent works suggesting Chinese preeminence until at least the eighteenth
century, but I innovate in suggesting that the political classes of one of the most
extensive, populous, and important European monarchies could be considered—
from a cultural standpoint—as partisans of an exotic regime, and Spain, by
consequence, as a satellite, in important ways, of China. I also argue that, by
extension, other Europeans followed China in the same fashion as the Spanish.
The historical problems that I address come out of the post-World War II
rediscovery of the world outside Europe, that proud tower, which had collapsed in
upon itself over the course of two devastating global conflicts exacerbated by the
power of modern machinery and the nuclear bomb. In the post-war world, nonEuropean nations eventually gained newfound independence and importance, and
with these things, their histories attained new relevance. In no case was this truer
than in that of China, which had a storied past with the West, including a long
period in which Western observers had seen Chinese culture as superior. Perceptive
pathbreakers in the nascent field of global history found that this perception
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reflected the reality that prior to the eighteenth century, China was politically and
economically more important to the world. Moreover, China’s dominance was not
fleeting; for much of recorded history, it had been the world’s greatest state.
Out of these observations came the question, how has China influenced
other societies? What kind of impact has the world’s greatest state had on other,
lesser states? These questions are particularly salient when considered in terms of
the rise, in the sixteenth through eighteenth centuries, of the first great European
powers since Roman times. Over the course of this turbulent period, the prevailing
trend in European politics was to advance two allied projects: to create large
empires, each united under a single despot, and to increase the puissance of the said
despot relative to other domestic institutions such as the nobility and the Church.
Chinese ideals of empire and servitude legitimized and encouraged these major
European developments. And at no time were these Chinese concepts more
influential than during the eighteenth century.
The historiography on this question, from the perspective of global history,
is wide-ranging in principle but becomes extremely compact when focused on the
Spanish case. At the most basic level, historians have sought to reform China’s
image and to raise it up as the preeminent counter-example to imperial Western
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states. In other words, the Chinese way of life is seen as an alternative model of
how to successfully organize a large, sophisticated, progressive polity. Probably the
most important and enduring work to have contributed to this perspective is Joseph
Needham’s Science and Civilisation in China (1954–present), which rehabilitated
our perceptions of Chinese technological and scientific advances, thus
demonstrating that at any given point in its history (until very recently), China was
an especially advanced society. Other authors who have furnished sympathetic
opinions in this direction include Eric Wolf (Europe and the People without History,
1982, stressing the interconnected nature of the process of globalization and the
crucial contributions made by non-European peoples), Felipe Fernández-Armesto
(Millennium, 1995, which described the historical weight of eastern empires,
particularly China, and the likelihood that power and initiative eventually would
swing back their way), Jack Goody (The East in the West, 1996, arguing that notions
of superior Western “rationality” and family life are unfounded, and The Theft of
History, 2006, demonstrating the ways that Eurocentric notions of history have
unjustly detracted from non-European agency and accomplishments), and Andre
Gunder Frank (ReOrient, 1998, which argued that Asia in general, and China in
particular, has traditionally been the center of the world system and eventually will
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return to be such). Of a somewhat different character but still relevant to this
category, Hugh Honour’s Visual Arts: A History (1982) rehabilitated the nonEuropean arts. The most compelling conclusions to be drawn from these works are
that only in the nineteenth century did the West come to exceed the East in relative
power and historical importance and that the preponderance of power and agency
is likely to swing back to the East, again, in the near future.
A natural inference is that the West owes some (or most, depending on the
author consulted) of its historical advances to Eastern influence. John Hobson’s
Eastern Origins of Western Civilisation (2004) pointedly exaggerates, even going as
far as to suggest that British industrialization had Chinese origins. Geoffrey
Gunn’s First Globalization: The Eurasian Exchange (2003) and David Mungello’s
Great Encounter of China and the West (1999) take a more balanced approach,
showing the broadest outlines of the transfer of culture and goods between Europe
and Asia during the period 1500–1800.

Gunn’s book contains an esoteric

exploration of the many European modalities for disseminating Oriental
knowledge and a catalog of the impressions then held about various Asian cultures.
He was hesitant to assign China a singular place in this exchange and emphasized
the important roles played by other Eastern civilizations, like Japan and the Mughal
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Empire. By contrast, Mungello focused exclusively on the encounter with China
and recognized that Europeans viewed Chinese culture as superior. But far and
away the most important work in this field is Donald Lach’s Asia in the Making of
Europe (1965–1993), which explores Asian influences on European literature, arts,
scholarship, wunderkammern, iconography, technology, political thought, and
cosmography, among other things. Unlike Hobson, whose work reads as a polemic,
Lach took a more scientific approach and his magnum opus is thus far more
valuable; but unfortunately, it stops where the eighteenth century begins.
These relatively recent works stand alongside an older tradition in the
historiography primarily devoted to evaluating the aesthetic influences that China
had on the West. Of special note is Lach’s introductory article, written in 1942 but
still relevant, “China and the Era of the Enlightenment” (in the Journal of Modern
History), which lists numerous pioneering studies.2 These constitute the first wave
of books addressing the Chinese influence on Europe; indeed, the incipience of
these works in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century coincides with the
final stages of the prolonged period (circa 1750–1950) during which the Eurasian
ancien régime and its normative artistic and commercial exchanges withered and

2

Vol. 14, no. 2 (Jun. 1942): pp. 209–223.
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died. Among these pioneering works, Henri Cordier’s Chine en France au XVIIIe
siècle (1910) briefly describes various importations in the areas of customs, literature,
and artistic endeavor (as for the latter, there were notable segments on tapestries,
porcelain, painting, and gardens). Another foundational work is Virgile Pinot’s
Chine et la formation de l’esprit philosophique en France, 1640–1740 (1932), which
outlines the principal French sources on China and the effects of Chinese histories
on Christian chronology. Other early works, principally written in French or
German and focused on the countries to which those languages pertain, addressed
the Chinese influence on Rococo architecture; on gardens and garden follies; on
literature; on the philosophes, the physiocrats, and the philosophical spirit of the
Enlightenment; and on the Romantic movement. I distinguish my study from
these previous works not only by exploring, for the first time, the Chinese influence
on the Spanish Enlightenment, but also by drawing explicit connections between
artistic expressions and the political aspirations they promoted. In my work, the
admiration for China is no longer innocent or inauthentic, nor is it confined to the
intellectual world of philosophy—China is world-changing and transformative, an
active agent in renovating the face of European politics to the benefit of kings and
their bureaucracies.

9
Major monographs following in the direction of Cordier and Pinot but
more expansive in scope were Adolf Reichwein’s China and Europe: Intellectual and
Artistic Contacts in the Eighteenth Century (1925) and Honour’s Chinoiserie: The
Vision of Cathay (1961).

Both authors, building on previous area-specific

investigations, focused on Northern Europe, especially France, England, and
Germany. Honour insisted—following a line of thought that anticipated Edward
Said’s Orientalism (1978)—that actual knowledge of China and Chinese practices
had little or no influence on the development of chinoiserie tastes. Honour
supposed that these tastes were the products of an illusion or mirage of what China
really was. Indeed, Leonard Blussé and R. Falkenburg detailed the way that
European engravers and decorators misrepresented fantasies of their own as
Chinese models.3 And many authors have asserted or implied that the exchange
with China was fundamentally inauthentic.
But this viewpoint, while in some respects helpful to our understanding of
the nature of cultural exchange, goes too far. Following Reichwein, I argue that
the exchange with China was genuine and had important repercussions for

3

See Johan Nieuhofs beelden van een Chinareis, 1655–1657 (Middelburg: Stichting VOC publicaties,
1987). Part of the volume can be found online at <http://hdl.handle.net/1887/2653> (accessed 29
Jan. 2017).
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European culture.

While Reichwein has been criticized for certain well-

documented errors, his book has exceptional synthetic value, and he possessed firstrate interpretive instincts. Of particular value is his tracing of the obvious and
incontestable Chinese influences on the development of the Western decorative
arts, for example, in porcelain and silk manufacture, and in the use of lacquer. I
shall demonstrate direct links between original Chinese models and European
imitations, particularly in my chapter on Spanish Enlightenment drama. I argue
that chinoiserie works were more than mere fantasies and often were deeply rooted
in contemporary accounts of China, many of which were factual.
The works that are most germaine to my particular project are few in
number and of little synthetic importance. An important pioneering volume is
Oriente en Palacio: tesoros Asiáticos en las Colecciones Reales españolas (Madrid:
Patrimonio Nacional, 2003), which catalogs, describes, and attempts to set in
context numerous Chinese and chinoiserie artworks. Many of the rather stunted
articles in this book specifically address my period, but the authors lost themselves
in the particulars and tended toward antiquarianism. Overall, the work is a glorified
exhibition catalog, not an attempt at global history, and its primary value lies in its
photographic reproductions of otherwise difficult-to-access artwork.

La ruta
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española a China (Madrid: El Viso, 2007) also deserves an honorable mention,
particularly for its section on the scientific expeditions, but the text is cursory and
the work’s greatest value comes from its numerous beautiful photographs. Other
than these tomes, there is no literature on my topic in Spanish, English, or any
other language, save for several articles on the use of China in Juan Pablo Forner
and a short, six-page conference paper—which is actually quite helpful, although I
have been unable, as of yet, to devote the time to follow up on its leads—on
references to China in the works of Lorenzo Hervás y Panduro and Benito
Jerónimo Feijóo.4 My work easily eclipses these contributions and is by far the most
in-depth and comprehensive look at the subject.
Moreover, this dissertation is unique because it incorporates major trends
in the field of global history. Owing to advances in this field, I possess a conceptual
framework that enables me to set China in its appropriate place vis-à-vis European
countries, particularly Spain, in a way that was not possible in Honour’s or
Reichwein’s time. Above all else, I emphasize the transcendent nature of China
relative to Spain, whose denizens believed it to be inferior in most respects.

4

For the Forner articles, see appendix. For the Hervás/Feijóo article, see A. Owen Aldridge, “China
in the Spanish Enlightenment,” in Proceedings of the XIIth Congress of the International Comparative
Literature Association (Munich, 1988), vol. 3, Space and Boundaries in Literature (Continuation),
ed. Roger Bauer and Douwe Fokkema (Munich: 1990): pp. 404–9.
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Another way of looking at my work is to see it as combining for the first
time two divergent strands of scholarship. The first is embodied by the recent
world-historical analyses, such as those by Needham, Lach, and Hobson. These
works are fundamentally concerned with re-aligning our understanding of how the
modern world came about. They seek to diminish the importance of European
contributions and emphasize, by contrast, the significance of Asian and African
contributions, especially those by China.

The second and earlier strand of

scholarship, which seems to have died out with Honour’s Chinoiserie, does not share
the preoccupation with re-balancing our Eurocentric worldview and instead seeks
to develop analyses of the effects of Chinese and chinoiserie aesthetics on the
European arts and mentality.
I accept important ideas from each of these strands, while also expanding
upon them in key ways. From the world-historical analyses, I accept the idea that
prior to 1750, China was more important to the world than Europe. But I reject
the idea, which is also common in this branch of literature, that European world
dominance came about from mechanistic causes that can be analyzed
mathematically; I argue that cultural causes were far more important because, as I
shall show, such causes were also crucially important to Chinese dominance (as the
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reader shall see, I develop this idea at several points in the following pages). From
the aesthetic-analysis perspective, I accept the idea that Chinese and chinoiserie
artforms made important inroads in the European ecumene and that this changed
the intellectual landscape.

But I take these developments also to have had

substantial political significance, and I strongly emphasize China’s role in
supporting the divine right of European kings. Indeed, I argue that European
monarchs stood to benefit in a uniquely powerful way from their subjects’
pronounced fascination with China; nobody stood to gain more from the frequent
commerce between West and East.
There remain several relevant branches of historiography. Most closely
connected to my work are the books and articles addressing Hispano-Chinese
relations outside the narrow confines of the eighteenth century. Perhaps most
important among these works is Zhang Kai’s Historia de las relaciones sino-españolas
(2003). His work is particularly noteworthy because he was aware that a “Chinese
fever” had infected early modern Spain, and he even knew something of its nature
in the eighteenth century.5 A collection that emerged concurrently with a recent

5

Zhang Kai, Historia de las relaciones Sino-Españolas, trans. Sun Jiakun and Huang Caizhen
(Elephant Press, 2003), pp. 105, 106, 108–9.
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update to Zhang’s monograph was entitled Las relaciones hispano-chinas: historia y
futuro (2013). It elaborates the origins and evolution of Spain’s relationship with
China, with a focus on recent diplomacy, and contains an article by Dolors Folch i
Fornesa stating that “The lowest moment in the relationship between Spain and
China would arrive without doubt with the eighteenth century.”6 I demonstrate
unequivocally that this statement is false. Another important source, a database
organized by Folch i Fornesa entitled China en España, catalogs sources from the
sixteenth, seventeenth, and nineteenth centuries. 7 But she currently omits the
eighteenth century. Other sources in this vein include Manel Ollé’s “Invención de
China: Mitos y escenarios de la imagen ibérica de China en el siglo XVI” (in the
Revista Española del Pacífico, 1998) and Liam Brockey’s “First China Hands:
Iberian Visitors to the Ming Empire and The Forgotten Origins of Sinology” (in
Western Visions of the Far East in a Transpacific Age, first published 2012). As can
be seen, there is no definitive work in this field.
A second branch addresses the Western perception of Eastern societies.
This branch, which has many offshoots, is typified by Said’s Orientalism. He argued

6

Folch i Fornesa, “Se hizo camino al andar: cómo se trenzaron las relaciones entre China y España,”
in Las relaciones hispano-chinas, ed. Xulio Ríos (Madrid: Catarata, 2013), p. 21.
7
See China en España at <https://www.upf.edu/asia/projectes/che/principal.htm> (accessed 29 Jan.
2017).
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that in practice, all Western appropriations of knowledge about the East have been
imperialist in nature and thus intellectually suspect. Few historians would argue
that this contention is completely false. Sometimes, knowledge about the East has
been used as a weapon, especially during the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, which witnessed the most virulent and far-ranging expansion of the
European imperial project. But I utterly reject Said’s contention that this outcome
was inherent to the Western intellectual system, in and of itself. The eighteenthcentury evidence demonstrates incontrovertibly that Europeans often were simply
curious about China, or that they were genuinely awestruck by it. Regardless, Said
extended his argument to the point of absurdity, in effect precluding the possibility
of genuine cultural exchange and contributing greatly to the proliferation of area
and national studies, while harming the nascent field of global history, which is
based on global interconnectedness.
My work also contributes to the historiography on the Spanish
Enlightenment. Essential works in this field include but are not limited to Luis
Miguel Enciso Recio and Isabel Enciso Alonso-Muñumer’s Carlos III y su época: la
monarquía ilustrada (1911), Jean Sarrailh’s Espagne éclairée de la seconde moitié du
XVIIIe siècle (1954), Richard Herr’s Eighteenth-Century Revolution in Spain (1958),
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the Ministerio de Cultura’s Actas del Congreso Internacional sobre «Carlos III y la
Ilustración» (1988), Elena Lorenzo Alvarez’s Nuevos mundos poéticos: la poesía
filosófica de la ilustración (2002), Antonio Mestre Sanchis’s Apología y crítica de
España en el siglo XVIII (2003), Gérard Dufour’s Lumières et ilustración en Espagne
sous les règnes de Charles III et de Charles IV: 1759–1808 (2005), and the collective
volume edited by Jesús Astigarraga, The Spanish Enlightenment Revisited (2015).
My work stands alongside these previous studies to contribute important data on
the exotic influences on the Spanish Enlightenment.
The final group of sources that relates to my project deals with the Chinese
influence on other parts of the Spanish Empire. Déborah Oropeza, Tatiana Seijas,
and Rubén Carrillo have completed books or dissertations on chinos and Asians,
mostly coming from Manila, who moved to New Spain.8 Carrillo’s work, at least,
addresses the eighteenth century. It is worth noting that the Spanish Crown had
significant numbers of Chinese subjects in the aforementioned regions, and some
of those subjects may have emigrated to Spain itself. They certainly must have

8

See Oropeza, “Los ‘indios chinos’ en la Nueva España: la inmigración de la Nao de China, 1565–
1700” (Ph.D. diss., El Colegio de México, 2007); Seijas, Asian Slaves in Colonial Mexico. From
Chinos to Indians (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2014); and Carrillo, “Asian Cultural and
Migratory Flows in Mexico in the Early Stages of “Globalization” ” (Ph.D. diss., Barcelona: Internet
Interdisciplinary Institute, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya, 2015).
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played a role in the transmission of Chinese culture, although it remains unclear in
what ways or to what extent this was the case. This question demands attention on
its own merits, in a separate work.
Eighteenth-century Spain had a long prior history of interconnection with
China. I find it unimaginable that a world-system similar to what Janet AbuLughod theorized for the thirteenth century did not exist in the early medieval
period and also in the classical period. And indeed, we find numerous alleged
connections between China and the Mediterranean region during the classical
period, nearly all of them indirect. Therefore it may safely be said that China and
Europe at that time had an indirect mercantile relationship of some kind, such that
Chinese silks arrived in Europe and European corals and glass made their way to
China.
But there were also direct contacts. The Chinese may have sent an embassy
to the first Roman emperor, Augustus, and in 166 AD, a Roman embassy arrived
at the court of the Chinese Emperor, as documented in The Book of Later Han (ca.
5th c.). Roman merchants likely arrived in China prior to this, and there is
archaeological evidence that they were active in Vietnam and Cambodia. Further
embassies from Rome arrived in China during the third century.
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For obvious reasons, the fall of the Western Roman Empire and the turning
inward of Western European society cut short further direct contacts.

But

exchange still continued between China and the periphery of the Western world,
as Syrian Nestorians made inroads into China during the seventh and eighth
centuries, gaining the approval of Chinese officials and emperors and converting
many thousands of Chinese, as famously commemorated by the Nestorian Stele
(781 AD).
Then, in an unexpected turn of events, the advent of the Mongolian Empire
made China directly accessible, once more, to Central Europe. And the Italians
picked up where their Roman ancestors left off. Along with Marco Polo (a
Venetian) came small but significant numbers of Italians of various stripes,
including Genoese merchants such as Andalò di Savignone and Andrea di Nascio
(both fl. ca. 1336), the Florentine traveler Giovanni de’Marignolli (fl. 1338–53),
the woman Katarina Vilioni (d. 1342; she was from Yangzhou and likely a member
of an Italian trading family), and more than a few Franciscan missionaries, the most
prominent of whom included Giovanni da Montecorvino (1247–1328) and Odoric
of Pordenone (1286–1331).9 The latter’s travels were the basis for the account of
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I do not mention Wm. of Rubruck because he only traveled to Karakorum, not China proper.
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John Mandeville. Under the guidance of the Franciscans, a Catholic mission was
established in Khanbaliq, the Mongol capital, which later became modern Peking.
In 1368, the Ming evicted all Christians in an effort to purge the empire of foreign
influences, thus ending the first Catholic entrée into Chinese society and indeed
setting back the clock as far as global integration was concerned. The secondary
literature in the field of global history under-appreciates the significance of these
early contacts, which amount to an abortive attempt at generating a Eurasian
religious and commercial system.
The important travelogues based on the Pax Mongolica (Polo’s and
Odoric’s) made their way to Spain and whetted the appetites of its peoples for more
information on China. The next wave of sources originated in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries from Spanish and Portuguese authors. As Brockey has
demonstrated, Iberians dominated the scene in the sixteenth century and continued
as major contributors throughout the seventeenth century. But travel accounts and
scholarly syntheses by Europeans of every nationality were read by the eighteenthcentury Spanish elite and thus are relevant to my study.
In the sixteenth century, important primary sources included Vasco Calvo,
Amaro Pereira, and Galeote Pereira, all Portuguese who spent time in Chinese jails.
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Important compilers and synthesizers were the Portuguese João de Barros and
Gaspar da Cruz, as well as the Spaniards Martín de Rada and Juan González de
Mendoza. The latter in 1585 published the first definitive relation of China, the
Historia de las cosas mas notables, ritos y costumbres del Gran Reyno de la China, which
by 1600 had been translated into many languages and reprinted in thirty separate
editions.
At that point, Jesuit relations began to attain acclaim, starting with Matteo
Ricci’s journals (1615, rendered in Latin by Nicolas Trigault, a Walloon) and the
works of the Portuguese Álvaro Semedo. Here we see a deviation from the
sixteenth-century norm, for the sources started to become cosmopolitan in origin.
But Iberians continued to make important contributions, as Brockey pointed out,
for example in the work of António de Gouvea, whose Ásia extrema of 1644
celebrated the apostolic work of the Portuguese in Asia. Brockey also argued for
the importance of the pioneering studies of Rodrigo de Figueiredo, Francisco
Furtado, Manuel Dias, and Inácio da Costa, which eventually became the
foundation of the landmark work, Confucius Sinarum Philosophus (1687).10
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Brockey concluded with some exaggeration that “For almost half of the span of the Ming Dynasty
[meaning its latter half, from roughly 1500 to 1644], Spaniards and Portuguese were the exclusive
conduit to Europe for information about China.” Brockey, “The First China Hands: Iberian
Visitors to the Ming Empire and the Forgotten Origins of Sinology” in Christina H. Lee, ed.,
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Nearly concurrently to Gouvea’s work, Italian Jesuit Martino Martini in the
1650s composed several major tomes on China that had great impact on European
scholarship and confirmed that during the seventeenth century, Italians were at
least as important as Iberians in creating literature about China. Brockey further
mentioned that in the 1670s and afterward, contributions by Flemish and Italian
Jesuits increased significantly. The most important contribution, however, was
another Iberian publication, the Tratados históricos, politicos, éticos, y religiosos de la
monarquia de China (1676) by Spanish Dominican missionary Domingo Fernández
Navarrete, which in the eighteenth century went on to become one of the most
influential accounts of China. One should also mention the volume by Portuguese
Jesuit Gabriel de Magalhães, published in Paris in 1688. The trend of different
ethnic groups sharing the limelight would continue into the eighteenth century, as
French missionaries and editors took over the major publishing roles. But Spain’s
early prominence in Chinese studies vindicates, in part, my choice of dissertation
topic, since the influence of China on Spain was probably more profound at an
earlier date than was true in northern Europe.

Western Visions of the Far East in a Transpacific Age (1522–1671) (New York: Routledge, 2016), p.
83. Obviously, the work of Ricci/Trigault is an inconvenient exception to Brockey’s thesis.
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The eighteenth-century atmosphere in Spain stressed reform, in many
senses. The newly installed Bourbon kings sought to increase the power of the state
at the expense of the nobility, the religious orders such as the Jesuits, and regional
powers like Catalunya. The intended object of these reforms was to enable the
monarchy to rationalize the functioning of the body politic—in other words, to
eliminate archaic customs and inefficient practices, thus permitting the economy to
grow and the country to become prosperous and powerful. Many among the
nobility and upper orders, seeing the value to Spain of having its laws reformed
along rationalistic lines, allied with the monarchs in pursuing the Enlightenment
project.

Sometimes these friends of the monarchy participated in Sociedades

económicas de amigos del país, which were important Spanish voluntary organizations
seeking to instill rational values and to energize the economy; other enlightened
Spaniards

founded

periodicals

or

published

treatises

supporting

the

Enlightenment. Overall, enlightened Spaniards were modestly successful, but they
needed more time to successfully reform their country to the extent they envisioned.
My own method of approaching the central problem of my thesis has been
to generate a number of individual case studies. I did this for several reasons. First
and most notably, the evidence presented itself in such a way that case studies were
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the most natural way of approaching it. In some instances, I found solitary, lowhanging fruits, easily plucked and analyzed, but without any near neighbors. This
applied, for example, to the chapter on the Gabinete de Porcelana de Aranjuez,
which has no immediate relations among the chapters I have assembled, yet
demanded substantial attention on its own merits. In other instances, I found
myself confronted by unstudied sources which contained ample evidence requiring
thorough analysis. This applied, for example, to the chapters on periodicals.
I maintain that case studies like the ones I have assembled are the necessary
foundation for a more general study of my topic. Admittedly, I began the work in
such a way as to generate pilot studies. But I found that because I had entered a
completely new field of study without any prior works to draw upon, the creation
of a collection of case studies was the almost inevitable result of responsible
scholarship.
The reader will easily ascertain the relationship between my work and the
existing historiography. As I have explained, my work is at the tip of a pyramid of
knowledge, of which the foundation comprises the most general and wide-ranging
arguments, and the tip constitutes some of the most specific derivatives of those
arguments. The question of the influence of China on Spain is intimately related
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to the influence of China on Europe and somewhat more distantly related to the
importance of China in world history, in a general sense. My work therefore bears
upon one of the most critical and controversial issues in the field of global history,
as it currently stands.
In the first chapter, I explore the symbolism of the Gabinete de Porcelana
del Palacio Real de Aranjuez, constructed for Queen María Amalia circa 1760–
1765 by artisans of the Manufactura del Buen Retiro. As one of the foremost
examples of Spanish Enlightenment chinoiserie, the Gabinete exudes Sinophilia
both by the materials it is made of and the artistic styles and motifs that pervade it.
Of particular importance are the twenty-three sculpted genre scenes, or vignettes
of people from China going about their daily lives, which are installed on the walls
and ceilings. These scenes, taken together, form a microcosm of Enlightenment
ideals. I sketch the scenes’ significance in the context of eighteenth-century elite
culture and argue that they reflected enlightened hopes and aspirations for Spain’s
future, particularly with regard to agriculture and urban planning.

The

transformation of the countryside at Aranjuez was an important royal project, and
the Gabinete provides a visualization of what a society looks like that has
successfully adapted its agricultural pursuits to local conditions.
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In the second chapter, I analyze the wide-ranging comments about China
in Espíritu de los mejores diarios literarios que se publican en Europa (EDL for short,
1787–91), the most important of Spain’s enlightened journals.

Spaniards

commented with curiosity on the European trade with China as well as on the
peculiarities of Chinese culture. They disapproved of the Chinese persecution of
Catholicism while putting forward idealistic views about the nature of Chinese
despotism. Indeed, EDL is perhaps most noteworthy for its implications for
enlightened absolutism. I address at length the ways in which China was deployed
as an exemplary polity, a status it attained because of the tremendous age of its
constitution and the success of its economic and political endeavors. At the same
time, critics found major faults in the Chinese mode of governance.
Chapter three addresses the appearances of China in five dramatic
productions. All but one were performed for the royal court, and four were operas.
They included Francisco Courcelle’s Lea, imperadrice della Cina (1741), Pietro di
Metastasio’s Cinesi and Eroe cinese (1751 and 1754), Voltaire’s Huérfano de la China
(1772, a neoclassical comedy), and Domingo Rossi’s Gran fiesta del primer día del
año en la China (1789, a popular opera-ballet). I present the themes of all five
performances, comparing them to one another and drawing out similarities and
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contrasts. My plot summaries and analyses of the themes of Lea and La gran fiesta
are the first to appear in any language. Meanwhile, my extended inquiry into the
sources of L’eroe cinese elucidates for the first time its ancient Chinese roots and
delivers a blow against Said and his followers by demonstrating that the modern
European play remains faithful to ancient themes. I go yet farther, arguing that all
five dramas, despite their apparent banality, have ineluctable connections to China.
(I note that this was the only chapter in which I could rely on an extensive and
voluminous array of secondary sources—in all other chapters, secondary sources
were quite limited.)
Chapter four delves into the many appearances of China in Madrid’s official
daily newspaper, the Diario de Madrid (1758–81). I exploited the paper’s classified
ads to comment on the types of Chinese and chinoiserie items that were sold, lost,
and found by Madrid’s elite. My research on this subject provides a unique view
onto the ways that Chinese and chinoiserie objects were actually used in Spanish
society. The news, meanwhile, was often was taken up with Chinese subjects. The
editor included two major segments on China. In the first, which was possibly
original to the Diario, the editor expounded at length upon the nature and
exigencies of the direct trade routes out of Canton, giving readers an insider’s
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glimpse into the China trade. In the second segment, the editor republished a
British source, the New General Collection of Voyages and Travels (Astley, 1745–7).
This republication in serial form generated two years’ worth of front-page news
about China, which I carefully examine.
In chapter five, I discourse at length on the subjects and themes of Chinese
and chinoiserie objects held by Spanish museums, as well as the chinoiserie décor
at Spanish palaces. I argue that eighteenth-century artwork in vases, sculptures,
silk, wall hangings, furniture, plateware, and other media projected Chinese
influence onto Spanish social settings. This chapter builds upon and augments in
several ways my findings from the classified ads of the Diario. First, I was able to
demonstrate to a further degree the types of Chinese and chinoiserie objects that
Spaniards typically owned. Second, I was able to comment upon the holdings of
the monarchy. Third, I was able to explore the quantities and types of Chinese
goods imported to Spain via the Cape of Good Hope route from Manila. This was
a unique opportunity to provide a snapshot of the trade in its final years; I especially
emphasize the role of perishable goods, which comprised the majority of the trade
yet were omitted from other sources.
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The thesis also has an appendix, detailing the uses of China in Juan Pablo
Forner’s Gramáticos: Historia chinesca (1782).

I demonstrate that Forner, a

recognized satirist, had knowledge of and successfully deployed important debates
and intellectual questions regarding China. This suggests the diffusion of Chinarelated information throughout literate Spanish society.
In the broadest possible view, this thesis addresses the exotic influences
affecting the transformation of the European state from the medieval model, in
which authority derived from localities, to the early modern and modern models,
in which authority inhered in the monarchy and, later, the state. In the early
modern period, more than at any other time, China played a crucial role in styling
the bureaucratic, centralized state to European kings and officials eager to increase
their own power at the expense of their subjects. Eventually, the unbridled success
of this project led to the emergence of the imperial polities that characterized
Europe in the nineteenth century. But before this happened, the augmentation of
the monarchies’ powers was hotly contested and the eventual emanation of the state
as the supremely powerful institution in European life was not assured. During this
earlier, more tenuous period, the fascination with China and all things “Chinese”
comprised the outline of a set of ideals for Europe’s future. In conclusion, I present
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the following graphic as a way of roughly sketching the periodization relevant to
my work.

Figure 1. Periodization of the present work.

30

Eighteenth-century Europe succumbed to Sinomania. Among the exotic
polities that Europeans had discovered, China was the most extensive, the
wealthiest, the most populous, the most intellectually advanced, and the most
culturally sophisticated.

Its system of direct rule through a professionalized

bureaucracy contrasted with the European model of particularistic privileges held
by local elites. Absolutists and their allies among the intelligentsia used China as a
convincing exemplar when arguing for the expansion of monarchical power at the
expense of the clergy and nobility. But little work has been done to explain how
this happened. The Enlightenment was, after all, a political reform movement in
need of persuasive forms of expression to convince skeptics. Most scholars who
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In completing this chapter, I acknowledge a particular debt to Javier Jordán de Urríes, conservator
of the Palace of Aranjuez, who graciously accommodated my requests for special access to the
Gabinete de Porcelana.
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study the period have focused on the links among intellectuals. An alternative
approach is through the study of how patrons, particularly monarchs, used the arts
to create concrete, approachable manifestations of enlightened ideals. This is an
area where exoticism played an outsized role. My focus here is a particularly
exquisite surviving example of Enlightenment art from the court of Spain, the
Gabinete de Porcelana de Aranjuez. Because it is located in Spain—supposedly
backward Spain, which is widely held never to have caught up to its northern
neighbors—academic literature has almost entirely ignored it and has never
evaluated it as a specimen of enlightened work. Yet the Gabinete is among the
most provocative and enduring expressions of the ideals of enlightened absolutism.
With walls and ceiling smothered in porcelain relief depicting scenes of everyday
Chinese life, the Gabinete promoted the Middle Kingdom’s positive image by
convincingly manifesting the refinement, grace, and happiness that members of the
Spanish elite imagined to be endemic there—and strongly suggested the advantages
that might accrue to Spain by following the Chinese example.
As Reichwein observed, porcelain’s subtle lines and pale tones, combined
with its richness and potential for ornamentation, were ideal for communicating
delicacy, airiness, and decadence. 12 Indelibly associated with China, porcelain
invoked a spirit of fantasy and a longing for the better world that China supposedly
represented. Since 1575, Europeans had tried to imitate the recipe for porcelain,
with limited success. It was only in the eighteenth century, when interest in China
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Reichwein, pp. 25–6.
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reached its peak, that scores of porcelain factories sprang up across the Continent.
Partly, the new craze was fueled by the success of the Meissen factory, which from
1710 onward produced wares with properties remarkably similar to those of
Chinese originals. But the enduring popularity—even among princes and kings—
of less-authentic imitations, such as those from France’s Sèvres factory, indicates
that buyers were less interested in genuine materials and processes than they were
in the ambience that a particular decoration might help create.13
Spain’s entry in the race to produce porcelain was the Manufactura del Buen
Retiro, housed from 1759 onward in a renovated monastery in the park of the same
name. The factory’s artisans, tools, and materials came from its parent, the Real
Fabbrica di Capodimonte. Founded in 1743 by Charles of Bourbon while he was
still King of the Two Sicilies, Capodimonte began production almost
contemporaneously with the first iteration of the Sèvres factory. The artisans that
Charles brought to the Buen Retiro were presumably the best that Capodimonte
had to offer, and they probably had similar levels of experience to their peers at
Sèvres. Moreover, uniquely among its rivals, the Buen Retiro never produced
commercially; all of its creations were ordered by the royal family, making it the
most exclusive porcelain factory in Europe.14
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Reed Benhamou supports this conclusion in his brief but exceptionally informative article,
“Imitation in the Decorative Arts of the Eighteenth Century,” Journal of Design History 4.1 (1991):
pp. 1–13.
14
Irma Hoyt Reed, “The European Hard-Paste Porcelain Manufacture of the Eighteenth Century,”
The Journal of Modern History 8.3 (Sep., 1936): p. 274.
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The Gabinete was its first major project, built during the period 1760–65
for Queen María and intended to replace a similar room she had left behind at the
Palazzo Reale di Portici.15 The main decoration of the Aranjuez room consists of
twenty-three relief sculptures of everyday Chinese life, strategically placed in the
midst of the walls and on the outer margins of the ceiling. The sculptures invariably
depict Chinese who are happy, prosperous, and peaceful.

Surrounding and

hemming them in is a proliferation of fruits, flowers, ribbons, birds, monkeys, and
musical instruments. Exotic dragons support and uplift with their wings the bases
on which the Chinese figures stand. If one looks closely, one can see colorful
butterflies and dragonflies. Much of the walls and ceiling are virtually covered by
an abundance of leafy vines, most of them flowering; in some places they are bound
up tightly like garlands or have fluttering gold ribbons tied to them. At the places
where vines or ribbons intersect, luscious bunches of grapes, peaches, or other fruits
might be found nestled amidst verdant leaves and fresh flowers. Meanwhile, thick
white borders accented with purple and gold circumscribe the room’s eleven mirrors
and trace elaborate patterns across the ceiling. Among the distinguishing aspects
of these bordering bands are floral flourishes and occasionally, architectural features
such as pediments.
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I have followed María Dolores Cerrada Clemente and María Leticia Sánchez Hernández, “El
Gabinete de Porcelana de Madrid,” in Antología di belle arti (1998), p. 88; and “Porcelana del Buen
Retiro: Sala de Porcelana de Aranjuez,” Centro Virtual Cervantes: Porcelana y cerámica, Instituto
Cervantes, <www.cvc.cervantes.es/actcult/patrimonio/ceramica/buen_retiro/caracteristicas_genera
les.htm> (accessed 29 Jan. 2017). Both accounts drew upon the pioneering work of B. Martínez
Caviró, Porcelana del Buen Retiro (Madrid: 1972).
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A number of mirrors—seven large ones placed at equal intervals along the
walls and four small ones set at forty-five degree angles into the corners—create the
effect of endless, mesmerizing complexity and dazzle the viewer foolish enough to
try to take in everything at once.16 Each large mirror is surmounted by two golden
posts, around which mischievous monkeys, nearly human in their facial expressions
and body language, have wrapped themselves. The monkeys ape the Chinese and
challenge spectators, as they look into the mirrors, to gaze more critically upon
themselves. Above each mirror rests a blue-and-white fluted vase, reminiscent of a
seashell, overflowing with produce.

Trumpets, bells, and flutes dangle from

garlands and bunches of ribbon, suggesting an existence constantly enriched by
delightful sounds. The superabundant produce, lovely birds, and playful monkeys
create the impression that nature itself celebrates China and her people. But the
celebration is partly coerced. Where necessary, nature has been forced to cooperate,
as evidenced by the monkeys depicted on the ceiling of the room, which are bound
by golden chains.
The Gabinete occupied a relatively small space that almost certainly was
used as a drawing room.17 It was rectangular in shape and not very large: seven
meters long and four and a half wide, with a high vaulted ceiling.18 Nestled amidst
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The number of large mirrors ought to be higher, were the room symmetrical; because the walls
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the queen’s quarters, at the northeasternmost corner of the palace, the Gabinete
was easily accessible via two sets of double doors, and brightly lit by two large
windows. The ladies of the royal household and their friends may have used the
room as a retreat, where they could take chocolate, coffee, or tea while spreading
the latest gossip.19 The Gabinete might also have been used as a relaxing refuge,
with splendid views and plenty of fresh air. It may have been a place for young
maidens to take much-needed time alone, a clandestine retreat in which to have a
whispered conversation about some secret love interest, or a romantic hideaway
where one could steal a moment with someone special. The Gabinete was a
youthful, optimistic room, filled with life and possibilities.
All of this, doubtless, had been foreshadowed at Portici. The Gabinete was
so alike in conception and so superior in execution to the old Salottino that the
latter might accurately be considered a rough draft. To name just a few of the
similarities, the rooms were similar in size; the mirrors were the same shape and
placed in like positions on the walls; elaborate garlands, lavish fruits, ribbons, and
musical instruments were used in both rooms to fill otherwise empty spaces; the
themes of the relief sculptures corresponded nicely (although the figures at
Aranjuez appear to me to be far more racially diverse); and the chandeliers at first
glance looked nearly identical, with the same spray of palm leaves protruding from
the top and the same twisted-garland arms (in fact, they may have come from the
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Or coffee, as put by Jacques-François Blondel (l. 1705–1774), quoted in Honour, Chinoiserie, p.
96.
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same mold).20 The improvements made at Aranjuez, however, were significant:
the ceiling like the walls was covered entirely with porcelain panels; it had more
sculpted figures, depicted with greater detail and better narrative sense; and playful
groups of musical monkeys, part of the tradition of singeries, now appeared below
the chair-rail.21
Many of the similarities between the Salottino and the Gabinete derived
from the fact that the same chief sculptor, Giovanni Guglielmo Giuseppe Gricci,
and the same chief arcanist, Cayetano Schepers, had been put in charge of the works
at both locations. Gricci was remarkably talented and extraordinarily skilled at his
work. Born in Florence in the first years of the eighteenth century, he went to
school and worked in his home city until 1738, when he obtained a job with Charles
and relocated to Naples. He was capable of sculpting a wide variety of subjects.
Some of his most popular and esteemed works—unsurprisingly, given his superb
modeling of similar scenes for the Gabinete—were miniatures of street scenes,
including vendors and comedians. He also sculpted religious themes, and his best
work is considered to be a piedad without polychrome that he modeled in 1744.22
He participated in the crafting of the Salottino, but in Spain he was elevated to the
rank of chief sculptor. He directed the sculpting of the porcelain rooms at the royal
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For the Salottino di Porcellana, see Wikimedia, <https://commons.wiki media.org/wiki/Cate
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palaces at Aranjuez and Madrid, the two most ambitious projects that the
Manufactura del Buen Retiro ever undertook. The successful execution of the
Gabinete de Porcelana de Aranjuez testified to Gricci’s skill at the height of his
career. The king gave special bonuses of one hundred doblones to each of the two
most valued workers: Gricci, and Schepers, the chemist in charge of mixing the
paste.23
Schepers, also a Florentine, was the son of Livio Vittorio, the first arcanist
of the Real Fabbrica di Capodimonte. In 1744, only a year after the factory had
opened, Schepers replaced his father as arcanist and soon developed a new and
significantly improved paste. In 1759, Schepers oversaw the transfer of the factory,
including its personnel, materials, and machinery, to Madrid. He continued using
the Capodimonte paste until, sometime following the construction of the Gabinete
de Porcelana de Aranjuez, the supply ran out. At that juncture, Schepers was
obliged to concoct another new paste, this one based on Spanish clays. It was the
second time in his career that he had developed a satisfactory recipe—quite the
accomplishment. He performed his duties to the complete satisfaction of the king,
who provided employment and pensions to Schepers's seven sons. After his death,
Charles also provided generous benefits to Schepers's widow and daughter.24
Schepers’s career trajectory suggests the highly artisanal nature of the
enterprise in which he was employed. The most important moments in his career
occurred when he successfully adapted local materials to the exigencies of porcelain
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production. “Arcanist” was an appropriate job title: Johann Friedrich Böttger
(1682–1719), the alleged inventor of European hard-paste porcelain, was himself
an alchemist, and porcelain-making, like alchemy, was a highly secretive and
subjective art. Chinese porcelain, also sometimes called “true” or “hard-paste”
porcelain, consisted of two ingredients: a special type of clay called kaolin (fine
white china clay) and a flux called petuntse (a feldspathic rock ground to fine
powder). The two were mixed together and baked (in potters’ terms, “fired”) at
approximately 1450 degrees Celsius. Often a glaze of pure petuntse was added,
either at the initial firing or during a second firing. 25 This process caused the
materials to fuse together into a composite of amazing hardness. The resulting
product was white, with a translucent glaze, and harder than steel: if etching were
desired, diamond-tipped tools had to be used. The product when struck produced
an audible tone, and for the Chinese this was porcelain’s defining characteristic.26
Transferring this technology to Europe proved remarkably difficult.
Chinese techniques of porcelain production were so refined that even the most
accurate travel accounts failed to note critical details. European artisans therefore
had to create new methods of porcelain manufacture.
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A delay might be introduced between firings if the artisan wanted to add blue-colored decoration
composed of cobalt oxide (originally from Persia); this substance was used because it had the special
property of being able to withstand high temperatures without changing color or being burnt away.
Hard-paste porcelain received petuntse glaze only for decoration, since the body was already
nonporous, unlike soft-paste porcelain. A note on sources: the academic literature exhibits many
deficiencies in defining porcelain and is frustrating and misleading. The only authoritative source I
have been able to find that does a decent job of treating the subject is—strangely—the Encyclopædia
Britannica, which I have followed here.
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Louise Ade Boger, The Dictionary of World Pottery and Porcelain (New York: Charles Scribner’s
Sons, 1971), p. 266.
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arcanists at every upstart factory faced the difficulty of adapting locally available
clays and minerals. Kaolin might be mixed with an alternative flux, such as sand
and lime, flint, or alabaster, which could be fired at lower temperatures, around
1100–1200 degrees Celsius. Just as easily, where kaolin could not be found, other
clays might be used in its place. Substitutions tended to result in the creation of
“soft-paste” porcelain, which was porous except when glazed, did not resonate, and
could be cut with a file.27
This was, indeed, what happened at Capodimonte. Because the site lacked
kaolin, Schepers had to go to considerable trouble to whip up a substitute. The
resulting Capodimonte porcelain was creamy in appearance, and like many softpaste products, the colors used to decorate it merged with the glaze to produce a
silky effect. The gentler colors and more welcoming appearance are considered by
modern collectors to be desirable characteristics, often preferable to the cold severity
of hard paste. Eighteenth-century critics were of a similar opinion: to them, the
important thing was the successful imitation of some of the key properties—several
of which were enumerated by Reichwein, above—that rendered Chinese porcelain
so charming. They cared about the successful imitation of appearances rather than
the use of “authentic” materials and methods, as is so emphasized amongst today’s
global elite.
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English bone china was introduced circa 1800; it is a hybrid form, closest in nature to hard-paste
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Reed Benhamou elaborated on this perspective through an overview of the
literature created by eighteenth-century French technical specialists. He found that
terms like “artificial,” “feigned,” and even “counterfeit” were used matter-of-factly
rather than pejoratively, indicating that the imitative approach to the decorative arts
was unquestioned by practitioners. He considered several specific cases of the
highly specialized methods by which artisans, through the use of what we might
now call chemical concoctions, created visually compelling imitations of natural
objects such as coral and marble. Benhamou found that the public—including its
connoisseurs—accepted and even praised successful imitations, as long as they were
admitted to be such and were not passed off as the real thing. He emphasized that
imitations were accepted for reasons of cost and convenience, but it is also clear
from his work that the delightfulness of imitations played a prominent role in their
acceptance, and this was the operative factor at work in the Gabinete de Porcelana
de Aranjuez.28
Imitation also reigned supreme in the domain of the fine arts. Johan
Joachim Winckelmann, in his “Essay on the Beautiful in Art” from 1763, argued
that while special and original thoughts in works of art should be prized like costly
pearls, all art was, at its most fundamental, an imitation of nature. He wrote, “Art,
as an imitator of nature, should at all times aim at what is natural in the creation of
beauty.”29 In this, he doubtless drew upon the seminal work of Charles Batteux,
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Benhamou, e.g., pp. 1–4, 9–11.
Johan Joachim Winckelmann, Winckelmann: Writings on Art, edited by David Irwin (London:
Phaidon, 1972), online at <http://monoskop.org/images/f/f1/Winckelmann_Johann_Joachim_
Writings_on_Art.pdf> (accessed 29 Jan. 2017), p. 102.
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who argued to great acclaim in 1746 in his treatise, Les beaux arts réduits à un même
principe (“The Fine Arts Reduced to a Single Principle”) that the imitation of nature
was and of right ought to be the basis for all art, whether it be painting, poetry,
music, or dance. 30 Imitation and emulation also were inherent to the masterapprentice relationships assumed by many artists, as documented by Thomas Crow
with regard to the concrete example of Jacques-Louis David and his two pupils,
Jean-Germain Drouais and Anne-Louis Girodet-Trioson.31
Several conclusions might be drawn from this.

First, I follow

Winckelmann’s suggestion in noting that the Gabinete de Porcelana de Aranjuez
posited an original and precious thought in its formulation of what Aranjuez, as a
whole, ought to be. To this I shall return in this chapter’s conclusion. Second,
imitation appears to have meant something different to Benhamou than it did to
Winckelmann and Batteux. The former author referred to the process of creating
something artificial that slavishly reproduced natural substances; the latter authors
referred to a process more akin to representation, which allowed for creative
expression and abstraction. Both senses were at play in the Gabinete, which
relied—to borrow the phrasing of the era—on counterfeit processes to create a work
of art that posited itself as a true representation of what life was actually like in
China. The room also relied on abstractions of buildings and scenery, which were
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Charles Batteux, Les beaux arts réduits à un même principe: nouvelle édition (Paris: Chez Durand,
1747), Google Books, <https://books.google.com/books?id=TStKAAAAcAAJ> (accessed 29 Jan.
2017), pp. viii–ix.
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See Thomas Crow, Emulation: David, Drouais, and Girodet in the Art of Revolutionary France,
revised edition (New Haven: Yale U.P. in association with the Getty Research Institute, 2006).
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implied but never shown. In other words, there were at least three separate
imitations going on, each of which had been provided for by Benhamou,
Winckelmann, and Batteux: the imitation of porcelain (which was literal and
slavish), the imitation of the Chinese people (which also was to be taken literally
but was not slavish, since the imagery depended upon the creative combination of
a variety of sources as well as the imaginative rendering of their poses and
comportment), and the imitation of China itself (the buildings, flora, and other
necessary parts of the country, which were suggested abstractly).
The artifice behind the Gabinete, regardless of its intellectual
underpinnnings, paid off: it dazzled viewers with its delicate lines and delightful
themes. Through it, viewers experienced a visually overpowering representation of
China’s exotic beauty. Digital images do some justice to the room’s effect, and I
recommend that the reader consult some of them, which are specified in the notes.32
If, in the midst of this overwhelming display, the viewer wishes to retain his
equilibrium, he quickly will turn his eyes to one of the twenty-three relief
sculptures, which jump out from their surroundings and provide anchor points for
the room. These sculptures fall into a category of pictorial representation called
genre scenes, or representations of people and events from everyday life. Settings
might include, for example, markets, inns, streets, parties, or interiors of houses. In
the Gabinete, all of the scenes are depicted as if outdoors, yet the accoutrements of
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360cities provides crystal-clear, zoomable, three-dimensional viewing of the Gabinete de
Porcelana at Aranjuez, <https://www.360cities.net/image/chinese-or-porcelain-room-royal-pa
lace-aranjuez-madrid> (accessed 6 Jan. 2017).
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civilization such as buildings and rooms are often implied. Sometimes an interior
space is subtly suggested by furnishings such as a vase or table; in other places,
pediments and implied columns give a sense of architectural space.

But no

buildings are depicted, an aesthetic choice that corresponds to an emphasis on living
with nature and following nature’s laws.
None of the scenes in the Gabinete is dominant; the room is multi-focal.
Even the chandelier, which fills up the ceiling and the center of the room as one
looks upward, does not command attention. Instead, it fills an empty space in order
to ground the presentation and redirect guests’ eyes outward. A monkey and
generic China-man, the latter complete with conical hat, peer languidly around
opposite sides of the chandelier’s column and invite viewers to partake of the
spectacles lining the outside of the room. Well the viewer might follow their gaze
and stay awhile too: the artwork enveloping the room requires to be comprehended
as a whole before its themes become fully intelligible.
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Figure 2. The Gabinete de Porcelana de Aranjuez. Drawing mine.
The chandelier itself has not been reproduced adequately in photos and I
shall therefore describe it more fully. A palm tree makes up the column, and its
leaves nearly touch the ceiling. The tree is embraced by the China-man and
monkey, as I have mentioned, and it is rooted in a cluster of rocks, which makes up
the chandelier’s body. The arms undulate elegantly outward from the rocks as
though they were the tree’s roots. The China-man sits on a golden branch,
underneath which rests a two-breasted dragon, perhaps a víbria in the Catalan
tradition. Underneath the rocks and forming the base of the entire composition
are two birds locked in mortal combat, one of them grasping a snake in its talons
and snapping at the other’s throat.
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Although the room might be approached starting at any given point, there
is one relief sculpture, or vignette as I shall call it, that is very different from the
others and that is likely to be picked out quickly owing to its large size and its
position directly in front of the western doors. This is the image of a religious man,
almost certainly either a Jesuit missionary or a Chinese in charge of Confucian
rituals.33 Of course, the two were quite distinct: leaders of the Confucian rites were
heads of families and not priests, per se, although they often were perceived as such
by European observers. Despite the tremendous differences between Jesuit priests
and Confucian leaders, however, the context is sufficiently ambiguous to suggest
both identifications without providing adequate justification definitively to select
the one over the other.
On the one hand, the man might be a Jesuit who has adapted to Chinese
life: he has grown a Chinese-style, droopy mustache and wears a brown robe with
a cincture at the waist. Before him kneels a Chinese supplicant, his head bowed to
the ground, toward whom the missionary has outstretched his long left arm,
offering his hand in a gesture of welcome and openness. Although there is no cross,
nor any other overt symbol, the context could be that of Jesuit-style, Sinicized
Christianity, perhaps a baptism or the opening of a church—a very festive occasion,
judging by the European-style bells ringing in the background.
On the other hand, a number of details suggest we should identify the man
as a Confucian leader. Unlike many of the Gabinete’s figures, he has distinctively
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Vignette 1.
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Asian facial features, including noticeably slanted eyes; although a few ethnic
Chinese had studied in Europe and been inducted as Jesuit coadjutors, they were a
small minority within the Jesuit mission, and it seems unlikely that they would have
been depicted in this context. Moreover, surmounting the bells is a crescent moon
symbol with the concave side facing up, identified in some European texts as a
prominently used sign of luck in Chinese ceremonies, such as marriages. Equally
important is the absence of a mandarin square on the priest’s chest, a detail often
used to remind observers of the Jesuits’ prominent status in the Chinese
bureaucracy; the squares appear elsewhere in the Gabinete, but not here. The truly
damning fact, however, is what the priest is doing with his right arm: he has
wrapped it around a golden humanoid figure standing atop a pedestal. The
offending idol’s face, on close inspection, is demonic, with horns, long pointy ears,
and a devilish grin.
While this idol doubtless could be interpreted as a generic demon meant to
stand in for a multitude of false religious practices that Spaniards knew to be taking
place in China, I think that the particular identification with Confucianism is
compelling.

In printed depictions of the time, European-style demons only

sometimes replaced literal imagery of Asian gods and goddesses, whereas the more
common practice was to attempt faithful representations. This is not to say that
the depictions were entirely accurate, but they often succeeded in portraying the
god’s most distinguishing characteristics. Contemporary representations of idols of
Vishnu and Marduk, as well as Buddha, often had distinctive features that are
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immediately recognizable even today. Taoism and Buddhism, the most prominent
religions in China at the time, had been in many ways accurately described by
contemporary writers. So it seems unproductive to view the generic nature of the
Gabinete idol as the result of ignorance, particularly given the highly informed
nature of the rest of the room’s decoration.
Rather, I suggest that the statue was deliberately intended as a double or
even a triple entendre: while the statue suggests Chinese superstition and religious
malfeasance in general, it more particularly alludes to both the Confucian rites of
ancestor veneration and the Jesuits’ infamous embrace of those rites.

These

interpretations are especially relevant to the time and place of the Gabinete’s
creation, and they are most likely to have occurred to contemporaries. Europeans
well knew that Confucian rituals (also known as the Chinese Rites) comprised the
core of Chinese social and religious life, and that they derived from the teachings
of a particular man, Confucius, whom the statue may very well represent. Apart
from Confucius, moreover, the statue may have been a stand-in for any dead
ancestor; it might be interpreted as a symbol of what we now consider, more
correctly, to have been Chinese practices of ancestor veneration, but what many
eighteenth-century Europeans saw as a form of worship. In either case, the robed
figure embracing the statue was a leader of the Rites. But it was equally possible to
see him as a Jesuit, who seemed to be welcoming Chinese converts into the Church
but in reality was leading them into a new form of idolatry.
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Depicting the Jesuits in this way would have been quite appropriate for
Charles III. Although a sincere Christian, he also was a regalist who believed he
should have supremacy over the Church in his own country. He appears to have
believed that increasing the power of the state at the expense of the Church would
not only conduce to greater prosperity for the Spanish people but also improve the
Church’s fidelity to its core mission. He saw the regular orders, particularly the
Jesuit Society, as rivals. The artwork in the Gabinete drew upon general anti-Jesuit
sentiment, but most especially the 1742 papal decree ordering Jesuit missionaries
to cease immediately the practice of tolerating the Rites among Chinese converts.
That is, the Gabinete had papal authority to back up its idea that the Rites were
un-Christian and that Jesuit missionary methods had failed. The timing, too, was
appropriate: the erection of the wall panels in 1763 came only a few years before
Charles’s unceremonious eviction of the Jesuits from Spain, Peru, Mexico, and the
rest of the Empire. He had previously sought to reduce the Jesuits’ power in the
Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, and he used Madrid’s popular revolt of 1766—known
as the Motín de Esquilache because of the hostility the rioters showed toward
Charles’s foreign, Italian-born advisers—as an excuse to condemn the Jesuits of
inciting rebellion. In 1767, he forcibly expelled them and forbade debate about the
decision. Still not content, he advocated against them until he secured the pope’s
agreement to dissolve the Society entirely. We should not be surprised, therefore,
to find cloaked anti-Jesuit propaganda in one of the most stunning contemporary
works of art that he sponsored.
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More importantly, we should notice that the Gabinete’s adulation for China
focused exclusively on secular characteristics. Christianity was the one thing that
China conspicuously lacked; contemporary accounts bemoaned its heathenism. Yet
neither did they seek to hide it, and in this respect the Gabinete is no different.
This sets Charles’s Spain quite a bit farther into the European mainstream of the
time than we might otherwise expect. Spain remained a profoundly Catholic
country, but at the highest levels—at the Court and in the person of the King—
power and prosperity had supplanted faith as the objectives of policy. The Gabinete
clearly expresses the monarch’s secular desire to advance his country’s economy,
while hinting at his projects to restructure laws and customs, and faintly suggesting
that perhaps, to better facilitate the transition to more prosperous times, he ought
to see some improvements to his title, becoming less a king, and more an emperor.
The overt religious and political themes of the first vignette are, for the most
part, peculiar to it. The others, by contrast, avoid such associations and instead
focus on the impressive social and economic qualities of Chinese civilization.
Happy families are the most common staple. Many vignettes feature faithful
fathers, dutiful mothers, and children who are alternately playful or serious as the
occasion demands. Music, too, is a recurring theme. Near the western doorway, a
family plays musical instruments together, with the exuberant father assuming a
humble position, seated at a percussion instrument, while above him, his child and
wife ring bells.34 Above the southern doorway, similarly, one sees a family of four
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Vignette 12.
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at a park. Two determined, adventurous children take turns climbing a pole, while
the smiling father and mother take a well-deserved moment under a shade tree to
relax and converse.35 In another place stands a family of three, again outdoors, but
with an entirely different, almost business-like mood. The Mongolian-looking
man, who wears a large sword on a belt, bends down at the waist to his child’s
height, apparently providing some sage advice, while the mother looks on
approvingly. The scene reminds one very much of devoted parents sending their
child off to the first day of school.36
Other images too convey a sense of care and concern for children. Above
the north window, a costumed child in spritely green dances gaily as two adults—
perhaps his parents—recline nearby, enraptured in the performance. 37 In the
southwest corner, a middle-aged man with a spotty beard and holding a basket of
fruits and greens gazes searchingly outward—not toward the viewer, but beyond,
as though seeking the way to go; with his other hand he gently and protectively
ushers along a young child, perhaps his son.38 Immediately to the left is a depiction
of a matron at home, who tenderly gazes down upon two small children. It can’t
be said whether they are brother and sister or playmates, but they rest contentedly
together and glance lovingly into each other’s bright faces.39
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Love and romance, indeed, are prominent themes: on the east wall, an old
man and woman flirt playfully; he looks fondly down at her as she impishly bumps
him with her hip.40 Nearby is a middle-aged couple having a playful conversation—
the man with his back against a small tree, the woman leaning in toward him, her
chin tilted slightly downward and a coquettish look on her face. Two children, one
black and one light-skinned, look on. (Incidentally, they do not appear to be related
to the couple.)41 On the ceiling there is an opportunity to catch a candid glimpse
of two impassioned young lovers, utterly alone, who gaze longingly into each other’s
eyes as though they are about to steal a kiss and perhaps more. A lonely-looking
chained monkey glances up at them, as if wishing to be included; perhaps he also
represents the sensual sin in which the lovers are about to engage.42
Hierarchy and authority are present everywhere but almost always implicit.
The image of the Jesuit priest or Confucian leader, mentioned above, is exceptional
for its clear portrayal of authority. All of the other images are notable for the social
harmony and general equality that appears to prevail. Because most of them depict
families or pairs of lovers, the general sense of fellowship is easily understandable.
Even persons of rank, such as the two mandarins wearing dragon placards, are
shown in domestic settings.43 One of the mandarins appears engaged in amicable,
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I am not strictly sure whether these men are intended to be Mandarins, but I have called them
such because I believe this is the most likely association that the sculptors intended to evoke. Fiveclawed dragon placards were worn by Princes of the Blood, while four-clawed dragon placards were
worn by very high-ranking nobles outside the Mandarinate. Regardless, the depiction of the
dragons is not accurate enough to ascertain the rank of these individuals with any certainty, because
the claws are not depicted. Often, too, an authentic dragon placard was worn with companions—
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perhaps even trivial conversation with his better half, who looks demurely
downward as he caresses the parrot she holds on her wrist.44 The other mandarin
is the old man who has taken his wife and children to play at the park, whom I
mentioned above; he looks lovingly upward at his wife with a big smile on his face,
while gesturing with his free hand to offer her a seat, or some fruit, or to point out
something pleasant about the suroundings (the nature of the offering is unclear, but
he is certainly offering something).45
Where high and low do appear together, it is in a familiar manner. Persons
of plainly lower status, who appear to be servants and vendors, are depicted in the
panels between the room’s two windows: in one, a short, blue-clad man who
apparently has been assigned to hold a tall pole is being spoken to by an aristocratic
looking woman; in another, a young woman in a teal dress appears to be holding
an umbrella for her mistress, who is inspecting fruits sold by a young male street
vendor.46 In a third example, a servant pulls the coach of a wealthy-looking man
who is accompanied by an armed guard.47 These lowly persons are only servants,
yet their clothing is still splendid, they are dignified in bearing, and in the former
two cases, they interact directly with the upper social orders, a mark of distinction

corresponding placards on the shoulders and back—and in some cases all of them were circular
rather than square. This suggests that the artisans were working from a rather vague impression of
the dragon as a symbol of high rank in China, without fully understanding who precisely wore such
garments; as for the Gabinete’s viewers, it is even less likely that they would have understood the
nuances of rank in the Chinese bureaucracy.
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in and of itself. Still, at first glance the social hierarchy seems to mirror that of
Europe, with a clear-cut divide between noble masters and servants of low birth.
In fact, though, appearances are deceiving. Along with its other quirks, the
Gabinete displays tremendous respect for age, which was reported in contemporary
texts as having great importance in China. Always the most distinguished persons
are elderly, or in the case of some of the prominent women, middle-aged. The
lowliest, including the servants mentioned above, are mere youths. Sometimes they
are consigned to sit idly by while their elders have all the fun, as with two young
lads acting as bystanders to a flirtation among their betters. 48 Other times the
children appear in awe of their superiors—two kids depicted alongside an
impressively tall, stoic-looking, turbaned man (his headdress strongly resembles a
turban) lounge near his feet and gaze reverently up at him.49 Always they have to
escape supervision to enjoy true freedom. The young lovers, pointed out above, are
one example of this phenomenon, but perhaps the most illustrative sculpture is that
of the two young boys who have retreated up an abandoned slope to get away. One
of them looks surlily down at the viewer, while the other keeps his back turned, too
busy trudging up the hill to pay any notice. Nearby an abandoned umbrella sits
closed on the ground, showing the neglect with which these boys treat their hillside
getaway.50
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Besides having its basis in the egalitarian principle of age, the hierarchy was
not economically exploitative. Everyone was more than adequately fed, happy, and
in the bloom of life. One of the clearest markers of prosperity, clothing, varies
tremendously from individual to individual, but in all cases it is rich and sumptuous.
Some of the Chinese appear dressed very traditionally, like the senior-level
mandarin who wears a dark-colored robe, mandarin square, and rank-appropriate
headwear.51 Many adults wear robes that look plausibly exotic, with the elaborate
patterns, simple cuts, flowing profile, and silky folds that might be expected.
Although many people wear the conical rice hat, headgear varies considerably
throughout the composition. Above the west doorway, an important looking man
riding in a hand-drawn carriage wears a wide-brimmed circular hat made of brightly
colored feathers.52 He might be a priest or monk, because contemporary drawings
often depicted this type of hat in religious contexts; but he must be quite important,
because he is accompanied by an armed guard. The nearby presence of the turbaned
man, already mentioned above, suggests Qing China’s cultural diversity.53 A variety
of other types of hats, many corresponding to drawings sent back from China,
appear throughout the Gabinete. Weaponry, too, is variegated and plentiful.
Surprisingly, many of the figures, including women, wear swords or knives of
various types and sizes (but convincingly Far Eastern in appearance and
corresponding to artistic representations sent back from China), undercutting the
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then-widespread idea that the Chinese lacked sufficient interest in the use of
armaments. Money pouches, flasks made of porcelain or brass, and tobacco pipes
are common, too. The Gabinete depicts a vibrant and diverse people, wellacquainted with the accoutrements and practices of good living, eager to participate
in mercantile pursuits, and unafraid of strangers.
Even the mandarins are displayed in situations of surprising humility.
Noteworthy is the fact that neither of them appears in a litter, although mandarins
often were depicted that way in contemporary drawings and writings. In a more
general sense, indeed, contemporary sources typically showed mandarins as
conspicuously more privileged and better than the people around them. But even
among the commoners, the Gabinete did not portray abject peons, hard labor, or
suffering.
The wealth and egalitarianism of the Gabinete contrasted sharply with
contemporary graphical depictions of realms throughout the world, particularly of
Africa and America. Perhaps the best contemporary source is Pierre van der Aa’s
Galerie agréable du monde, published in sixty-six volumes in 1728, which contained
3,715 copperplate prints of drawings and maps and was the eighteenth-century
equivalent of a photo album of the world’s most notable sights.54 The illustrations
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“Pierre” was the name under which he published. His given name is alternately “Pieter.” I
consulted many of his books at BNE in Madrid, but for the sake of simplicity, in the following
discussion I refer primarily to the 2012 miniaturized print facsimile and accompanying full-size
digital facsimile published by Hes & de Graaf. To view Van der Aa’s volumes on China online,
visit Gallica, <http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b10509799j/f7.item>, <http://gallica.bnf.fr/
ark:/12148/btv1b10509776c/f11.item>, and <http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b10509741w/f11
.item> (all accessed 30 Jan. 2017). Gallica appears to own a complete edition of Van der Aa’s Galerie.
The site’s utility is limited, however, by its arcane searching parameters, which render it quite
difficult to find the volume one wants. For this reason, I recommend Hes & de Graaf. Note that
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were cribbed from numerous other publications, and thusly the Galerie might
reasonably be expected to act as a conspectus of European viewpoints on other
cultures.
To his credit, Van der Aa attempted to adopt, without being too antiseptic,
a more-or-less neutral standpoint. This is evident from the tone of the introductory
texts he prepared for each section. For example, he presented the Ottoman
Empire—which in Europe was the most feared of all the world’s exotic powers—
with very little general commentary (presumably to avoid denigrating his subject),
and he did have some positive things to say about it. For example, he praised
Turkish baths.55 This was probably the best he could do for the Ottomans. At any
rate, my point is that Van der Aa made a significant and readily discernable effort
to maintain a factual stance.
Still, there was a lot of barbarism in the early modern world, and Van der
Aa had a strong interest in capturing it—because his audience wanted to see the
strangeness of non-European ways of life and the cruelties commonly practiced in
exotic lands.56 Sub-Saharan Africans and Americans living outside Mexico were
shown half-naked, living in huts amidst savage environs populated by huge and
terrible beasts. Africa was known as the principal source of slaves, while American
Indians were depicted as brutalized by the Spaniards or working at hard labor in

the BNE volumes have been rebound; each contains two or three of the original volumes in one
larger volume. The BNE collection, like that at Gallica, appears to be complete.
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See Van der Aa’s commentary on the Ottomans in Galérie, vol. 45 (Leiden: Van der Aa, 1728),
facsimile reproduction in Peter van der Krogt and Hans Braat, eds., Koeman’s Atlantes Neerlandici:
New Edition, vol. 4A (Houten, Netherlands: Hes & de Graaf, 2012), enclosed DVD, vol. 45, pp.
4–7.
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Spanish silver mines. The Mexicans were noted for their diabolical religious
ceremonies involving human sacrifice. Meanwhile, in a rather disgusting display of
voyeurism, complete with smug hints of one-upmanship, European artists depicted
foreign methods of torture, including a number of procedures allegedly used in Asia
(which to Van der Aa’s mind included Spain).57
Van der Aa and his contemporaries were perhaps too quick to judge. The
discoveries made by oceanic voyaging had yielded unprecedentedly profound and
extensive knowledge of the world, but Europeans struggled to grasp its import.
This was evident, in fact, from Van der Aa’s table of contents: forty-seven of the
sixty-six volumes—about 70 percent—addressed Europe, which by his definition
included Russia.58 The remaining thirty percent addressed all of Africa, America,
and Asia, with the latter comprised of six parts: the Middle Eastern parts of the
Ottoman Empire; Persia; India proper (which included Hindustan, the Indian
peninsula, and Southeast Asia); Great Tartary (the steppelands, broadly speaking);
China; and the Asian Islands (a category overlapping with “India” in such a manner
as to suggest an intellectual incongruity or dispute on the issue). 59
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On Africa, see Koeman’s DVD, vols. 60–2; at BNE, see Signatura ER/2081. On America, see
Koeman’s DVD, vols. 63–6; at BNE, see Signatura ER/2082. The introduction to the American
volumes includes a social hierarchy placing “savage Indians” last (Koeman’s, vol. 63: Amérique I, p.
2; at BNE, Signatura ER/2082, p. 2). On Spanish tyranny, see Koeman’s DVD, vol. 63, plate 11;
at BNE, see Signatura ER/2082, plate 11. On human sacrifice, see for example (there are numerous
examples) Koeman’s DVD, vol. 63, plate 14a; at BNE, see Signatura ER/2082, plate 14a. On
“Asian” tortures (which included Spanish tortures), see Koeman’s DVD, vol. 52: Perse & Mogol I,
plate 20; at BNE, see Signatura ER/2078, plate 20. For another version of barbaric exoticisms, this
one depicting Mexican human sacrifices and Far-Eastern eaters of bird shit, see Koeman’s DVD,
vol. 63, plate 7; at BNE, see Signatura ER/2082, plate 7. Van der Aa ascribed to the Black Legend,
as pertains to the Spanish Empire.
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acknowledging the cursory and sometimes facile nature of the depictions in these
volumes, we must also remember that Van der Aa certainly captured, in numerous
instances, true knowledge of the societies he surveyed.
To speak again more directly to my own purposes, the more time I spend
with Van der Aa’s work, the more I realize that the content on China is indeed very
special and extremely flattering. As I have explained, neither American nor African
civilization was at all impressive to European travelers and savants.

Of

contemporary societies outside Europe, therefore, it is accurate to remark that only
a tiny minority, exclusively located in southern and eastern Asia, received favorable
press. Representatives included Persia and the Mughal Empire. But China
received the lions’ share of favorable comments. Indeed, to speak of quantity alone,
no country outside Europe had anywhere near as much content devoted to it as did
China. Maps and images of the Middle Kingdom sprawl across three volumes and
one hundred fifteen plates; as such, the content on China considerably exceeds that
on Spain or Portugal, and mirrors that on the United Kingdom.
Several other European countries received considerably greater coverage,
including the Low Countries (Van der Aa’s regional home, with 12 volumes), Italy
(the artistic capital of Europe, with 12 volumes), France (at the height of its glory,
with 6 volumes), and the Holy Roman Empire (with 4 volumes). But China was
clearly very important, ranking in terms of quantity as though it were, indeed,
European. Van der Aa’s introduction made clear that China was a great country,
worthy of respect:
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This great Region, which is powerful and populous, is as though the center
of all the Orient's precious goods, and counts more than 60 Million men
[this figure probably is intended to exclude women and children, and may
in fact refer only to able-bodied men], who pay annually more than 400
Million Ducats in revenues to their Emperor. The Chinese are very
spiritual and clever; they have so much vanity as to say, that they alone
have 2 eyes, while the Europeans have no more than one, & all the other
Nations of the World are blind.60

In the following pages, Van der Aa raised such adulation to even more exalted
heights. He reported that China contained the world's biggest and most impressive
cities, its people were exceedingly hard-working, and the art of agriculture (which
was extremely important to Europe’s enlightened savants) was more advanced there
than anywhere else. Nanking, aside from being the “largest, the most excellent, and
the most beautiful town in all the [Chinese] Empire,” was also the most populous
in the entire world, while the second most populous city, globally, was Peking.61
Furthermore, Van der Aa praised “Chinese Industriousness,” particularly in
the field of agriculture, “which passes as one of the most noble professions in China:
to such an extent that there is not an inch of workable earth in all this vast Empire
that is not cultivated.” The country had an excellent transportation network, highly
conducive to trade: “The great paths there are entirely paved with tiles, the hills
and rocks are leveled; the valleys and pits are raised.” Equally admirable was China's
postal system, which featured stations placed at ten-league intervals along the roads,
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by order of the Emperor.62 Maritime commerce occurred on an incredible scale:
“China alone possesses just as many ships, as all the States of Europe combined:
and almost every boat is inhabited by a family.”63
In another sign of China’s prosperity, it was reported to have a number of
“floating villages,” each of which housed up to two hundred families, who were able
to carry out their lives largely as though they lived on dry land.64 There were no
beggars whatsoever, and the social system was so efficient that even the blind had
employment; blind girls were sent to brothels to earn their bread. Perhaps most
remarkable of all was a report on the typical Chinese lifespan: the majority were
said to live “for 200 years.”65 The credulous repetition of such an outlandish legend
confirms both enduring inaccuracies in European knowledge about China and the
tremendous esteem in which the Chinese had come to be held.
I have covered Van der Aa at some length because the series now held in
the Biblioteca Nacional de España (BNE) almost certainly arrived with Phillip V
and likely would have been used by the Buen Retiro artisans as they prepared to
execute the Gabinete. Moreover, the Van der Aa volumes were among the most
accurate and thorough of all graphical works then available, which increases the
likelihood that they were consulted. We should also allow for the highly likely
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possibility that some of the artisans’ sources were left behind in Naples; after all,
the same group of men had covered the same Chinese themes shortly before
arriving in Spain. We will probably never know, however, the exact sources that
the artisans used. All surviving sources about the creation of the Gabinete, many
of which are cataloged in the collectively authored Manufactura del Buen Retiro
(cited above), appear to be administrative in nature and therefore likely to be
worthless for ascertaining artistic influences. I believe it highly likely that any
concept art or experimental porcelain works were destroyed during the fire that
leveled the Manufactura del Buen Retiro in the year 1812, during the battle to
regain Madrid from Napoleon’s forces.
China’s virtues, then, were well attested, both in the Gabinete and in one
of its likely sources, but what of its vices? Van der Aa foreshadowed these as well,
particularly in his many images of Chinese idolatry. He alluded to sexual practices
that some would perceive as immoral, but only in a very passing manner, with an
image of a Chinese whore being led around on a donkey by a pimp. Prostitution
and idolatry also appear in the Gabinete. We have already seen the complex way
that it condemned Chinese idolatry in Vignette 1. As for the sex, two of the ceiling
vignettes are revealing: on the northern side, a wild-eyed, sinister-looking man
grabs a young maiden by the arm while gesturing with his free hand toward a
distant, secluded spot. Just below his outstretched arm, a brazier burns brightly.66
The image almost certainly alludes to some sort of improper romantic connection
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between the two, possibly an exploitative one in which an older man takes
advantage of a younger woman. Another image, on the eastern side of the ceiling,
more directly reflects Van der Aa: it depicts a woman reclining under an umbrella,
in a sexually suggestive pose, while looking back over her shoulder at the viewer.67
But most of the sexual allusions in the Gabinete derive from its
presentations of men and women together in flirtatious situations analogous to
what might be expected of married couples. In this context, sex was an important
part of Chinese life, and sexual practices were relatively unrestrained. Perhaps
because of this, relations between the sexes were depicted as remarkably
harmonious.

A patriarchical hierarchy exists, and there is a fair amount of

differentiation as per traditional gender roles: some of the men dispense advice and
admonishments, whereas some of the women are loving mothers or dutiful wives.68
Notice how often the wife’s fond and devoted gaze is directed toward her husband,
who appears to be master of the situation: one woman dutifully gazes upon her
husband as he dispenses advice to their child; another looks downward at the
ground as her authoritative husband speaks to her; and a third glances down and to
the side—at a difficult angle—toward her husband who is playing percussion, as if
seeking his lead.69 Even where women are portrayed in positions of authority, it is
always over young people.70
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Still, unfettered male dominance is not the order of the day. Many vignettes
depict women and men interacting co-equally; the romantic sculptures especially
carry this connotation.71 In the family scenes, too, the women appear contented
and happy. In numerous instances, families appear simply to be getting something
done or, more commonly, having a good time—where the relative power or
importance of each sex is not clearly displayed and appears to have no relevance.72
This is also true of the images in which the women look ardently toward their
husbands. To look at someone with devotion and love is hardly the same thing as
an expression of servitude. The Gabinete therefore does not reproduce the vertical,
patriarchal social hierarchy typical of the era. The room suggests a freer, more
relaxed social code, something that perhaps only could be suggested in such an
exotic context.
The social ideal aspired to seems to be the modern one of romantic love
combined with a chivalric code: to wit, equality and selfless devotion in love,
decisions made by consent and mutual agreement, and the man as the warrior and
protector of his family and country. These traits aligned nicely with the character
of the fantasy as a whole. While China had a hierarchy based on age, experience,
and knowledge (as in the case of the mandarins), it was believed to be a natural one,
consented to willingly and supported wholeheartedly.73 As a result of the rationality
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of the laws underlying their society, China’s people were contented and fulfilled in
their way of life and utterly at peace with one another. Here, indeed, we see indirect
approval of the imperial examination system, which resulted in promotions based
on merit and contrasted sharply with attaining rank through hereditary privilege.
To put it another way, the Gabinete showed that the proper legal foundations
created peace and prosperity at the domestic level, amongst Chinese families. It
was a potent message for Spain, which suffered from a population shortage and
archaic land laws that benefited the few at the expense of the many. Charles and
his court dared to imagine that although their reforms directly affected only the law
and the economy, ultimately they might enlighten and transform the nuclear family
itself, and hence Spanish culture as a whole.
Even so, we have barely scratched the surface of the Gabinete’s radicalism.
One of the most remarkable aspects of the composition is the tremendous variety
of skin colors that it represented. Some of the Chinese appear white, olive, or
amber; others are brown, “Mongolian,” light black, or black. Variety ruled: few
individuals have exactly the same skin tone. Moreover, no evidence exists that
persons with darker skin inhabited lower rungs on the social hierarchy. This
contrasts sharply with the racial norms in the Spanish Americas, and indeed in
Spain itself.

For centuries, Spaniards obsessed over purity of blood.

The

preoccupation went back at least to the Reconquista, and it manifested in the
fifteenth century as hatred against Muslims and Jews, who eventually found
themselves expelled from the Peninsula by royal edict. After the conquest of the
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Americas, the monarchy effectively had a change of heart: in 1542, Charles I of
Spain attempted by his promulgation of the New Laws to put an end to endemic
abuses of his Indian subjects. But when rebellious Spanish nobles shortcircuited
the reforms, the Crown felt compelled to tolerate cruel treatment of the Indians to
maintain order.
The artwork in the Gabinete suggests that by the mid-eighteenth century,
the monarchy was again beginning to see racial hierarchy as a problem. In two
separate vignettes in the Gabinete, men who have dark shades of skin are depicted
as authoritative. These richly clothed men carry weapons and appear wise and
benevolent, one of them admonishing his child and the other—the turbaned man—
towering over two younger, lighter-skinned individuals who appear to be his
clients. 74

To twenty-first-century observers, the men appear to be swarthy

Mongolians, and indeed, Carl Linnaeus (l. 1707–1778), in his Systema naturae (first
published 1735 in Leiden), had long described Asians as fuscus, or “brown”; only
later, in the tenth edition of 1758, would he change that designation to luridus, or
“yellow.”75 Other, earlier descriptions of Chinese people said they were “white.”76
The creators of the Gabinete may have believed, on the basis of these and other
reports, that Chinese people had varying skin tones, ranging from white to various
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shades of brown.

The Gabinete’s creators do not appear, however, to have

incorporated Linnaeus’s ultimate categorization of Chinese as yellow.
Contemporary casta paintings, created in Mexico and shipped to Spain to
serve an imperial audience, provide a clear point of comparison. The men who
commissioned these paintings had a variety of motivations, but none was more
prominent than the desire to delineate and classify the different social groups that
inhabited Mexico. The resulting artwork also fulfilled the enlightened desire to
document and systematize knowledge, besides providing a means for New World
elites to brag to Spain about the prosperity of their colonies, which was often
accomplished by clothing the castas in rich dress.77
Since casta paintings were partly intended to make the empire intelligible
to its rulers in the Peninsula, most of them eventually made their way there. The
Gabinete’s imagery strongly suggests the direct influence of casta paintings. The
man in Vignette 5, mentioned above as having a particularly dark shade of skin, has
a white wife.78 The child’s skin tone appears like his mother’s, but this was not
uncommon in casta paintings, in which the skin tones of the children did not always
take on a middling hue but could trend predominantly toward one of the parents.
An established convention said that certain mixtures were better than others
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because they eventually would result in the “redemption” or “whitening” of one’s
blood. 79 In concrete terms, this is to say that some mixtures could eventually
produce offspring that appeared purely white in skin color. In many casta series, a
Spaniard could marry an Indian, and within a few generations, the blood of the
offspring would be purified to such an extent that the entire line would become
white again. This was how it worked: a Spaniard married to an Indian produced
a mestizo, who when married to a Spaniard produced a castizo, who when married
to a Spaniard produced a Spaniard. Vignette 5 was influenced by casta paintings,
but it also innovates in that the offspring is white after only one generation.
But perhaps the most intriguing aspect of the vignettes is that they depict
black people in a Chinese context.

Casta lore said that black blood would

permanently taint the family line—i.e., that black blood was indelible. In one
eighteenth-century Spanish example, a Spaniard married to a black produced a
mulatto, who when married to a Spaniard produced a morisco, who when married
to a Spaniard produced a torna atrás or “return-backwards,” who when married to
a Spaniard produced a mulatto. 80

To today’s observers, the dark-skinned

individuals in Vignettes 5 and 16 could be described as either Mongolian, or black.
The ambiguity is provocative, especially in the case of Vignette 5: if the man were
black then his white offspring would have been impossible according to casta lore.
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It is true that the facial features of both men fail to conform to what we know about
Africans, but this actually has little relevance. After all, the boy in Vignette 2 is
definitely black—his skin shade is the darkest of all, and there cannot be any
uncertainty as to his racial heritage—and he also has slanted eyes, like many other
Chinese.
Therefore, we can conclude that the Gabinete might challenge the
prejudices of some colonials against whites intermarrying with blacks. But it is
uncertain that this prejudice ever was transferred to Spain or had any relevance to
Charles’s court, other than the fact that some of its members must have been
familiar with the casta paintings.

Allison Blakeley pointed out one of the

difficulties of studying race relations in Europe (as opposed to the American
colonies): descendants of blacks who had married whites were also viewed as white,
and therefore tended to disappear into the common historical record.81 To put it
in colonial terms, Spaniards living in the Peninsula believed that blackness was
changeable.
Indeed, European intellectuals hotly debated the merits of the black race,
with some, such as Hume and Kant, arguing that blacks were inferior in talents and
intellectual capacity.

During the same period, however, a number of free,

Europeanized blacks rose to master complex intellectual fields and earned the
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respect of their white contemporaries. Some of these men were sponsored by
wealthy whites interested in seeing the capacities of blacks for themselves.82 The
debate had not been resolved by Charles’s time. If the Gabinete indeed portrays
black men, as I have suggested, then it must be interpreted as expressing openness
to the idea that blacks equaled whites in capacity and dignity. The presence of the
black boy in Vignette 2 indicates that this interpretation is valid and compelling.
The Gabinete strongly challenged a variety of racial prejudices.

It

encouraged viewers to contemplate that non-whites ought to be included in the
upper social orders, that people of different ethnicities should be able to marry one
another without stigma, that the Chinese Empire was multi-ethnic, and that
Chinese superiority had nothing to do with racial purity.83 The Gabinete was,
therefore, remarkably progressive. In keeping with enlightened ideals of equality,
it seems to have been intended to represent a post-racial paradise, the likes of which
even today, two hundred fifty years past its construction, we still have not achieved.
I cannot take the comparison to casta paintings any farther because the
Gabinete supersedes them in important ways. Remarkably, casta paintings do not
seem to have included Asians, despite widespread Asian and particularly Chinese
immigration to Mexico. The Gabinete not only explodes racial stereotypes (held
then and now) by showing the Chinese as a mixed society of white-, brown-, and
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black-skinned persons but also depicts a number of whites, including women, with
slanted eyes.
Among the most curious elements of the Gabinete, to modern visitors, are
the monkeys. They come from the tradition of singeries, or “monkey tricks,” a
genre that in the eighteenth century depicted clothed and unclothed monkeys
attempting, with varying degrees of success, to mimic human behavior, usually with
comic results.

Previously, in the seventeenth century, monkeys had been

prominently associated with sensuality and sinfulness, although this link faded away
with the decline of the baroque style. Monkeys retained at all times, however, their
traditional association with exoticism and the Orient.84 Perhaps the most famous
set of singeries from the period was the 1753 Monkey Orchestra created at Meissen
by Johann Joachim Kaendler, a set of miniature porcelain simians colorfully clothed
in European garb, wearing wigs, and cheerfully playing away at their chosen
instruments.85 The most important group of Aranjuez monkeys, who inhabit the
space below the chair rail, are also musical: most of them attempt to play various
types of bizarre instruments, some of which appear to have been cobbled together
by the monkeys themselves. A lovely female monkey sings in accompaniment, her
mouth wide open in an “O.”
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But unlike the Meissen monkeys, those at Aranjuez are unskilled, wild, and
foolish.86 A particularly large monkey tramples over sheet music, and in another
panel a frustrated monkey has seized a roll of papers in his fist. Still other monkeys
are rambunctious, mischievous, confused, or uninterested. Their presence shows
that simians, even when presented with all the accoutrements of the world’s most
advanced civilization, will continue to be animals. They add jocularity, frivolity,
and playfulness to the composition, illustrating vividly the height to which Chinese
civilization has risen above mere nature, while hinting at the fragility of that
attainment and the fine line (in this case, the chair rail) separating man from
barbarism. Similar representations continued in various parts of the world well into
modern times: the Chimps’ Tea Party, for example, was a staple at the London
Zoo as late as 1972.
I should also note that some of the depictions of birds belong more to the
New World than to China. Among others, there is a blue jay and a toucan, both
of them New World species. But these, like the casta influences, merely remind us
that much of Spain’s knowledge about China filtered through the New World and
had indelible associations with it.
The Gabinete, although idealized, is amazingly well informed on details of
dress, codes of gesture and posture, and the style of decorative embellishment. The
Gabinete’s depictions of Chinese persons, except for the extent of racial variations
and the strong bias toward egalitarianism that I have analyzed above, correspond
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nicely to the drawings found in Van der Aa. The economic prosperity of China
and the dignity of her people have many precedents in those books. Even details I
thought unlikely to be accurate eventually checked out. For example, the serpentine
figures that support many of the vignettes with their wings, which I originally
believed (based on photographs) to be birds of paradise, I later discovered were
depictions of dragons. While they generally correspond to imagery of Chinese
dragons found in Van der Aa, the Gabinete’s artisans took liberties with coloration,
armor, feathers, claws, spines, snouts, eyes, tails, and myriad other details.87 The
result is convincingly Chinese, but it is also splendidly diverse, its variations inspired
partly by the imaginations of the sculptors and painters.
Rather curiously, the monkey panels contain what appears to be Chinese
writing. Scattered throughout the panels are depicted written sheets of paper, of
varying length and complexity, some of them so crumpled or otherwise obscured as
to reveal only a single character, while others contain several lines of text. Some of
the constituent characters are real, while others are false. Most of the texts are
poorly written and do not have any clear meaning. The same characters and
phrases, apparently taken from an unknown master text, are present in multiple
panels, but in each case they are jumbled together in novel ways.
There are tantalizing clues that the compositors may have had some
awareness of the meaning of the words they were manipulating and may have
attempted to create meaningful sentences. One of the texts on Panel C, for
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example—the third text from the left—contains two legitimate phrases. The first
states that “[someone] came to administer this prefect and the Kingdom of Sicily,”
possibly referring to Charles III’s previous kingship in Italy before coming to Spain
to take over there. This interpretation is even more likely given that the second
legible phrase from the text in question reads as “the 1758th year after the birth [of
Christ].” Charles came to Spain in the 1758th year after Christ’s birth. Probably
the creator of this text was attempting to write a brief history of Charles’s life, but
it is a mystery why there are false characters and meaningless phrases mixed into
the composition. On the one hand, why would someone who could write Chinese
create such a literary monstrosity? On the other, how could someone who was
illiterate in Chinese have managed to create meaningful phrases clearly related to
the Gabinete’s sponsor?
Another place where a meaningful text arose was in the small panel
containing Joseph Gricci’s signature, just to the right of Panel E. This panel has
no monkeys and takes on a more serious tone, featuring bold Latin script
proclaiming, “Joseph Gricci delineait. et sculit. 1763,” meaning that the said artist
had delineated and sculpted the room.88 The Chinese text, on a sheet of paper
affixed to a bronze object (perhaps a bell), reads thus:
[X] sends down auspicious omen. [His] virtue is worthy of being inscribed
on bronze and stone. His name [and X] disseminate pleasant aroma. The
King Charles is the first one[…]
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It was likely an attempt to eulogize Charles. But as with the other Chinese texts
on Panel C, it is vague and barely manages to make sense.
The stylized logograms found elsewhere in the Gabinete, such as those on
the ceiling panels, were invented outright. The logogram on the back of the
postulant in Vignette 1 was probably also invented. But I suspect that in these
cases, literal correspondence was beside the point.

These logograms almost

certainly were intended to evoke the then-popular idea that Chinese descended
from the original, post-Flood language that all humans shared. In other words, it
is likely that their primary purpose was to stimulate contemplation of the primal
mystery of the ultimate origins of language, as well as the connections that the
Chinese had to such epoch-making events.89
If the room deceives its viewer, such deception owes primarily to the
selection of images: the artisans very deliberately chose to include only the most
opulent and positive portrayals of Chinese life. Gricci and his colleagues may have
intended, in part, to depict for the royals their social peers from the other side of
the world. But I think that another consideration was far more important. What
little evidence survives from court operas, the annual regattas at Aranjuez, and the
Real Palacio de Madrid indicates that the royals and many of their clients were
Sinophiles. These viewers preferred depictions of China exactly like the one in the
Gabinete. Based on what they knew from the books they had read, the drawings
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they had seen, and the artifacts they had touched, the Gabinete appeared as a
plausible fantasy with roots in true reports about the Far East.
Equally, the Gabinete’s vision of China betrays the king’s and queen’s
aspirations for Spain’s future. I have previously described some of these aspirations
in very literal terms, but I would also like to draw an analogy to our own times,
which shows just how close Charles and María were, in some ways, to us. Perhaps
the closest thing in our repertoire today, to what the Gabinete achieved in its own
day, is science fiction. This genre, in some of its most popular and widespread
manifestations, presents a remotely believable and highly exciting view of future
outcomes (e.g., interstellar space travel, meeting alien species) while also exploring
and reinforcing truths about ethics and morality that the audience holds dear.
Among the most relevant contemporary examples of this phenomenon is the
American television show Star Trek, which as recently as June 2012 was the theme
of a World History Association panel entitled “The Final Frontier: Bringing Star
Trek into the Classroom.” The reason Star Trek had and retains its appeal is its
vision of a post-racial, post-nationalistic future in which humanity’s problems of
today have been solved. A nearly identical dynamic was in play at the Gabinete de
Porcelana: China was appropriated to exemplify what Spanish society, not just on
the Peninsula but throughout the entire empire, might be made to look like if the
Enlightenment were allowed free reign.90 Unprecedented tranquility, prosperity,
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and dignity were dearly hoped for by those who supported enlightened reforms and
who saw the political and social transformation of Spain as the dawning of a new
era, possibly even the start of a golden age.
The Gabinete de Porcelana portrayed China as a land of hopeful
possibilities, an exemplar of how the wildest dreams of the Spanish Enlightenment
might be fulfilled. Existing in harmony with the natural world—and indeed,
having conquered it—the Chinese people enjoyed unprecedented prosperity.
Properly managed, the natural world overflowed with fruits, flowers, birds, and
music, almost as if in homage.

But this was mere background to the real

achievement: the happiness of the Chinese themselves, as they loved, married,
celebrated, and played together in a never-ending saga of good living. The welladjusted nuclear family, portrayed very sympathetically in a number of domestic
scenes, featured prominently. It was an appropriate fantasy for Spain as it struggled
to overcome a perennial population shortage, to reform wildly unequal and
inefficient laws of land access, and to dismantle incredibly complex social systems
that inhibited economic growth. Only a full about-face—a turning away from the
layers upon layers of ancient customs and privileges that had accumulated over the
previous thousand years—would allow Spain to embrace nature and nature’s God
as the Chinese had done before.

allegation that it already had been accomplished elsewhere gave the Gabinete much of its power—
just as Star Trek arose only after mankind had attained a high enough level of technology to
contemplate space exploration.
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Yet something important is missing: while fruits and vines abound in the
Gabinete, hardly a single image depicts anyone actually engaged in agricultural
pursuits (I note the exception: the two lovers on the ceiling, who are in the midst
of a fishing expedition). Is China being upheld as an exemplar in the abstract? Are
the connotations of land reform, agricultural advancement, and population growth
merely implied? Is the room anything more than a folly, an inspirational retreat to
help would-be do-gooders to feel good about themselves?
Only on my final visit, when I was permitted to see the view outside the
windows, did I understand the connection between the Gabinete and Aranjuez as
a whole. The Gabinete is the best vantage point in the palace. From it, one can
see the Jardín de la Isla, the main waterfall, the Parterre, the Puente de Barcas, the
Embarcadero, the Jardín de la Primavera, and the town of Aranjuez itself—all of
which, under Charles’s rule, came to be the heart of a grand agricultural experiment.
To the north, the principal fountain can be seen: atop it, Hercules stands astride
the Hydra, with a giant club raised over his shoulder, about to strike the death blow.
It reminds one of the chained monkeys. But its vision is limited to conquest and
domination.

Only the Gabinete, uniquely among all the rooms, all the

outbuildings, all the statues, and all the gardens, provided vision and perspective for
the whole. This room, and this room alone, explained Charles’s vision. And when
one stands in it and looks out on the vista it affords, one begins to understand, for
the first time, the transformative power that the vision of China held for the
Spanish Court.
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Even to the most sympathetic observers, enlightened Spanish periodicals
compare unfavorably to those of France or Britain. This holds true for Espíritu de
los mejores Diarios Literarios que se publican en Europa—EDL for short—the most
expansive and insightful of the Spanish fold.
shortcomings is unjust.

But the perception of EDL’s

Founded in Madrid to keep readers abreast of

developments in the sciences, arts, and commerce, as well as to bring forward
curious stories from abroad, EDL set ambitious goals and in practice met them.
Reading EDL today invites absurd fantasies of a merger of the USA’s Popular
Science, Wall Street Journal, and National Geographic—publications that hug the
margins of science, cater to the educated common man, and achieve an unusual
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breadth of scope. But EDL is perhaps most noteworthy for its implications for
contemporary political debates. As I show elsewhere, the Spanish Bourbons
wrapped themselves in chinoiserie veneer, using Chinese-themed theatrical
performances and palace décor to legitimize their reign. Spanish elites, meanwhile,
never viewed themselves as tributaries to China, but the ways that they deployed
chinoiserie strongly suggested that they adhered to a Sinocentric worldview, in
which the world’s most prestigious political organization was the Chinese Empire.
EDL participated in this trend, illustrating poignantly the pros and cons of the
Chinese state and asking to what extent Spain should emulate China.
As might be expected for a study in the Spanish Enlightenment, the
available secondary literature that directly affects my topic is minimal.

The

periodical that is the subject of my study has never been generally evaluated except
for the purpose of creating indices. Two such indices exist, one published in 1966
by Eulogio Varela Hervias and the other in 2009 by Siegfried Jüttner. Each has its
own peculiar virtues, with Varela Hervias’s work providing considerably more
background on Cladera and the nature of his enterprise. Jüttner’s work, meanwhile,
not only assisted me with finding all of the places in EDL that mentioned China
but also helped to generate meaningful comparisons as to the use of other
geographical terms.
EDL first appeared on Monday, 2 July 1787 and ran for just under five
years. At first, it came out three days per week, on Monday, Thursday, and
Saturday, and each issue was eight pages long. Starting in its second year, EDL
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was consolidated and appeared only once weekly, although each individual issue
was presumably longer to make up for there being fewer of them. The consolidated
form of EDL became standard for the remaining years of its existence. An
immediate success, it transformed the fortunes of its editor and founder, Christóbal
Cladera (1760–1816), a well-educated Catholic cleric who had studied law,
literature, and philosophy.92 The list of seventy-eight periodicals that Cladera used
as sources makes it plain that he was familiar with—or hired or collaborated with
persons who could read—most major European languages, including French,
English, Dutch, German, Italian, and Portuguese.93 Although Cladera drew upon
the works of many authors, I believe that he was EDL’s sole editor. He may have
paid other writers to generate content and hired linguists to translate tongues with
which he was unfamiliar. At the same time, borrowing content was easy, and
Cladera did so liberally (but always with attribution).
Cladera had dreams of becoming a recognized writer but instead his
editorship of EDL became his life's work. By 28 August 1788, thirteen months
after the first issue, he reported that he was already selling 1,560 copies per annum.94
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His profit for that year was 100,260 reales de vellón, “an extraordinary sum,”
according to Varela Hervias, equivalent to 40,104 reales fuertes.95 This was more
than thirty times the pay of an unskilled laborer in Madrid (1,200 per year) and five
times the pay of a well-compensated royal official (8,000), and it very nearly put
him in league with the councilors of the Consejo de Castilla (55,000).96
Eager to take on greater challenges, Cladera proposed to the government a
merger of his publication with the Mercurio histórico español. The government
denied his request, but Chief Minister Floridablanca, whose acquaintance Cladera
had made in school, provided protection and various forms of assistance, such as
using the official post system to deliver EDL to the provinces. Meanwhile, Cladera
instituted various improvements, most important of which was to begin publishing
articles written by Spaniards.97
Although denunciation and censorship remained constant threats—indeed,
suppression by the government ultimately would cause EDL’s downfall—for a
while, the journal prospered: among the private periodicals, Herr reported that its
circulation was the highest, at 765 subscribers in 1788 and 630 in 1789. (Figures
for other enlightened periodicals varied. Between 1787 and 1790, subscriptions to
the Correo de Madrid oscillated between 216 and 305, of which about forty-six
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percent were delivered outside Madrid. The Semanario erudito rose from 218
subscribers at its start to about 325 for most of its existence. In 1785, the Memorial
literario claimed about 715 subscribers, thirty-seven percent of whom were in the
provinces.) Of EDL’s subscribers in 1789, thirty-six percent were in Madrid, fiftythree percent in the Spanish provinces, and the rest in America.98 In sum, most of
EDL’s readership appeared, based on these figures, to be outside the capital.
Herr’s circulation figures, however, were seriously on the low side. He used
the figures provided in EDL itself, which only accounted for regular subscribers.
As a result, he neglected three other ways in which the journal was obtained:
purchases made on-the-spot in Madrid (venta regular de los puestos), purchases of
monthly compilations (venta de cuadernos), and purchases of yearly compilations
(venta de existencia), all of which Cladera included in 1788 when making an official,
comprehensive evaluation of sales.99 Plainly, these should also be considered part
of the circulation of EDL, and they raise the total number of copies sold—of each
issue, on average, though the reader will see how some issues may have been better
represented than others—to the number I reported above, 1,560, more than
doubling the number Herr reported. If the decline in popularity that Herr found
were proportional across the board, the 1789 circulation would be 1,285. Many of
these additional copies, moreover, were sold in Madrid, not posted to the provinces
or the Americas, which suggests that the majority of EDL’s readership may have
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been in the capital, after all. The most important takeaway, however, is that EDL
had entirely eclipsed its competitors, in most cases several times over.
Exposure rates to EDL were higher yet. It was a luxury item, printed on
good paper and continuously paginated. Subscribers saved back issues for binding
into hardcover books. Many readers, imbued with the missionary zeal of the
Enlightenment, shared the publication with friends and acquaintances. Herr,
making an educated guess, estimated sharing to have been so common that as many
as ten persons might have been exposed for every one subscriber.100

EDL also

enjoyed a significant audience in the monarchy outside Madrid, with a third or
more of all sales destined to other locales.101
Among EDL’s primary audience, the intellectual and political elite,
exposure rates were high. For example, Herr found that in 1788, ten percent of all
titled nobles in Spain subscribed to EDL. Although numerically, the number of
noble subscribers was far below that of clergymen or commoners, “proportionally
they were far ahead.” 102 This group, moreover, cannot possibly be seen as
representing the full extent of noble interest in las Luces. For one thing, it seems
reasonable to assume that untitled nobles were just as likely to be subscribers as
were their titled counterparts. For another, the proportion of nobles that were
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subscribers to EDL is likely to have been close to the lower limit of the part of the
nobility that was “enlightened,” rather than the upper limit.
This is true for a pair of reasons. First, there were a wide variety of ways to
show Enlightenment, which did not always overlap. Herr found, for example, that
few of the Sociedades de Amigos del País were subscribers to EDL, yet nobody
would contend that the members of those societies were unenlightened. Second,
to suppose that a significant proportion of the nobles had become partisans of the
Enlightenment accords with what I have found regarding the general atmosphere
and tenor of Spanish court life. The Bourbons were reformers, so why would we
expect them, by the end of the century, to have a court filled almost exclusively with
traditionalists? The Bourbon kings had had a hundred years to convert the Spanish
elite to more progressive ways of thinking. In partial consequence, perhaps, the
Constitution of 1812 was the product of a strong, self-confident group of
enlightened liberal elites who felt themselves representative of Spain as a whole.
Events in France brought EDL’s meteoric career to an abrupt end. In the
first months of 1791, at the beginning of what has become known as the “Great
Fear” (of intellectual contagion spreading from France to Spain), Floridablanca
announced termination of all periodicals in Madrid except the Diario de Madrid
and the Gaceta.103 This tragic edict deprived Spaniards of an innovative publication
that historians repeatedly have recognized for its quality and its usefulness to
advancing the enlightened cause. Varela Hervias wrote that Cladera, because of his
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work on EDL, “indisputably deserves the commendation of having been the most
efficacious disseminator—and propagandist—of the ideas of the European
Enlightenment in Spain.” 104 Herr considered him one of the most important
promoters of Enlightenment in Madrid.105
Equilibrium and temperance proved key to Cladera’s—and EDL’s—
success. These traits, doubtless enhanced by his university studies in law and
theology, lent him the ability boldly to approach a huge variety of topics in a
professional, detached manner.106 Every question in EDL—of those that I have
seen, which accounts for a good many—was discussed with decorum, in a manner
far more similar to the respected popular periodicals today than to the more radical
presses of the eighteenth century.

Cladera printed criticisms against the

government and the king, but with moderation. He defended the Catholic faith
and he explored and promoted, in an enlightened context, Christian
understandings of history and society. EDL represented a moderate version of the
Enlightenment, one in which Catholicism and the monarchy remained respected
institutions at the heart of Spanish life. Yet they were defended honestly—not with
sophism and insincerity, as critics of the Spanish Enlightenment imply.
In making this claim, one should briefly discuss Spanish views on religion
and how Cladera’s opinions may have mirrored them. His attitude toward religion,
among the most inflammatory topics in much of Enlightenment Europe, appears
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to have been typical for an enlightened Spaniard. Henry Kamen argued in a brief
essay that Spaniards remained aware of their history, prior to the sixteenth century,
of co-existing side-by-side with Muslims and Jews—something they had done
without the benefit of any theory of toleration. The practice of toleration in Spain
had been based on the reality of legally separate, local communities paying taxes to
their seigneur, who protected all of them equally while allowing them autonomy in
their social customs. 107 Following the sixteenth-century expulsions of religious
minorities, the reality of separate legal traditions was gradually extinguished. But
this infamous action, rather than arising from pervasive Spanish traditions of
intolerance that had existed from time immemorial, appears to have been taken
primarily for reasons of realpolitik—that is, to strengthen the monarchs’ power.
Then and later, Spaniards expressed what Kamen called a “profound
ambivalence” about discriminatory practices. In the eighteenth century, many
enlightened Spaniards demonstrated regret at the expulsion of the Jews, and they
sympathized with the plight of the New Christians, the Catholic descendants of
converted Jews or Muslims, who because of their “tainted” heritage sometimes
faced social restrictions in Spain. Kamen pointed out that restrictions on New
Christians were never promulgated in public law and were confined in practice to a
few institutions and regions.

Discrimination against Jews, too, was applied

haphazardly, and some were allowed to serve in prominent government posts.
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Therefore, while Spaniards had no interest in granting minority groups official
protection, neither did they support systematic exclusion. At the same time,
sympathies for minorities arose not from a belief that people had a right to dissent,
but from a rejection of coercion toward persons of other religions. Spaniards
abhorred, however, divisions within Christianity, which explained the existence of
the Inquisition.108
In Spain, the movement for religious tolerance never gained a meaningful
following, probably because there were never enough religiously deviant Spaniards.
The impetus for reform elsewhere in Europe came largely from the ongoing effects
of the Protestant Reformation and the rise of unquashable religious groups whose
members disagreed with the state religion. Theories of toleration failed to develop
in Spain, perhaps, because it never had significant Protestant groups.
As we shall see, like many other Spaniards of his time, Cladera almost
certainly did not believe in religious tolerance. Yet his attitudes in this arena did
not—contrary to the expectations of those of us who come from the Anglo-French
liberal tradition—perceptibly limit his scientific inquiries. His journal’s motto,
“Erudition is an ornament in prosperity, and a refuge in adversity,” supposedly
originated with Aristotle and accurately described EDL’s outlook.109 Cladera had
a voracious appetite for all kinds of learning, the only caveat that it had to be
grounded in the natural world. He meant to lionize what he believed was a very
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particular, very special moment in history: EDL would “make posterity see that
the Eighteenth Century was the most scientific of all those centuries that make up
the long epoch of the past seven thousand years.” Humanity had finally—
suddenly—overtaken the achievements of the ancients in many disciplines,
including philosophy, morality, mathematics, industry, and commerce. Cladera
even foresaw the day when ancient poetry, its achievements epitomized in the Iliad
and Aeneid, would be superseded. He wanted to use EDL to disseminate the results
of man’s investigations into nature, presenting to Spanish audiences all that was
useful, delightful, or moral. EDL would draw Spaniards to a closer observance of
nature’s laws, which tended toward man’s betterment and had, after all, been
created by a benevolent God. The man who embraced these truths, simultaneously
natural and divine, stood above his circumstances in good times and in bad.110
The Chinese, inasmuch as they observed the laws of nature and nature’s
God, might teach Spaniards some useful lessons. China was part of a very select
group of societies that had been chosen for their antiquity, power, longevity, and
prosperity, as well as the universality of their political systems. Nearly all were
empires, and most, like Assyria and Egypt, had long ago disappeared. China
occupied a special place in this pantheon, because it alone had maintained its
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ancient constitution into the present.111 In the eighteenth century, conventional
wisdom on the chronology and direction of social change allowed for two widely
recognized models, one in which man came from beasts and his natural state was
beast-like, and the other in which the earliest humans enjoyed a golden age and
flourishing of culture. Cladera and his readers held this latter perspective, as was
common at the time, that human society had started out politically sophisticated.
China was a precious surviving example of a world long lost, and the fascination it
held for Cladera and his contemporaries appears to have been rather similar to what
we might experience if we were to discover, deep in the wilds of Africa, a forgotten
village still practicing the way of life of primitive Homo sapiens. Of course, it is
inconceivable for any such village to have survived, just as, in the eighteenth
century, China’s survival from ancient times was seen as incredibly serendipitous,
and the opportunity to study it correspondingly precious.
Cladera was in the business of promoting enlightened reforms, and the
stories he divulgated tended to reflect what he felt were the best examples for Spain
to follow. In volume of references, China ranked among EDL’s most important
subjects, but it was not at the top of the list. Overshadowing all others loomed
France and England, Europe’s titans who competed with one another in a
protracted, neck-and-neck contest for empire, a struggle for supremacy deeply
important to Spain’s own future. Indices show that EDL contains far more
references to either of those countries than to any other subject.
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unsurprising; they were among Spain’s closest neighbors, and their far-flung
empires and prowess in the sciences proved that they were worthy of emulation.
In the second tier, notable regions included Italy and Greece. The Roman
and classical heritage was an important part of Spain’s history and identity: Father
Juan de Mariana’s wildly popular Historia general de España (first ed. 1601, with
dozens of updates and reimpressions thereafter, over the course of two hundred fifty
years) traced his country’s origins through the Romans, and the discovery in 1748
of the ruins of Pompeii by a Spanish engineer working for Charles III accelerated
contemporaries’ interest in their Latin forebears. Indeed, the rise of neoclassicism
in mid- to late-eighteenth century art was a reassertion of European antiquity as
opposed to the exotic, and particularly Chinese, influences that had predominated
in philosophical discourse earlier in the century. Also, Italy owed some of its
prominence to the contemporary influence of its arts on Spanish music, drama,
painting, and sculpture.
China, meanwhile, came in solidly in the third tier, owing its place largely
to its special value for ascertaining principles of how to manage societies according
to nature and divine plan. Spain desired to emulate the successes of its northern
neighbors, and it paid close attention to the artistry and antiquities of its fellow
Mediterranean countries, but it also hoped to benefit from learning and applying
ancient Chinese secrets.112
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Cladera portrayed China varyingly:

he published widely divergent

evaluations, depending on the topic and the contributing author. The variety of
topics made for diverse settings in which China might be checked out, evaluated,
praised, condemned, or simply brought forward as an example. EDL authors
marveled at the robust trade with China and commented favorably on its exotic
products, especially tea. They admired China’s farming practices, its high fertility
rate, its technologies, and the benignity of its imperial system. Customs of dressing,
honoring guests, and taking food were reported on dispassionately and with
genuine interest. Chinese practices served as examples in resolving professional
questions of medicine and law. At the same time, EDL hinted at despotism and
that China’s science had stagnated. Customs of infanticide and footbinding were
mentioned—remarkably, without negative comment—though the practice of
infanticide, in particular, would have elicited negative responses from readers. In
religion, EDL authors viewed the Chinese as unequivocally backward and unable
on their own to arrive at the correct conclusions. But there were also reports of
truly extraordinary happenings in the Middle Kingdom. In an exceptional case,
Cladera printed a throwback to the early eighteenth century: a story of a fairy-tale
like party at the imperial palace, hosted by the emperor to honor a group of geriatric
men. All told, his periodical exhibited genuinely diverse viewpoints; it does not
permit categorization of China as predominantly good or bad. At the very least,
we can conclude that it does not demonstrate the common late-Enlightenment
tendency toward viewing China unfavorably. On the contrary, the evidence shows
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that EDL took a balanced approach that mixed Sinophilia with negative
perspectives.
It is in the nature of respectable journals to present a variety of points of
view. This makes it difficult or impossible to determine whether significant
changes occurred in Cladera’s or his readers’ viewpoints. Therefore, and because
the journal existed for too short a time, I will eschew questions of change over time
and instead will treat EDL as a microcosm of the enlightened views on China to
which the Spanish elite was exposed during the late 1780s and early 1790s.

Acquiring Chinese Products113
One of the China-related topics that appeared most frequently in EDL was
the carrying trade and its implications for Europe. Articles addressed anything
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from basic data on goods and trade channels to the predominance of tea. Among
the China traders, the British and French appear to have received the closest and
most frequent scrutiny. The effects of tea, seen as a British obsession, were analyzed
at length. Other products commonly brought back from China included raw and
processed silk, cotton, porcelain, cinnamon, and rhubarb.
The British interest in tea, a commodity perceived as intrinsically related to
China, was a curiosity to the Spanish. On 12 May 1788, Cladera introduced a
piece on tea with the telling comment that, “If the consumption of Chocolate is
universal in Spain, that of tea is much more so in England.” The article went on
to describe the value of commerce in tea, including estimates of the damage caused
by trade in contraband.114 Cladera took particular interest in the corruption and
decadence allegedly caused by tea. Some traders were noted for diluting tea leaves
with other types of foliage. At least as concerning, Britons’ wastage of money on
sugar, fuel, and tea-taking implements was presented as a significant social
inefficiency and a drain on the nation’s wealth. Grim estimates showed that artisans
and laborers who took tea lost as much as one hour of productivity per diem. By
affecting the nerves, moreover, tea had caused “a thousand serious accidents.”115
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When Cladera revisited the problem later in the same year, he put forward
a more equitable view stressing the differential effects of tea-drinking on human
health.

In persons with “delicate” or “irritable” constitutions, tea could cause

agitation, pain, or even stomach spasms; those with nervous disorders might find
their condition exacerbated by tea; the strong and robust, however, were more likely
to find that tea made them feel refreshed and predisposed to work. Regular
drinking of tea, especially in conjunction with the Oriental diet (primarily
consisting of rice), was hypothesized to reduce the effects of inflammatory diseases
such as rheumatism and gout.116
Already it seems plain that the Spanish relationship to China through the
carrying trade differed considerably from England’s. Whereas in England, teataking became a national pastime, the Spanish appear to have waited out this fad
and to have examined its effects dispassionately. Pragmatism was a guiding light.
Cladera, inspired by a French source, readily questioned whether the best way to
organize the trade was via monopoly. He encouraged readers to examine whether
the trade’s expenses—for example, maintaining supply posts in Africa—were
actually justified.117 At the same time, he portrayed commerce in tea as a legitimate
source of profit, and he showed interest in discovering new ways to expoit it. He
noted with disappointment some of the failures in the quixotic quest to find a
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northern passage to China around Canada or Russia.118 One of the more creative
proposals to appear in EDL was to grow tea in the United States, since its latitude
and climate were so similar to China’s.119
As with the tea trade, Cladera recognized that trading in other goods, too,
interested his countrymen, and he kept an eye out for foreign business models, bad
and good alike. A book review reported negatively on the Russian caravan trade,
which was permitted once every three years but happened less often in practice.
The traders were said to have brought “rich things,” but a specific enumeration of
their cargoes—a hodgepodge of common to semi-valuable items such as scissors,
small knives, trinkets, horses, camels, dogs, velvet, tin, mirrors, talcum powder and
tanned hides—made it plain why the trip did not occur more frequently. Put
simply, it is doubtful that such poorly laden caravans, making the slow, arduous,
and dangerous trek across Central Asia, were very profitable. The list of goods
brought back from China included the usual as well as tiger and panther skins,
rubies, and pearls. 120 The situation for Russia looked much brighter in a later
edition, by which time EDL had received word of a lucrative fur trade out of the
western cities of Orenburg and Arkhangelsk; the article included detailed
information on the types of furs that the Russians sold.121 Americans, who also
liked to barter, were noted in passing for having brought rum to exchange for tea.122
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Plants played a considerable role in the trade, not only for their commercial
value but for the scientific interest they generated. Tea was of course the most
important and most heavily scrutinized, but others too drew Cladera’s eye. One
article commented on the Chinese origins of rhubarb, a medicinal plant valued for
its use as a laxative and which Europeans long had difficulty cultivating.123 Another
hailed the importation to London of several new varieties of cannabis, including
one that grew to fourteen feet tall and seven inches in circumference. English
botanists had observed that the plant’s fibrous parts separated with astonishing ease
both from the main stalk and from the branches, a detail that indicated an interest
in producing rope—a critical manufacture during an era of intense competition to
rule the seas.124 These scattered reports reflected a general interest in exotic botany
that was shared by the Spanish government, which sent expeditions to China in
1787–9 and 1803–6 that brought back numerous, detailed images. The first and
more important, headed by Juan de Cuéllar (1739?–1801), produced 980 drawings
of Chinese flora, together with Chinese labels and Castilian transliterations and
translations. Cuéllar also brought back many paintings expressly commissioned for
the Real Jardín Botánico. The later expedition, under the direction of Francisco
Javier Balmis (1753–1819), brought back an additional 230 botanical drawings.125
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I suspect that EDL failed to mention Cuéllar’s expedition owing to the secrecy with
which the Spanish government traditionally shrouded such endeavors.
In a more general sense, reports about China encouraged the adoption of
innovative practices and the formulation of new conceptions about the wider world.
For example, EDL mentioned Chinese methods in a discussion about bleeding.
The author, having just condemned the use of bleeding as a treatment for smallpox
and in pregnant women, nonetheless condoned the Chinese practice of squeezing
out the extra blood from an infant’s umbilical cord before tying it off.126 In another
place a Chinese shrub—perhaps to show breadth of perspective—appeared in a
promotional introduction to a botany course.127 Grand theories of geography were
being formulated, as in a book published by the Asiatic Society of Bengal that
hypothesized the fundamental cultural unity of Asia, with India as the centerpiece
and China and Persia at the margins.128 (This shows the influence of emerging
British conceptions of Asia, which implied Chinese stagnation; while Cladera
reported such views, he did not adopt them.)

Historical comparisons were

sometimes made, such as in pointing out that Justinian’s marriage to an actress had
a parallel in the case of a Chinese emperor.129
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Comments like these demonstrated the persistence of very old pursuits in
Spain: observance of and participation in Europe’s strenuous efforts to integrate
what had been learned about China into existing systems of knowledge. Chinese
books had arrived via the Manila Galleon since the sixteenth century; the first
translation of a Chinese work to a European language took place in Manila and was
sent to Spain via the galleons.130 Spaniards like Juan González de Mendoza and
Domingo Fernández de Navarrete created some of the finest standard histories of
China. Long before Sinophilia reached its apex, Spain was a clearinghouse for
information about China.
Access to China led to the apprehension of entirely new technologies, a fact
that EDL openly recognized and appreciated.

In the field of shipbuilding,

compartmentalized hulls were said to be a Chinese invention: “Nobody ignores,” a
letter from Benjamin Franklin opined authoritatively, “that [the Chinese] divide
the hold of a great Ship into a certain number of smaller compartments separated
by well-caulked walls.”131 EDL credited to China the compass: Paul of Venice was
said to have brought it to Europe in the year 1260, although a German claim also
was acknowledged. 132 A treatise on paper-making, while it did not credit the
Chinese with inventing paper, attempted with some success to put various writing
systems into global context and credited the Chinese and Japanese with knowledge
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of paper-making “from the most ancient times.”133 Indeed these findings should
remind us that late-twentieth and early twenty-first century works praising China
are in some ways elaborations and revivals of things that Westerners had known
once before, and conveniently forgotten.
Because of the many positive effects that commerce had on Spain, Cladera
and his contributors shared the enlightened prejudice that trade was a noble pursuit.
EDL praised the effects of trade on the European lifestyle, observing for example
Europeans’ good fortune at being able to mix Chinese tea with Barbadian sugar.134
Elsewhere, EDL highlighted the exchange of such diverse products as Chinese
porcelain and Peruvian silver as one of the amazing attributes of mankind that made
him superior to the beasts.135
This prescient observation foreshadows the much later work of world
historians such as Dennis Owen Flynn and Arturo Giráldez, who highlighted
China’s significance as the “primary end-market for world silver,” much of which
had been mined in America.136 The precise amount of silver that reached China,
and the significance of silver to the global economy, however, remain under debate.
Ernst Van Veen, for example, pointed out that the lion’s share of American silver
reached Europe first, and a large proportion of that was directly invested “into the
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formation of private capital and into the consumptive growth and monetization of
the European economy.”137 In any case, as the above paragraphs show, EDL drew
a connection between trade and scientific progress. China elevated the intellectual
status of Europeans by providing them with new technologies and opening up vistas
that previously had been inaccessible.
A surprising aspect of EDL’s portrayal of the China trade is its emphasis
on foreign shipping: British, French and Russian trade practices and scientific
expeditions attracted a great deal of interest. Where were the Manila Galleon, the
Real Compañía de Filipinas, Spain’s factory in Canton, the trade through Mexico,
and the Treasure Fleets—which is to say, the Spanish trade with China? It is
difficult to understand why such an important part of the Spanish monarchy was
so totally ignored.
I will first address the Real Compañía de Filipinas. Created in 1785, it
received exclusive rights to several newly formed, direct routes from Spain to Asia,
providing only that it made obligatory stops in Manila along the way. For each of
its expeditions, the Company brought 500,000 pesos fuertes to purchase “fabric and
merchandise of Asia” and was entitled to use the Cape of Good Hope route or the
Cape Horn route.138 The cloth mentioned was probably primarily comprised of
silks of China, besides there being a number of other goods brought out of that
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country such as painted paper, cinnamon, porcelain, paintings, fans, balls of ivory
for the games of truco and pool, boxes of wood lined in mother-of-pearl, and
numerous lacquered-wood objects.

(I do not pretend that this list is

comprehensive—it is at best partial. I establish better data on this subject in
Chapter 4, on the Diario noticioso universal de Madrid.) To better trade in these
goods, the Company established a permanent factory in Canton.139 The Spanish
therefore had an East Indies company, just like the other European powers, around
the time that Cladera wrote. But he never mentioned such a company, at least not
in connection with China. One should allow, however, for inertia; he only had five
or six years to bring himself up to speed with this relatively new development.
As for the famed Manila Galleon and the Canton-Manila-AcapulcoMexico-Veracruz-Cádiz route, its omission is somewhat less understandable. But
we should make allowances for the highly complex nature of the trade. Many of its
elements existed not only outside governmental approval, but even outside its
purview. Uniquely among the great European powers, Spain relied on third
parties—for example, Chinese, Portuguese, Dutch, and Japanese merchantmen—
to carry goods across a key leg of their trade route to China, the path from Canton
to Manila. Spain officially controlled the transportation of goods across the Pacific,
in the Manila Galleon, but private merchants owned the cargoes and often
distributed them illegally upon arrival in Acapulco. The thriving intra-American
trade in Chinese goods was rife with smuggling, which the Crown unsuccessfully
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tried to stop.140 Smuggling plagued the route from the Americas to the Peninsula,
too. The French consul to Spain, Agustín Beliardi, argued that Britons alone
employed nearly 400 ships per year in the contraband trade there, as opposed to
only 10 ships allowed in the legitimate trade. As a result, Spain often obtained the
produce of its own colonies via British and Dutch sources. Shortly after becoming
king, Charles III received a report describing the British as “by far the worst
offenders in the contraband trade which is at the root of so many disorders in Your
Majesty’s dominions,” and the hope of suppressing this trade was one of the reasons
that in 1762 he joined France in the war Great War for Empire against England.141
Therefore, Spain’s venture into the China trade via the Manila Galleon was
completely different from the attempts by the Portuguese, Dutch, French, and
English governments, which regularly dispatched large fleets to the East Indies and
guarded purchased Chinese goods under state control until they reached market in
Europe. Spain tried to exercise official control over the Manila Galleon route but
never succeeded in practice; Spain’s trade with China via this route was both
extremely lucrative and impossible to delineate.
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Learning About Chinese Customs and Culture
Since so many products and technologies came from China, Spaniards took
an acute interest in Chinese society. What kind of culture could generate such
prosperity? In an era when culture was considered to matter—tremendously—to a
society’s attainments, exotic habits, beliefs, and aesthetics attracted a healthy
anthropological interest.
Descriptions of Chinese social customs appeared infrequently but could be
very detailed. A July 1790 review of the famous travels of Giovanni Francesco
Gemelli Careri (l. 1651–1725) quoted verbatim a lengthy passage about China.142
In the quotation, Careri told the proper way of greeting a social superior, which
had to be done whenever one came within twenty paces and was accomplished by
putting one’s hands together at the forehead and bowing down to the earth.
(Unlike in Europe, however, doffing the hat was unnecessary.)

Careri also

described the elaborate rituals of deference and tea-drinking that were used when
one had a visitor. Having a dinner-guest was even more complex: a written
invitation had to be sent a number of days in advance and was followed by so many
intricate ceremonies that Careri concluded, “It would be better to die of thirst than
142
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to buy Chinese wine at such a high price.” He reported on the rich plates of gold,
silver, and porcelain as well as the small sticks (palitos, or chopsticks) of ivory, ebony,
and precious wood commonly in use by the wealthy. He noted the tiny cups used
for drinking (they were “emptied at a sip”) as well as the custom of consuming warm
liquor. Finally—here the EDL stopped quoting Careri directly—he reported on
China’s riches, including its plentiful mines of gold, silver, iron, tin, and copper; he
also confirmed the fine quality of China’s silk, wax, and rice.143
A few months later, in October, a review of a subsequent volume in the
same series of books offered additional data about Chinese life. This time the
traveler was Guy le Gentil de la Barbinais, a French naval official who in the second
decade of the eighteenth century circumnavigated the world, and the topics, taken
from his account of his voyages, ranged from the beauty of Chinese women to the
teachings of Confucius and his influence on Chinese society. 144 The segment
directly reproduced a number of Gentil’s observations about China and started off
with the flattering line, “The color of Chinese women is very pretty.” They dressed
modestly and took great care with their appearance; in general, their hair was black,
their lips red, and their mouths well-formed. Although some Chinese men could
not afford to get married, they could sell themselves into slavery to be given the
opportunity to marry one of their master’s female slaves. In the same vein, Gentil
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observed that sometimes the poor, being unable to feed more children, had to
suffocate newborn infants. Yet the review’s author passed no judgment on the
practice.
Gentil went on to give a glowing, acccurate review of the life of Confucius
and the philosopy and practices of Confucianism. He described Confucius very
favorably as “the most celebrated and respected of all Chinese.” Coming into the
world five hundred years before Christ, Confucius possessed great wisdom, far
superior to that of his contemporaries. Formulating a comprehensive philosophy
by the time he was fifteen, he emphasized five teachings: filial piety; obligations of
women to their husbands; obligations of the people to their prince; obligations of
friendliness and sociability; and the subordination of younger to older brothers.
Although he at first gained popularity in his home state, he lost much ground when
a new scourge of laxity and loose morals swept the land. Gentil reported that the
debauchery began when the king received from neighboring states women of rare
beauty, a gift that started a corrupting trend among all the noble houses. Confucius,
ashamed at his king, traveled abroad for a time, and when he died, he left behind
many disciples devoted to his teaching.

By the eighteenth century, Gentil

confidently asserted, Confucius’s fame had become so widespread and so
entrenched that it could not be extirpated save by the utter destruction of China
and her people. Every city had a temple to Confucius where all the mandarins
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gathered to offer small sacrifices twice a month in addition to larger sacrifices at
every equinox.145
Cladera also had something positive to say about Chinese theater. A
September 1789 book review observed matter-of-factly that the Chinese did not
know of the three unities of time, place, and action, but instead followed a mixed
or tragicomic convention. Chinese plays might portray in three hours events that
supposedly took place over a period of forty or fifty years: “A young man is
presented, falls in love, is married, and gives birth to a baby that instantaneously
arrives at twenty years of age, as the protagonist of the story.” The sarcastic tone
suggests the absurdity, from a classically-inspired European perspective, of the
typical chain of events in Chinese drama. Yet the reviewer then launched into a
defense of the Chinese practice, arguing that if the aim of theater was to instruct,
the audience might learn much more from the broader perspective granted by a
Chinese play than from the very narrow perspective provided by a play following
Greek principles.146
By including this material, Cladera appears to have been taking part in the
broader debate then raging in Spain over whether a more traditional, seventeenthcentury tragicomic convention or a reformed, neoclassical convention—focusing on
the three unities of action, place, and time—should be adopted in the national
theater. It was particularly fitting that he associated Chinese practices with the
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tragicomic genre because a Chinese play in this genre, commonly known as the
Little Orphan of Zhao, had become wildly popular throughout Europe. This play
had already been imported to Spain in the 1750s, when it was performed for
Ferdinand VI’s birthday. Nevertheless, Cladera went against the predominant
trend in his own era, for both Charles III and Charles IV favored neoclassical
conventions, at least in theater.
In other articles that addressed aesthetics, Cladera showed a similar level of
deference to exotic customs. A short news-piece on standards of beauty in different
parts of the world commented briefly and non-committally on the Chinese
preferences for small eyes and feet in women and on the growing-out of fingernails
for mandarin men.147 An essay by the renowned Scottish philosopher and poet
James Beattie (1735–1803), an early romantic and a defender of orthodoxy against
David Hume’s rationalism, defined sublimity as the most majestic and impressive
parts of nature and criticized Chinese architecture for being excessively mixed and
for lacking grandness and unity; but in the same breath, Beattie credited Chinese
structures with “a certain air of cleanness, that together with novelty pleases
many.”148
The picture that emerges of Chinese customs and aesthetics is that which
might be held by a person confident in his own way of life but who remains curious
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about the ways others live. This perspective parallels EDL’s moderated stance on
the social and political issues of the day; the publication had a show-and-tell
approach and appears to have attempted to view foreign customs from all angles,
taking the good and the bad together.

Chinese Challenges to Christianity
In religion, the Chinese were seen as needing tutelage, a view that EDL
linked to a broader argument against Protestantism and—worse—atheism.
Cladera appears to have disdained all human efforts to approach the Divine without
the help of revelation and the traditions of the Church, which in turn rested on the
foundation of Christian interpretations of ancient history.

The radical

Enlightenment coming out of France, however, attempted to discredit historical
accounts that had been founded on Scripture and classical learning. Some of the
most powerful evidence for the new view came from Chinese annals documenting
events that had happened before the Flood—something that should have been
impossible, because the Flood was supposed to have been worldwide in scope and
to have utterly destroyed the then-existing civilizations. Christian leaders therefore
had to subvert the credibility of Chinese chronology. An attempt at this, translated
from a French source and printed in EDL, will be analyzed here. The other side
of the coin was the continuing missionary effort in China. A reprinted letter from
a missionary of the Order of Saint Lazarus described in detail the dismal status of
the missions and the paucity of priests available to serve them. Although hopeful
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in tone, the letter depicted a land beset by persecution, with far too few missionaries
even to maintain existing Christian populations. The net result was a portrayal of
Catholic Christians desperately defending two fronts, both at home and abroad.
EDL first mentioned China in connection with Christianity in a letter from
a French priest that was published in several installments in early 1788 and
addressed to the King of France. The author took issue with the recent Edict of
Versailles, which had given dissidents the right to openly practice their religion,
arguing that France’s Protestants were hardly true Calvinists or Lutherans and
anyway had no right to leave the true faith simply because it did not suit them. “If
a Frenchmen or German has this right [to create his own faith], then an
Englishman, a Spaniard and a Chinese will have it too; in which case there is
nothing stable about [Christianity].”149
The debate continued and was intensified by the continuing demands of the
philosophes for religious tolerance. Cladera, and presumably his readers as well,
had no appetite for tolerance, which EDL portrayed as an unmitigated evil. An
impassioned article from January 1789 listed the Chinese as one of several groups
that were most outlandish and least likely to come to acceptable conclusions if left
to their own devices.150 Would it really be so innocent to allow each Chinese to
develop his own beliefs—regardless of how absurd or obscene—on the basis of the
allegation that “the diverse combination of sensations transmitted to the soul
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produces in each person a distinct order of ideas”? Even if this allegation about the
nature of learning were true, could it override the responsibility of someone who
knows the true way to eternal life to share it with others?151 These were a couple of
the probing questions asked in a Cartesian age that increasingly demanded
pluralism.152
Nearly a year later, in December 1789, Cladera elevated the terms of the
debate by publishing a two-part essay addressing the most serious of all the
challenges raised by China, namely, its apparent confutation of Scripture. The
author, an anonymous canon of the Church of Marseilles, explained that he was
writing because “The enemies of the Christian religion will not give up exploiting
the antiquity of China for the purpose of impugning the chronology of our Sacred
books and that which Moses teaches us about the Flood.” The canon admitted that
the stakes were high—if China’s ancient records could be taken at face value, then
Moses was a liar. 153 In response to this dire threat, the EDL essay provided
Christians with an updated defense of the traditional Scriptural chronology.
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By the canon’s time, scholars had struggled for well over a hundred years to
reconcile the Chinese histories with biblical accounts. The stage for the argument
had been set in the 1650s, which saw publication of two groundbreaking
monographs: James Ussher’s Annals of the Old and New Testaments (in Latin,
London: 1650–4), a traditional biblical chronology that quickly became a favorite
throughout Europe, and Martino Martini’s First Ten Divisions of Chinese History
(in Latin, Munich: 1658), the first genuine history of China written in a European
language. Martini alleged that the first Chinese emperor, Fu Xi, had begun his
reign in 2952 BC, six hundred years before Ussher’s date for the Flood, 2349 BC.
How could the discrepancy between ancient Chinese records and Holy Scripture
be reconciled?
Among the scholars who attempted this feat, perhaps the boldest were the
Jesuits known as Figurists. As we shall see, the canon had been influenced by their
ideas. Writing during the late-seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, the
Figurists attempted to identify important figures from Chinese history with biblical
patriarchs, which if true would have reconciled the Chinese timeline with Christian
and Hebraic sacred history. For example, Figurists proposed that Fu Xi, the
legendary first Chinese emperor, was identical to the biblical figure Enoch, who
had transmitted God’s law (the divine principles for creating the ideal earthly
society) and promises (especially that of the Messiah, Jesus Christ) to mankind.154
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In the pre-Flood world, this sacred knowledge had been a common inheritance.
When the Flood destroyed human civilization, however, only one man—Noah’s
son Shem—preserved the ancient precepts. Of Noah’s three sons, Shem traveled
east and refounded Chinese civilization. This gave China a unique status as the
bearer of God’s holy principles, which Figurists believed Shem had hidden in its
most ancient books, particularly the Yi Ching, or Classic of Changes.155
Although these ideas seem outlandish today, they drew upon widely shared
prejudices and were favorably received, not only by the religious, but also by many
of the secular scholars at the heart of the Enlightenment. The Figurists eventually
discredited themselves, however, when they enlisted ancient Chinese characters to
support their theories; it was obvious that the alleged links between the characters
and Christianity were purely speculative. This overreach, among other problems
with Figurism, left room for a later set of scholars to approach the problem of
Chinese antiquity from a radically different perspective. Most notable among the
newcomers, who were united by their willingness to deviate from strict dependence
on biblical chronologies, were George-Louis Leclerc, le Comte de Buffon (1707–
88), whose Histoire naturelle, générale et particulière (36 vols., 1749–88) proposed
very “old” ages for the earth of several tens of thousands of years or more, and the
Scottish geologist James Hutton (1726–96), whose Theory of the Earth (1788)
proposed that it was indefinitely old. Both men are revered today for their scentific
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principles, and Hutton in particular is recognized as “The Father of Modern
Geology.”156
The trend toward old-earth chronology joined forces with another
development, namely, the increasing tendency of scholars to see Egypt, and not
China, as the font of Eurasian civilization.157 I shall return to this subject below,
because the canon’s essay was not the only place where the conflict between
Sinophiles and Egyptophiles appeared in EDL. For now, suffice it to say that
Napoleon’s 1798 expedition to Egypt was, for his educated French contemporaries,
a stunning act of self-actualization: it signified France’s attempt to take ownership
of its most ancient heritage. In the years leading up to that event, however,
Sinophiles fought to defend China’s primacy, and even as late as the canon’s time,
the defense of China remained strong in certain areas. In southern France and
Spain, for example, avant-garde notions appear to have arrived somewhat later and
in some cases never fully ingrained themselves.
As with old-earth hypotheses, much of the resistance to the new idea of
Egyptian origins derived from its implications for religion. The ancient Egyptians,
unlike the Chinese, had not been demonstrated to have possessed knowledge of
proto-Christian concepts. The religiously orthodox, such as the canon, preferred
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China as the origin of civilization because only Chinese origins could conclusively
demonstrate an inherent connection between civilization and Christianity.158 And
having chosen China, he immediately encountered the same difficulties that the
Figurists had faced. Rather than reassert the tenuous associations between ancient
persons such as Fu Xi and Enoch, however, the canon took the safer path of
disavowing early Chinese history altogether. In so doing, he appealed to the
authority of the Beijing missionaries and their mandarin friends, as well as scholars
at the prestigious Hanlin Academy, which was responsible for creating official
interpretations of the Classics and developing the questions for the civil service
examinations. All sources agreed, the canon wrote, that the earliest emperors in
the Classics and the commentaries had been invented wholesale. According to the
opinions of these august scholars, the earliest emperor reliably known to have
existed was Yao, who according to Chinese sources had lived at least three hundred
years after Ussher’s date for the Flood.159 In this respect—perhaps ironically—the
canon’s conclusions represented progress in the field: his views very nearly mirrored
those held by scholars today, who would add only that Yao and Shun were also
mythological.160
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The greater part of the canon’s essay, however, consisted of a defense of the
Figurist idea that Christian theology, including prophecies of the coming of the
Messiah, had been elucidated in detail in the Chinese classics. The canon argued
that descriptions of Tien, or Heaven, demonstrated the same characteristics as the
Christian God, including perfect goodness, omniscience, and omnipotence.161 He
described the frequency and variety of animal sacrifices offered to Tien, drawing
out parallels to Hebraic traditions. He cited written evidence that the Chinese
believed in eternal life and analyzed an ancient triangle-shaped character whose
meaning, as described by Chinese sources, strongly resembled Christian theology
about the Trinity.162 Finally, he identified a person known as Santo, said to be
“Tien made visible to teach men [to do good].” Far greater than Confucius, this
messianic figure would possess perfect virtue, complete wisdom, greatness of heart,
and unparalleled kindness and sweetness; he would be magnificent, eloquent,
strong, and courageous.163 Most importantly to the intrepid canon, however, “Tien
associated [Santo] with his glory,” which directly resembled Christ’s relationship to
the Father. “Who does not hear in this language the [Old Testament] Prophets[,
who foretold Jesus Christ’s coming]?,” the canon asked rhetorically. 164
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project. Certainly, not all enlightened savants agreed that natural law existed: Montesquieu argued
in L’esprit des lois that a people’s laws were determined by particular circumstances, not by some
over-arching, universally applicable set of concepts. Nonetheless, the Enlightenment’s origins lay
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concluded on a note equally hopeful and troubling, suggesting that perhaps the
Chinese would receive the faith that many Europeans had tossed aside.165
We should bear in mind that although most of the canon’s arguments would
later be rejected by the academic community, at the time he wrote they were wellsubstantiated and up-to-date. He drew upon reputable, recently published sources,
and he appears to have had rather sophisticated knowledge of the Chinese classics.
The bridge between him and the Figurists was the group of Jesuits who, despite the
abolition of the Society, continued to serve at the emperor’s court in Beijing. These
men were the last survivors of the Jesuit mission, and several of their principal works
were published as part of the Mémoires concernant l'histoire, les sciences, les arts, les
moeurs, les usages, &c. des Chinois (16 vols., 1776–89), which at the time was the
chief source of current information about China.166
This series of books was not a pathetic, last-ditch effort by the Jesuits to
gain attention. On the contrary, the Académie des Sciences itself was intimately
involved in the production process. The bulk of the first volume was written by an
extremely interesting man whom historians have neglected but with whose work
the canon was familiar, a Chinese national named Aloys Ko (1732–95). He came
to Paris along with a companion named Etienne Yang (1733–93), and both were
trained by members of the Académie to make educated comparisons between
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Europe’s arts and sciences, and those of China.167 He later returned to China,
where he wrote a number of works for European audiences. In 1776, his “Essai sur
l’antiquité des Chinois” arrived in Paris and made up the bulk of the first volume
of the Mémoires. 168 The canon’s opinions about Chinese antiquity, and the
mythological status of the emperors prior to Yao, directly mirrored Ko’s
arguments. 169 In addition, the canon likely familiarized himself with ancient
Chinese books by consulting an inventory that Ko had prepared.170 Several of the
works that the canon cited—such as the Classic of Documents, the Huainanzi, the
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Classic of Rites, the Classic of Poetry, Sima Qian’s Records of the Grand Historian, and
Zisi’s Doctrine of the Mean—were described and set in historical context by Ko.171
The two also held similar beliefs about the proto-Christian nature of early
Chinese documents. On the other hand, the canon’s extensive quotations of those
documents appear to have come from other sources because—as far as I have been
able to ascertain—most of the quotations do not appear in Ko’s book. Perhaps they
were taken from the second volume of the Mémoires, by Father Jean Joseph Marie
Amiot, who like Ko supported at length the Figurist idea that ancient Chinese
documents were suffused with Christian prophecies and concepts. We also cannot
rule out the possibility that the canon had direct access to translations of various
Chinese works. We must conclude, however, that although he had taken the less
fashionable side in the Egypt-versus-China debate, his work reflected recent, major
findings, the development of which had been supported by top scientists and
scholars. His opinions seem marginal today, but they were not so when he wrote.
Cladera’s decision to publish the canon’s article, brief though it was, widened
Spanish intellectuals’ exposure to important advances.
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When he wasn’t worrying about the historical challenges that China posed,
Cladera maintained an interest in the spiritual welfare of the Chinese and printed
articles on missionary efforts. The first article to address the topic was an August
1787 review of a set of letters, recently published in Paris, that reported on China’s
bloody persecution of Christians two years before. One of the letters recorded the
questions directed to a European missionary by his mandarin captors. They asked
him, are mandarins who do not follow the Christian religion condemned like the
others? He answered in the affirmative. They then wondered, did he hold
Confucius to be a Saint? The missionary—probably a Lazarist—answered in the
negative, explaining that Confucius, despite his great virtue, did not know the true
God and could not be considered a saint. Finally they asked, “Are you a Saint?”
The missionary replied that although he would like to be, he did not believe he was
worthy, and that anyway sainthood was not proclaimed until well after a person had
died.172 The point seemed to have been to illustrate the tremendous ignorance of
the Chinese and to reinforce the idea that they desperately needed tutelage.
The most detailed report on the missionary effort appeared in January 1789
and was written by Roberto Hanna, a missionary of the Order of St. Lazarus.
Although presented hopefully, the document reflected a doddering, meandering
missionary effort that not only had lost its youthful vigor but was under constant
attack. The situation was precarious: only a few scattered missionaries remained
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outside Beijing. Their heroic efforts accomplished much despite vicious, recurring
waves of persecution, but their numbers were dwindling and reinforcements from
Europe insufficient. Szechuan had three missionaries out of eight the previous year;
the provinces of “Chans” and “Chensi” (Shanxi and Shaanxi?) were particularly hard
hit, their entire missionary corps wiped out or forced to flee. Hanna concluded that
the state of the provinces was “deplorable” and the Christians there “very nearly
destitute of help during the last persecution [of 1785].” 173 The reason for the
persecutions also was clearly stated: many mandarins had come to fear that if too
many of their people converted, they would revolt against the established order.174
Beijing remained a sanctuary, but city-folk proved resistant to
proselytizing—there were barely a hundred converts in 1786, as opposed to many
hundreds in the provinces. Hanna blamed this on the presence of competing
religions.175 Explainable though the phenomenon was, the fact remained that the
best opportunities were found in the most dangerous areas. The priests who had
resettled in Beijing frequently journeyed to the provinces, at tremendous personal
risk, to administer the sacraments. 176

Many were martyred, including an

unfortunate Chinese priest who met a grisly demise after having the soles of his feet
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impaled by sixty-eight wooden sticks. Hanna also told how the titular bishop of
Fujian (see note) had been protected by a tiger that appeared at a critical time to
attack a group of mandarin agents.177 All in all, Hanna set forth a grim outlook: in
the entire empire aside from Beijing and a place called “Tokiel,” he estimated there
were only “four or five European Priests” serving a population estimated at two
hundred million, including two hundred thousand Christians.178 Hanna concluded
by begging for royal assistance to convert the Chinese, a task he admitted—in a
conspicuous understatement—to be “very difficult.”179
How accurate was the picture that Hanna conveyed? Answering this
question requires sketching a rough picture of Chinese Christianity during the
eighteenth century. Brockey has demonstrated that the Jesuit mission directed its
principal efforts toward members of the lower social orders living near the center of
imperial power. The hub of activity included the northern and central provinces—
especially the Jiangnan region (a large area immediately south of the Yangtze River
delta), Peking, Shanghai, and other centers along the Yellow and Yangtze river
basins.180 In 1703, a Jesuit apologist reported that the mission served approximately
196,000 Chinese Christians, a number consistent with earlier reports and
uncontested by Brockey.

The Jesuits had accomplished this with miniscule

resources: the total number of priests at their disposal was never more than thirty-
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six, most of them Europeans.181 The 1724 edict exiling European missionaries had
a particularly harsh effect on this mission territory. It lost nearly all of its priests,
except a tiny handful who concealed themselves in the provinces, plus the court
specialists who were allowed to remain at Peking and who occasionally ventured
out, at great personal risk, to administer the Sacraments. In sum, Brockey argued
that the impact of the edict banning Christianity was so great that the mission
enterprise founded by Alessandro Valignano, Michele Ruggieri, and Matteo Ricci
“had ceased to exist.”182 What this means is that Christianity continued in the
central regions, and many other places in China, as a local, popular religion, with
propagation occurring principally by lineage. It had become primarily defensive,
with its principal object the consolidation of existing communities and the
transmission of critical traditions to the next generation, often in the absence of
European guidance.
Works by Lars Peter Laamann and Eugenio Menegon set Brockey’s
findings in perspective. Laamann’s study of the inculturation of Christianity as a
local religion in late imperial China, which draws primarily upon sources from the
North China Plains, concludes that Christianity flourished best in the areas that
were most inaccessible or too troublesome for magistrates to watch vigilantly.
Mountains, swamps, and forests created a “cordon sanitaire” (Laamann’s phrase)
against the state’s attempts to weed out heresy.183 Significant numbers of priests
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remained in certain areas—particularly Peking (twenty-two priests, most of them
European), Sichuan (nine priests, including three Europeans), and Fujian (seven
priests, of which five were European). Laamann’s report on Sichuan contradicts
Hanna’s, though at present the dispute seems impossible to resolve; Hannah was
an eyewitness, while Laamann was more objective and may have had access to more
sources.
With regard to the formerly Jesuit provinces, by contrast, Laamann’s
findings appear to corroborate Hanna’s. Laaman found that Guangxi, Shanxi, and
Shandong had five resident priests between them. Figures are not provided for
other provinces, indicating that he was unaware of there being any priests
permanently present in those locations. Still, he made greater allowance than
Hanna that priests may have been in hiding in various parts of China. As an
example of this sort of activity, Laamann reported on a map, created by Adeotado
di San Agostino, an Augustinian and thirty-year veteran of the China mission,
which outlined the areas of China to be administered by the Augustinian Order.
Discovered in 1805 by Chinese officials, the map sketched areas of Shandong and
Zhili. Clearly the Augustinians had made significant inroads in these areas, despite
the proximity to Beijing.184
He concluded that by and large, Christianity survived the era of
persecutions in China on the basis of personal networks among and between
Christian families, particularly in the rural border areas where the Qing state was
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at its weakest. Furthermore he suggested that activity by foreigners during this
period was “negligible due to their minute quantity” and that Western missionaries
were “passive participants following their vocation wherever the local Christian
networks permitted them to do so.”185 Menegon’s work on Fuan County, in Fujian,
further confirms Laamann’s findings by demonstrating again the importance of
kinship networks to the sustenance and propagation of the faith. One way in which
Fuan differed from many other provinces—particularly the inland territories such
as Shaanxi, Shanxi, Henan, Anhui, Huguang, and Jiangxi—was its easy
accessibility by sea, which made it relatively easy for European missionaries to
infiltrate. In this regard, Fuan seems to have been most similar to Shandong. Partly
as a result of the relatively large numbers of priests able to insinuate themselves into
Fuan society, the numbers of Christians there during the 1740s through 1770s are
said by Menegon to have grown tremendously: for example, in Mindong alone,
the number of Christians grew from 8,000 to around 13,000.186 Needless to say,
this finding contrasts sharply with the far slower growth of the former Jesuit
provinces in the Chinese heartland. Brockey offered preliminary figures showing a
dramatic decline in the growth of the mission there, a decline that set in
immediately after 1724.
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On the basis of these facts, we can make a number of conclusions regarding
Hanna’s report. He certainly exaggerated how few missionaries there were in China
as a whole. Taking only the former Jesuit territory, however—which seems to have
been the principal object of Hanna’s visit—his figures may be accurate. The figure
of 200,000 Christians is probably close to the true number of Christians in central
China at that time, though on the low side. We should assume some losses from
persecution, but not enough to stop Christianity’s growth; after all, even Brockey
suggested that Christianity continued to spread. There were also gains, over time,
from population growth, because much of the increase in the Christian community
would have come from the growth of families. All in all, the figure of 200,000
appears to be an underestimate for the central provinces and not to take into
account at all the communities in the outlying provinces of Sichuan and Fujian.
Given the far more limited resources available to Hanna than to researchers today,
however, his report appears stunningly accurate.
Near the end of his piece, Hanna presented a series of news items. He
described Buddhist pagodas and statues, and he explained that the monks were
despised in China because they allegedly had come to their profession as a result of
being convicted of various crimes. In short, Buddhism was a religion for common
crooks.187 This may well be EDL’s only mention of Buddhism in connection with
China. The Jesuits’ presentation of Chinese society as being primarily influenced
by “Confucianism” remained alive and well, despite the Society’s formal dissolution.
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Hanna’s letter makes clear that the persecutions had fundamentally changed
the China mission’s character. The spectre of the Jesuits haunted Hanna’s progress;
the very buildings used by his contemporaries had originally been Jesuit residences
and churches.188 These missions were founded by the Herculean efforts of a small
group of men who had also devised a clever and arduous plan to befriend the
Chinese elite and convert commoners in a socially legitimate way. Hanna and his
compatriots, by contrast, seem not to have had any concrete plan and could not
have inspired contemporaries with much confidence or optimism. Repeatedly in
the letter, he exhibited naïve excitement at the possibility of making converts in
China, but he never presented specific strategies for accomplishing this goal. 189
Learning the Chinese language and studying local customs, which had proven time
and again key to the Jesuits’ success, were never so much as mentioned. Instead,
the Lazarene Seminary in Beijing taught courses on theology, philosophy, and
humanities. Perceptive readers very easily might have come away with a dismal
outlook on the mission’s future and a distinct impression that Hanna was observing
the pathetic postlude to a heroic missionary age. In spite of everything, however,
Hanna ought to have concluded on a note of optimism: the China mission was still
growing; and most happily of all, the growth resulted principally from indigenous
efforts.
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China as Exemplar and Cautionary Tale
China had a reputation for having retained into modern times an original
post-Flood constitution that dated back nearly to the time of Noah himself. While
this interpretation of China’s past was congenial to theology, it also had profound
ramifications for political thought. China’s existence lent learned Spaniards a
radical new lens through which to examine their own political system. For some,
China represented an example to follow: as a direct inheritor of Noah, China had
kept alive the traditions of the earliest post-diluvian age and therefore had a culture
closest to that which God intended man to have. From this, it was assumed that
emulating China would result in tremendous advances in prosperity. Indeed, the
assumption resembled what we now call the “gospel of health and wealth.” Skeptics
read the same facts in a different way, pointing out or simply exploiting for
rhetorical effect China’s tendencies toward tyranny and its excessive idolization of
scholarly learning, which allegedly led to effeminacy.
Many enlightened Spaniards saw China as part of a select group of highly
successful ancient societies whose political and social principles might be discovered
and emulated to create the ideal modern polity. Cladera himself took direct part in
this discussion. In 1788, having been invited to deliver an address to the Real
Academia de Derecho Español y Público on the subject of the law of nature and
nations, he set out for himself no smaller a task than to “to sketch out the history
of a legislación universal that embraces at the very least the original constitutions of
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the civil governments of Persia, of the Chinese, of the inhabitants of the Mughal
[Empire], of various Republics, and the Monarchies of the world.” He wanted to
discover the secrets of civilized life—why men had abandoned running free in the
forests, jungles, and fields and instead settled down. 190 What could the most
successful of all human civilizations teach Cladera and his contemporaries about
the ideal political constitution? Where did authority come from, and who rightly
wielded it?
To be fair, Cladera was not particularly interested in China, but he had to
cite it because it was one of several canonically ancient societies that were widely
accepted by the community EDL served. In one place, Cladera cited China as a
peer of Rome; elsewhere the Chinese appear together with Assyrians, Medes,
Persians, and Egyptians. 191 Among the most modern peers to China was the
Mughal Empire (whose relevance to the debate almost certainly was based on a
misconception as to its antiquity). Nor were these ancients necessarily seen as
having risen independently of one another: the previous year, EDL number
twenty-seven had highlighted Athanasius Kircher’s theory that China was first
established as an Egyptian colony. 192 The existence of an ancient connection
between China and the West seems to have been attractive and enduring, because
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as late as February 1791, Cladera reprinted a book review that strongly endorsed
the idea that China was known in the West long before Ptolemy’s time.193
The strangeness of the Chinese language provided further evidence of
antiquity. Whence could such a language derive, and what was its significance in
the grander scheme of things? EDL readers kept abreast of the thorny debates that
arose over such questions.

Many contemporary scholars held that language

developed once and spread outward from a central point, but they disagreed over
where. For his part, Cladera seemed to favor the China hypothesis. In September
1789, he published a review critical of James Burnett Monboddo’s now-famous
work, Of the Origin and Progress of Language. Monboddo followed Athanasius
Kircher and many others, all of whom believed that China was in some way a colony
of Egypt.194 EDL, however, rejected the theory that Chinese characters had arisen
from Egyptian hieroglyphics.195

And in 1790, another EDL piece argued that

Mandarin was the original human language. It had remained relatively unchanged
from the foundations of the world: in the words of the author, “de los primeros
tiempos”—from the beginning.196
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EDL’s discourse on China’s antiquity strongly implied that it should be
considered as a fundamental authority for how human societies ought to be
organized. Knowledge of this primal mode of organization was avidly sought as
though it were an elixir that, if properly applied, would solve Spain’s seemingly
intractable problems. One such problem was a population shortage, particularly in
central Spain. Perhaps Malthus worried too much: in a slightly more ideal world,
the extra hands provided by England’s population boom might have been put to
work in Spain’s empty fields. At the root of the problem, however, were laws of
land ownership, which in most parts of Spain had become onerous and burdensome
to cultivators. In Asturias and Galicia, a combination of high population density,
multi-generational leasing, and multiple levels of sub-letting condemned each
tenant, who was allowed to till only a minute plot, to pay the wages of several
landlords rather than one. In southern Spain, wealthy magnates owned huge tracts
of land and hired seasonal labor at cheap rates, or they leased small plots at high
prices. Castilla suffered from abandonment of large areas of arable land as a result
of high taxes and the privileges granted to the Mesta. In sum, a good portion of
small farmers and agricultural laborers in many regions were kept in perpetual
poverty and want. This resulted in a low birth rate—since few peasants could afford
to have children—as well as inefficient use of arable lands, which often were worked
haphazardly or not at all. But the causes of impoverishment differed dramatically
from one region to the next, making reform exceedingly difficult.197
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China, with its enormous population and extensively worked lands, offered
a direct contrast to Spain and therefore appeared to be a viable model for how the
latter might escape its economic woes. The principal difficulty for Spanish elites
was figuring out what exactly the Chinese model was and how best to apply it at
home. According to EDL’s portrayal, the Chinese system derived from a set of
intrinsically interrelated cultural and political practices. The Chinese were
perceived to be particularly hard-working and practical, aspects of their culture that
they enshrined in their laws. The casual stereotype of the “chino industrioso”
concisely expressed these perceptions.198 An explicit elaboration on the laws and
customs underlying the stereotype appeared in a treatise on Spanish agriculture that
started off the edition of 25 Aug. 1788 with the ominous heading, “ABANDONO
DE LA AGRICULTURA.” The author condemned the evolving Spanish system
in which cities depended on the extra produce of the countryside, yet farmers
suffered impoverishment from excessive taxation and in many parts of the country
were legally barred from exploiting fertile land. As a result, the produce of the land
and the marriage rate of Spaniards were both far lower than they ought to have
been. Who could afford to keep a wife and children except the lucky few who had
managed to thrive in such a broken system?
The author contrasted this situation to that of China, where agriculture was
prized, all the lands were worked, and there were only a few days of rest per year.
“Nothing is honored as religiously as agriculture,” the author opined, before
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reminding readers that even the Emperor tilled the earth once per annum. The
author praised the simplicity and fairness of the tax system, which included only
two taxes, one per head (a capitation tax) and another on agricultural productivity
(in effect, a graduated income tax). He concluded that China’s prosperity and its
high population of eighty million souls owed directly to low taxes and a political
system that honored agriculture. “Is there any country,” he asked, “able to imitate
industrious China?”199 The question was not an expression of despair, but a blow
given for rhetorical effect. Spain could change, if only her laws and customs became
more like China’s.
This was a powerful and potentially inflammatory statement of admiration
whose implications begged for elaboration. Cladera, perhaps unintentionally,
managed to tease out some of them by the way he allowed China to inform policy
debates. In September 1789, China was cited to great effect in a debate over
whether grain ought to be subject to free trade. Those against the proposition
apparently had argued that grain had a unique status because it was the main part
of every Spaniard’s diet and therefore the foundation of civilization. EDL parried
with a semantic technicality, pointing out that civilization also existed in China,
where people ate rice instead of grain; therefore grain’s alleged special relationship
to civilization did not exist.200 In a related article, EDL countered Spanish critics
who alleged that the price of bread had risen owing to the superabundance of
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American silver.

EDL’s author argued that in ancient Rome as well as in

contemporary China, an abundance of specie corresponded to lower prices. Prices
had risen in Spain not because there was too much money but because there were
too few farmers. That is, Spain suffered from a food shortage, an argument that
accords with what we now know of the generally poor harvests in Western Europe
during the later 1780s, as well as with EDL’s and Herr’s finding as to the undercultivation of Spanish farmlands.201
EDL therefore took an optimistic stance in favor of free trade in grain and
a plentiful cash supply—two concrete policies that, when joined by others like
them, it was believed would bring greater prosperity to Spain. Suggesting these
reforms was not necessarily an attempt to copy Chinese customs; certainly China
did not practice free trade. Remarkably, China might take on a role helpful to
reformers even when they implicitly argued against actual Chinese practice.
Sometimes, though, China provided a less ambiguous example. In the
social arena—a place where Spanish reformers were conservative—China was held
up as an example of a country that from ancient times despised divorce. A book
review highlighted that the first Chinese emperor to set aside his wife did so very
late, in 771 BC, and “The disturbances that this repudiation caused showed that it
was seen as an affront to the public law.” The reviewer placed this phrase, a
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quotation from the book itself, prominently near the end of his piece, suggesting
the persuasive power he believed it to hold.202
China often served as a convenient ally to enlightened patriots who wanted
to usher in a new golden age for their country. At the same time, by focusing on
other parts of Chinese culture or simply by drawing a different set of lessons from
those already examined above, Spaniards could use China as a negative example,
something for their country to avoid. The Janus-faced nature of China began with
its most basic asset, its antiquity. Just as the civil and political constitution received
positive press for its alleged constancy, for the same reasons Chinese science was
seen as stagnant. Her sciences, born exceedingly early as the result of prodigious
and valorous efforts, strangely remained “very limited in progress” and had “barely
left infancy.”203 The leap to a stereotype of changelessness became increasingly easy
for Spaniards who right under their noses saw European societies experiencing
revolutionary political upheavals, epochal social transformations, and the dawn of
the Machine Age—some of the most fundamental and far-reaching
transformations of human society since it first came into existence.
The Chinese emphasis on family, too, had a negative and disturbing side:
the accompanying practice of collective punishment. In a land where filial piety
was a core social value, threatening to kill an entire family in retaliation for a crime
served as a powerful deterrent. This practice was mentioned dismissively in a
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March 1790 review of a book on criminal law. The reviewer moved on quickly to
contrast the Chinese practice with Marcus Aurelius’s ideal—novel at the time—of
individual responsibility for crimes. 204 The piece implied that criminal law was
another place where China had gotten stuck behind the curve.
A third line of criticism held that Chinese society failed to support the
development of sufficiently masculine qualities in elite males. A discourse written
in Madrid and published in several parts in late 1788 elaborated on the importance
of an armed citizenry to fostering a stable and healthy political environment.
Several examples demonstrated the efficacy of “Arms” to this end, including
Carthage, whose prosperity was said to have been built on naval supremacy, and
Sparta. China served as the counter-example of a country whose fame arose almost
solely from “Letters,” leading to disaster. The author duly noted the antiquity of
China’s scientific traditions and its early prowess at Letters, but he argued that the
fatal flaw was the decision to hang all hopes of social and political advancement on
academic prowess, which enervated the people’s spirits. At the same time, too
much “leisure and abundance” made the people effeminate.
A footnote to this section went farther, describing the Chinese as “naturally”
effeminate. The underlying causes included their educational system, which relied
on book-learning and focused excessively on politics and morality. Under these
conditions it came as no surprise, in spite of China’s massive armies and
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fortifications, that the Tartars easily beat them. The author concluded, “The
defense of the country, as the Spartans justly believed, does not consist in high walls,
nor in an immense number of troops, but in the good quality, valor, discipline, and
love and enthusiasm of those that defend it.” Letters alone simply were not enough
on which to base a polity.205
To EDL’s Spanish authors, such problems with Chinese society were more
than abstractions, confined in their effects to an exotic people living on the far side
of the planet. Spaniards drew direct parallels between perceived Chinese faults and
contemporary Spanish politics. In an enlightened age whose savants thoroughly
examined the appropriate limits of state power, it was nearly inevitable that China’s
theoretically all-powerful emperor and his repressive, top-heavy bureaucracy would
attract negative attention. In a letter printed 22 May 1788, an EDL reader made
an intriguing allusion to China’s Great Wall. In the midst of a critique of Spain’s
emigration policy, the author strongly advised King Charles to promulgate
immediately a law permitting all of his subjects, along with their wealth and
families, the ability to leave the country at will. This was a natural right, and
granting it so broadly and plainly would allow Charles’s subjects to exercise it
without having to rely on lawyers. The policy also made sense from a practical
perspective. No matter how severe were Charles’s laws, they always would have
“unfruitful” and “horrible” effects:
Even if Your Majesty constructed a wall like that of China, all of those
that wanted to would leave under the pretext of a business trip, or a journey
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to learn about science or the arts, and afterward they would not return:
such that Your Majesty would not achieve your aims without manifesting
a depraved will, from which would arise no other fruit than that of
exasperating the hearts of your subjects.206

The allusion to the Great Wall highlighted the absurdity of Charles’s emigration
policy while also suggesting the extreme lengths to which he would be compelled
to go if he insisted on enforcing it. What kinds of wicked measures might he be
forced to implement? The author implied that Charles, by stubbornly insisting on
the strictures he had placed on his subjects’ movements, was in danger of turning
into a tyrannical Oriental despot.
On rare occasions, such criticisms might be put more directly. In January
1789, an editorialist argued that although the emperors may not have been so cruel
as to cut off the heads or hands of their historians, despotism was inevitable for
China as long as there existed no practical means by which the people might push
back against a ruler’s attempts to expand his power.207 The author cited Raynal’s
claim that if the people could not protect themselves against their king—if they
were not constantly pointing weapons at his chest or head—then the barrier against
tyranny consisted of “nothing more in China than a great cloth of raffia [a crude
type of textile fashioned from the thick fibers of the raffia palm], on which might
be painted the image of justice and liberty, but through which the perspicacious
man observes the horrible head of despotism.” The most intriguing part of the
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article, however, was its veiled criticism of Sinophile European leaders. The author
wrote that he intended to make “fun of the pretended tribunal of history so praised
by our enthusiastic political leaders.”208 In short, he directly criticized the idea that
China’s dictatorial system would rejuvenate Spain, an argument that the Bourbons
had long relied upon to justify expanding their powers—a bold move, indeed, for
an article subject to royal and Inquisitorial censorship.
In many instances, the same attributes of Chinese culture could be deployed
to opposite ends, depending on the point the author wanted to make. It would be
a mistake, though, to see EDL’s depiction of China as dichotomous.

The

arguments pro- and contra-China often flew past each other: they addressed
different aspects of the same culture.

China could be an ideally organized

agricultural empire with beautiful imperial rituals, low taxation, and a good life for
its peasant farmers—while also promoting effeminacy among the elite classes,
allowing for unchecked imperial power, and placing onerous restrictions on the
movement of people and goods. The judgments made about China varied widely
and when assembled together constituted a not-entirely harmonious portrait. Yet
the composite was tolerable. There were no two pieces that clashed so violently
that one had to be removed.
This suggests a further insight as to the nature of the European debate about
China. Historians have found it tempting to believe that the eventual downfall of
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the pro-China view came about as the result of rising anti-China sentiment. Yet I
have found that among the most fascinating aspects of this dialogue is its internal
stability. The pro- and anti-China views had existed in tandem for hundreds of
years, at least since the time of Marco Polo, who earned the nickname Il Milione
(“the teller of a million lies”) for his adulatory account of China. My work suggests
that the early modern dialogue about China collapsed as the result of outside
forces—which is to say, intellectual hypotheses and trends that were entirely
unconcerned with China.
This contradicts the now-widespread idea that China lost its place of esteem
in the West owing to the rise of irrational currents of chauvinism, racism, and
nationalism, combined with the West’s newfound economic supremacy and
increased political power. This cynical and incomplete hypothesis assumes that
European interest in China was basically a fad, which eventually faded out and was
tossed aside when it became convenient to do so. A more thorough analysis
indicates that the original interest in China was based upon the deeply rooted
intellectual assumptions and cosmology that were typical of early modern Europe.
These assumptions came under fire during the late Enlightenment period, but they
still enjoyed support in many quarters. The new trend toward seeking the origins
of civilization in Egypt, however, enabled scholars to avoid much of the Jesuit
philosophizing that had become so ingrained in discussions about China. The
struggle between Sinophiles and Egyptophiles was not a simple matter of whether
one preferred Egyptian art and artifacts over the Chinese varieties. The rise of
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Egyptophilia was part of a broader change in the fundamental terms of the debate
about the nature of the earliest human civilization.
From this, it is obvious that the eventual collapse of European admiration
for China was indelibly linked to the final demise, in the first half of the nineteenth
century, of the early modern cosmology and its replacement, at first, by
Egyptophilia and old-earthism, and later by evolutionary biology, which led in turn
to Africanophilia (a fixation that continues today). It is not so much that these new
intellectual trends had any hostility to China, but they categorically denied its
special place as the bearer of God’s earliest prophecies, religious revelations, and
social systems. To be sure, by the mid-nineteenth century the Jesuits’ ideas about
ancient China had become quite stale and were more than ready to be replaced by
the new evolutionary cosmology. This was the key development: the entire
dialogue about China had become obsolete. Nineteenth-century Europe’s derision
of China, in all its intensity and viciousness, arose not because the anti-China side
won the centuries-old debate, but because the old discourse had lost its relevance
and been replaced by an entirely new debate. Sinophilia and Sinophobia alike were
victims of a paradigm shift.
But when Cladera created EDL, it was not at all clear that the China debate
was headed toward obsolescence.

Passionate partisans on both sides hurled

vituperations at one another. Cladera, as we have seen, reported on the debate in a
balanced fashion. Circumspection was habitual for him: he hedged his bets, shored
up his weak points, and ended up with a heavily interleaved product. His approach
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to China was remarkably fair-minded.

In one early article, however, he

wholeheartedly—and at length—perpetuated the near-fairy tale-like myth of the
Chinese emperors’ benignity, evoking the heyday of Sinophilia. This one article
greatly expands the gap between EDL’s most extreme viewpoints and vastly
complicates its story of what China was.

A Surprising Imperial Fantasy
In general, EDL does not demonstrate the uncritical awe of China that
characterized depictions created fifty years earlier. EDL’s portrayal is just as often
positive as it is negative, and many times the characterizations genuinely can be
described as approaching neutrality. There is one article, however, that leaves the
reader with a sense of unadulterated awe and wonder, emulating the high-water
mark of rococo styling and exuberant optimism that dominated depictions of China
during the early eighteenth century. Appearing 10 September 1787 under the
intriguing heading “Anécdota China”—at the top of the issue—this article
demonstrates that the extremes of China-adulation still had traction.
The “Anécdota” came to EDL via the twelfth volume of the series called
the Mémoires, which I already have mentioned above, in another context. Released
in 1786, it featured an extended biography of Confucius, nearly five hundred pages
in length, by Amiot. Cladera mined the book very selectively, skipping the
enormous biography to reprint instead the description of an imperial feast that
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appeared in an appendix. 209 In fact Cladera’s version, which bordered on the
fantastic, was far more fanciful than the account from which it borrowed. He
considerably tightened up the prose, keeping only the most salient and positive
points, and dropping anything that smacked of wordiness, that was rather boring,
or that failed to portray the event in the brightest possible light. In short, he was
not merely reprinting a pre-existing article with an adulatory perspective on China;
he himself contributed substantially to its creation.
Cladera’s condensed piece was a recollection of a special set of festivities,
held on the occasion of the fiftieth year of Qianlong’s reign, which were designed
to honor him and all the most elderly men in the land. Eligible honorees, described
as any heads of family so blessed by Heaven as to be able to care for the fifth
generation of their clans, numbered one hundred two, including four centenarians.
The emperor gave them magnificent gifts, wrote verses for them as they stayed in
sumptuous lodgings at his expense, and promised that after they went home he
would erect small pyramids in front of their doorways to transmit their names to
posterity.210
The high point of the celebration was a fabulous feast at the emperor’s
palace in Beijing, to which he invited all of the men who lived nearby and were
older than sixty. Five Europeans attended, including Amiot. Guests received a
formal invitation and congregated on the appointed day of 14 February 1785 at the
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ungodly hour of two in the morning. What followed the initial gathering, though
it is not mentioned in the text, doubtless was instruction on how the guests were to
conduct themselves during the ceremonies, which were carefully choreographed.
By nine in the morning, the guests had assembled into two parallel lines behind
tables on either side of the courtyard. The emperor presented himself underneath
the portico at the yard’s foot, then processed directly between the guests to a raised
table at the head of the yard, where he would take his meal in the sight of all
present.211
Dishes were served by the emperor’s children, grandchildren, and greatgrandchildren, as well as their servants.

Meanwhile, the great officers and

mandarins of the imperial government sat with the ancients and cued them so they
would know what to do and when to do it. Every table was entirely covered with
food. All of the attendees partook of the plate of honor, a quarter of meat brought
specially from Tartary. Whenever the emperor drank, the mandarins led the
ancients in drinking at the same time, so that they might have the satisfaction of
drinking with him. The role played by the royal children was not merely for show:
Amiot wrote that they traveled constantly round the tables, making sure the guests
lacked for nothing; indeed, the eldest of the Princes was said to have carried out his
role with singular devotion.212
The day’s entertainment followed. As soon as the emperor finished his
meal, a drum was hit, and music started up. The mandarins cleared the tables of
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plates and braziers but told the ancients that the emperor desired them to take their
drinking cups home as gifts. At the third hit of the drum, a dozen actors presented
themselves, each with one mask over his face and another covering his shoulders,
such that it would never appear that one of them had turned his back to the emperor
or to the guests. One of the masks worn by each actor represented an old man, and
the other a young man.

The actors put on an elaborate performance with

declamations, singing, and gesturing such that they appeared to be performing a
dance representing the various stages of life and the passing of years (though Amiot
was not entirely sure). After the actors had finished and left the yard, the musicians
sang a hymn to Tien giving thanks for the wonderful day of which everyone present
had partaken.213
The emperor retired, but the festivities continued: the guests retreated into
an adjoining courtyard, where over the course of three days each received kingly
gifts. These included small bags bordered with gold and silver, various pieces of
silk (possibly clothing and presumably of superb workmanship), a cedar walking
stick with a handle shaped like a dragon (very similar, the European source
reported, to a bishop’s crozier), and the sign of the imperial order of advanced age,
which consisted of a piece of gilded silver, weighing an ounce, that was strung on a
yellow ribbon of silk.
In addition, each participant received a ruyi (jouhy in EDL), a talisman
whose most common name meant “as you wish,” but which also had two alternative
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names, wo jun and tan bing, meaning “he-who-holds” and “authority to speak.”
This talisman took the form of a scepter with a long handle and a head usually in
the form of a heart, a cloud, or a lingzhi (longevity fungus). The material used for
the body of the ruyi, in this case, was “odoriferous wood,” adorned with “little
figures of precious stones.”214 In official contexts, it served as a symbol of power
and authority, and such talismans were often held by the emperor and his
mandarins. By Ming and Qing times, giving a ruyi in the shape of a lingzhi had
become a favored way to wish everything good in life, such as peace and longevity.
For this reason, it seems likely that the ruyi handed out at the feast featured lingzhi.
Moreover, the fact that these ruyi were adorned with precious stones suggests that
they were of an uncommon and particularly exquisite type, the “three-panel ruyi
scepter,” so-called because of the three jade inlays on the head, the middle, and the
end, which was particularly favored by the Qing emperors.215
To these gifts the emperor added a set of commemorative verses, by which
his guests might remember the happy day they had spent with him as well as its
roots in the first such celebration held by his father. He explained to his guests that
of all the tremendous blessings heaven had bestowed on him, seeing so many
ancients in one place was for him the greatest of all. He fondly recounted how, in
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his younger years when he hadn’t a care in the world and when his hair still covered
his forehead, he had the privilege of sitting at the feet of his august grandfather.
He delighted in the delicate and appropriate service that the princes and mandarins
had given to their elders, as well as in the equality and friendship that prevailed
among them all. Finally he expressed contentment and joy that his descendants
would look back at the celebrations that he and his grandfather had held and be
filled with tender sentiments of veneration for the “best, and most respectable, that
without doubt are the ancients.”216

Conclusion
Espíritu de los mejores diarios presented readers with a kaleidoscopic set of
perspectives on China, portraying the mundane and the unusual, the good and the
ugly. Articles expressed quotidian anxieties about commerce; thankfulness for
exposure to Chinese technology; genuine interest in foreign etiquette and aesthetic
standards; deeply felt concern over the Orient’s need for Christian tutelage; intrigue
about the potential of Imperialesque laws to remedy Spain’s economic woes;
hostility toward tyrannical emperors and effeminate bureaucrats; and a willingness,
at least on occasion, to entertain fantastic notions about the benevolence of Chinese
despots.
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Some of these perspectives seem at face value to have been uneasy bedfellows at best. Yet in practice, EDL seldom presented directly contradictory
viewpoints. There was a certain harmony to the picture presented of an ancient,
sophisticated, wealthy, and deeply fascinating China. Perceptions of its virtues and
flaws were usually temperate and in more cases than one might expect, open to
debate. I suggest that this sense of harmony emerged at least partly from Cladera
himself—a man who had earned degrees in law and theology from Spanish
institutions—as well as the audience for which he published. Throughout EDL
there was a sense of groundedness: questioning of the monarchy happened seldom,
and of Christianity—as far as I have seen—never. China did not present any
particular challenges to these two mammoth columns of hoary Spanish rock,
standing side by side and crowned with the fresh-hewn, radiant lintel of
Enlightenment. Through this door might pass freely any number of ideas, however
strange, so long as they did not contradict too offensively the basic underpinnings
of Spanish society.
There was nothing shameful in this. If anything, the Spanish can be said
to have approached China in the same way that Japan approached early Western
traders and missionaries. From the seventeenth century onward, Japan slowly and
selectively adapted the foreign innovations that were compatible with its core social
and political tenets while keeping out other, more disruptive influences. By the
twentieth century, this approach resulted in Japan’s ability, entirely of its own
volition, to industrialize and make itself a world power. Had Spain been able to
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continue its gradual reforms for a longer period of time—that is, if the collapse of
the feckless French Enlightenment had not also disrupted, especially after 1810, its
Spanish counterpart—Spain might have been positioned for a much smoother,
more prosperous, and less bloody transition to modernity.
But unlike Japan, which sought to imitate the West, Spain in its
Enlightenment still sought to imitate China. As Sebastian Conrad has persuasively
argued, global enlightenments depended for their very essence on interactions
between widely divergent cultures.

Conrad’s perspective, in emphasizing the

“transnational co-production” of Enlightenment, is that the intellectual
contributions made by peoples throughout the world who have had to adapt to
newly globalized conditions are fundamentally just as important as those made in
Europe. C’est ça. His viewpoint is more egalitarian than the traditional perspective
he argues against, and he allows greater agency to non-European actors.217 But he
errs in that he attacks an artificially constructed straw man, namely, the idea that
the European Enlightenment is something special and unique, without considering
the most potent argument in favor of this perspective. What Conrad does not
consider is that overall, European traders and missionaries went farther, over longer
periods of time, and encountered more strange and exotic things and peoples in the
course of their voyages. This meant that the Enlightenment in Europe was
necessarily more profound than the little enlightenments experienced elsewhere—
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many of which, moreover, happened at later dates. There will always be a “Big
Brother” Enlightenment, with its locus in the European heartland. This was the
product of the fact that Europeans were the ones who did most of the heavy lifting
in the process of creatively uniting the world’s disparate cultures. It is not racist or
reactionary to hold this view, which is simply based on Conrad’s own premise that
for enlightenment to happen, there must be some sort of interaction between
previously separate and distinct cultures. But I would add one further qualification:
admiration is a necessary prerequisite to borrowing, a point to which I shall return.
The European Enlightenment, in its very essence, was a profoundly
disruptive political and intellectual movement that pitted those who gained from
the global system against those who lost by it. Enlightenment is to find a better
way of doing things, but we must always remember that there will be a winning
side (those who gain by doing things differently) and a losing side (those who lose
for the same reason). This is a lesson of particular relevance in 2017, as the
American global system comes under increasing strain from nationalist sentiments
at home and abroad. Indeed, the early modern world system, or Eurasian World
System, as I have elsewhere called it, was undone in most respects by the French
Revolution, a reaction against the enlightened monarchy. The despots leading
France had routinely acted in their own interests for the better part of several
centuries, while ignoring the legitimate needs of the common people closer to
home—people who subsequently used different aspects of the same enlightenment
culture to support their own goals. Similarly, in Spain, only certain segments of
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society benefited from the Enlightenment: heading the list are the monarchy, a
segment of the aristocracy, and a segment of the mercantile classes.

When

eighteenth-century Spaniards compared themselves to the Chinese, this was a
profoundly meaningful act that privileged the aforementioned groups at the
expense of many others.
As Conrad himself might have pointed out, the European Enlightenment
relied upon an Asian society for its power. The Enlightenment would not have
been nearly as potent if not for the existence of an exotic society that was actually
superior in most respects.

China drove the Enlightenment because Chinese

civilization was, in fact, incredibly impressive. But this also means that Europeans
only borrowed selectively—a point which Conrad ignored—and that societies apart
from China contributed to the Enlightenment in much less important ways. The
fact that non-European societies, in their respective mini-enlightenments, often
borrowed from the European Enlightenment is itself a sign of the inherent
weakness of these societies and an admission of European strength and centrality.
And the extensive European borrowing from China, in turn, was an admission of
Chinese superiority.
To be clear, I do not deny the existence of what I call “global minienlightenments,” but I do say that they were not as potent or far-reaching as the
European Enlightenment and usually recycled European concepts for use against
the colonizers. This was what happened even in my own beloved American
Revolution, wherein American colonists borrowed the Enlightenment’s language,
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previously used in different ways by King George’s regime, to promote their own
interests at the expense of the imperial core. The fact that the colonists resorted to
this language was a statement of its inherent power; somebody, somewhere, had to
invent it, and that invention happened in Europe, for better or for worse, as a result
of that region’s longstanding and far-flung commercial and religious contacts.
This raises one further problem, which is, to what extent did the
Enlightenment result from European admiration for China? And how much of
the Enlightenment derived from the goal of systematizing knowledge about human
societies and of understanding what fundamentally it meant to be human? Which
is to say, to what extent was Enlightenment actually driven by what we now call
human rights? I argue that it was only once Enlightenment had been turned against
its absolutist masters in France and in the United States that human rights became
a significant issue. In other words, the primacy of human rights in subsequent
centuries arose as a result of an accidental change in the locus of power, toward the
people and away from the absolutist monarchs who had nurtured the
Enlightenment in its formative stages. This is why, even once human rights were
said to be recognized as universal, they still always excluded certain groups.
Ultimately this language is deployed to establish the rights of a society’s dominant
groups (or the majority, in modern democratic politics) and to exclude others. Even
in the United States, the country that sees itself as the arbiter and protector of
freedom worldwide, this freedom only applies to citizens. And as we have recently
seen in Iraq and Afghanistan, the exportation of ideologies of rights is extremely
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difficult. At best, human rights can be held as universal within a particular culture,
but their particular manifestation always depends on what the people in that culture
actually value. People create the cultures that they need and want. So even if it
were possible to export the French, British, American, or German versions of
freedom, in most cases we would not want to do so because the recipients would
invariably want to change the meanings of the imported terms to suit their own
needs. The language of human rights, in the end, was an almost accidental creation
and has little value as an academic concept. It is simply a localized tool for peoples
to assert control over their own lives and to determine the parameters of the
societies in which they live.
To return to the question, to what extent China actually created the
European Enlightenment, I argue that the intellectual climate in Europe would
have been far less volatile and the concepts coming out of the eighteenth century
would have been much weaker had China not played a starring role in their
creation.

China, in many ways, created the Enlightenment by virtue of its

eighteenth-century ascendancy, which gave it such complete dominance in world
affairs that it could and did dictate the terms of its engagement with foreigners.
China had no need of an enlightenment of its own, during this period, because its
institutions already had given it supremacy. Its kings did not need a new language
to legitimize their power, as was happening in Europe. This is a great difficulty for
Conrad: viz., the fact that China did not have an “enlightenment” until it needed
one, in the early twentieth century. If the idea of global enlightenment were
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completely compelling, surely it would also have happened in eighteenth-century
China.
Cultures that needed to reform themselves—like the European cultures—
did so in stages. And they typically layered the new reforms atop the best aspects
that their cultures historically exhibited. Thus it was that EDL had something
special in common with China, a trait so ubiquitous that Cladera seems to have
been unaware of it. Respect for antiquity permeated the journal and Chinese
culture alike, thus giving them a fundamental commonality. Spanish commentators
expressed alarm at Chinese claims of an exceedingly ancient heritage for their
civilization; yet so long as China’s age could be kept within Diluvian bounds, it
acted as an indispensable asset in the quest to discover the original laws granted by
Noah. EDL propagated the idea that the success of China’s agricultural system
and the benevolence of her emperors came from her obedience to the ancient
precepts. Similarly, Chinese resistance to converting to Christianity owed in large
part to the historical successes their society had seen without the help of the new
religion. The Spanish, though, had their own ancient missionary tradition, even of
spreading the faith by force. The two divergent impulses caused mutual anxiety—
the Spanish worrying about saving souls and the Chinese about political
destabilization—but derived from the same respect for old traditions.

Even

Chinese technology and aesthetics, although perceived as stagnant, were respected
in EDL for their antiquity. In every quarter, a large proportion of the deference
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shown to China derived from the perceived age—hence authenticity and
legitimacy—of its traditions.
All of this goes to show a pervasive underlying theme of the Spanish
Enlightenment: respect for age. Cladera and the Spaniards for whom he wrote did
not want to re-weave Spanish society out of new thread. They wanted to hold onto
what they believed were the best parts of the old traditions, while stitching to them
the most effective and compatible of the new reforms. There is no indication that
this moderate attitude originated as a result of the ever-present shadow of the
Inquisition; that is to say, it was not because Spaniards feared persecution that they
failed to radicalize. Herr found that foreign books were so easily available and
censorship so poorly applied in practice that “Fear of censorship […] can be
eliminated along with other objective factors as the cause of the failure of Spanish
writers” to show appreciation for the more radical and anti-Catholic of the
philosophes. He concluded what has also been my impression from EDL and other
sources, that among the enlightened Spanish one would have to search far and wide
to find any that seriously questioned their Catholic faith.218 In short, the more
radical views stayed out of EDL because Cladera and his audience were not
interested.
Herr did not dwell on the point, but he cited at least two Spanish sources
that shared EDL’s attraction to venerable, proven traditions. Juan Andrés, in a
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work on the origins, progress, and contemporary state of Spanish literature, railed
against those who wanted “to appear as philosophers, [while] despising the
authority of our elders, [and] breaking down the most sacred mysteries of
religion.”219 Joseph Clavijo y Faxardo, in his prologue to the Spanish edition of
Buffon’s Histoire naturelle, argued that although the systems contained in the book
caused difficulty for sacred scriptures, “Let us take from it that which is of use to
our teaching, and let us never forget that when God speaks all men and all creatures
should be silent.”220 I point these out to demonstrate that EDL’s regard for God
and King was present in other literature as well. The approach EDL used with
regard to China was arguably typical of the Spanish Enlightenment as a whole.
EDL portrayed China as a legal model, a source of riches and wonders, a
place where decorum and tradition ran rampant, and even sometimes—in its
excesses, perhaps—as a cautionary tale to unwary reformers. But China was also
more than that. At its best, the Middle Kingdom served as a premonition of Spain’s
own enlightened future. Here the most adulatory of the stories, from EDL number
thirty-one, above, is particularly instructive. The emperor’s concluding admonition
to his guests may have come from far away, but it equally expressed Spanish
sentiments: that the best, and most respectable, without doubt are the ancients.
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Historical evaluations of the efficacy of the eighteenth-century Spanish
monarchy typically return middling results. True, the accession of the Bourbons
regenerated to some extent the ailing body politic and even helped to stimulate
notable economic and cultural accomplishments, particularly during the reign of
Charles III. Spaniards established their own East India Company and initiated
sweeping reforms to religious orders (including the expulsion of the Jesuits and
seizure of their property) while showing mastery at still-life painting, wood carving,
and botany; but these accomplishments, on their own, were not enough—
Enlightenment Spain could be seen, and usually is, as a shadow of France or Britain.
Where else can one turn, in such a time of transition and upheaval, for a spot of
something exceptional and special? Spanish opera appears on its face to be an
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unlikely place to check.222 But the evidence shows a well-articulated and generously
funded royal opera house, with excellent leadership and intimate connections to
prestigious poets and composers, which produced avant-garde shows, including
some very interesting ones on China. From the most unlikely quarter imaginable,
eighteenth-century Spain surprises the researcher with innovation and brilliance in
bringing to life both European stereotypes about China and an authentic Chinese
story faithfully passed down over thousands of years, successfully transmitted across
widely disparate cultures, and transported around the world on a perilous journey
to remote shores. What sorts of messages did these musical theatrical performances
convey? How did they influence their aristocratic audiences? What kind of
Enlightenment, in sum, did they bring to Spain?
I will begin with an overview of opera in eighteenth-century Spain, focusing
on the principal royal opera house, the Coliseo del Buen Retiro. Because the royal
opera has been under-appreciated in the secondary literature, a basic presentation
of its rise to greatness is necessary for the reader to comprehend the full significance
of the particular operas that I discuss. I will then conduct separate analyses of three
China-themed operas, along with a Neoclassical work by Voltaire and a Chinathemed dance (created by a Spaniard). In chronological order, they are Francisco
Courcelle’s Lea, imperadrice della Cina (production date: 1741), Pietro di
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Metastasio’s Cinesi and Eroe cinese (1751 and 1754), Voltaire’s Orphelin de la Chine
(1772), and Domingo Rossi’s Gran fiesta del primer día del año en la China (1789).
The operas and the work by Voltaire were produced or adapted for the Court; the
latter work was created for the Caños del Peral theater to celebrate a royal holiday.
I will present and dissect the themes of these pieces, while bringing forward their
intended import to Spanish audiences.
I conclude by addressing larger questions, such as how themes surrounding
China were presented differently over the course of the century and what the
differences signified with respect to the changing mood of the Spanish
Enlightenment. Finally, I question the authenticity of the works presented to the
Spanish court, using the Spanish production of L’eroe cinese as a case study that
demonstrates Europeans’ fidelity to genuine traditions handed down in Chinese
texts and musical theater. Where other authors have taken it upon themselves to
demonstrate incongruities between European versions of transmitted texts and the
originals, I take the opposite approach, which I think the reader will agree proves
fruitful in showing a new aspect of the Chinese influence on Europe.

The Setting: Spanish Opera’s Ascent and Golden Age
The secondary literature provides varying portrayals of eighteenth-century
Spanish drama, with some authors making negative assessments of the period and
others making more positive appraisals. The argument made here goes beyond the
most optimistic observers and seeks to demonstrate exceptionality:

drama
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flourished at the 1750s Bourbon court in a way that may have been unique to
Europe as a whole and at the very least was splendid and brilliant. This incredibly
productive period coincided, moreover, with the most significant Spanish
production of a China-themed opera, Metastasio’s Eroe cinese. It is relevant to
establish the credentials of the royal opera because these will affect the reader’s view
of the productions that are going to be analyzed later.
The eighteenth century provided fertile ground for reformers. It saw the
rise of Neoclassicism as a potent school of thought focused on restoring classical,
rationalistic standards to theater, such as the Three Unities of place, time, and
action. This school had important Spanish exponents, especially Ignacio de Luzán
(1702–54), whose Poética of 1737 served as a basis for the theoretical argument that
theater should honor classical standards. Later, during the reign of Charles III, the
reformist school received further impetus through the activities of the tenth CondeDuque de Aranda, who reformed Madrid theaters, sponsored an acting troupe, and
looked after local dramatic repertoire. His activities inspired the composition of
the first Spanish neoclassical works—by a group of writers referred to as the
“Generation of Aranda”—as well as the translation of numerous French and Italian
pieces.223
Gerald Brennan took the neoclassical argument so seriously that he
concluded Spanish drama was undergoing a crisis. In his view, the death of Pedro
Calderón de la Barca had brought to an end Spain’s long literary Golden Age as
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well as the flourishing of baroque theater. Brennan characterized the succeeding
period—1681 to 1760—as a long struggle between the stagnant and dying forms
of the Golden Age and the new French ideas of reason, unity, and common sense.
In drama, Brennan argued that the only significant figure was Leandro Fernández
de Moratín, a neoclassicist who did not start to produce until the 1780s. All
through the eighteenth century, Brennan argued, “The theatres continued to put
on plays that followed, with little innovation and scarcely any merit, the tradition
of Calderon and Moreto.” He might have added, Lope de Vega. Spanish authors
were handicapped by isolation and provincialism, and the only source of outside
inspiration was seen to be France.224
Brennan’s view of the eighteenth century as crisis is persuasive—but only if
one focuses on the activities of the neoclassical reformers, the government, and
religious authorities, many of whom, for various reasons, had vested interests in
reforming the theater. (The government wanted theater to act as a voice for official
ideology; religious figures lamented the vices portrayed on stage.) These reformers,
however important their social positions, always constituted a small minority and
ultimately failed to convert Spanish theater to their tastes.
More recent commentators, such as Guillermo Carnero and Emilio
Palacios Fernández, have updated our perspective on the subject and allowed us to
develop more informed views. While it is probably true that the earlier period of
Spanish drama in the seventeenth century did indeed constitute a “Golden Age,” at
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least in the sense of being the defining period of the national school of theater
through the works of Lope de Vega and Calderón, this does not imply that later
theatrical productions fail to deserve attention in their own right.

Palacios

Fernández wrote that while the eighteenth-century popular theater initially partook
primarily of updated versions of Golden Age works, it eventually saw the creation
of notable new works in the same school, especially by Antonio de Zamora
(1660/64–1728) and José de Cañizares (1676–1750). This school continued to
appeal to the Spanish people in spite of attempted reforms. In fact, the author
concluded that the eighteenth-century theater partook of a period of splendor, if
one considers the great interest of the Spanish people in such representations as
well as the large number of works created for the stage during that period—and if
one can forget, for a moment, the partisan criticisms leveled against the national
school.225
Carnero, for his part, showed that theater following the national tradition
was not stagnant. He documented the introduction of a new dramatic genre, the
“Comedia sentimental” or “Comedia seria,” which did not follow neoclassical
conventions and should be seen as a successor to indigenous traditions. The new
genre realistically portrayed the conditions of contemporary life of the bourgeoisie
and the problems they faced.

It avoided the degradation of bourgeois life

presupposed by the classical comedy, while also eliding the idealization common to
the genre of tragedy. It participated, in mixed form, in both of these genres, and
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by its realistic character, it had greater moral potency, a key trait for Enlightenment
drama.226
Spanish opera, by contrast to the national theater, took form as a result of
foreign influences but drew upon local as well as foreign talent and benefited from
the excellence of national customs in music and scenography. Opera was by its very
nature a highly collaborative endeavor, more akin to today’s cinema, with its endless
streams of credits, than to a novel or musical play. While in practice, persons of
Italian extraction typically filled the critical roles of poet, actor, and composer, many
of these Italians made their homes and earned their livelihoods outside Italy in
collaboration with non-Italian patrons, audiences, and support staff. Moreover,
since the present objective is to evaluate the Chinese influence on the Spanish
Enlightenment, attribution of achievements based on nationality is not as relevant
as demonstrating that Chinese influences were brought to bear on audiences in
Spain.
Therefore, and as I shall show elsewhere in this chapter, Italy acted as a
conduit by which Chinese influences arrived in Spain. And perhaps nowhere was
Italian influence more profound than in opera, which according to Reinhard
Strohm had the cultural significance of a national art form and was often explicitly
discussed by contemporaries in nationalist terms. Even in its most basic aesthetics,
the genre had strong Italian influences: the language was Tuscan and the costumery
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typically Roman. 227

I dispute, however, the notion that Roman costumery

necessarily would have applied to the China-themed operas, since Chinese clothing
was known to be different from Roman modes of dress. Europeans probably even
had physical examples of the contemporary Chinese style—a number of Chinese
tunics appears to have been imported during the eighteenth century, and Europeans
routinely made custom orders of clothing from China that came back with an
Oriental flair. I presently have no evidence, one way or the other, to settle the point
of what was actually worn during performances, but it deserves to be suggested that
the Chinese operas would have merited special costumes and that the artistic
grounds for making such dress were well-established.
By opera, I denote an extended, plot-driven dramatic composition, made
up principally of vocal pieces sung to orchestral accompaniment, which usually
includes arias, choruses, recitatives, overtures, and interludes, and that sometimes
is accompanied by ballet. There is no direct Chinese counterpart to European
opera, although Chinese theater—since its inception in the thirteenth century, in
the late Southern Sung period—always included music and singing and it is
fashionable today to refer to certain contemporary Chinese productions as operatic.
But in the strict sense, there is no such thing as Chinese opera. The Chinese theater
took a different course of development from its European counterpart, with song
and music an important part of all productions. It is better to speak of Chinese
theater as “musical theater,” or by analogy, as “light opera.” The music is not
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incidental but accompanies all of the action and part of the dialogue and is closely
related to the style of acting and singing.228
Depending on perspective, Chinese theater either emerged much later than
its Western counterpart, or much earlier. Chinese theater did not exist in the
ancient period, instead coalescing gradually in the late medieval period out of
several related traditions such as puppets, dramatic dances, topical farce, storytelling, minstrelsy, and shadow play.229 It received considerable impetus during the
Yuan dynasty, when scholars turned to drama out of spite (an unwillingness to serve
the foreign regime).230 Theater came out much earlier in the West—in the first
millennium BC with the Greeks. But Western theatrical traditions were not
continuous, and modern theater in its fullest form, as distinct from the liturgical
dramas of the Middle Ages, had its origins in the early modern period. If strict
definitions as to what is and is not theater are to be applied, it makes sense to see
Western theater as an abortive tradition that was then restarted at a much later
period, whereas Chinese theater, which took longer to get started, nonetheless took
on its definitive form several centuries earlier than the modern Western form.
The differences between Chinese drama and European opera are many and
variegated, and I cannot adequately summarize them here. I follow very closely
Tao-Ching Hsü, who has written a monumental work on this subject and presents
in clear prose a concise picture of his topic. In Chinese drama, the ensemble of
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musicians is relatively small, there being only one musician for each type of
instrument (and some musicians play several different instruments during the same
performance), and the style is such that all musicians always play in unison (i.e.,
there is no harmony). The audience focuses on the brilliance of the actors, who
improvise freely on the score and script. To accomplish their improvisations
successfully, the actors maintain close relations with the musicians—“the acting is
like dance,” according to Tao-Ching, and maintains the same rhythm as the
music.231 As for the script, it “is practically always anonymous, it has little or no
literary value, it is constantly being modified by the players and it is considered to
be a relatively unimportant part of the Chinese theatricals.”232 This makes sense in
a culture where the script usually derives from legends and well-known stories, such
that the emphasis in performance is not on the presentation of a new story-line, but
rather on the actors’ ingenuity in presenting a story that everyone in the audience
already knows. In fact, the performance is defined by the actors to such an extent
that the better among them take their particular brand of a play to the grave when
they die. There is no reproducing the same play without the same actors because
every production is so entirely dependent upon the particular actors responsible for
it. There is no need, either, to present a complete work, which is traditionally
avoided because the full-length stories are too long.233 In all of these ways, Chinese
drama differs from the European opera, which follows traditional Western
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conventions as to the nature of the plot and the importance of scores and scripts in
determining the outlines of a dramatic presentation.
Differences between Western and Chinese drama did not entirely preclude
the transfer of stories from the one culture to the other. As we shall see, the limited
interplay between European and Chinese versions of opera included the
introduction to Europe of a major musical work, or zaju, that was part of the
Chinese theatrical corpus.
In the European context, opera was a natural development in the wake of
the establishment of global maritime trade networks and the worldview-shattering
discoveries of the Scientific Revolution. Strohm identified opera’s primary appeal
to audiences as flowing from two fonts: first, the genre’s spectacularity and artistic
use of the human body celebrated Europeans’ newfound power over nature, a power
immeasurably greater than had pertained only a short time before; second, the plot
structures and the behavior and speech of the characters suggested that Reason had
gained a new dominance over the human passions. The truth or falsity of this
perspective was not trivial: “Had [this dominance] been real,” Strohm pointed out,
it “would have ensured a golden age.” In other words, opera celebrated the stunning
advances of the Age of Discovery at the same time as it anticipated the
consequences of those advances for society. Opera therefore shared the goals of
Enlightenment theater, which were taming the passions and developing society
through rational designs.234
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Aesthetically, too, opera followed the trends of its times. It was a reform
genre stressing noble simplicity, natural action, and human dignity.235 This form
of opera had its roots in late-seventeenth century Italy, where a large and
distinguished group of poets and composers, at least indirectly influenced by the
French neo-classical reformers Corneille and Racine, reached consensus that their
art form should move away from the baroque. In 1690, they gathered in Rome to
found the Pontificia Accademia degli Arcadi, or “Academy of Arcadia,” which
afterward became a focal point for the reform movement. From that time forward,
Aristotelian theory, especially the three unities of action, place, and time, as well as
separation of the tragic and comic subgenres, gained influence on opera.236 All of
this sounds, at first glance, very constraining. In fact, however, the three unities
were used as guidelines that were useful primarily in ensuring the verisimilitude of
the dramatic action; they were a means to an end and their rigid application was
mostly rejected.237 The “probability” or realism of certain events actually occurring
was critically scrutinized, and great care was taken, earlier through a combination
of words and music, and later increasingly through music alone, to make the
characters’ vicissitudes real to the audience, that is, to induce its sympathy and
compassion.238
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I note that this focus on realism and on producing emotional sympathy in
the audience is alien to the Chinese theater, which always maintains a certain
contemplative barrier between actors and audience. Theater-goers in China are
repeatedly reminded of the fakeness of the events portrayed on stage: actors make
references to the stage itself, as a way of reminding the audience that what they are
seeing is made up. The audience contemplates the performance, rather than being
transported by it—the art form is highly intellectual.
The emphasis placed on making events seem real and natural also accorded
with another eighteenth-century style, rococo, which was very important in Spain.
Both rococo and neoclassicism sought to replace the baroque style, which was
characterized by the love of extremes, delight in marvelous and phantasmagoric
effects, a tendency toward allegory and melodrama, the use of pattern and
repetition, and strong contrasts. 239 In sum, baroque was a grandiloquent style
characterized by exaggerated motion, strong coloration, emotional exuberance, and
dramatic tension.

Like neoclassicism, rococo reacted against the excesses of

baroque. While the neoclassical style tended toward unity and simplicity, however,
rococo emulated nature and was guided by a spirit of skepticism. Characterized by
lightness, floridity, and grace, rococo delighted in the exotic and had about it a spirit
of playfulness and fantasy. 240 In opera, neo-classicism and rococo could find a
balance and co-exist, though productions concerning China would have had an
increased reliance on rococo styling.
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Putting on these shows was tremendously expensive since many of the
performing and supporting artists had to be recruited abroad. Italians during this
period provided an exceptionally large proportion of Europe’s star performers,
poets, teachers, composers, and painters, and such gifted individuals were eagerly
sought after at the Court and the Coliseo. In some cases they were compensated
very generously to stay on indefinitely. Starting in 1729, the Court retained the
services of the gifted composer Domenico Scarlatti, who had been Barbara’s
childhood tutor; he would remain employed by the sovereigns until his death in
1757.

Another prominent musician and composer employed at Court was

Francisco Courcelle, who in the mid-1730s exploited a connection to Elizabeth to
gain a post in Madrid. Later, he was appointed master of the Royal Chapel, the
office in which he composed Lea, imperatrice della China.241 Pietro de Metastasio,
the most renowned writer of drammi per musica, did a tremendous amount of work
for the royal opera including his Nitteti, which was expressly written for the Coliseo;
he received for his pains kingly gifts without ever leaving the comforts of his
adopted city of Vienna. 242 Composer Niccolò Conforto, another favorite, was
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initially paid princely sums for sending new scores from his home in Naples, before
he was recruited as a full-time employee and moved to Madrid.243 Carlo Broschi
Farinelli (1705–82), the Italian director in charge of the royal opera, meanwhile,
was among the century’s top virtuoso singers.
This listing of imported talents is very much abbreviated. There were other
prominent Italian artists who served many years at Court in various capacities.244
As for actors, Madrid’s opera houses, including those at the Reales Sitios, were
dominated by Italians until the end of the century. Only when Charles IV
mandated in December 1799 that no theater in Spain could have productions in
languages other than Castilian and that actors must be nationals or naturalized
subjects did significant numbers of Spaniards take on the chief acting roles.245 It
should be noted, however, that aside from the leading roles, a number of Spaniards
appear to have served in the operas as well.246
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The connection to Metastasio, which is largely based upon his close
personal relationship with Farinelli, is critical and deserves attention at greater
length. Farinelli’s and Metastasio’s famous twinship, born in Naples and cultivated
by the exchange of letters throughout much of their lives, bound the two together
with an intense bond of the sort that one suspects precious few people have been
privileged to experience. Each found in the other an anima gemella, or twinned
soul, which is said by the Grande Dizionario della lingua italiana to be “a person
whose tastes, ideas and sentiments accord and harmonise perfectly with those of
another person, who becomes an inesparable confidant and companion.” Physical
eroticism may have been a part of this friendship in its early stages, before the two
moved on to careers in separate cities, but what is certain is that the two loved each
other dearly, even if only as good friends. They cut their teeth together, with
Farinelli performing a small role in Angelica, Metastasio’s first piece to be staged,
and thereafter they felt that they were “twins of public favor,” as Farinelli once put
it; each would go on to reach the absolute pinnacle of his field, Metastasio the
unrivalled master-poet of opere serie, and Farinelli the century’s most renowned
castrato singer.247
Their friendship was highly relevant to the royal opera for a number of
reasons. Farinelli’s Coliseo was on the ascendant at the same time that Metastasio’s
poetic dominance had been assured; as Strohm put it, in many areas the success of
his works had “wiped out not only the competition but the mere possibility of
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competition.”248 This also happened to be the moment that the genre of opera seria,
which had become the vehicle of the early- to mid-century reform opera, was
enjoying its apogee of prestige and accomplishment. As a result of this fateful
alignment of the stars, Metastasio, the experienced master dramatist, was in an ideal
position to dispense advice, and Farinelli was in the ideal position to make use of
it.
Aside from their personal interest in the opera, the monarchs also
patronized it for reasons of state. Opera was the supreme musical and theatrical
genre of its era—and was known to be such at the time—and lovers of music such
as Ferdinand and Barbara probably would have felt ashamed not to have an
excellent opera house of their own. As well as any prestige the monarchs attained
from the opulence and virtuosity of the performances, however, opera also could be
counted on to reinforce the absolutist trope of sovereignty. Opera seria invariably
reproduced, as narrative and as social or symbolic practice, the prevailing social
structure; the genre implicitly relied upon the existence of a series of cascading
ranks, a great chain of being extending from God to the sovereign and nobles and
onward to the classes below.249 When man tried to transfer his newfound power
over nature to society, the inevitable result seems to have been a hierarchical model
that tried to enforce reform from the top downward.
In sum, the opera in Madrid was created and supported by a variety of rare
ingredients. Of the essentials, these were, first, the generous patronage of the
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monarchs; secondly, Farinelli himself, including his background, talents, skills, and
character; and thirdly, the cosmopolitan network of artists, with linkages across
Europe, that the monarchs’ patronage and Farinelli’s expertise and connections
were able to unlock. But to take the analysis farther, the whole project hinged on
the special bond of trust between Farinelli and his patrons combined with the
common interest they shared in beautiful performances. Absent one or both of
these ingredients, as happened in 1759 when Charles III acceded to the throne, and
the whole project fell apart.
Even amongst the great powers, the Spanish opera under Farinelli,
Ferdinand, and Barbara had certain advantages. The peculiar relationships that
Farinelli had with his patrons and with Metastasio counted in Madrid’s favor.
There was also the tendency at other courts to use amateurs as actors. For example,
in Vienna, Metastasio in 1751 and 1752 had to write two pieces, of which one was
L’eroe cinese, in which the royal offspring could practice their virtuosity.250 Farinelli,
by contrast, seems never to have used amateurs. To hint at the scale and level of
organization of his theater, it should be pointed out that he kept two hundred extras
permanently on staff and he had a number of officers specifically entrusted with
their care and management.251 Moreover, he boasted to his employers that the stage
sets alone from past performances were so elaborate and opulent that they had
already filled up three large buildings on the grounds of the Buen Retiro.252 The
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Royal Opera was no amateurish gig, but a massive, wholly professional operation
that had been possible only with royal sponsorship and the most scrupulous
oversight.
It is not possible to say for sure how the Coliseo compared to other great
opera houses, but there is tantalizing circumstantial evidence. Metastasio himself
believed, on the basis of numerous reports, that Farinelli’s theater was foremost in
Europe.253 Moratín, who as the reader will recall was among Brennan’s favorite
eighteenth-century playwrights, had some extremely flattering things to say about
the Madrid staging of another piece, Armida placida, and he may be considered a
reliable witness, in spite of being Spanish by birth, because of his ardent admiration
for the Encyclopaedists and William Shakespeare, among others.254
Farinelli’s opera was not a provincial affair; it played a leading role not only
in Spain, but in all Europe. Knowledge of these facts strongly colors our perception
of operas related to China. Far from being amateur affairs produced primarily or
solely for the Court’s pleasure and delight, these were stunning productions
undergirded by immensely complicated logistics that tested the limits of
eighteenth-century technology and virtuosity. The Court’s relationship to China
was not a casual, passing fancy, but a true interest in which tremendous time and
resources were being invested.
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China was demonstrably important to the royals’ image of themselves.
Every one of the China-themed operas in the 1740s and ’50s premiered on a royal
holiday. Le cinesi and L’eroe cinese, respectively, were performed in celebration of
Philip V’s and Ferdinand VI’s name-days (respectively 1 and 30 May), and L’eroe
cinese celebrated the latter’s birthday. The enduring royal interest in and association
with China is corroborated elsewhere, for example, the dominance of Chinathemed paintings in the interior of the royal boat used in the annual regatta at
Aranjuez and the creation of the porcelain room there for Charles III’s unfortunate
wife, Maria Amalia. The conclusion seems inescapable that Spain’s monarchs not
only took a special interest in China but that in the art they sponsored, they
deliberately portrayed their relationship to their people in terms of a Chinese model
of governance.

China in feste teatrali for the Kings’ Name-Days
Dramatic performances related to China first arrived in Spain with the
production of feste teatrali in 1741 and 1751. A festa teatrale was a genre of opera
especially designed for courtly performances, such as the celebration of an imperial
birthday or wedding. Depending on the internal organization of the piece and the
extent to which it relied on music rather than acting, it might properly be classed
as a serenata, which is where Farinelli put Le cinesi. A serenata was a celebratory or
eulogistic piece for two or more vocalists, accompanied by an orchestra, which was
performed at night. The intimate setting was common to all feste teatrali, which
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were performed in actual or improvised theaters, usually in places like an outdoor
courtyard or a small theater tucked away in the inner chambers of a palace. The
festa teatrale might stand on its own or be used as a lead-in for a longer
entertainment, such as a dance. The rules with this genre, as with opera in general,
were loose; as shall be seen with Lea, a festa teatrale could be nearly as long as a full
opera. (I note that my definitions of feste teatrali and serenatas are loose; precise
definitions of these terms are impossible, owing to the tremendous variation in their
use by librettists.)
As far as can presently be determined, both of the works studied here were
performed on the king’s name day. Name-days were celebrated for the connection
they demonstrated between living Christians and long-deceased spiritual
exemplars. Commissioning a China-themed opera for performance on one’s nameday therefore suggested a desire to be especially associated with the Middle
Kingdom. As shall be seen below, both Philip and Ferdinand had China-themed
works performed on their name-days; the work used on Philip’s name-day,
moreover, was written domestically.

Courcelle’s Lea, imperadrice della China
Lea is a two-part festa teatrale about which very little is known. Its alleged
author, Francisco Courcelle (c. 1702–78)—an Italian who preferred the Spanish
form of his given name and the French form of his family name—was well-known
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and widely appreciated in his own time, but he has since fallen into obscurity.255
Strohm explained that Courcelle achieved this by having joined the Spanish court,
an institution “sufficiently alien to most music historians to grant him[…] instant
invisibility.” To make matters worse, Courcelle wrote mostly vocal music, such as
serious operas and sacred works, which generally were not printed and for which
there was little demand in later centuries.256
Farinelli in Fiestas reales did not mention Lea, which is not surprising given
that at the time of its performance, he played second fiddle to Aníbal Scotti.257 The
compilers and commentators since Farinelli’s time also have had little to say. Even
very basic data such as authorship, the date and location of the premier
performance, and the occasion being celebrated are contested. In addition, none of
the authors who have cited the work seems to have read it.
This general neglect explains at least in part why only one of Lea’s two parts
is readily accessible today. Held by the BNE, the 158-page musical score has been
digitized and is freely available to all Internet users. The volume contains an
orchestral overture followed by the first part of the opera, containing twelve scenes.
Although the document is oversized and at first has the appearance of a musical
score, it contains the opera’s dialogue as well, interspersed with the arias.258
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At least one other version of Lea exists. In Emilio Cotarelo y Mori there is
a description of an Italian-language book: “Lea […] Festa teatrale put on in
celebration of the glorious name-day of the King our lord. In the print shop of
Antonio Sanz. Anno 1741. 4.°; 42 pp.”259 The book must have been the libretto
alone, because it was not long enough to have included the music. An identical or
similar libretto appears also to have been consulted by Luis Carmena y Millán and
Rainer Kleinertz, the latter of whom cited the book’s location in the archives at
BNE.260 At the BNE, I consulted a microfilm either of this specific book or a
similar one for the text of the second part of Lea.261
The authorship of Lea is uncertain. Neither the libretto nor the digitized
musical score cites an author.

As a result, Cotarelo y Mori and others left

authorship blank.262 The BNE archivists and Claude-Jean Brenac have been more
assertive, proferring Courcelle’s name but without substantiation.263 I have chosen
to follow BNE and Brenac because their authorship claim appears plausible, but
the accumulation of better data may result in another author being more likely.
The location for the performance is contested, but the Buen Retiro is the
most likely venue. Carmena y Millan and Cotarelo y Mori disagreed on the opera’s
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intended venue, with the former arguing it was performed at the Buen Retiro, and
the latter implying Aranjuez or La Granja.264 Kleinertz recorded a claim by the
libretto at BNE that it had been performed at the Buen Retiro, although he for
some reason volunteered Aranjuez as an alternative (“oder Aranjuez?”), perhaps
because he had read Cotarelo y Mori, who often is considered authoritative.265
The exact date for which the work was intended is also disputed. Philip’s
name-day would have been May 1, the Feast of Sts. Philip and James the Lesser,
but Brenac reported the work was performed on August 25.266 It is possible that
there was more than one showing, but if one had to choose, Cotarelo y Mori, who
cites an MS, would be the more reliable. Brenac did not specify his source.
Fortunately, significantly more is known about Courcelle. Born in Piacenza
as a descendant of French immigrants, he may have studied with the widely known
opera and church composer Geminiano Giacomelli, whom he succeeded in 1727
as mastro di cappella at the Steccata church of Parma. He made his operatic debut
in Venice with Venere placata (Teatro S. Samuele, spring 1731), and is supposed to
have arrived in Spain in 1734 in the entourage of the future Charles III (then Don
Carlo Borbone, the Duke of Parma).267 Courcelle wrote to the queen in an undated
memorial asking her to intercede on his behalf for a position as master of the Royal
Chapel. We do not know precisely why, but the letter brought resounding success:
not only was he promised the position upon the death of its current holder, but he
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was also granted an equivalent salary, a sign of the esteem he held in the eyes of the
monarchs.268 In 1738, when the former master of the chapel died of old age, Philip
honored his promise and elevated Courcelle to the position, in which he would
serve for the rest of his life.
Lea is set in the opening years of the fifteenth century amidst the Timurid
campaigns against China. The opera explores a counterfactual question: what
would Timur’s invasion of China have looked like if he had actually gotten there?
The cast of five characters included two male-female pairs plus Timur himself, who
has already overthrown the capital. As his armies mop up the remaining Chinese
resistance, the allegedly brutal Timur sings an aria in which he presents a choice to
Lea, the Chinese empress: marry him or suffer in chains for the rest of her life.
This question sets the stage for the opera’s central tension—whether or not
Lea will accept Timur’s offer—while also leaving room for several other tensions.
In the second scene, Lea informs her sister, Saga, and a Timurid knight named
Osmano that she has made her resolution. “I have thought enough,” she says, “I
choose slavery,” instead of wedding Timur.269 In an aria, she sings about how her
faith in her recently deceased husband, killed by Timur’s men, will give her the
strength to fight virtuously onward. She knows in her heart that in principle, her
reign continues as long as she refuses to indulge Timur’s offer. In scene three, Saga
reacts to Lea’s decision, wishing that her sister would reconsider the enormity of
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what she had just done. Osmano, in response, redirects Saga’s thoughts toward a
viable plan for re-establishing the rightful heir to the throne, Saga’s husband
Tipimo the Great (who apparently is Lea’s brother and precedes her in the lineage;
Saga’s relationship to Lea, then, would be that of sister-in-law). Osmano explains
that he is ready to commit treason against Timur in order to restore Tipimo. The
reason for Osmano’s seemingly rash decision is that he has fallen madly in love with
Lea and would do anything to earn her affections; he hopes that in return for his
services, Lea will recognize his valor and requite his love.
The stage is set, then, for the incipience of a daring plan to restore the
kingdom to its rightful state. In scene four, Saga daydreams about seeing once
again her beloved, who must be brought back to the capital if Osmano’s designs are
to succeed. Scene five cuts back to Lea and Timur, who continue their dialogue
about the latter’s marriage proposal. Lea remarks that Timur, “not satisfied with
conquering,” wants to “triumph even over my fate.”270 She urges him to think on
how well his conquests have turned out and to be satisfied with the peace he has
established, rather than constantly desiring more. Timur reacts by removing the
chain that had been placed around her arm, as a sign of good faith. He then sings
in an aria that he and Lea actually are in very similar positions because
simultaneously she lost her kingdom and he lost his heart. “Love made me your
slave,” he concludes.271
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Scene six features Lea alone, as she broods upon her situation. Not always,
she reflects, when the sky shows itself perturbed, do evil-looking comets have the
nature of which they first appear. A more experienced eye might discern that these
comets were “helpers of joy, messengers of peace.”272 But she confesses that all
appears evil to her in the present moment, and she sings upon that theme at length.
The theme of the loss of hope continues in scene seven, which shows Tipimo at an
even more despairing moment, as he contemplates throwing himself to his death
from a precipice. He laments the relentless hordes of enemies, so irresistible—like
a great flood—that have deprived him of his kingdom. But in scene eight, his
fortunes abruptly change, as Osmano arrives with an offer of his help to win back
the kingdom. Osmano shows Tipimo a note, signed by Saga, telling him to follow
Osmano’s plan. In a key turning point, Tipimo agrees to accompany Osmano back
to the capital.
Scene nine considers Tipimo’s reflections on his newfound hope; he
remarks that he had been but a miserable passenger traveling through a dark, thick
forest of despair, until Osmano came along with news that lifted the sylvan gloom.
In scene ten, Saga remarks positively to Lea upon the progress of her grand
conspiracy with Osmano. Lea will not support the endeavor, judging Tipimo
unworthy of perpetrating such a fraud—since Tipimo would have to lie about who
he was in order to get close to the usurper. Saga argues contrarily that “To defend
what is right, dissembling is courageous, is shrewdness, and is not a swindle.”273
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By scene eleven, Tipimo has arrived at court and is introduced as Techindo,
Osmano’s brother.

Tipimo swears his allegiance and is immediately (and

graciously) granted command of Timur’s royal guards. Timur confesses to be
somewhat discomfited by Techindo’s appearance, but he thinks no more of it.
Osmano reminds Saga to remember his love to Lea.
In scene twelve, Saga and Lea discuss what they have just witnessed as
Tipimo arrived at court. Saga is impressed by the skill with which Tipimo has
played his character, Techindo. Lea is momentarily taken aback by how much
Tipimo looks like her dead consort (presumably Tipimo’s father). But she still
opposes the plan because of its reliance upon falsehood. The two argue in a duet
whether Tipimo’s actions are moral, justified, and effective.
This leads to the second part, in which the stakes are considerably elevated.
In the first scene, Osmano proposes to his fellow soldiers, to whom he is a hero,
that Timur has fallen short of their expectations and should no longer be considered
virtuous because he has fallen in love with Lea and is willing to sacrifice anything
for her sake. Therefore, not only would Osmano seek to restore Tipimo to the
throne, but he would conspire to kill Timur as well.
Scene two shows Tipimo praying to his Chinese tutelary deities for their
help in the endeavor that lies ahead. He concludes by asking them to return his
usurped kingdom and appears to be fully in accord with the plan laid out by
Osmano. In scene three, Osmano prevaricates to Timur about Lea, telling him
that she had given herself over to his love. Timur, always forthright, responds that
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this was the greatest victory that Osmano had ever gained for him. With Timur
thoroughly deceived and Tipimo ready to fight for his throne, everything seems to
be going in Osmano’s favor.
At this point, however, the playwright begins to indicate that Osmano’s
schemes do not have a sure footing. In scene four, Osmano tells Lea of his deceit
to Timur and moreover of his intended treason, in which he will lead the Tartar
soldiers against their master—all of which he claims to be doing for her sake. Lea
is appalled, exclaiming, “Oh God, what do I hear! Stop.”274 She reviles the idea
that a servant should rise against his master and confesses herself tormented in spirit
because there are no good options for her to pursue. This is the first foreshadowing
of Osmano’s ultimate failure.
Following this unfortuitous speech, Tipimo faces Timur in an unplanned
encounter in a dense forest. Timur, still deceived by Osmano, thinks that events
are going his way and is appalled suddenly to hear, from the depths of the forest, a
voice crying out, “Death to the Tyrant, death.”275 The voice, of course, is Tipimo,
who immediately attacks, defeats Timur’s guards, and challenges him to a duel to
the death. Timur, for his part, does not recognize Tipimo for who he is—Timur
has no idea that Tipimo is the legitimate heir to the throne; probably, indeed,
Timur still thinks of Tipimo as a faithful retainer. Timur attempts to make friends
and goes to hug Tipimo, but is repulsed. Timur is befuddled by what is happening,
but this does not affect his abilities in combat: he summarily defeats Tipimo, who
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pleads with him to end his life. By this measure, Tipimo thinks to keep his honor
intact and to prove his enemy a tyrant.

But Timur good-naturedly refuses,

demanding only that Tipimo reveal his true identity and why he is trying to kill
Timur. Tipimo steadfastly refuses to provide this information, and at the end of
the scene, Timur threatens him that he should not trust too readily in the
continuing goodwill of his captor.
In scene six, Osmano and Tipimo converse together in a sort of debriefing
related to what just happened in the unplanned confrontation with Timur.
Osmano tells Tipimo that he alone is responsible for his sufferings and appears to
believe that his accomplice attacked Timur for the sake of personal honor. Tipimo
does not deny this, but muses upon the role of destiny and the great unseen forces
that drive human events.
Scene seven shows Osmano, Lea, and Saga conversing about what to do
next to save their friend Tipimo. Saga, the loving wife, resolves to attempt to
persuade Timur to have mercy based on her tears and anguish. Lea cautions Saga
not to lose herself in the dangers she faces, but to overcome them through hope and
courage. Saga takes Lea’s advice to heart, and gives some examples of two instances
where a steadfast hand is necessary to produce the desired outcome: in battling a
storm aboard a ship, and as a doctor treating a sick patient.
In the next scene, Timur has taken Tipimo to a great height upon a steep
cliff and threatens to throw his prisoner over the edge, into the waiting waters of
the River Crocèo. Timur explains that he wishes to save Tipimo but cannot do so
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unless the latter informs him of who he is and what his purpose was in making his
attack. Timur asks whether Tipimo is truly a brother of Osmano and a sworn
vassal. Tipimo replies that he is not a brother of Osmano and that a more powerful
reason than vassalhood compels him to attempt to take Timur’s life. But Tipimo
will not reveal what this reason is. At this point, Timur resolves to throw Tipimo
off the cliff, but then Saga intervenes, begging for the life of her spouse. Timur,
who has no idea that Saga is Tipimo’s spouse, is taken aback again. But he resolves
to go forward with the execution, given that nobody is forthcoming with the
information he needs to stay the order.
The stage for scene nine is set with all characters on deck and Timur only
moments away from giving the final order to execute Tipimo. At this point, Lea
intervenes, boldly proclaiming Tipimo’s true identity as Sovereign of China. Timur
stays the execution, then turns to Osmano, demanding an explanation for his
quietude throughout the incident. Osmano confesses to his treason, and Timur
pardons him on the spot and gives him a kingdom of Muslims to rule (which to
Spanish observers might rightly be considered a form of exile, although it would
not have appeared so to Osmano, given Timur’s Islamic origins). Timur removes
Tipimo’s chain and blindfold and grants him the Kingdom of Beijing. This action
so impresses Lea that she confesses Timur has conquered her heart. The group
then proceeds to the Temple of Peace, while chanting the praises of Timur.
By the opening of scene ten, Timur has realized that everything is turning
out exactly as he had hoped. He comments on the strange turn of events that led
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to the present denouement, and he looks forward to enjoying the love of Lea and
the fruits of his victories. It is unclear what role he continues to have in China, but
he seems unfazed by having ceded the kingdom to Tipimo. He perhaps continues
as an emperor, an overlord to the local king. As for Lea, contrary to the pattern in
most operas, where the two women pair with the two lesser men, she clearly pairs
with Timur, who acts as the patriarch. Osmano, doubtless the least virtuous of the
group, remains single. Timur attributes his success to virtue, “well worthy / Of our
affection,” which also acts as the protector of justice, the regulator of every event,
and the safeguard of kings.276
In the last scene, the various characters express their gratitude to God and
their contentedness at how events have turned out. Then Timur expounds upon
the theme of Phillip V’s name-day, concluding, “Let the World admire him, / Let
everyone applaud him, / In Peace, and in War / Wreathed in bay.”277 After all, this
opera had its grand opening on that blessed day, giving it a special significance to
the Spanish monarchy.
Lea: imperatrice della Cina has multifaceted and deeply intriguing themes.
Perhaps foremost among them are the themes of virtue and fate, and particularly
their interplay with one another. At various points throughout the opera, the
characters feel themselves fated to certain outcomes: Lea to be Timur’s slave,
Tipimo to have permanently lost his kingdom, Saga to have lost her husband, and
Osmano and Timur to be forever deprived of their beloved. These outcomes appear
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inevitable and inexorable, something that cannot be fought. Yet in every case except
one (that of Osmano), the course of events actually reverses the original state of
affairs. Lea and Timur discover a newfound, mutual love, Tipimo regains his
kingdom, and Saga is returned to her husband. Even Osmano at least is rewarded
with a consolation prize, a kingdom of his own.
But these unexpected outcomes do not come about without considerable
anguish and angst amongst the party. At various points throughout the opera, they
feel powerless in the face of events bigger than themselves, reflecting the human
condition. The key to how things turn out, however, lies not in the underlying
events that provide the setting for the opera, but in how the characters respond to
those events. This is where virtue takes center stage and Lea plays an outsized role
as the most proactive of all the characters, for she constantly heralds the necessity
of virtuous action, upon which alone can be founded just outcomes. In other words,
nothing could be certain that was not founded upon virtuous actions. And virtue
was defined according to standard eighteenth-century conventions, including a
sense of duty toward the monarchs and a sense that the earthly order reflected a
much grander and more brilliant heavenly order. This explains the frequent
reflections on the sky and stars, among the most permanent of all things, which
demonstrate by their existence the ideal to which earthly denizens might aspire.
The appeal of such messages to the Spanish monarchs is obvious, thus explaining
why such an opera was performed on the king’s name-day.
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As I have suggested, therefore, Lea is the central character of the opera and
the one who most influences the outcome of events. Her simple honesty ultimately
wins the day. Timur’s response to her seems unreasonable to us in the twenty-first
century, but we must try to be less jaded when interpreting eighteenth-century
drama. The era’s optimism in many ways defines it. Lea, a true Spanish heroine,
uses enlightened prejudices about how rulers should act subtly to remind an
apparent tyrant of the just course of action. But it is useful to remember that she is
originally cynical about Timur’s intentions. She does not believe him to be a just
ruler. He surprises everyone by demonstrating that he has no intention of unseating
the rightful monarch.
To some extent, this opera may be considered undifferentiated exoticism.
But I suggest that the themes of Lea have a special connection to China. The
Chinese Empire, with its bureaucracy of literary scholars who gained their positions
based upon demonstrated capabilities rather than lineage, was known to be founded
on principles of merit and fairness.

The emperor was widely admired as a

benevolent despot. Therefore, I suggest that only in the Chinese setting, amongst
all Oriental subjects, would it make sense to posit an empire based on virtue. This
is not to say that all operas set in China saw it this way. Carlo Gozzi’s Turandot
(1762) presupposes a brutal Chinese heiress who has persuaded the emperor to
allow her to kill suitors who cannot answer her riddles. The opera reaches its climax
when the hero, Calaf, impresses Turandot sufficiently with his faithfulness and
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nobility that her heart is softened and she succumbs to love.278 In this case, it is not
the inherent virtuousness of the Chinese, but that of an outsider, which brings
resolution. But this does not invalidate the point that China had a special place in
European imaginings of the Other. I suggest that further research on the themes
of operas based in China versus those based in Islamic kingdoms is necessary to
demonstrate the truth or falsity of my claims.

Metastasio’s Cinesi
The Fiesta chinesa, as Farinelli called it retrospectively (there are many
variations of the name—see note), was performed May 30, 1751, Ferdinand’s name
day, at the Palacio Real de Aranjuez.279 It is described on its title page as
Festa cinese. Componimento Drammatico da rappresentarsi nel regio
palacio del Real Sitio d’Aranjuez. Festeggiandosi il gloriosissimo nome di
Sua Maestá Cattolica il Re Nostro Signore Don Ferdinando VI. Per
comando di Sua Maestá Cattolica la Regina Nostra Signora.280

Which is loosely translated as, the Chinese festival: a dramatic work presented at
Aranjuez to celebrate the glorious name of his Catholic Majesty the King, our
Señor Don Ferdinand, by order of the Queen. Farinelli grouped it with the
serenatas, which means the adapted piece was not a full opera but a miniaturized
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version intended for a more informal, intimate atmosphere, with a smaller audience.
Owing to the description as Componimento Drammatico, this work may have been
performed off-stage; indeed, Farinelli described the venue as the palace’s lower
courtyard.281
Originally called Le cinesi, the first version of the piece had been composed
by Metastasio in 1735 for a similar sort of occasion, a private Carnival celebration
at the Schönbrunn Palace in Vienna. The piece was described as a one-act festa
teatrale and was commissioned by reigning empress Elizabeth for her two children,
the heiress Maria Theresa and her sister, Maria Anna, who would take the leading
roles. The intention was for Metastasio’s drama to act as a lead-in to a Chinese
ball in which members of the royal family and their entourage would take part.282
As always, writing for the royal family was a significant constraint, because
Metastasio had to avoid putting the princesses in compromising situations.
The version staged in 1751 was revised as per Farinelli’s special request.
Metastasio completed the revision in 1749, and there was a proposed performance
in Milan in 1750, but this appears not actually to have taken place. Therefore, the
premiere was in Spain.
The most important change in the revised edition was the addition of
Silango, the only male character and the brother of Lisinga, one of three bored
noblewomen who decide to pass their afternoon by performing an operatic piece.
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Silango commits a social faux pas by daring to intrude on the women’s private
chambers, and he is then unable to leave until nightfall. Although he has recently
traveled in Western Europe, he is now back in China, and he must abide by its
more restrictive social customs. During his stay, he takes on part of the leadership
role formerly held exclusively by Lisinga and suggests that, to resolve their dilemma
of deciding which operatic genre to choose, the women each perform a short sample
scene.283
The women then take turns performing in the three principal dramatic
styles: tragic, pastoral, and comic. Each damsel sketches out the context for her
scene and sings an aria in the appropriate style. The performances vaunt the
musical and textual virtuosity that is attainable in each mode while also allowing
for discussions of the associated poetics. In the end, the women judge all the modes
worthy but find that they have each got characteristic imperfections. Instead of
making an operatic production, therefore, the women settle on a ballet a la cinese,
into which they draw the entire audience. The original rationale, which is only
partially present in the revised version, is that “Everyone enjoys a dance / everyone
understands a dance / [unlike a tragedy] it does not incite tears / [unlike a pastoral
opera] it does not bore / [unlike an opera buffa] it does not offend.”284
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The Madrid text, however, includes only the first of these five lines, and
indeed the rationale changes. In this version, the actors have to consider the
tremendous importance of Ferdinand’s name-day, which determines the type of
performance that they should put on. At first, the characters have apparently
forgotten what day it is and must be reminded of it by Lisinga:
Lisinga. Now I remember. / It is difficult this day / To find a subject
worthy to our case.
Sivene. Why?
Tangia. For what reason?
Lisinga. [Because] Today is the day / Sacred to Heaven, happy to the
World / That adorned with contentment, and with pleasure, / Goes
magnificently, and splendidly / Of the Glorious Name / of the Great
Ferdinand [Our] Adorable Monarch / That from the Iberian Throne /
Happy next to his Royal Spouse / With delightful aspect / Reigns over his
Kingdom, and gives laws to the World.285

This abrupt introduction of the subject throws a wrench into the characters’ plans
for their drama. In the end, they decide not to put on a drama at all. Only ballet,
complete with song, is deemed worthy of the royal holiday. The characters agree:
Sivene. Yes, yes, with dance and song / Let’s commemorate this day.
Lisinga. And all together / With harmonious voices / Let’s make resonate
from shore to shore / Long live the Most High, the Great Ferdinand,
live.286

General acclamation by song and dance is seen as sufficient to let the whole country
know of the Court’s rejoicing.
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As with Lea, the use of China in Le cinesi may at first seem trivial. But there
is great significance to the use of China as a setting for this dialogue. China was
seen by contemporaries as a land of perfect order, where the various elements of the
social hierarchy danced together with delightful abandon. The use of dance in Le
cinesi could easily be said, therefore, to have philosophical significance. Chinese
citizens, moreover, were supposed to be sophisticated; the characteristic of being
Chinese carried with it an air of splendidness; and the varieties of European opera
were more likely to receive frank criticism in an exotic land. Therefore, it is not at
all surprising to see China as the setting for a debate about the niceties of opera,
nor is it surprising to see the debate resolved in favor of dance—particularly since,
of all the varieties of entertainment discussed by the characters in Festa cinese, dance
was the only one shared in common between China and Europe (indeed, it is
observed elsewhere in the work that the Chinese do not have opera).287 Whether
or not all of these connections occurred to theater-goers is irrelevant. The point
remains that China was peculiarly suited to act as the setting for the debate.
I note that Adrienne Ward came to similar conclusions regarding the 1754
performance of Le cinesi for the Habsburg court in Vienna.
Le cinesi constitutes a perfect example of how a seemingly banal
deployment of Chinese accoutrements belies a more meaningful
deployment of the Middle Kingdom.

Not simply a trivial exotic

embellishment, China in this opera functions as a crucial term in the
promotion of Viennese opera and Habsburg power.288
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The reader should turn to Ward for further analysis of how Le cinesi identifies
China with the Habsburg Empire and the ways in which this identification
comprised an encomium of Habsburg wisdom and rectitude.

Metastasio’s Eroe cinese on Ferdinand’s Birthday
One of the most substantial and, from an academic point of view, intriguing
importations to Farinelli’s Coliseo was L’eroe cinese, a Metastasian revival opera with
roots in ancient China. Drawing on a wealth of material contained in Jean-Baptiste
Du Halde’s famous Description de la Chine including a Yuan-era musical drama
entitled Tchao chi cou ell or “Little Orphan of Zhao” (“Zhao shi gu er” in Pinyin),
Metastasio created a Europeanized Orphan story that conformed to the day’s
aesthetic and moral standards yet preserved the principal themes and significance
of the original Chinese version. Performed at the Buen Retiro on the occasion of
Ferdinand’s forty-first birthday on September 23, 1754, the play set before the
Spanish court in vivid and compelling terms a new standard of obedience for
subjects of the enlightened state.
Tchao chi cou ell was the first Chinese play to be rendered into a European
language, and even today it is the only Chinese play that has left an imprint on
Western drama.289 The play first reached Europe when Father Joseph Henri Marie
de Prémare, the most outstanding linguist among the Jesuits of Peking, translated
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it in 1731 to French and entrusted it along with a letter to two friends who were
returning to France. They were instructed to deliver both the letter and the
manuscript to a correspondent named Étienne Fourmont, an Orientalist and
prominent member of France’s Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres.290 It
is unclear, without consulting the cover letter, whether Prémare intended his work
to be published.291 In the end, his intentions mattered very little, for the manuscript
never made it to the intended recipient. Instead the two friends put it into the
hands of a fellow Jesuit, du Halde, who at the moment of their arrival at Paris was
collecting every missionary account that he could find for his monumental
Description de la Chine. In total, Du Halde used the manuscripts of no less than
twenty-seven Jesuit missionaries. Prémare’s Tchao Chi Cou Ell was published in
1735 at Paris in the third volume of the Description.292
In Prémare’s translation, the plot of Tchao chi cou ell hinges on a bloody feud
between two ministerial families of the early sixth-century BC state of Jin. One of
them, the Zhao clan headed by Zhao Dun, was comprised of devoted servants of
king and country, and the other, led by Dou An Cou, was characterized by
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selfishness, jealousy, and lust for power.293 The play begins with Dou An Cou
giving a monologue about the status of his project to destroy the Zhao by falsely
implicating Zhao Dun in a treasonous plot. The king has chosen to believe Dou
An Cou’s accusations, and as a result, Zhao Dun has been forced into exile (he
barely escaped with his life) while his family has been massacred. Zhao Dun’s son,
Zhao Shuo, who also happens to be the king’s son-in-law, manages to escape the
general purge only to be ordered to commit suicide. His pregnant wife, however,
survives and shortly afterward gives birth to a son, who is spirited away by the play’s
protagonist, Jing Eng, a medical doctor and a faithful servant to the Zhao.294
Act One shows Jing Eng fleeing the palace, with the little Orphan
concealed in a medicine basket. He is stopped at a secure checkpoint by Han Koué,
one of Dou An Cou’s generals. But An Kou Ei (or “Han Koué,” also transliterated
as “Han Jue”—there is no Pinyin equivalent), who sympathizes with the Zhao
family, lets Jing Eng pass, then commits suicide. (The reader will note the parallel
between the name of the character, An Kou Ei, and a similar character in the
ancient Chinese stories, a just-minded and compassionate minister of state who
petitions for the Zhao family to be restored. He is mentioned in the text below.)
Acts Two and Three are taken up with the task of ensuring the Orphan’s
safety. To throw off his pursuers, Jing Eng conspires with another former Zhao
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servant, Kong Lun, to stage a fake “discovery” of the Zhao infant. According to
the plan, Jing Eng gives his own infant son to Kong Lun and then accuses him of
harboring the Orphan. Dou An Cou believes the accusation, murders the infant,
and rewards Jing Eng by promoting him and adopting his “son” (actually the
Orphan) to be raised in the palace.
At the beginning of Act Four, the play skips to a point twenty years in the
future, when the Orphan is grown and Jing Eng has decided the time is right to
inform him of his true heritage. The Orphan, deeply moved and enraged, takes up
his true name, Zhao Wu, and promptly obtains the king’s permission to exact
justice on Dou An Cou and his followers. In recompense for saving the kingdom
from the dangerous Dou An Cou, the king in Act Five richly rewards Jing Eng for
his faithfulness with lands and wealth, and for Kong Lun there is erected a
magnificent tomb.
As the reader will see, the principal characters of this story have direct
counterparts in the characters of L’eroe cinese. The patriarch Leango corresponds
directly to Jing Eng, and Sivenus corresponds to the royal Orphan, Zhao Wu. I
shall return to this subject shortly.
Regarding the themes of the original play, as presented in Prémare, it
exalted the faithful servant, and in so doing it indirectly glorified and set into its
proper place that which was being served, the monarchy itself. This is clearly stated
in the final words of the king’s representative, Ou Ei Fang, who points out that the
tomb and lands are being given so that “All the Kingdom will be renewed, and the
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name of the King exalted without cessation.”295 In other words, the play celebrates
the restoration of good order under a legitimate ruler. Subjects who disrupt the
king’s peace for the sake of personal gain are working against the interests of the
kingdom as a whole; they are guilty of depriving the king of his due praise as well
as harming the entire body politic. In effect, to fail to fulfill one’s role faithfully is
to be guilty of lèse majesté.
A frank analysis of this sort makes it obvious why the play attracted so much
interest from the Jesuits.

Not only did they provide for its translation and

transmission, but they also staged its first European variants. The earliest known
production was staged in 1736 in Ingolstadt as part of the Jesuit theater. It was the
first of several adaptations that the Jesuits would write and perform over the course
of the eighteenth century.296 Probably a large part of why they liked the play was
its emphasis on obedience, a prime requisite for a Jesuit; members regularly had to
submit to their superiors and to the pope. 297 It was this very quality that was
celebrated in the Orphan play, which dramatized the incredible hardships suffered
by the king’s faithful servants, who despite being persecuted with his acquiescence,
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all the while maintained their purity and eventually were restored to greater status
than they had previously enjoyed.
The parallels are striking to the Old Testament book of Job, in which the
protagonist is tested by the loss of his family, assets, and health, but who
nonetheless remains faithful to God and is rewarded with incredible blessings. The
New Testament, particularly the Acts of the Apostles and the writings of Paul,
portray many examples of how the same kind of fortitude is expected of Christians.
For the Jesuits, many of whom had themselves left behind their homes, loved ones,
and culture to preach the Gospel in a faraway land, the Orphan story dramatized
some of their most closely held values and held out hope that in the next life their
sacrifices would be rewarded.
In Chinese culture, the Orphan story was understood to have the same
themes but they were applied to secular concerns. The ideal of deference to royal
(and later imperial) authority originated from a painful period in China’s history, a
time before the empire in the mid-first millennium BC when little states and petty
nobles persistently put their own interests ahead of those of their people. Chronic
warfare resulted in endemic pestilence, frequent food shortages, and a miserable
quality of life. One of the urgent aims of the earliest philosophers such as Confucius
and Mo Tzu, for the sake of relieving human suffering, was to put an end to war
and political instability.298 The Orphan story as it existed in the earliest texts may
well have been used during that early period to express an ideal of royal authority
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that was desperately hoped for. In the subsequent imperial era, the story justified
the emperor’s power while showing his subjects what was expected of them; and
during the Yuan era, when the playwright Ji Junxiang set the Orphan story in its
late-medieval form, it probably inspired hopes of the return of the legitimate
Chinese emperors, as opposed to the hated Mongol rulers who then had control of
China.
The staging of the Orphan story at the Coliseo del Buen Retiro partook of
an updated version in which most of the characters and many other particulars had
been changed, but the underlying themes and message had been preserved. The
new version, aptly titled L’eroe cinese, was commissioned by the Empress Maria
Theresa and written by Metastasio as an occasional piece. The piece was to be
performed in the Garden Theater at Schönbrunn Palace by Maria’s daughters and
their friends.299 (The reader will note the similarity in the circumstances of the
composition of L’eroe cinese and that of Le cinesi—both were created for the royal
offspring, both were created for performance at Schönbrunn, and indeed the earlier
of these pieces featured Maria Theresa herself.)
Metastasio explained in the work’s preface that throughout China there was
still remembered a hero, Leango (whom the reader will remember is modeled after
Jing Eng), who had saved the Imperial heir from a brutal popular insurrection that
had driven out the reigning emperor. To save the life of the babe Svenvango (also
known as Sivenus, whom the reader will remember is modeled after Zhao Wu),
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Leango substituted his own son and had the misfortune to see the boy murdered.
Leango then took responsibility for raising Svenvango as his own. The action of
L’eroe cinese starts at the point at which Svenvango has grown up and Leango faces
the task of explaining to him his heritage and setting him on the throne.
The play takes place in a single day at China’s Imperial Palace and has five
characters: the patriarch, Leango; his two young charges, Sivenus and Minteus;
and two visiting Tartar princesses, Lisinga and Ulania. The central questions are
whether the young people will be able to marry whom they wish and whether
Leango will be able to carry off his designs for the succession before a popular
rebellion can storm the palace. Lisinga is madly in love with Sivenus, but she has
just found out that her father has promised her to the Chinese heir, who is widely
believed to be dead. Minteus desperately wants to marry Ulania, though he is a
commoner and not worthy of her hand.
One of the first plot twists occurs at the end of Act I, when Leango confides
to Sivenus that he will that very day announce the heir; Sivenus rejoices, believing
the popular Leango means to make himself emperor and Sivenus a prince. In Act
II, Leango reveals to Sivenus his true identity as Svenvango, the heir. Immediately
afterward, Sivenus meets Minteus, who is newly intoxicated with news that he is
the true prince, which he has been told by his mentor and father-figure, Old
Alsingo. By Act III, Minteus has joined the rebels, who also have heard and
believed the rumors of his parentage. He leads them into the palace unopposed,
the guards having fled their posts, but he is deflated by Leango, who lovingly but
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firmly puts him in his place. Meanwhile Sivenus has left the palace to take part in
the fight against the rebellion, and is reported by Lisinga to have fallen in battle,
throwing Leango into despair. In the last scene, Sivenus, having miraculously
survived, appears again in the palace, and the question of the succession is settled
when Leango produces a letter to Sivenus written by his father, Emperor Livanius.
Leango is identified as a hero, and Minteus is revealed to be Leango’s son who was
saved from the mob by Old Alsingo. The drama ends with both pairs of lovers
looking forward to marrying and Leango having fulfilled his life’s work.
This story is very different in its characters and plot from Tchao chi cou ell,
and at least one scholar has disputed that the Chinese musical should be considered
among Metastasio’s sources. Ward argued that “nothing in Metastasio’s work
suggests a direct reference to Junxiang’s text.”300 In addition, Ward related much
of the action in L’eroe cinese to a passage in Du Halde that Metastasio cited as the
“Storia Tchao-kong.” The passage details the efforts of the faithful minister Zhao
Kong on behalf of his sovereign Li Vang. The latter being driven from the country
by a rebellious mob, and his son being in mortal danger, Zhao Kong raced to the
rescue, delivering up his own son as a sacrifice to the mob to save the imperial heir,
who eventually would be restored to the throne.301
Ward’s work in relating the “Storia Tchao-kong” to L’eroe cinese is
convincing. Still, the mere existence of this connection does not negate the
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likelihood of Tchao chi cou ell also playing a role. Ward allowed that Metastasio
might have read Tchao chi cou ell as he went through the Description, but a more
definite relationship can be established because an adaptation of Tchao chi cou ell
had been staged in Vienna in 1735 as a follow-up to the premier performance of
Metastasio’s Cinesi, which means he almost certainly was aware of the basic plot of
the Chinese play.302 Metastasio also used elements that were highly suggestive of
Tchao chi cou ell, for example by keeping Sivenus ignorant of his parentage until he
was full-grown, a plot twist that is not present in the “Storia Tchao-kong.” As a
second example, the character Old Alsingo is suspiciously reminiscent of Kong
Lun, the old man who conspired with Jing Eng to take his son and pretend the
infant was the Orphan; it is as though Metastasio borrowed the character of Kong
Lun and changed his role in the story so that the substitute infant would be saved
instead of sacrificed.
Most importantly, the foremost themes in Metastasio’s piece are virtually
identical to those found in Tchao chi cou ell. In both works, the willingness of a
subject to sacrifice his own son for the sake of his ruler is exalted and set up as an
example to the audience.303 An important component of this theme is that the
rulers are at least implied to be righteous and innocent of wrongdoing. In this
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regard the “Storia Tchao-kong” fails to satisfy: Li Vang was described as a brutal
tyrant, “Proud, conceited, prodigal and cruel”—the passage describes some of the
wicked things he did and implies that the uprising against him was justified.304 In
Tchao chi cou ell, by contrast, the father, Zhao Shuo, was a righteous man; it was his
very uprightness that got him killed, since he believed and acted on a fake order
from the duke commanding him to commit suicide. This made him more similar
to Leango than to Li Vang.
Metastasio was also under constraints of many different kinds that likely
pushed him away from using Tchao chi cou ell as a direct model. In February 1752,
when he set out to write the piece that would become L’eroe cinese, he detailed in a
letter to Farinelli a number of restrictions imposed by his patroness, including the
avoidance of violence and morally questionable acts, which abounded in the
Chinese play. These restrictions, as has previously been discussed with regard to
Le cinesi, went far beyond what was normal, owing to the participation of princesses
and princes in the performance.305 Additionally, Tchao chi cou ell failed to obey the
three unities as well as a variety of other European sensibilities as to how a proper
musical drama should be structured.306 Together these considerations would have
made it impossible to use Tchao chi cou ell without very substantial modifications.
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What appears to have happened is that Metastasio used inspiration from
multiple sources to develop a sanitized version of the Orphan story that would be
acceptable to his patrons and amenable to European tastes. 307 The staging in
Madrid therefore relied upon a transformed Orphan, but by no means an
illegitimate one. By contrast to the earlier Viennese production, the Madrid show
was performed by a professional acting troupe and the occasion, the king’s birthday,
was a more dignified and important affair than the mere showing off of royal
princesses. Unfortunately, Farinelli provides almost no evidence on the affair other
than the fact that the music had been provided by Conforto and the amount the
composer had been paid.308
Evidence is available, however, on the stage settings that would have been
used. Metastasio’s directions scrupulously specified the desired ambience:
Act 1: Apartments in the imperial palace housing the Tartar women
prisoners. The chambers are decorated with strange paintings, transparent
vases, rich fabrics, brightly patterned carpets and everything else necessary
to Chinese exquisiteness and luxury. (1, 1)
Act 2: Ground-level loggias, which reveal a large part of the royal city of
Singana… The towers, the rooftops, the pagodas, the ships, the trees
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themselves, and all that can be seen, shows off the diversity produced no
less by nature than by art, in such a unique climate. (2, 1)
Act 3: The illuminated interior of the largest imperial pagoda. The
structure of the magnificent building and its ornamentation equally
express the nation’s genius and culture. (3, 7)309

Ward, who studied China-themed Italian operas at length, concluded that as far as
stage directions went, this level of adulation of China was unique.310 Based on
evidence provided earlier we can also conclude that Farinelli would have had no
problem in meeting and exceeding the opulent set prescriptions.
The Orphan story possessed great power. Even as it sang a paean to the
faithful dynastic servant, the play combined a number of powerful cultural strands
to glorify absolutist monarchy. Unlike the Chinese and the Jesuits, whose varying
motives for liking the Orphan story were detailed above, Barbara and Ferdinand
did not have to choose one reason or another. True, their reign sustained peace
and order in the Spanish Empire, which so recently had been wracked by the
lengthy war of succession. Their reign was also divinely sanctioned, and supporting
the Faith was a major pillar of their legitimacy, as evidenced by the title, Sus
Majestades Católicas.

The Spanish monarchs, with their diverse claims to

legitimacy, could combine the secular Chinese use of the Orphan story with the
religious use preferred by the Jesuits.
The Orphan play also successfully drew upon the Jesuits’ glorification of
China, a topic that permeated their letterbooks and in the eighteenth century could
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be used to legitimate increased royal authority. The Chinese imperial system was
just the thing to attract Jesuit admiration because the system of order that the
Chinese employed, while secular, so closely paralleled the sort of hierarchical, wellordered society that many Europeans thought they wanted for themselves. The
Chinese system seemed, perhaps, to be an earthly parallel to the Great Chain of
Being, which was an intellectual and spiritual way of understanding hierarchy that
Europeans often used but that corresponded very imperfectly to reality. China, by
contrast, had very successfully implemented a proper hierarchy among its people.
In its system of government, many Europeans such as Kircher, for example,
concluded China to be possibly the best-governed land on earth, an encomium that
persisted in spite of an intimate awareness of the empire’s faults.311 (Not all scholars
agreed—Domingo Fernández Navarrete, a Spanish Dominican, found that China’s
government, while admirable, notably lacked a militia, an essential ingredient for a
state at that time.312)
Compounding this genuine sense of admiration was the Jesuits’ desperate
desire to Christianize the Chinese, a project that required support from Europe in
the form of money, schools, and a continuous stream of zealous young trainees
arriving at Canton ready to spread the Gospel. Therefore, the Jesuits endeavored
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to make China appear as sympathetic as possible. Most susceptible to this sort of
presentation were aspects of culture that the Jesuits labeled “Confucian,” such as
traditions of filial piety and the examination system.313 Matteo Ricci went so far as
to say that Confucianism was a corrupted form of monotheism and natural
religion.314 A sub-set of Jesuits known as Figurists, which included Fr. Prémare,
went farther, arguing that the Five Classics were intended to be read figuratively
rather than literally and that they contained laws given by a universal lawgiver—a
finding that, if true, could lead to the conclusion that the Chinese had been among
beneficiaries of a pervasive ancient knowledge system foreshadowing Christ’s
revelation.315 All that the Chinese lacked to become Christians, it was implied,
were the proper teachings of the true Church. Much of the Orphan play’s power
derived from its dramatic demonstration of the virtues of a virginal, proto-Christian
society that at least in its social and political hierarchy was widely seen as a model
for Europe.
The seductive power of the Jesuit vision was augmented by domestic
political developments. In the 1750s, when Europe had only just pulled itself out
of the throes of three grueling wars of succession—the Spanish Succession of 1700–
13, the Polish Succession of 1733–38, and the Austrian Succession of 1740–48—
there was a strong desire to consolidate the peace. Absolutist monarchs redoubled
efforts to forge stable, efficient, and prosperous states in which the abuses of
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feudalism and aristocratic privilege would be stamped out, service and loyalty to the
state would be rewarded, and respect for the prerogatives of the enlightened,
centralized monarchy—the foremost agent of modernization—would become
entrenched. 316 At that time as never before, fervor for China’s imperial system
coincided with a growing interest in values of clemency, loyalty, and personal
sacrifice for the greater good as well as the real power of Europe’s monarchs to
effect socio-political change.
Even more so than most other operas, L’eroe cinese rose to the challenge of
legitimating these new political goals. It exploited the Jesuit glorification of
Chinese obedience, itself understood as originating in Catholic foundations (as per
the Figurists’ viewpoint that the ancient Chinese had been influenced by Christian
ideology, which allegedly suffused such books as the I Ching), with the result being
that the play’s purpose was commemoration of the faithful Catholic subject. Ward
has convincingly argued that Leango, the faithful servant, is the principal character
of L’eroe cinese. In addition to Metastasio’s explicit identification of Leango as the
hero, the opera’s structure reflected his foremost position. Leango had the most
prominent singing role after Lisinga, the prima donna; in addition to having a large
number of singing parts, he frequently was featured at important moments such as
exit arias and scene group endings. He also was a moral paragon, an uncommon if
not unique characteristic for a Mestastasian patriarch (most of his other patriarchs
had notable flaws).
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The opera’s happy outcome is largely attributed to Leango’s wisdom,
patience, and selflessness. Yet Leango firmly planted himself as a subject: his arias
meditated on the nature of subjecthood, and even when faced with opportunities
to seize the throne for himself, he repeatedly affirmed his subordinate status and
his intense desire to bring Svenvango to power. Ward ended his argument with a
comparison of L’eroe cinese to Demetrio (1731), which was closest in the Metastasian
ouevre in terms of core themes, only to conclude that the two stressed altogether
different aspects of enlightened ethics: while Demetrio explored proper marriage
customs, L’eroe cinese was the best Metastasian rendering of the ideal dynastic
functionary.317
In effect, Ferdinand and Barbara exploited the Orphan story to demonstrate
to Spanish courtiers how to behave in the newly consolidated political order as
faithful Catholic bureaucrats.318 The drama was the perfect allegory of the ideal
subject and a celebration of just kingship that rewarded its people according to their
merits. The drama also closely reflected the kind of obedience and devotion that
in their wildest fancies the Spanish monarchs probably hoped to inspire.
Meanwhile, their approbation of the play amounted to a wholesale capitulation to
Jesuit values as per the origins and significance of Chinese civilization and the moral
lessons it might convey to contemporary Europe.
There is more to discuss here, especially regarding the play’s reception by
the audience, which I have not been able to address in my research—I have not
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been able to locate diaries, journals, or reviews that discuss the performances of the
Orphan story. At this time, suffice it to say that the Orphan story had repeated
success in Spain. Metastasio’s version was reprinted again in 1755, in Barcelona,
where it was set to a new score, and again in Madrid in 1799.

The Switch to French Tragedy: Voltaire’s Orphelin de la Chine
The deaths of Barbara and Ferdinand in August 1758 and August 1759,
respectively, brought to an abrupt end the most glorious period of the Coliseo’s
brief history. The incoming monarch, Charles III, was no lover of music, and he
mistrusted Farinelli for various reasons unrelated to his official role. The latter
retired, with regret, to Bologna. Although he would continue to advise the Coliseo
for some time, he never again took charge. The royal entertainments were taken
over by others.

The royal opera’s stature was considerably and permanently

diminished.
Farinelli had unparalleled success in bringing China to the Spanish stage.
He benefited from an enthusiastic audience and producing shows in the midst of
the heyday of opera seria, but his efforts also relied on the notable openness of his
employers and the unique bond of trust that he had forged with them and with the
Court. Openness and wonder were characteristic of the Spanish experience with
Italy during those times: not every Spaniard thrilled at the importation of Italian
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artists and art forms, but the act of importation was voluntary and based on a
genuine interest widely shared by upper and lower orders alike.319
The same advantages did not apply to the new French drama, which unlike
opera elicited polarized responses and pitted intellectuals against commoners,
particularly from the 1750s onward, in a literary and later a legal battle over the
comedia. Neoclassical reformers, who typically were members of the privileged
orders, argued for tragedy and the observance of the three unities a la francesa, which
they believed would make drama morally instructive and in accordance with good
taste.320 Attempts were made to implant the French tragic style by a variety of
means, at first by rationally persuading writers and intellectuals of its merits and
running pilot performances to carve out a Spanish audience. 321 When more
conciliatory methods had demonstrably failed, a legal approach was employed: in
1799, many comedias were banned and Madrid’s theaters were nationalized, but the
intended reform failed when audiences for the officially mandated performances
failed to materialize. 322

Throughout much of the period, defenders of the

indigenous tradition were forced into a rearguard action in which they voted with
their feet to preserve the right to show comedias, a genre far more responsive than
the French plays to their tastes.323
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The importation of Voltaire’s famed Orphelin de la Chine and its
performance at the Reales Sitios was part of the Neoclassicists’ prolonged attempt
to instill in Spaniards a taste for the new mode of drama. At that particular time,
the late 1760s and early 1770s, the preferred strategy was a top-down approach
overseen by Aranda. Key to its success was Bernardo de Iriarte’s 1767 plan of
reform, which determined the criteria for judging old plays’ acceptability and
identified some seventy model plays out of six hundred candidates drawn principally
from seventeenth-century Spanish drama. Iriarte shunned obscenity and baseness,
as well as representations of magic, friars, and devils. He required verisimilitude
and observation of the three unities, and he further recommended that the best
European plays in the new mode should be translated from French and Italian.324
In 1768, as part of the reform project, Aranda built theaters in each of the principal
royal residences with the hope that performances would generate acclaim and
spread the new mode more widely.325
L’Orphelin, based on the original play by Ji Junxiang (as transmitted by
Prémare), was translated along with a number of other imported works. The
translation occurred between the years 1769 and 1772 and was performed by
Iriarte’s brother, Tomás. A gifted linguist, he could compose Latin verse at a very
young age, surprising those who knew him. 326 Indeed, R. Merritt Cox argued
pointedly that Tomás’s literary contributions have not been accorded the respect
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they deserve.327 Cox praised Tomás’s translation, entitled El huérfano de la China,
as seeming entirely native both in its form and the way it portrays Zamtí and
Idame.328 Tomás’s version was evidently quite popular, since it was reprinted in the
1780s and again in 1805.
The plot of the play is relatively simple and its message uplifting and
enlightening, as befits a neoclassical work. The play is set in the thirteenth century,
apparently at the moment that—historically speaking—Chinggis Khan was
consolidating his hold over northern China (but the context is unclear and the play
may mistakenly refer to Chinggis while meaning to say Kublai, who was actually
the first Mongol to rule over all of China).329 The Chinese emperor has been killed,
and Tartars, or Scythians as they sometimes are called in the text, are everywhere
searching for the legitimate heir to the throne. The action centers around a faithful
minister, Zamtí, and his loving but very human wife, Idame. Zamtí perfectly fits
the stereotype for a minister in the Orphan of Zhao tradition: because his first
priority is to be faithful to his ancestors and his monarch, he reluctantly but stoically
surrenders his own infant son to be sacrificed in the Orphan’s place. Idame
disagrees with this decision, which was taken without her consent and which to her
is unnatural since she is a mother. When Zamtí labels her a coward, she points out
that under the right circumstances—if her son’s life were on the line—she too
would be willing to die. She then proves her point by going to the guards who are
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about to kill her son and begging passionately for his life. In consternation, the
guards bring both Zamtí and Idame to Ghengis (hereafter I will refer to him by the
name he had in the play, as is proper when referring to a dramatic character) for
judgment.
The play’s remaining three acts are taken up by the pair’s captivity and a
series of interviews with Ghengis, who knows everything that has been going on—
he has found out, without Zamtí’s or Idame’s help, where the king’s son is being
hidden—but he is delayed from taking action by the suddenly rekindled fire of a
youthful love he once had for Idame. In his interviews with her, he first appears
confused, then tries to force her to marry him. The parallels to Lea, which posited
the conqueror of China, Timur, as trying to force the empress to marry him, are
striking, and I argue that Voltaire was familiar with Courcelle’s work. When Idame
refuses Ghengis’s hand, he pronounces a death sentence on the entire family.
Meanwhile Idame and Zamtí, seeing that the situation is hopeless, have conspired
to commit suicide together. Just before they can make the fatal knife thrusts,
Ghengis intervenes, informing them that because of their virtue, they have
overpowered him. He promotes Zamtí to be a minister in charge of interpreting
the laws, and pledges that he himself will in future guard the fortunes of the two
infants. This is again a direct reflection of themes found in Lea, where the foreign
conqueror turns out to be a paragon of virtue, whose actions prove instrumental in
establishing a just peace.
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In L’Orphelin de la Chine, China maintained its status as a prestigious
country whose culture should be emulated, but Voltaire critiqued the noble selfsacrifice and long-suffering for one’s monarch and country that had typified earlier
versions of the Orphan drama, instead arguing for the superiority of Chinese culture
and morals to those of the barbarian Tartars and demonstrating the all-conquering
power of virtue—and, indeed, of civilization itself, in the dichotomy of civilization
vs. barbarism. In so doing, he attained two important goals. He scored a point in
an ongoing debate with Rousseau, who maintained that the sophistication of the
arts and sciences of China had corrupted its people and made them vulnerable to
Tartar military prowess; in effect, the Chinese were corrupted by civilization and
degenerated into slaves.330 L’Orphelin de la Chine shows the opposite tendency and
even draws on history to make its point. As Voltaire wrote in his introduction, the
fact that Du Halde’s Tchao chi cou ell had been composed under Tartar rule was “a
new proof that the Tartar conquerors did not change in any way the customs of the
conquered nation; they protected all the arts established in China; they adopted all
her laws.”331
Simultaneously, Voltaire showed Tchao chi cou ell’s ancient Chinese morals
to be questionable and even bankrupt. Zamtí’s desire to give up his son to the
authorities is noble by human standards but offends nature, hence justifying Idame’s
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opposition. 332 In fact, Zamtí’s and Idame’s virtue, which derives from their
obedience to nature’s laws, is only achieved in cooperation with one another. Idame
explicitly admits that she lacks her husband’s courage and strength in the face of
adversity, while Zamtí is deeply indebted to his wife for her loyalty and cleverness.333
Together (but not individually) they exemplify the virtue of the Chinese people,
and their virtue is what enables Ghengis, the conqueror, to finally subdue himself
and in so doing become a true king.334 The Orphan story was a manly one filled
with bravery, sacrifice, longsuffering, and daring exploits in the face of
insurmountable odds. Metastasio made it tamer but kept the basic message. In
Voltaire, the message has been transformed. The role of fortune has been removed
and with it much of the characters’ freedom of action; one can feel the gears of
destiny (or the laws of nature, as the reader prefers) grinding out the play’s inevitable
conclusion.
In a way, this outcome mirrored that of Courcelle’s Lea. While Courcelle
kept the true nature of his conqueror—his innate goodness—a secret until the
opera’s conclusion, Voltaire’s conqueror was finally converted by his new subjects.
Both conquerors, in the end, did the right thing, in spite of their apparent
illegitimacy. Indeed, the generic difference between Lea and L’orphelin de la Chine
is not as significant as the thematic similarities, thus bringing into question the
validity of the intense debate—very important at the time—as to whether the
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traditional tragicomic conventions or the reformed neoclassical conventions were
better. In effect, this debate was subsumed by general Enlightenment tendencies,
such as that which pronounced virtue the surest safeguard in every moral quandary.
Yet at the same time—and as I shall emphasize in my conclusion—Lea relies on
the role of benevolent fortune. After all, its title character ultimately made a grand
wager, betting everything on telling the truth about Tipimo’s kingship. Voltaire
made no such allowances for the role of chance. To him, the virtuous outcome was
inevitable.

Transmission of the Orphan Story from Ancient China to Madrid
Tchao chi cou ell, the first Chinese play to become known in Europe, had a
complex path of transmission. This owed to more than simply the immensity of
the distances involved and to the several interlocutors who stood between Ji
Junxiang and, halfway around the world, the Spanish opera and court. Since the
play purports to be historical, there is also the question of the ways and the degree
to which it actually draws upon Chinese history and the extent to which the Spanish
version maintained historical veracity. To what extent did the Spanish production
represent the borrowing or resuscitating of authentic Chinese traditions?
The question must take into account Said’s concern that traditions
borrowed from the Eastern “Other” are inevitably corrupted and changed beyond
recognition owing to Westerners’ inability to comprehend the subtle complexities
of foreign cultures. There is much truth to the idea that borrowing or transferring
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cultural artifacts results not just in cosmetic but also in substantive change. Yet in
the case of the staging of the Orphan of Zhao in eighteenth-century Spain, what
really strikes the researcher is not how different the play was from its Chinese
antecedents, but the degree to which the plot and essential themes were preserved
over time and space. This will remind us of the degree to which the social and
political values of eighteenth-century Spanish elites were gravitating toward those
that had often been prized in China. Spain’s elites were becoming, in a very real
way, Sinified, without ever having to leave the Iberian Peninsula.
The Orphan story is very ancient. As mentioned above, it derives from
some of China’s oldest surviving documents, including the Chunqiu (Spring and
Autumn Annals), the Zuo zhuan (Chronicle or Commentary of Zuo), and the Shiji (The
Historical Records of Sima Qian). In analyzing the transmission of the Orphan story
through these documents, several points stand out: first, that from early times, at
least two rather different versions were in existence; second, that they were not
necessarily mutually exclusive; third, that the characters, events, and moral lessons
present in the most detailed and compelling ancient version, found in Sima Qian’s
Shiji, would remain persistent in later accounts.
Elements of the Orphan story date back to the Chunqiu, or Spring and
Autumn Annals. Traditionally thought to have been edited and set into its present
form by Confucius himself, this ancient tome contains a complete—though
exceedingly brief—month-by-month account of the history of twelve rulers of
Confucius’s native state of Lu. The time period covered is 722 to 481 BC, just
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two years prior to Confucius’s death. The passage pertaining to the Orphan, like
so many in the Chunqiu, is abrupt and clipped. It informs the reader that in the
eighth year of Duke Cheng of Lu, “[The state of] Jin put to death its great officers,
Zhao Tong and Zhao Kuo.”335
Taken at face value, the passage refers to two of Zhao’s greatest scions, men
who were seen as its leaders. The broader implication, however, is that the entire
clan was exterminated.

This can be inferred from later tradition as well as

supporting documentation from the Zuo zhuan. Written sometime between 475
and 221 BC, the Zuo zhuan, also known as the “Commentary of Zuo” or simply
“the Zhuan,” is a detailed commentary on the Chunqiu that provides extensive
narrative accounts and authentic historical documentation to flesh out and support
the Chunqiu’s skeletal statements. The Zhuan commentary for the passage cited
above states that the Zhao had been “left without any posterity,” with the notable
exception of a woman, Zhao Zhuangji, and her son, Zhao Wu (the Orphan), who
had been spared from the massacre. The reason for the survival of these two
unlikely candidates is readily apparent: the Zhuan tells us that Zhuangji herself
had entreated the dread command. She was sister to Jin’s ruler, Duke Jing, and
when she was implicated and humiliated in an adulterous affair involving her
husband’s uncle, she took her revenge by having her husband and his family
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executed.336 Zhuangji’s accusations of treason are said to be backed up by the Luan,
a clan of predominantly military caste, that had an ongoing feud with the Zhao.337
Despite the general slaughter, not all perished. Following her maternal
instincts, Zhuangji saved her baby boy, Zhao Wu, the son of Zhao Shuo, who
continued to be raised in the regal splendor of the palace. Nonetheless, he was
indeed “orphaned” in the sense that his father’s house had been obliterated and his
ancestral inheritance confiscated and given to another clan. This is the point at
which the final essential element of the story makes itself apparent: a just-minded
and compassionate minister, Han Jue, seeing the plight of the Orphan and pitying
him for his misfortune, petitioned Duke Jing to have the Zhao estates restored to
Zhao Wu. How will good servants of the state have any incentive to perform their
duties faithfully, Han Jue asked, if they see the posterity of great ministers like Zhao
Dun utterly wiped out?338 As a result of Han Jue’s intervention, Duke Jing agreed
to restore the Orphan’s inheritance and raised him to the status formerly held by
his father. Some ten years later, the Zhuan records, Zhao Wu was elevated to the
position of high minister.339
Later versions of the Orphan story, transmitted by Sima Qian in his Records
of the Grand Historian, or Shiji, written from 109 to 91 BC, reveal other perspectives
that are very helpful for understanding the events surrounding the massacre as well
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as the motives of the various actors involved. There are two chapters relevant to
this inquiry, and both come from the section on hereditary houses, specifically the
annals of Jin and Zhao. Although the broad outlines of the story are the same in
each case, the chapters emphasize different parts of the story. The chapter on Jin
plays down the destruction of the Zhao family to such an extent that it is not told
why or how the event occurred; yet the wickedness of Duke Ling (a predecessor to
Duke Jing and from a different bloodline) and his multiple attempts at assassinating
his faithful minister Zhao Duoen are described in great detail.340 The chapter on
the House of Zhao, by contrast, describes how some of Jin’s generals contrived and
executed a conspiracy against the Zhao family, as well how the family’s friends and
clients worked together to save the Orphan and later to help him regain his
inheritance. Most of Ji Junxiang’s material comes from this later chapter.
The chapter on the House of Jin tells the story of the Orphan’s grandfather,
Zhao Duoen, who in the year 622 BC became chief minister of Jin and would
remain very active in that post until the accession of Duke Cheng in 606.341 In this
post, Zhao Duoen had to deal with a succession crisis. Duke Xiang had died, and
the heir was an infant at a time when Jin was frequently at war with its neighbors.342
This meant that in the short term, Jin lacked a vigorous prince to prosecute war,
and it lost some territory to its neighbors. Moreover, when the young Duke Ling
came of age in 607, he proved to be a terrible ruler. He levied oppressive taxes to
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build a wall, then ascended to the highest tower and shot at his subjects with a
crossbow. One day, displeased with his food, he murdered his cook. This being
discovered by Zhao Duoen and the other ministers, they remonstrated with Ling,
to no effect.
Ling, annoyed at the scolding he had received, decided to have Zhao Duoen
killed. Ling sent a courtier to do the deed with a dagger, but he killed himself
instead. Next Ling set an ambush at a dinner party in Zhao Duoen’s honor: but
he was again fortunate, for many years before, he had done a great kindness to the
man who was now the royal cook. When Zhao Duoen had met the man, K’i-mi
Ming, he was literally a starving student, at the end of his luck and desirous of
returning home to see if his mother was still alive.343 Zhao Duoen gave him plenty
of food for himself and his mother, engendering an enduring sense of loyalty.
Therefore when K’i-mi Ming learned of Ling’s ambush plans, he advised Zhao
Duoen to leave early. Ling, seeing his prey leaving before the trap had been fully
set, released a mastiff to attack Zhao Duoen, but the vigilant K’i-mi Ming killed
the dog. Finally, Ling sent a group of soldiers, but K’i-mi Ming held them off, too.
(Unsurprisingly, in Ji Junxiang’s play, K’i-mi Ming is a huge man with abnormal
strength.)
Zhao Duoen, realizing the peril he was in, fled. Meanwhile, his younger
brother, Zhao Chuoan, a great warrior and a general, heard what had happened,
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and he attacked and killed Duke Ling.344 Zhao Duoen was retrieved and brought
back to the capital. Because he was very popular and respected, and Ling had
behaved so badly, Zhao Duoen was able to appoint a new ruler to popular acclaim.
He chose a younger brother of the late Duke Xiang, a man who became Duke
Cheng. He felt so grateful to Zhao Duoen that he made him a member of the
ducal family.345
The author, at the point of the Zhao family’s extermination, only a few
pages later, barely acknowledges it to have happened. 346 Curious—but it is
conceivable that the sources for this section of the Shiji were created by Duke
Cheng’s line or its official historians. If this were the case, they presumably would
have wanted to villainize Duke Ling, from whom they seized the throne, and it
would have been convenient to recognize Zhao Duoen’s bravery and faithfulness in
preserving the throne through a difficult time and in handing it over to the most
suitable successor; but at the same time, Cheng’s line likely would have been
ashamed at the events surrounding the Zhao family’s demise only a few years later.
By contrast, in the chapter on the hereditary house of Zhao, Sima Qian told
an alternative version of the Orphan story with an extended ending. He recorded
that at Duke Jing’s court, there was a wicked general, Du Angu, who without
permission attacked the family of Zhao, killing Zhao Shuo, Zhao Tong, and Zhao
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Kuo, as well as the entire Zhao clan.347 But Zhao Shuo’s wife, who had been spared
and who lived at the ducal palace, was pregnant and gave birth to a baby boy who
was surreptitiously spirited away to the countryside. Two men loyal to the Zhao
family, Zheng Ying and Gongsun Zhujiu, conspired to save the boy from being
found out and killed.348 Zheng went to the generals, who had fallen under Du
Angu’s influence, and reported to them that Gongsun was the traitor who had
hidden the orphan. When the generals arrived at the specified location, Gongsun
was waiting, along with a substitute male baby. The soldiers murdered Gongsun
and the baby, but Zheng, as the informant, was let go, and for the next fifteen years
he took care of the real orphan in the mountains. At that time, Duke Jing fell ill,
and after learning through divination that he needed to satisfy the posterity of a
great minister, he called his servant Han Jue, who informed him that the oracle
referred to the Zhao clan. Duke Jing discovered the orphan, brought him to the
palace, and ascertained from the generals the truth about Du Angu’s crimes;
subsequently he sent these men to kill Du Angu. The orphan, Zhao Wu, saw his
properties and position restored, while Zheng committed suicide so as to join his
friend, Gongsun.349
Ji Junxiang appears to have drawn extensively on both versions of the
Orphan story, using the chapter on Jin for the background to his play and the
chapter on Zhao for the main action. He consulted Sima Qian directly, so the line
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of descent from the second century BC to the late thirteenth century AD is fairly
straightforward (allowing, of course, for possible copyist’s errors or other
corruptions to the text). As for Ji, we know very little about him. Contemporary
Zhong Sicheng (ca. 1279–ca. 1360) described Ji laconically as “A man from Dadu,
who was a contemporary of Li Shouqing and Zheng Tingyu.” 350 Both Zhong
Sicheng and a slightly later author, Zhu Quan (1378–1448), credit Ji with having
written the same six plays, though all have been lost aside from the Orphan of
Zhao.351 Zhu Quan also says of Ji, “The lyrics of Ji Junxiang are like plum blossoms
in the snow.”352 Hence Ji was known for the unadorned simplicity and beauty of
his arias, a reputation that W. L. Idema, a modern expert on the Orphan of Zhao,
thought was well deserved.353
Beginning in the late thirteenth century, then, the Orphan of Zhao may
properly be spoken of in italics, as a literary work that stands freely on its own.
Long before the play found itself in Farinelli’s capable hands, however, it underwent
several substantial transformations. First, it was updated by Ming-era playwrights.
The oldest extant version by Ji Junxiang was a musical in four acts that ended with
Zhao Bo (the new name of the protagonist, instead of Zhao Wu) ready to take
righteous revenge on his villainous foster father Du Angu. The action of revenge
was omitted and the audience left to imagine what happened. As for the text, it
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consisted primarily of songs. The Ming version, found in a collection entitled Yuan
qu xuan (Selections from Yuan Dramas, published 1616/1617), diverged drastically
from its predecessor. The order of songs within each suite had been changed, some
had been dropped, new ones had been inserted, the wording had in many cases
been altered (“and only rarely improved,” according to Idema), and a complete fifth
act detailing Zhao Bo’s act of revenge and its outcome had been appended.
Additionally, stage directions and dialogues, which were absent in the Yuan dynasty
edition, had been added. These changes were so drastic, Idema wrote, that some
modern critics have suggested the Ming edition be considered an anonymous
composition “based on, but far from identical with, the original play.”354
The second transformation was brought about by Father Prémare, who in
effect updated the play for European tastes. The version of the play that he
transmitted to Europe was a portion of the later Ming adaptation, which he
discovered in the Yuan qu xuan. He himself further changed the play by translating
selectively: he chose to transmit only the dialogues and stage directions, which
although fully capable of standing on their own were actually absent from the Yuan
edition, and he completely omitted the songs. In other words, as Idema concluded,
“Prémare has only translated what is lacking in the earliest preserved edition of his
play!”355 Prémare defended his actions by arguing that the songs used too many
concepts that would be difficult for a European audience to grasp. According to
his preface, “There are plays the songs of which are difficult to understand, above
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all to Europeans, because they are full of allusions to things unknown to us, and
figures of speech that we have trouble perceiving; for these reasons the Chinese
have their poetry, and we have ours.”356
The Orphan play was transformed for a third time on reaching the
Habsburgs at Vienna, as described above. The most significant changes were
reductions in the amount of violence and the miraculous preservation of the poor
infant who had been consigned to die in the Orphan’s place. For instance, while Ji
Junxiang portayed on stage the suicides of several characters as well as the murder
of Jing Eng’s infant son (the reader will see that Jing was the stand-in for Gongsun
Zhujiu), Metastasio maintained a greater distance from events by ascribing most of
the violence to an inchoate, rebellious mob, whose actions took place off-stage. The
designation of violence arising from a mob was fitting for an absolutist, since in that
philosophy the passions of the common sort had to be contained by the state.
Metastasio’s plot differed substantially from the Chinese version of the play
as well as from the ancient Chinese histories. He introduced a new source and
marginalized older ones, added and removed characters to conform the play to the
requirements of opera seria, and changed the setting by adding temples and a senate.
Yet the key elements remain: the tragedy in which a noble family is slaughtered
and its status lost; the faithful retainer who makes great sacrifices to preserve the
sole survivor and restore him to his rightful place; the Orphan who is brought up
ignorant of his true heritage but who eventually learns of his past; and the final
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vindication of the retainer’s sacrifices by seeing the Orphan restored. The use of
the faithful retainer as the protagonist is another shared element: even in the
Zhuan, the retainer is the only one whose words are directly quoted, and it is his
intervention with the duke that directly results in the Orphan’s reinstatement. The
interest in the story plainly derives not from the Orphan’s fate but from the actions
of the man who ensured justice would be served. In fact, excepting the short
allusion to the Orphan story that is contained in the Chunqiu, the key elements I
have described are present in all versions of the Orphan story going back to the
Zhuan and forward to Metastasio.357
The conclusion is unavoidable that Metastasio owed his play’s plot to a
genuine Chinese historical tradition: L’eroe cinese set before the Spanish Court
something truly “Other.” This was an incredible trajectory for a story that had its
origins in ancient, pre-imperial China. The staging of the play in Madrid in 1754
built on the efforts of diverse individuals from many countries, some of whom had
traveled incredible distances, and many of whom had died long before the play even
became known to Europeans. Contributors to the performance, however indirect
their contributions may have been, included ancient Chinese annalists and
historians, Yuan- and Ming-era Chinese poets, early eighteenth-century French
Jesuit translators and editors, prudish Habsburg sovereigns, Italian librettists,
composers, directors, and actors, Spanish musicians and support staff, and finally,
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absolutist and imperialist Spanish kings with both the money to sponsor the
performance and an ideology of empire compatible with it.

A Second Domestic Production: Domingo Rossi’s Gran fiesta
Assuming Lea was domestically produced, Spain was also responsible for
creating a second China-themed opera, La gran fiesta del primer día del año en la
China (1789), written and directed by an Italian dancer named Domingo Rossi.
The piece premiered at what was then the capital’s preeminent theater of popular
Italian opera, the Coliseo de los Caños del Peral, in celebration—there should be
no surprise here—of a royal holiday.
Rossi is not well-known and has at times confounded historians. Rafael
Mitjana, writing in the early twentieth century (perhaps 1905), found Rossi to be
an elusive figure and could not find any biographical information. Mitjana observed
that Rossi’s name was very common and that he might be confused with numerous
composers ranging from the seventeenth century’s Michel Angelo Rossi to an
eighteenth-century contemporary, Lauro Rossi. Mitjana nevertheless inferred,
from scanty evidence, that Domingo had been director of the Caños del Peral for
at least part of the period 1790–1800.358 (The reader will note that the Caños del
Peral took first place among Spain’s coliseos, but only because Farinelli had departed
and the Royal Opera had gone into a tailspin.)
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One can glean a far more complete account of Rossi’s life from Cotarelo y
Mori’s Orígenes y establecimiento de le ópera en España (1917, previously mentioned),
which contains numerous, scattered details on the subject in question. I have
consolidated them to generate a partial biography. Nothing is known about Rossi’s
birth, death, or parentage, but the general outlines of his career are quite clear. As
an entrepreneur and empresario of operas, he was famous in Naples and, later, much
more so in Madrid.359 He was a professional dancer, a writer of dances (i.e., dances
with dramatic plots), and apparently also a choreographer, as well as a dance
instructor who oversaw his own school.360 Rossi was primarily a ballerino or male
ballet dancer, although he may have practiced other forms of dance as well. He
almost certainly studied in Italy, a major center of ballet at the time.
Cotarelo y Mori revealed in piecemeal fashion the outlines of Rossi’s
involvement at the Caños del Peral theater, and I have assembled the various bits
of evidence into a composite picture. By the late 1780s, Rossi already had taken on
a prominent role. In 1788, the opera’s owners sent him to Italy to constitute a
company of operatic performers. Upon the successful conclusion of this enterprise,
the owners named Rossi director of the performing company and of the theater.361
Rossi’s new company debuted in Madrid on April 29, 1788.362 Rossi continued in
these roles until 1794, when he took a higher position as renter of the theater.
Cotarelo y Mori’s evaluation of Rossi’s stewardship is predominantly negative
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because he allegedly drove the theater deep into debt. Rossi held this post until
1799, at which time he appears to have retired from the scene of Madrid opera,
probably in no small part owing to the enactment of new laws prohibiting the
representation of Italian-language dramas and requiring that all actors be Spanish
nationals.363
The dance in which we are interested, as was typical for China-themed
works at that time, premiered on a festive occasion related to the monarchy: in this
case, Charles IV’s accession to the throne. On September 23, 1789, to celebrate
Charles’s public arrival in Madrid with the queen, his exaltation to the throne, and
the oath of the prince Don Ferdinand, the Teatro de los Caños del Peral put on a
double production. The two pieces were Una cosa rara, ossia Bellezza ed onestà, an
opera about a Spanish woman who resists the unwelcome attentions of powerful
suitors attempting to persuade her to break off her marriage to her beloved, and
Rossi’s dance, La gran fiesta del primer día del año en la China, which debuted on this
day—presumably for the first time, anywhere, although the source is not precisely
clear on that point—and was probably written shortly prior.364
This dance was an opéra-ballet, that is, a work belonging to an eighteenthcentury French genre that typically featured convoluted romantic intrigues
interspersed with several cleverly contrived dances. Works in this class, despite
their focus on dance, were also short dramas, divided into acts.
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The theme of Rossi’s dance, quite appropriate given the celebratory nature
of the occasion of its debut, is the Chinese emperor’s marriage, which takes place
on the Festival of Lanterns. This festival occurs on the fifteenth day of the first
Chinese lunar month, always falling between February 5 and March 7 on the
Gregorian calendar, and marks the final day of Chinese New Year celebrations.
The dance is in the mixed heroic-comic style (according to Rossi) and divided into
two acts. Rossi identified himself as the writer of the work and, more generally, as
the “Director and Writer of Dances at the Coliseo de los Caños del Peral,” meaning
that he had nearly complete artistic control over the way it was presented.365
In one sentence, he explained the background for the dance: “The choice of
spouse that the Emperor of China makes on the first day of each new year is
accompanied by the festivals that the People of that country call of the Lantern.”366
The three principal characters are Solma, the emperor, and Kahena and Numma,
the two main competitors to become his wife. They are accompanied by many
other actors playing ancillary roles. The action centers on whether Solma will
choose Numma or Kahena.
The opera-ballet begins with the women preparing themselves for their
formal presentation to the emperor. Each one looks into a mirror, admiring her
beauty. They dance, as if in celebration of their anticipated success. Next, the scene
shifts to the court, where the emperor and his chief guards and officers do a little
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dance as they enter the room. The emperor sends for the women, who appear with
their faces covered, until he orders them to reveal themselves. He takes a bouquet
of flowers and, after a thorough inspection of all the women, presents it to Numma,
indicating her to be his choice of spouse. But Kahena intervenes. Running across
the stage, she snatches away the bouquet, saying that she alone ought to be his
choice. The emperor, impressed, runs to embrace Kahena. The other women,
upset and surprised at this turn of events, surround her and begin to mistreat her,
in spite of the emperor’s presence. He eventually orders them all, including
Numma, to leave. Alone, he and Kahena express their love for one another and the
emperor promises to arrange the wedding.
After the emperor leaves, Numma returns with a dagger to kill her rival, but
she is restrained by the other women. Kahena acts indifferently to this threat on
her life, infuriating Numma more than ever. Kahena then proceeds to dance in
front of a mirror, viciously insinuating that it was because of her beauty, elegance,
and cleanliness that the emperor chose her. Numma again takes up a dagger and
attempts to wound Kahena, but is again restrained by the other women. The harem
is disturbed, and the eunuchs arrive to contain the situation but are unable to soothe
Numma’s feelings.
Meanwhile, the emperor is on the way with his court and Numma, being
advised in advance, thrusts the dagger into Kahena’s hands before prostrating
herself on the ground. At first, the other women say that Kahena is guilty. But
when the emperor confronts them more severely, they change their story and tell
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the truth. The emperor throws Numma out of the harem, but when Kahena and
the other women fall to their knees and beg for her to remain, he has mercy on the
offender.

With great graciousness, the emperor gives Numma to the first

mandarin, Kahuy, to be his wife. Numma and Kahena hug and make up. Thus
ends the first act.367
The second act consists entirely of the marriage between Kahena and the
emperor. Kahena arrives in a sedan, which the emperor unlocks with a key. The
priests lead the attendees in asking the Chinese idols if they approve the union, to
which the idols respond with affirmative signs. Then the happy pair is married and
everyone joins in a general dance, followed by a contredanse in the “Chinese style.”
(The contredanse was actually a French modification of the English country dance,
i.e., the characteristic form of folk and courtly dances throughout the British Isles,
and was a popular eighteenth-century variety practiced throughout mainland
Europe.)368
Throughout the opera-ballet under consideration, Rossi displayed intimate
knowledge of the way Chinese society functioned. Emperors did have harems and
regularly had the opportunity to select wives from among the most beautiful women
in the land. At least sometimes, these marriages did occur during the Chinese New
Year celebrations. Rossi knew that the selection process and marriage ceremonies
were tightly controlled by elaborate rituals and customs, although he almost
certainly improvised as to what exactly these customs entailed. Furthermore, he
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understood that, broadly speaking, the Chinese state was permeated by pagan
temples (one might think especially of Confucian temples) containing numerous
idols that had an important role in legitimizing social and imperial rituals. At the
same time, he borrowed from Roman-themed operas, which sometimes concluded
with scenes in classical pagan temples intended to finalize and legitimize the action
that had taken place. In sum, the content and themes of the opera-ballet were
realistic and taken from accurate observations of the functioning of the Chinese
imperial household. Rossi brought to Madrileños, in a simple and accessible form,
a startlingly authentic presentation of the inner functioning of the Chinese state.
His presentation probably both reinforced and reflected the general state of
knowledge about China among informed members of the Spanish upper classes.
Additionally, Rossi must have played a role in proselytizing about China to those
who were less well-informed.
La gran fiesta del primer día del año en la China was not the only Chinathemed dance to be prepared and presented in Spain during the eighteenth century,
but it is the only one about which anything substantial is known. Cotarelo y Mori
mentioned another work, a dance called La conquista de la China, as being set on
stage sometime in the middle of 1796. Unfortunately, he specified nothing else
about it except that it was performed along with an opera for the purpose of
celebrating—unsurprisingly—“the health of the Prince.”369
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Conclusion
In addition to China, ancient Syria, Egypt, Greece, and many other exotic
locales made appearances at the Reales Sitios.370 Chinese themes cannot be said to
have commanded a preponderance of performances.

China does stand out,

however, in two ways: first, because two successive monarchs took special pains to
identify themselves with it, and second, because there almost certainly was no other
dramatic work—opera or otherwise—that had the power or even the intention of
L’eroe cinese to demonstrate what was expected of the ideal subject. China therefore
held a special place that was particularly associated with the monarchs’ self-image
as well as with the ideals they projected for their subjects. Chinese themes received
yet further exaltation because two of the works analyzed here were performed
during the golden age of Farinelli’s Coliseo, and a third was performed just as the
royal theater was beginning its upward trajectory. Finally, Rossi’s Gran fiesta
indicated ongoing interest in China, as late as 1789, on the part of the Spanish
upper classes, while also demonstrating China’s enduring association with the
monarchy, even on the part of independent operatic enterprises like the Coliseo de
los Caños de Peral. I note too that a popular version of L’eroe cinese was reprinted
at nearly the same time as the Gran fiesta’s debut, indicating the ongoing
fashionability of the themes shared by these works.
Some critics might allege that Sinomania at the Spanish court constituted
undifferentiated exoticism, but I reject this charge. Each of the dramas that I have
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explored had particular reasons for being associated with China, as I have taken
pains to demonstrate.

Moreover, China was especially well-known to

contemporaries, making it impossible to present a drama about China without
following certain well-established conventions. But I would go yet farther to argue
that undifferentiated exoticism may not have existed at all. It is likely that as with
China, other exotic locales in the dramatists’ repertoires had particular aesthetic
associations that differentiated them from one another. I do not have the mandate
to explore all of these associations, but I argue that they likely exist.
Undifferentiated exoticism probably occurred only with reference to more obscure
geographical regions. A more thorough study of the particular associations held by
each of the Oriental societies, as they were presented on stage, would be required
to substantiate my claims. But regardless of whether this argument can be taken to
such a degree, it certainly applied to China, which had settled aesthetic properties.
To be sure, I do not argue that these conventions were always correct; I assert that
they existed, and that their existence demonstrated a serious attempt to portray
China accurately on the realistic European stage. (After all, both opera and
neoclassical theater were realistic genres.)
If I am correct, then my argument especially illuminates the properties of
Le cinesi, which instead of being some sort of generic Orientalist presentation is
particularly associated with China by the modes of dress of the actors, the
scenography, and even the subject matter—the finer points of the fine arts—which
only makes sense when presented in the context of a highly sophisticated culture.
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Other Oriental societies could not have qualified for undertaking this distinctive
endeavor, meaning that the drama of necessity had to be situated in China.
Moreover, an exotic society was the perfect setting for a humorous critique of
European art forms. In every way, Le cinesi deserved to be situated in China. Even
the most urgent exigency of the play, the celebration of Ferdinand’s name-day,
takes on grander meaning because of where the play was said to be located. Kings
could gain prestige by associating themselves with China in a way that was not
possible with any other country.
Courcelle’s Lea similarly took advantage of China’s prestige. To imagine
the Chinese empress as peculiarly virtuous fit hand-in-glove with a strand of
thinking that said the Chinese had achieved their position in the world based on
moral purity and rational behavior. To be sure, not every European observer agreed
with this assessment, but it existed, and the character Lea capitalized upon it. In
addition, the drama had grander proportions for having been situated in China,
home of the planet’s greatest monarchy.

The opera arguably drew on the

contention, which I have seen raised in eighteenth-century literature, that China
was the world’s most beautiful empire. The stakes for Tipimo were therefore higher
than they might have been if the opera were situated elsewhere—he had not lost
some petty kingdom, but a superlative imperial megalith. This raised the tension
in the drama and made it more realistic and convincing to the audience.
Probably the most opulent and important depiction of China occurred in
Farinelli’s staging of L’eroe cinese. Performed comfortably in the midst of the
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Coliseo’s golden decade, this opera outshone preceding China-themed works not
only in the opulence of its stage-sets, but also in authenticity. Alone among all the
works studied here, L’eroe cinese could plausibly claim to descend from a genuine,
ancient Chinese story illustrating the merits of faithful service to the state. The full
depth of this relationship could not have been appreciated in Ferdinand’s time but
has great significance today, when the genuineness of alleged cultural exchanges is
vigorously questioned.
Aesthetically, L’eroe cinese appears to have been uniquely qualified among
its peers and competitors effectively to portray an enlightened ideal of subjecthood.
The especially grand performance of this opera for the Spanish Court make it
almost certain that Chinese-derived ideals of service were more powerfully
presented there than elsewhere.
Voltaire’s Orphelin de la Chine was not a part of the operatic tradition and
was considerably less important to the monarchy than preceding China dramas.
The work debuted during a period when Chinese influence on the monarchy
continued in varied guise. In fact, rather than say that the Chinese influence was
declining, it is probably more accurate to say that the royal interest in theater was
declining. (The principal blame for the decline must be placed on Charles III, who
unlike his predecessors had no taste for the arts.) At any rate, L’orphelin de la Chine
preserved much of the setting of the Orphan story but changed the themes of its
Chinese sources.

The result was the importation to Spain of a new set of

enlightened ideals that eliminated the role of fortune and fate, emphasizing instead
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the inevitable triumph of virtue. As for the theme of the faithful subject, Voltaire
muddied the waters by showing the inhumane nature of Zamtí’s decision to
sacrifice his son. This theme is therefore de-emphasized in Voltaire’s play. But
Voltaire’s argument for the inevitable triumph of virtue is consistent with what
contemporaries understood to be the fundamental nature of the Chinese state as a
place with peculiarly rational and virtuous laws and conventions that were
responsible for its historical successes. In other words, Voltaire’s play arguably
could only have taken place in China and was responsible for reinforcing the mythos
of China as an empire superior to all others.
These themes notably differed from those of Lea, where virtuous action was
portrayed as worthwhile in and of itself, regardless of the outcome. Lea’s admission
to Timur that Tipimo was the heir to the throne was a tremendous risk. No
guarantees existed as to the outcome of this action, although it was the right thing
to do because it was imperative to reverse the lie that Tipimo had told as to his
identity. In the end, the play’s happy outcome depends entirely upon the generous
good-heartedness of Timur. The other characters were truly fortunate to have him
as their ruler. In the original Orphan story, as well, the royal infant was fortunate
to have had faithful retainers who saved him from death and brought him up to
regain his throne. In these dramas, the happy outcome was not inevitable; instead
of reinforcing the idea that China was a place where virtue conquered all, they
demonstrated Chinese prestige in other ways.
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China retained a special place in the lives of the Spanish royals. It is
significant that three of the dramas I discuss were performed only for the Court.
This confirms a special association between China and the Bourbons, which would
hardly be unique for a European monarchy. On the contrary, Spain’s monarchs
participated in the adulation of China that was then common across Europe. This
excitement over an exotic society was unique to China and did not decline
concurrently to the decline of dramatic representations. Instead, Charles III simply
did not share the interest in theater that his predecessors had. The Gabinete de
Porcelana de Aranjuez and the Gasparini Room at the Palacio Real de Madrid
demonstrated his own affinity for the Middle Kingdom. As for the China-themed
dramas, lacking the funding of the royal purse and the interest of the royal person,
they quickly fell into disuse. But this did not apply everywhere: as late as 1789,
Rossi’s China-themed dance debuted for the first time in Madrid’s principal Italian
opera house.

This piece, like its royal forebears, celebrated the monarchy’s

accomplishments and prestige, showing (along with popular renditions of L’eroe
cinese) that the trope of identifying China with the Spanish monarchy had spread
outside the Bourbons’ closest circles and been assimilated into the national theater
on a more popular scale.
Further questions arising from this are manifold. What responses did the
China dramas elicit from Spain’s elites? Did they absorb the monarchs’ intended
messages? Did dramatic interest in China snowball into similar interest in other
Asian countries? To what extent and in what ways were other countries appraised
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through drama, and how did that appraisal compare to what Spaniards felt for
China?
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The Diario de Madrid, reputedly the first daily newspaper in Spain,
overflowed from its inception with Oriental—and specifically Chinese—
influences.371 This remarkable phenomenon occurred without any deliberation on
the part of the Chinese people, who were, in fact, entirely passive actors. If today’s
Communist Party, in all its power and grandiosity, attempted to exert similar
influence abroad, it would look like a farce. In the Diario, descriptions of the
Chinese carrying trade went side-by-side with classified advertisements describing
chinoiserie sumptuary items owned by the Spanish elite; narratives of the voyages
of dignitaries to China accompanied detailed reports of conditions in the Middle
Kingdom. These four kinds of information pretty much encapsulated the entire
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For a digital copy, see the BNE’s Hemeroteca Digital, <http://hemerotecadigital.bne.es/details.
vm?q=id:0002567490&lang=es> (accessed 29 Jan. 2017).
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ambit of Chinese influence during the period in question. What do the Diario’s
advertisements and reports tell us about the tastes and views of the Spanish elite?
To what extent were these views representative of the Enlightenment as a whole?
How did the accumulation of knowledge about China in an official newspaper
affect the state?

Throughout its accounts of China, the Diario delighted in

exoticism and maintained a sense of adventure, preparing the way for more serious
debates about whether to adopt Chinese-style reforms.
Begun in February 1758 by the famous periodista, Francisco Mariano
Nipho, the Diario would last, with only a couple of interruptions, until 1917.
Scholars from BNE credit the Diario as the first Spanish periodical to have had
fixed sections and the first to have differentiated between news and opinion. These
innovations owed to Nipho himself; but the Diario’s reputation as an important
source of knowledge about economic and commercial topics came from his
successor, Juan Antonio Lozano Yuste (d. 1780), who became editor-in-chief in
May 1759. In particular, the translation to Castilian of the very extensive French
series entitled Histoire générale des voyages (1746–) must be credited entirely to
Lozano. Published in two-page installments, the Histoire comprised the news
section of the Diario—which is to say, the first two of its four daily pages—for more
than twenty years, from 20 August 1760 through 31 December 1781. Of this, two
years’ worth of issues exclusively addressed China, running 27 May 1767 to 4
August 1769. Meanwhile, the second two pages of each issue typically consisted of
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classified ads and frequently contained listings of chinoiserie sumptuary items, as
we shall see.
My study of the Diario relies upon the digital version created by BNE. One
of the many advantages of having a digitized copy is the opportunity to easily run
statistical analyses that otherwise would prove prohibitively difficult. For example,
it becomes possible to compare the frequency of references to China to the
frequencies of references to other subjects, such as France or England. Such a
comparison helps us to form an idea of the degree to which China permeated
Spanish culture.
I will start with the top three. Among all of the subjects for which I
searched, China ranked with Madrid and France for the highest number of hits.

Table 1: Top Three Subjects in Diario de Madrid
Subject
Madrid
France
China

Search Terms
madrid + madrileñ*
frances* + francia
chino* + china* + chinesc*

# Pages
3115
2495
2076

Total Pages
%
21786 14.3
21786 11.5
21786 9.5

Interpreting the results is simple. The search terms in the second column are listed
exactly as I used them; wild cards (*) mean that the word was reported regardless of
its ending, or even if it had no ending at all. The third column lists the number of
results; here, note that the search engine returns results per page rather than per
reference, which means that no matter how many references appear on a page, the
page will only be reported once. 372 The fourth column lists, for reference, an
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I note that in the third column, for “China,” 2108 is the raw number provided by the search
engine, but I have subtracted 32 known false positives. This is later explained in the text.
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approximate total of all the pages ever published in the Diario. The fifth column
provides a percentage based on column three divided by column four.
The table reveals the rather shocking result that the Diario’s authors
mentioned China or something recognizably Chinese in nearly ten percent of all
pages. Even France barely appeared more often.
These results hold true regardless of the terms of the comparison. England,
Italy, Portugal, Holland, and even Spain itself are mentioned less frequently than
China.

Table 2: Other European Subjects in Diario
Subject
China
England
Holland
Italy
Spain
Portugal

Search Terms
chino* + china* + chinesc*
ingles* + inglaterra
holandes* + holanda
italia*
espana + espanol*
portugal + portugues*

# Pages
2076
1540
1098
1068
1021
1016

Total Pages
21786
21786
21786
21786
21786
21786

%
9.5
7.1
5.0
4.9
4.7
4.7

It is also worth making a comparison to exotic locales. Here, China stands
out very conspicuously. Exotic locales tended not to be mentioned very often,
which illustrates the point that China had been domesticated by Europeans to an
extraordinary degree. Only terms related to “the Indies,” in a general sense (and
without differentiation between the East Indies and the Americas), rivaled the total
number of references to China. But it is another indicator of China’s importance
that even the total number of references to “the Indies” did not exceed references
to China.
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Table 3: Other Exotic Subjects in Diario
Subject
China
Las Indias
Java
Siam
Japan
Mexico
Peru
Bengal
Moluccas
Philippines
Cochinchina

Search Terms
chino* + china* + chinesc*
india*373
java*
siam*
japon*
mexic*
peru*
bengal*
moluc*
filipin* + philipin*
cochinchin*

# Pages
2076
1819
331
299
275
246
216
133
128
62
29

Total Pages
21786
21786
21786
21786
21786
21786
21786
21786
21786
21786
21786

%
9.5
8.3
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.1
1.0
.6
.6
.3
.1

The only area where China does not excel the competition is when making
a comparison of Chinese cities to those from other parts of the world. I suggest
that this result reflects a limitation of European knowledge about China, namely,
that it was very general in nature. Nevertheless, Chinese cities make a strong
showing.

Table 4: Cities in Diaro
Subject
Madrid
Paris
Canton
Peking
Naples
London
Bantam
Sevilla
Goa
Venice
Macao
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Search Terms
madrid +madrileñ*
paris*
canton
pekin*
napol*
londres
bantam
sevill*
goa
venecia*
macao

# Pages
3115
1016
379
279
226
223
218
199
176
162
122

Total Pages
%
21786 14.3
21786 4.7
21786 1.7
21786 1.3
21786 1.0
21786 1.0
21786 1.0
21786
.9
21786
.8
21786
.7
21786
.6

This term is problematic because of its general nature—it could refer to the Indias Orientales (any
part of East or Southeast Asia) or Indias Occidentales (the Americas).
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This brief, impressionistic study is intended to demonstrate China’s
importance to the Diario. I think the reader will agree that the results are striking.
But how reliable was the search engine with which they were compiled? In general,
it dramatically under-reports results. Owing to limitations in optical character
recognition technology, it frequently misses valid words. Even a single unreadable
letter will cause a word not to be counted. As I have studied the Diario, I have
encountered scores of instances where words were not counted that should have
been. The converse, though, is almost never true: the search engine very seldom if
ever counts invalid words. As an example of the extent of under-reporting, take the
word “Madrid” (plus “madrileñ*”): the search engine found these terms to be
present in only 14.3% of the Diario’s pages—yet the word “Madrid” appears at the
bottom of every single issue, meaning that it ought to be present at least 25% of the
time. I suspect that other search terms are missed with similar frequency. It should
therefore be assumed that all of the results in my little survey are too low. Might
some search terms be missed more frequently than others?

Yes—the more

characters there are in the search term, the more likely it will be missed. Among
search terms with similar numbers of characters, however—like France, China, and
Madrid—the level of under-reporting is probably similar for each term.
Although overall the number of results relating to China is far too low, I
did note several false results. Most of these occurred when editors hyphenated the
word “Capuchinos” (referring to the monks), to accommodate line breaks, as
“Capu-chinos.” In the statistics above, I have subtracted known false results related
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to China. I feel that it helps my case if I am conservative in reporting China-related
results; additionally, I assume that this sort of problem is unlikely to have repeated
itself with other search terms.

Chinese and Chinoiserie Objects in the Classified Ads
The sumptuary practices of the royals and their surrogates are perhaps the
easiest to identify, dissect, and analyze. What about the rest of the Spanish elite?
One might expect to encounter difficulties in assembling a set of sources that would
reveal the elites’ aesthetic choices and decorative preferences. But the classified ads
in the Diario de Madrid provide a surprisingly complete digest of the types of objects
with which the realm’s scions adorned themselves and their homes.
Fascinatingly, the Diario provides us with a direct window onto the ways
that China informed good taste and suffused the realm of aristocratic luxury.
Approximately one half of the publication—pages three and four of each issue—is
comprised of classified advertisements, and since subscribers were wealthy, the ads
exclusively targeted the upper crust. Carriages, vases, China plate, folding screens,
imported clothing, varnished furniture, silken cloth, bedspreads, and exotic wall
hangings all made their appearance. And this is to speak only of the Diario’s first
incarnation, which ran from February 1758 through December 1781. Such objects
were all in some way associated with China, and by teasing out these associations
we can begin to understand how China affected and impacted sumptuary practices
among the elite. They very much admired China, and they highly valued objects
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associated with it. Spanish elites aspired to mimic the Chinese way of life, and in
so doing they created a new mode of luxury living—not quite Chinese, nor yet
traditionally European—defined by exoticism, opulence, levity, and magnificence.
In the eighteenth century, chinoiserie practices and Chinese and chinoiserie
objects came to populate the home according to a certain normative pattern.
Wearing a silken gown, one might take tea in the main room of one’s home, while
servants working in a porcelain-overlaid kitchen prepared supper—which itself
would be served upon plateware imported from the Far East—after which one
might use a lacquered writing desk (or papelera) to prepare a letter in China ink,
only to retire, upon becoming drowsy, to a silk-sheeted and silk-curtained
bedspread, in a room whose walls were covered in Chinese taffeta. Too, one might
own a Chinese-style garden pavilion or a chinoiserie pleasure yacht. All of this was
typical of the eighteenth-century lifestyle, for those who could afford it, and at the
same time relatively new to European practice. Never before, and never again—
until in the late twentieth century the United States rose to global prominence—
would a single, recognizably “exotic” society exercise such tremendous influence
over the European way of life.
The kings and queens of Spain led the country in adopting Chinese and
chinoiserie décor. According to Marina Alfonso Mola and Carlos Martínez-Shaw
in La ruta española a China, before the fire in the Alcázar in 1734 Phillip V probably
owned two thousand pieces of porcelain, primarily dinnerware, which artisans
working in China had made to his specifications. Queen Isabel Farnese (1692–
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1766, the second wife of Phillip V), too, was an enthusiastic collector of objects of
Oriental origin, and in 1745 (or 1746—I have two conflicting accounts of the date)
she listed among her possessions numerous charoles, which referred to furniture and
other wooden objects lacquered in the Chinese style.374 When she died in 1766,
her will showed that in addition to the charoles she had a large number of pieces
generically called chinas, including more than fifty vases, more than a hundred
Chinese fans, and more than three hundred boxes. (More on the chinoiserie boxes
as we go along.) Charles III and Charles IV, meanwhile, purchased the great
chinoiserie vases that adorn the Palacio Real de Madrid, which constitute one of
the best and most homogenous collections of Oriental porcelain in Spain.375 Items
like these had a longstanding history in Iberia. Already in the sixteenth century,
Phillip II owned a blue and white Ming porcelain bottle with his coat-of-arms
emblazoned on it (worthy of special mention because it is featured in a photograph
in La ruta española a China), which was part of a larger collection of porcelain
primarily comprised of dinnerware.376 He also decorated his personal quarters in
the Escorial with wainscoting of blue and white chinoiserie tiles.377
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The date may be 1745, as specified in the source in footnote 376, but it may also be 1746, as
specified in another source on p. 427. Or there may have been two separate inventories taken, one
in each year.
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Mola and Martínez-Shaw, “La sugestión de Oriente,” pp. 231–2.
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“golden age,” to the neglect of other eras. The reader may view these tiles on the Internet with a
Google Images search for “felipe ii cuarto en el escorial.”
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Indeed, artisans who made chinoiserie frequently worked in porcelain. All
porcelain—regardless of where it was fired, and as suggested by its alternative name
of “china”—had an indelible association with China proper. But just as prevalent,
at least in the Diario and almost certainly in Spanish life as well, was Chinese silk
cloth, in its base form as well as its many derivatives, such as taffeta, satin, damask,
and velvet. My treatment of chinoiserie and Chinese objects will therefore focus
on porcelain and silk products, but China informed many aspects of aristocratic
material life, as we shall see.

Porcelain
The Diario mentioned an array of porcelain objects, including complete
dinner services, smaller or incomplete sets of plateware and servingware, and various
individual items, often decorative in nature. A fourth category was comprised of
what I shall call “China boxes,” which were small, portable enclosures, often used
for the transportation of tobacco leaf.
Dinner services were usually listed without much description and might be
exhibited to prospective buyers, much like automobiles today. Among the more
detailed instances is this one from October 1758, which enumerates the pieces by
type and by number:
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Sale. Two sets of Plates of china, each one composed of 25. pieces, 5 large,
and the others trenchers: also there is china in chocolate cups, cups, and
little plates that are very exquisite.378

Other listings of dinner services were typically very brief, by contrast to the longer
entries given to other types of items. Here are a few examples, all from 1760: “Sale.
Likewise a set of China"; “Sale. A set of China, very exquisite”; and “Sale. A service
of China.”379 Sometimes it sufficed merely to say that “China” was for sale! This
suggests both the ubiquity of porcelain plateware and the fact that most services
appeared rather similar to one another.
Some few dinner sets had particularly distinguishing characteristics, which
were specified in the ad. Sometimes, the origin of the pieces defined them, such as
with china of Saxony, which came from the famous Meissen factory. I can
personally attest that this factory’s porcelain was of exceptionally high quality; this
is doubtless the reason that Meissen porcelain was set apart. At any rate, it appeared
several times, as in these two ads from 1759 and 1762, respectively:
Sale. A Service of China of Saxony, of the most precious [sort] for Tea,
Coffee, and Milk.380
Sale. A portion of China of Saxony, very exquisite, composed of a
dinnerware set, and other assorted pieces[…] It will be shown from 8 to
12, in the morning, and from 4 to 7, in the afternoon.381

At other times, predictably, it was the style or materials that set a service apart. A
set sold in 1763 by the Minister Plenipotentiary of the Court of Russia was said to
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be from “Japan, [and] of unusual make.”382 Meanwhile, in a couple of instances the
Diario mentioned a special type of porcelain, that of “La Roca Vieja,” the meaning
of which I have yet to divine.383
The occasional use of origin as a way of setting apart certain porcelain items
showcases a larger problem. Most of the time, the origins of individual porcelain
items were not elucidated, perhaps because they were unknown or not worth
mentioning, or—paradoxically—assumed to be common knowledge.

This is

particularly troublesome when trying to ascertain whether porcelain from China
proper was seen as prestigious. What I am able to say on this account is threefold.
First, I refer the reader to my comments above, regarding the ubiquity of Chinese
porcelain. Second, I remind the reader that Chinese china was seen as standard.
Third, I appeal to the sensibilities of East Indies traders, among whom “porcelana
ordinaria” was categorically different from Porcelana de la China, and apparently less
valuable.384 (Note that this reference comes from the educational section of the
Diario, not from the classified ads.)
Nearly as common as the sale of complete dinner sets, one finds references
to miscellaneous items clearly intended for culinary use. One listing from 1759 was
for "other pieces of gilded China, for Fruits, &tc.”385 In another case, a seller tried
to offload “a dozen and a half trenchers of China.”386 In a third instance, someone
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wanted to sell “a number of cups for taking chocolate, and little plates all of white
China and of good quality” 387 ; and again, "four Large Platters of China, two
Medium Platters, [and] Two Large Jars of the same.”388 One might even purchase
a porcelain ice bucket, for chilling wine.389
All or most of these items also had purposes outside the kitchen. The
Russian Minister Plenipotentiary mentioned that his porcelain might be used “for
Hearths, and Gabinetes.” 390 Indeed, some gabinetes came already filled with
porcelain artifacts; and a certain class of porcelain was specifically intended for
gabinetes. 391 In 1760, someone advertised porcelain along with gilded shelving
with which to display it. 392 But other types of furniture, too, might showcase
porcelain. One seller in 1762 had "a small armoire, with various things of china,
like little chocolate cups, large cups, &c,” which is to say, an armoire that was used
very much like a gabinete.393 A couple of years earlier, indeed, one might have
bought “An Armoire, with four doors, two of them above of sensitive mechanism,
under which can be put various items of china, crystal, or earthenware.”394 Other,
more obscure types of furniture could also display porcelain, such as the Barrera de
cristales that in 1761 was being sold “for keeping China, and Earthenware.”395 Even
something as prosaic as a writing desk could be enhanced by adding room for the
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display of porcelain, as with the one for sale in October 1758 that had a “decoration
on top for [presenting] china.”396 Plainly, the conspicuous exhibition of porcelain
was not limited to gabinetes or dining rooms, but could be accomplished in a variety
of ways, and in just about any part of the home.
This leads to another class of porcelain, namely, that which was intended
solely for decoration. This class encompassed vases as well as embellishing touches
added to furniture, wall hangings, and the like. Porcelain decorations might fetch
astronomically high prices. A 1773 ad set the value of a pair of large Chinese vases
at 45,000 reales.397 (Meanwhile, as I write in September 2015, a small Qianlong
vase sold for a record-breaking 53.1 million pounds, the highest price ever fetched
by Chinese artwork at auction.398) By the late eighteenth century porcelain vases
had already been established as a standard form of decoration for the home, and
there existed conventions for the appearance of these objects. Usually they were
decorated with flowers or Chinese figures and the color palette often included red,
blue, and gold on a white background.399 A typical example from 1758 was a set of
four vases, “white field, flowers blue, gold, and red, with feet carved and gilded.”400
The 1773 vases were substantially similar, being of “white background, with gilded
and colored bouquets.” A third example from 1770 listed two blue vases and two
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white vases, with “figures, and flowers of gold.”401 And again, to return to 1758, a
seller wished to rid himself of “Two large Vases, of more than a yard in height, and
corresponding width, with flowers of good taste, and apparently for the adornment
of a room, or gabinete.”402
A structurally similar object, but utilitarian in nature, was the chamber pot.
In 1758 an individual attempted to sell two such pots, “with very beautiful flowers,
and gilded with their lids[…] adorned with foliage of exquisite china.” 403 The
similarity of the decoration to that used on the vases is immediately apparent, but
here too we have something different, because the description of the foliage
includes wording suggestive of raised, sculpted porcelain adornments.

Such

embellishments were less common but not rare, and in some cases were added after
the initial creation of the object. It was normal for objects ordered from China to
be modified upon their arrival in Europe, and European artisans were very capable
at sculpting flowers out of porcelain paste. Therefore, although I am unaware of
the specific trajectory of these chamber pots, it is entirely possible that they were a
joint creation of Chinese and European artisans, with the former having cast the
pots and the latter having added the raised decorations. One can only conjecture
in cases like this, but it is illustrative nonetheless. It can be said with certainty,
however, that these chamber pots, along with other similar chinoiseries, were
“distinct things of taste.”404
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Many personal items had porcelain flourishments, which lent them a sense
of exoticism and increased their value. Among the items in this group was a
“walking-stick with the grip of China,” posted in August 1761 as having been found
and ready to be returned to its owner. 405 Too, there was a rosary made with
porcelain, strung along a pink cord, with a patriarchical cross, which unfortunately
had been lost.406 A third listing contained an apparent novelty: a “Cubete de china”
or little barrel, which also contains or transforms into “two boxes of lapis lazuli, set
also in gold.”407 I have been unable to make sense of the entry—my best conjecture
is that it was some sort of transformative mechanism, probably related in spirit to
the china boxes, which I discuss below. Finally, pocketwatches frequently had
porcelain embellishments, as with the “seal” or “stamp” of china on a lost watch or
the “flowers of china”—most likely, sculpted porcelain flowers—on a set of watches
for display in gabinetes.408
By far the most common personal item to be associated with porcelain was
the omnipresent china box, a small rectangular or ovoid enclosure apparently meant
to hold tobacco leaf. In fact, these items were so common that it can safely be said
that even the most out-of-fashion individual, who assiduously resisted the latest
trends, was still likely to have owned one. The nearest thing we have today is the
reusable coffee mug, which, if it is of sufficient quality, is typically made of stainless
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steel. And because both items are taken everywhere by their owners, they are
frequently lost. But the china box, unlike the coffee mug, was highly valuable.
Hence the Diario brimmed with advertisements for lost china boxes. Any number
of these might have been lost at church: in 1760 the Carmelitas Calzados attempted
to return a number of objects, including no fewer than six china boxes, to their
owners.409
That the boxes held tobacco is apparent from several entries.

One

individual sought restitution of a box of china “filled with tobacco”; a second
solicited the same for a box of china half-filled; while the latter aimed to sell several
china boxes intended “for tobacco.”410 Of highly detailed workmanship, the boxes
must have been fragile. One box lost in 1758 had a “figure of a unicorn on the top,”
and a reward was offered for its safe return.411 In another case, an owner attempted
to procure the safe return of a heavily-decorated box of China of Saxony, there
being on its top a somewhat bulky bouquet of porcelain flowers.412 Some boxes had
figures painted on them.413 Others came in special shapes, like a 1760 example in
the shape of a desk.414 They were commonly decorated in gold and silver, both on
the porcelain body and on the hinges and rims; but here too there is evidence of
penny-pinching, for often the enclosures were merely gilded or silver-gilt, and in
other cases they were made of pinchbeck, an alloy of copper and zinc that imitated
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gold.415 In fact, for whatever reason the make of the enclosure was of particular
importance for the identification of china boxes. There were also apparently
different styles of boxes for each sex.416
As I draw this section to a close, I should like to comment briefly on the use
of porcelain in the making of Chinese figures. These were ubiquitous in European
life and depicted what were believed to be typical Chinese persons, in their natural
settings and poses. Indeed, they are still so commonplace that in 2014 I came across
a misplaced set at the National Museum of Natural Science at Madrid. Elsewhere,
Chinese figures presided over Charles III’s dressing room at the Royal Palace of
Madrid and María Amalia’s sitting room at the Royal Palace of Aranjuez. The
figures themselves might be made of many substances, including paint, silk, marble,
and ivory. Sometimes, too, they stand by themselves (apart from any flat substrate),
in which case they ought to be called figurines. There are several examples of this
phenomenon in the Diario. Unfortunately, the two most poignant instances are
ambiguous—they could refer to figures made from porcelain or figures that were
Chinese, or both. Nonetheless, they are worth mentioning. In the first instance,
an individual in 1760 attempted to sell porcelain figurines such as Lions and
Bamboches—the latter coming from the Italian bamboccio, which in Spanish
referred to a thick-set person, with heavy features, set aglow.417 Were these Chinese
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lions and Buddha figures? A later advertisement, from 1763, was more prosaic: it
listed “an Imperial Bed, in fashion, red, varnished, with figures of china on the
headboard.”418 Other examples of Chinese figures are also found in the Diario, but
because they were made from different materials, I will comment on them at a later
place.
A final word on porcelain: like other luxury objects of the time, it
represented a great deal of equity to its owner. The breaking of a porcelain object
was no small event and required more than super glue to rectify. Indeed, a bevy of
artisans appears to have thrived on mending china. In February 1758, a workman
advertised his services, identifying himself as “An individual [who] has the ability
to mend with total perfection any broken object of China.”419 Later in that same
year, a fan maker advertised for an apprentice, offering to teach him to “paint
landscapes, make varnishes, cut taffeta, [and] mend china, and crystal.”420 It is
worth remembering that each of these abilities, save for the repair of crystal, was in
some way associated with China; the Middle Kingdom represented an entire
lifestyle, and the Diario facilitated the economic exchanges that made that lifestyle
possible. But of all the materials that represented China, none did so more
completely, or more indelibly, than porcelain, which even when damaged could rise
again, like the phoenix itself.
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Silk, and Other Types of Cloth
Diaphanous and ephemeral, silk in many ways represented the opposite of
porcelain, for it wore out quickly and as a result, little has survived to the present
day. Museum collections devoted to chinoiserie are inherently biased because of
necessity, they largely exclude silk. The textual evidence available in the Diario
provides an invaluable corrective to this tendency.

Therefore, I present this

segment of my work, brief though it is, as a particularly important contribution to
our understanding of chinoiserie.
When considering silk, as with porcelain, a number of special problems
arise. Unlike porcelain, silk did not take on a name inherently bound to China,
which is doubtless related to the fact that silk’s association with China was weaker
overall. Europeans had a domestic silk industry, centered in Italy and France, for
hundreds of years prior to the eighteenth century. The secrets of making Chinese
porcelain, however, remained unknown until the early part of that century.
Porcelain therefore remained more exclusively associated with China. Yet at the
same time, silk played an important role in furthering China’s influence in Europe.
The predominant European mood, which focused on China as the exclusive font
of civilization and the wellspring of worldly sophistication, would have caused the
value of Chinese silks to rise and instigated a revision of European views on silk,
such that it became more particularly associated with China. Nonetheless, owing
to the ambiguity surrounding silk during the eighteenth century, I will only
consider silks that were explicitly related to China.
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Much of the Chinese fabric that made its way to Europe was used for
bedding or for curtains for four-poster beds. There are six entries in the Diario that
specifically mention Chinese bedding. Some are nonspecific, such as two sales from
1758 and 1761, the former of “a bedspread of China” and the latter of “a bed, almost
new, with hangings from China.”421 The wording of the entries plainly suggests
that the use of Chinese silks was a selling point. Perhaps the most lavish description
was the following, from May 1758:
Sale. An Imperial bed, with wood, and ironwork, and likewise hangings
for it of blue satin of China, embroidered with silks, and gold, with a braid
of silk, lined in taffeta double-dyed in China red, with two curtains more
for windows.422

In this case, only certain elements of the bedspread and hangings were said to be
Chinese, but that was not uncommon. Another, less detailed entry is for the 1759
auction of “an Imperial Bed of white taffeta of China, and [of various] colors,
complete with curtains, ornamental tops, covering, and edging.”423 These sets of
bedding probably were assembled in Europe, using raw Chinese cloth. But in
another instance from 1758, one could purchase one of several “different bedcovers,
embroidered in silk, made in China,” the suggestion being that the entire bedcover
had been assembled abroad.424 In sum, one had many options when purchasing
Chinese bedding.
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Raw Chinese fabric was an important and bulky trade item, which,
surprisingly, could sometimes be lost. In 1759 two separate individuals petitioned
for the return of Chinese fabric, the first specifying that he had lost “8. yards of
white China, with blue flowers.”425 Here we encounter the interesting convention
that Chinese fabric might be abbreviated simply as “China.” The second entry was
more explicit, detailing not only what had been lost—“4. and a half yards of fabric,
of Chinese knitting, blue, and white, that at the beginning of the hem has the seal
of the Maker”—but also suggesting how the loss had happened: it had occurred
along a certain road, which suggests that the fabric had fallen off of a cart.426
The Chinese also sold to Europe various articles of clothing, such as jackets
and gowns. These sometimes arrived unfinished, doubtless so they could be
properly fitted before the final assembly took place. For example, in July 1758 a
merchant sold “two cutouts of long dressing gowns, from China and very delicate,
each one of distinctive taste.”427 Other entries were nonspecific as to whether the
items for sale were finished, but we can probably assume that they were unfinished,
for the aforementioned reason. One of them was a dressing gown for a woman,
“de china de Holanda,” which possibly signified that it had been made in China
but passed through Holland on its way to Spain.428 This suggested the convoluted
trade routes by which goods from the Orient arrived in the Peninsula. Another ad
mentioned “two white jackets from China, with red flowers,” which placed it solidly
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within the red, white, and blue fashion that I earlier mentioned as pertaining to
Chinese vases.429 For further insight into eighteenth-century chinoiserie garments,
I recommend that the reader consult two photographs in La ruta española a China,
which document a richly embroidered red priest’s chasuble and a black-and-gold
cape for protection from rain, both made in China and shipped to Spain. The
chasuble has the pierced-heart emblem of the Order of Saint Augustine. The rain
cape features a double-headed eagle surmounted by a crown with a gold cross, also
a symbol of the Augustinians. Indeed, the influence of chinoiserie on the Church
is something that I will have to address more fully in another place.430
Personal items, too, might be made of Chinese cloth; joining the china
boxes, china-gripped walking sticks, porcelain rosaries, and chinoiserie
pocketwatches that we discussed earlier are chinoiserie handkerchiefs. Like the
china boxes, they were easily lost, and all of the entries for them are listed under
“Pérdidas.” In 1771 someone lost “a handkerchief from China with blue bouquets,”
and in 1772 another individual lost “a handkerchief from China” that apparently
was very valuable to him, because he made many subsequent listings for over a
month.431 A third listing, from 1762, was for “a handkerchief of painting of China,”
though it’s unclear whether the article in question was a handkerchief with a
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painting of China, a handkerchief painted in China, or merely a handkerchief
painted in the Chinese style.432 Personally, I lean toward the latter possibility.
It bears reminding that not all of the cloth coming out of China was silk or
a silk derivative. In 1761, a woman recently arrived from France advertised her
ability to wash and give luster to “Indianas de China,” which were cloths of linen
or cotton, or a mixture of the two, that had been painted on one side.433 There can
be no doubt that similar artisans were employed to care for other types of cloth, or
that an entire cottage industry existed to service the needs of the aristocratic elites
who owned the silken items discussed above.

Everything Else
Having described at length the sumptuary objects made of porcelain and
silk, I shall turn to the large number of objects that fall into neither category. Here
I deviate from my previous organizational scheme, its utility being quite expended,
in that I shall organize items by type rather than the substance from which they
were made. Categories include furniture, wall hangings, and personal items, as well
as a brief but fascinating miscellany. For the most part, the types of objects to be
discussed do not overlap with previous sections.
Varnished furniture comprised a significant portion of the chinoiserie
present in the home. Today, we tend to associate such furniture specifically with
Japan (cf. the adjective “japanned” and the noun and verb “japan,” which exist in
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both Spanish and English), but the Diario demonstrates that this association is not
always appropriate. In a 1758 sale, the Diario listed “A folding screen of twelve
separate leaves of varnish of China, very exquisite, and striking.”434 Again, a year
later someone auctioned “A folding screen of varnish of China.”435 Altogether, four
separate Chinese folding screens were posted. The owners of these decorative and
functional items sometimes perceived them rather affectionately; this is suggested
by the wording of the 1758 ad, as well as in the later auction of “a Folding screen,
made in China, of eight leaves, and very special.”436
Although no images of these screens are available, they were part of a genre
of goods that followed certain conventions. Therefore, substitutes may be used to
gain a general idea of how these screens looked. An exceptionally gorgeous folding
screen, from my period and housed in the Palacio Real de Madrid, features an
elaborate scene of the palace and court of a yellow-robed man who is almost
certainly intended to be the emperor. This screen, comprised of painted silk pasted
to a wood body, has numerous scenes of daily life in the various apartments and
courtyards that make up the domicile of the emperor who, in the center of the
painting, sits atop his throne. Instead of a throne-room, however, his sitting area
is in fact an elaborate outdoor pavilion, suggesting that this composition
represented a summer palace, only inhabited during the warmer months. 437
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Furthermore there is at least one notable chinoiserie folding screen at the Peabody
Essex Museum.
Aside from folding screens, chinoiserie writing desks made occasional
appearances in the Diario. Some had been imported from China.438 Some, too,
had black varnish, but others may have been different colors.439 Decorations added
to these desks included mother-of-pearl inlay and Chinese figures.440
Chinoiserie wall hangings were extraordinary to look upon and would have
been used as focal points in the rooms where they were displayed. They often
featured ivory, gold, varnish, silk, and crystal. The earliest entry is for the 1758 sale
of “a Frieze, which is composed of 24 planks of varnish of China, with figures of
ivory.”441 The figures were probably Oriental and would normally be depicted in
genre scenes, amidst buildings or landscapes. A year later, someone auctioned a
similar frieze, this one imported from China. Of ruddy color, it featured figures
whose “faces, hands, and feet are of ivory.”442 Clearly, again, ivory was an attraction,
along with the piece’s Chinese origins. In 1760, someone sold two more sets of
wall panels, consisting of
12 Sheets, in landscape orientation, embroidered, with figures of China,
and in them the 4 ages, and the 4 parts of the World, covered in crystal,
with frames of the same; [and] 10 Ovatos [oval-shaped hangings], with
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various Chinese figures, embroidered with gold in satin, with their glass
[coverings] and gilded frames.443

The first entry is particularly fascinating because it bears upon the worldview then
fashionable. The use of Chinese figures to depict the four ages (presumably from
Ovid, consisting of Gold, Silver, Bronze, and Iron) and four parts of the world
(Europe, Asia, America, and Africa) suggests the primacy and enduring importance
of the Chinese people. Because China was the origin of civilization and the place
where it had survived best, it made sense to depict world history from a perspective
where China took center stage. Moreover, this interpretation remains valid, owing
to the strong identification of porcelain with China, even if “figures of China”
merely refers to porcelain figures, rather than identifiably Chinese figures.
Spaniards owned a variety of chinoiserie personal objects that were made of
materials other than porcelain or Chinese silk. A common item was the folding
fan, a cultural adaptation from the Far East. In February 1760, one such fan had
become lost. It had “ribs of ivory, engraved, and [the] landscape of silk, with a
Chinese painting.”444 This may have been a European creation, and the “Chinese”
painting an imitation; or, alternatively, it may have been a European-style painting
made in China (I have seen such a fan in the Museo Cerralbo’s inventory). In the
same year, someone attempted to sell a jewelry box “of varnish of China, inlaid with
mother-of-pearl, which has three spans of length, and corresponding height.”445
This was also a common enough item—I have seen something nearly identical at
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the Peabody Essex Museum in Massachusetts. As with the fan, the provenance of
the jewelry box is uncertain, and this was a general trait affecting many chinoiserie
objects. Good imitations, after all, appeared the same as the real thing, and they
were commonly employed even by royalty.
Besides fans and jewelry boxes, one again finds a number of tobacco boxes.
One box of imitation china had a white bottom, “with green sides above, and in the
middle of each a little flower in the color pink.”446 The Diario also listed several
gold boxes. One, which had been lost in 1758, was adorned with figures “in the
serious Chinese style.”447 Another lost in the same year had the upper part of its
top engraved in “Chinese relief,” evidently indicating the presence of a sculpted
chinoiserie picture of some kind. 448 The last box featured extremely ornate
workmanship:
A Box of gilded silver, workmanship of England, antique, with engraving
in relief all over, with Chinese people, and various animals, as much on
the bottom of it, as on the top, and all of the sides; it is a little less than
three fingers of height, and the gold somewhat worn, and with little
difference from the weight of four ounces.449

This raises two issues, namely, the relationship among China, England, and Spain,
and the central place of Chinese figures in rococo art. Both problems are complex,
and I shall only address them in a small way here.
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As for the first problem, China joined several other countries in having a
strong influence on the Spanish elite. These countries, in no particular order, were
France, England, and Italy. Italy did not rank very high, statistically speaking, in
my brief study at the beginning of this piece, but I know from other sources that it
had as much influence on Spanish arts and styles as France did. But of the three,
England and France were seen as being the countries to imitate, principally because
of the success of their imperial adventures. Hence they had a status similar to that
held by China; the latter, being seen as the exemplar par excellence of what
civilization ought to look like, in a historical and idealistic sense, while the former
provided concrete, mundane models of civilization, more readily apprehended and
imitated. At any rate, the Diario unwittingly, at one point, put the three on par
with one another as the titans vying for influence in Spain. In an ad for a particular
shop, its workers were said, in addition to being able to make a number of other
novelties, to be able to “compose to perfection Fans, being delicate, and precious,
mounted as in France, China, and England.”450 The phrase ought to be taken for
what it is, a commentary on the fact that the best fans were made in these three
countries, as well as for what it suggests, that these countries were, in a general
sense, the cultural arbiters of their age.
The second problem, the importance of Chinese figures to rococo art, is
something that I have hinted at, above. I attempt in my work on the Gabinete de
Porcelana de Aranjuez to rectify, to some extent, the dearth of commentary on
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Chinese figures. They are central to our understanding of what the Enlightenment
meant to Europeans because, in many ways, they directly manifest what they
imagined China to be. Just as we probe the works of enlightened savants and travel
writers who extolled or vilified China, we ought to study the comportment and
bearing of the myriad Chinese figures that populated wall hangings, folding
screens, plateware, furniture, tobacco boxes, and the like. This genre of artistic
expression is key to understanding the enlightened mentality about China, and the
decline of said genre is indicative of a sea change in the way China was perceived.
Finally, we come to the end of our escapade, having exhausted the repertoire
of chinoiserie objects available in the Diario. Only two points remain, each of which
is intriguing and at the same time sufficiently ambiguous as not to permit the full
satiation of one’s curiosity. The first, from 1760, is “a legitimate little Chinese dog,
black, with a red collar, and little bells.”451 We are left without specifics as to its
appearance or personality. There are in fact a number of dog breeds particularly
associated with China, such as the Chow chow, Pekingese, and Shih Tzu.
Apparently, in the context of 1760s Madrid, “Chinese dog” referred to one
particular breed or type. But which was it, and how many were there in Spain?
The second point concerns the sale of three separate carriages, two of them
in 1758 and the third in 1762; each carriage was described quite differently from
the others (and therefore each appears to have been a truly separate item), yet all
were said to have “ironwork by three Chinese men.”452 Either the ironwork was
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made in China, according to blueprints sent from Spain, or it was made in Spain
by Chinese workmen. In the first case, the range of what was manufactured in
China for European buyers is somewhat expanded; in the latter, one finds Chinese
journeymen an awfully long way from home. The latter possibility is exceptionally
interesting—and the wording of the ad does suggest that the workmen were
specifically known to the advertiser. We know that some Chinese came to Europe
for religious training. And as early as the sixteenth century, a Chinese person was
known to have assisted Bernardino de Escalante in the preparation of his famous
history, Discurso de la navegación que los Portugueses hazen á los Reinos y Provincias
del Oriente, y de la noticia que tiene de las grandezas del Reino de la China (Sevilla:
1577).453 Is it possible that some Chinese came to Spain to practice trades, as well?

Comercio de las Indias, the 1760 Serial Detailing Far-Eastern Trade Routes
Among the most curious characteristics of the Diario was its penchant for
educational topics. It was nominally a newspaper and the first two words of its
name might be translated as “Daily News,” but in point of fact it little resembled
the dailies of our own era. Rather than divulge novel stories of the most recent
happenings in Madrid and the Empire, the Diario was didactic and instructive; not
quite scholarly (and therefore not like a journal), it was rather more like a magazine.
Still, its contents were often more serious than what we would expect from our
magazines today. Entire books were reproduced in its pages, with some serials
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clocking out at hundreds of issues and thousands of pages in length. I shall begin
with one of the shorter serials. A worthy companion to the classified ads, it was
entitled Comercio de las Indias. Running 3 January through 18 August 1760, this
serial educated elite Spaniards in the exigencies of the East Indies carrying trade
and especially in the aspects that pertained to China, the crown jewel of the East.
Today, we tend to envision the East Indies trade as comprised principally
of the long-range expeditions beginning and ending in Europe. But the internal
trade of the East Indies was for a very long time far more important in terms of
actual cash value and economic significance. In other words, if all the countries of
South and East Asia were to be considered as a single economic unit, the thousands
of trade missions made amongst them were more vital to the global economy than
the relatively small and infrequent expeditions that the Europeans sent to pick up
Far Eastern goods. By the eighteenth century, Europeans had constructed a rival
economic system—the famed Triangle Trade amidst Europe, the Americas, and
Africa. And the European expeditions to the Far East were no longer insignificant.
Yet even during this time, the internal trade of the Far East remained exceedingly
lucrative. This was the system described in the Comercio de las Indias serial.
Coverage included the following aspects: the principal routes of the trade and their
histories; the principal carriers; what goods were typically carried, where they were
carried to, and when; weights, measures, and monies used in destination countries;
and geopolitical considerations congenial to each route.
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The sources of Comercio de las Indias are, at present, impossible to ascertain;
but the editorial process is less mysterious. It seems that Lozano (who, as the reader
will recall, was the Diario’s editor) played an indispensabe role as compiler and
reviser.

In a brief epilogue published 18 August 1760, he claimed that in

composing the Comercio, he followed various unnamed authors whose findings he
rearranged and edited for veracity. He ordered the work by the four parts of the
world, and when one considers too the many sub-regions that he delineated, it
quickly becomes plain that he employed a highly involved editorial process in which
he divided and rearranged his authors’ works into a large number of discrete,
manageable parts. He also considered the accuracy of each part; seeking to weed
out the errors caused by passion, “a defect that is almost inevitable in this genre of
Works,” he omitted a number of claims that could not be substantiated in other
histories.454 The result of all this rearranging and rewriting was a unique Spanish
creation. Rather than a mere translation—as it at first appears to be—the Comercio
was probably a substantially new product in its own right.
I will begin with the segment on China proper, particularly the
introduction, which starts on 20 February 1760. It participates in a number of
discourses commonly associated with China at that time. The elements to which I
draw the reader’s attention are four in number: the vastness and fertility of the
Chinese empire; the genius of its inhabitants at what we now call artisanal work
(but then, it was called manufacturing); its malicious isolationism; and the cunning
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capabilities of its people in the art of commerce. The segment begins with
grandiloquent flair:
This vast part of the earth, the most Oriental of all Asia, is just as
celebrated for its fertility, which abundantly provides everything it needs
to maintain an expansive Commerce, as for the genius of its inhabitants,
which more than any other People on earth know how to apply all the
productions of their Country to all sorts of manufactures.455

The superlative was commonly employed when emphasizing the capabilities of
Chinese artisans, for their workmanship was so skillful—as, for example, with
porcelain and silk—that it could be imitated only with great difficulty. Another
interesting usage is the word “fertility” (from the Spanish fertilidad), which rather
than being confined merely to an agricultural sense refers to all of the natural
productions of Chinese territory in the most general sense possible, whether they
be in the form of gemstones, furs, lumber, etc. What is actually being said, then, is
that the Chinese are remarkably efficient because they have an unparalleled ability
to usefully employ their country’s resources. This matches the spirit of the age and
especially the tendency among enlightened Spaniards, who sought to increase the
efficiency with which they exploited their own country.
But the Chinese had certain insuperable advantages, including the size of
their home territory, which was reported to be 750 leagues in length and 1500
leagues in width. Unlike Spain, it was criss-crossed with rivers and canals and thus
remarkably well-suited to commerce. The Chinese people, perhaps as a result, were
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born negotiators, second to none in their propensity for business: “there is no
Nation more capable, and that better understands Commerce, than the Chinese.”456
It was believed that the Chinese government actively promoted commerce and that
in all the Kingdom, it can be said, there is not a single person who does
not participate in commerce [for even those who cannot or do not wish to
participate] still do not fail to associate themselves [with commerce], or
they give money to others to do it for them, and as such they are
Businessmen like the others.457

Indeed, this is suggestive of the present era, when nearly everyone in some way
participates in the stock exchange, at the very least by the investment of retirement
funds.
Even in the midst of such a glowing review, Lozano noted some defects.
First, despite their alleged inclination toward commerce, the Chinese showed
themselves remarkably reticent at undertaking commerce with foreigners, only
recently having authorized them to trade in China. He credited the Chinese
tendency toward isolationism to their “malicious politics” and argued that it
stemmed from fears that their customs would be corrupted by contact with
outsiders.458 Second, although the Chinese made shrewd businessmen, they could
not be trusted.459 In fact, they were said to play the same role in Asia as that played
by Indians (I do not know whether he meant East Indians or American Indians) in
Europe. Both groups were “clever, deceitful, and dissimulating”:
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So say the Chinese, as a kind of refrain, that in point of Commerce, all of
the Nations of the world are blind, except the Dutch, which has one eye,
and [the Chinese] do not even fear them, because they have two.460

By this account, the Chinese were arrogant, but their arrogance was tolerated and
even encouraged by Lozano, who did nothing to diminish their status.
This introductory material was followed by accounts of specific trade goods.
First and foremost—somewhat surprisingly, given what I have earlier said about
the preeminence of porcelain—was silk and other forms of cloth. Rich cloth was
said to be so abundant in Chinese society that “there is not a servant, nor a man so
unhappy, that does not go about dressed in satin, damask, or other fabrics of that
type, from the Factories of that Country.” The province of Chekiam (Zhejiang),
in particular, sent four hundred barges per year laden with tribute to the Emperor,
consisting of “cloth of silk, of silk and silver, or of silk and gold, and of damasks,
satins, velvets, taffetas, &tc.” From these the emperor dressed himself, his family,
and his favorites, since the silks from Zhejiang surpassed all others in beauty and
price.461
Here I note a point of confusion in the source, for immediately following
the commentary on Zhejiang, Nanking silks (which came from the neighboring
province of Jiansu) were said to be the best in China. Which, then, was the best—
Zhejiang or Nanking? But it suffices for my purposes to establish that both
centers—which at any rate were right next to one another on the map and may have
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been seen as part of the same region, for the purposes of textile production—had
international renown. Moreover, Nanking was seen as a particularly lucrative
trading hub, and Europeans chafed at not being permitted direct access to it.
Nanking silks were as good as those from France, and Nanking offered greater
variety, including some impractical silks (such as those wherein the gold or silver
thread was actually made of paper) that in Europe were employed solely in the
theater.462
In fact, Lozano reported many types of fabric that were unknown in Europe
and that were known to him only by obscure and unhelpful names. These included
but were not limited to
Boulles, Charmay, Boulles-Cotonis, Biamboneas, Bosfetas, Sucis,
Serfukers, Chofs, Suchas, Cancanias, Calquiers, and Cotonis; Chuquelas,
or Chercolies, Chorcannas, Chaniours, Cirsacas, Cherquemolles, Nilas,
Mohabat, Mutichicurs, Mallamolles, or emboidered Fichus; Romalles,
Q[u]enkas, Pinasses, Ponsy, Longuis, Nemeas, Linees, Sayas of Jamabas,
Gingiras, Guineastufs, Goraos, Elatches, Daridas, and Damanes.463

I include this list—of which the names are taken from Chinese usage—so the reader
can gain some insight into the extraordinary richness of the Chinese textile industry
or, at the very least, the richness it was perceived to have. Apparently, Lozano
believed that Europeans had only scratched the surface of what China had to offer.
Spanish readers would have learned that their economy was woefully
underdeveloped, because even the names of many Chinese products were still
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unknown there. What a wondrous country that was capable of creating such
variegated and delightful products!
Some types of exotic cloth, although little known in Europe, came with
individual descriptions. Tuausa was something like Spanish satin. Cha was lighter,
served well in the summer, and was similar to certain varieties of Spanish taffeta,
but of better quality and more like the finest English lace. A third type, nameless,
was a “closed” taffeta, very smooth and difficult to wrinkle. Finally, Kjemchu was
made with fine and crude silk together and had the property of resisting stains, as
well as being washable with linen without losing its color.464
Other varieties of Chinese cloth were known in Europe and had European
names.
Such as [for example] those that distinguish themselves by three sorts of
gold: Nanking gold, Chinese gold, and false gold; damasks, grodeturs
[note: untranslatable], napkins for coffee, [and] girdles or sashes, that in
the Mughal [Empire] they call pomere; embroidered gowns, already cut,
although not put together, nor adjusted, which the Europeans have
brought conforming to the designs or patterns [sent abroad].465

The interesting thing about this list is that it gives an idea of the functionality of
the items being imported. The color gold falls within a commonly employed set of
chinoiserie colors, mentioned above, which also includes red, blue, and white. With
gold being so frequently deployed, it is unsurprising that there were several
different, commonly known types of gold cloth. Meanwhile, silk napkins, sashes,
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and girdles—along with the aforementioned handkerchiefs, jackets, curtains, and
bedding (from the classified ads)—were apparently common in Spain. Gowns are
mentioned both here and in the classified ads and must have been a typical luxury
item for the wealthy. Just as elites routinely sent abroad heraldic images to be
emblazoned on dinnerware sets, they also sent away for custom-embroidered silk
gowns. The gowns were, as a rule, shipped unfinished, since the final fitting had
to take place in Spain. Only silken clothing, moreover, was mentioned as traded in
this way; Lozano wrote that Chinese woollens were little esteemed in Europe, and
although the Chinese produced cotton, it was not mentioned to have been
customized.466
Tellingly, Lozano’s account of the goods brought from China almost
exclusively concerns silk. Previously I was able to specify, as though through a hazy
lens, that silks were one of the top two luxury items associated with China. Now,
this finding can be clarified. Silk was not always explicitly associated with China;
indeed, the classified ads demonstrate that it often was not. But Lozano’s account
here, in Comercio de las Indias, shows that an explicit association was not necessary.
The Great Qing housed the world’s principal silk production centers, and the craft
of silk-making was at its finest there. Silk probably had a far greater importance
than porcelain in terms of the actual volume of goods traded. As Van Veen
observed, “The trades of the China Sea were mainly driven by the unquenchable
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thirst for silver in China and the demand for silk in the rest of the world.”467 A
typical Spaniard was probably more likely to experience chinoiserie through silk
than through porcelain. The only drawback to silk, from a historian’s perspective,
was its perishability. But this contributed to the huge trade in silk, which had to
replace worn-out items. Porcelain, by contrast, was relatively permanent and, with
skilled repairs, could be maintained indefinitely; but it could not be worn, which
was perhaps silk’s greatest advantage as a luxury good and marker of status.
Porcelain and, indeed, every other trade good to be taken out of China was
relegated by Lozano to a single paragraph, a mere addendum to the lengthy section
on the silk trade. This addendum included the following:
Spun cotton, or raw, and all of the fabrics that they are able to fabricate
with cotton; worked copper, and in pieces, and another [type of] metal,
that is similar to copper; tea, camphor, nutmeg, linen, sugar, salt, mercury,
pencils, vitriol, amber, rhubarb, China ink, porcelain, very exquisite works
of varnish, strong and impermeable cloth [camelotes], hemp, fabrics of
hemp, very fine gold, tin, iron, steel, and many instruments made of these
metals, exquisitely worked:[…] precious stones, pearls, extremely beautiful
marble, Brazilwood, Rock wood, ebony, and [wood of] other similar
expense; also quinine, and other things of that sort.468

Porcelain was grouped with pencils, rhubarb, and hemp! This clearly was not a
reflection of its value. I suggest, as per the above paragraph, that porcelain was
listed in this way because the quantities brought from China were relatively small.
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More striking is the sheer number and variety of specialized goods that
China supplied. Aside from being the purveyor of some of Spain’s principal
luxuries, China was a major supplier of industrial enterprises. It seems likely,
however, that most of the bulky industrial products—such as copper pieces, iron,
and steel—were destined for the carrying trade inside the East Indies. This is a
useful corrective to the tendency in today’s scholarship to focus on the long-range
trade between Europe and China to the exclusion of the Far Eastern carrying trade.
The only objects worth bringing all the way to Europe were unique goods
that could be sold at premium prices to an elite crazed with imitating what they
thought was the Chinese lifestyle. The European trade was comprised, in a word,
of extravagances for one’s hearth and person. Among these, silk was most ideal for
transport because it was lightweight and compact and could not be damaged by
being tossed or otherwise abused. And because it was worn, it certainly was the
most visible of the Chinese luxuries, which I suggest explain’s Lozano’s fascination
with it. Porcelain had to stay at home, carefully stored away in cabinets and above
hearths. Silk could be worn in the marketplace and when making social calls.
Porcelain suggested Chinese glamor in a way that was associated with one’s home.
Silk suggested the same thing, in direct association with one’s person. Was it better
to have China, or to wear it and, in effect, become it? In many ways, silk and not
porcelain was the quintessential luxury of the era.
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When speaking of the goods that Europeans brought to trade in China,
Lozano duly noted the importance of silver, which uniquely among the world’s
products could not be found there.
As regarding those goods that the foreigners can take to trade in China, I
believe, that the principal, and cheapest of all is silver; it is in pesos duros
when it comes from Mexico, or Manila, through the Sea of the South; or
it is in bars, as the Dutch are accustomed to bring it from Japan: the
Chinese, who have none of this Good, esteem it very highly, and will
gladly change it for their gold, or for their most precious Goods, which are
abundant, as I said above.469

Lozano was not the only one who remarked upon the high value of silver in China.
Flynn and Giráldez pointed out that “Archival sources contain innumerable
references to merchant awareness, the world over, that silver’s value within China
was much greater than elsewhere.”470 This created a tendency for silver—especially
American silver—to gravitate toward China, such that “By the conclusion of the
sixteenth century, use of the Mexican peso had become generalized in southern
China, where more Mexican money circulated than in Mexico.”471
Van Veen, more skeptical of the importance of silver to opening the China
trade, argued that the lion’s share of the American silver ended up in Europe. He
found that during the peak of American silver exports to the Philippines in the
1630s, less than fifty tons were sent per year, even if smuggled silver were
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included.472 Meanwhile, the Cape route contributed only an average of twenty-five
tons, for a total of something less than seventy-five tons per year coming directly
toward China from European sources.

The preposition toward is operative:

although the Chinese would have had direct access to purchasing much of this
silver, there can be no proof that they did so. Meanwhile, Van Veen argued that
240 tons per year of American silver was sent to Europe, of which approximately
115 tons remained there, used for the formation of capital and the monetization of
the economy. 473 The conclusion is unavoidable that while American silver was
important to the Eastern trade, the majority of it was spent elsewhere.
Kent G. Deng, in a paper from 2007, did not cite Van Veen but largely
concurred in his findings, while also adding important clarifications. According to
Deng, each year China imported only a quarter of the Mexican silver output, which
itself was only half of the total New World output. He concluded, “If China
received only a quarter of Mexican silver, its role in the world economy is severely
demoted.” But Deng undermined his own argument when he proceeded to
differentiate between the Ming, which produced substantially more silver than it
imported, and the Qing, which imported 68–75% of its silver stock from Western
sources. At best, then, Deng’s conclusion that “The silver story was not as a [sic]
global as one might think” is applicable only to the Ming period.474 Relative to the
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Qing, his data appear to support the thesis of Frank, that Europe used its American
silver to obtain access to Chinese markets.
Notwithstanding, Deng managed to sabotage Frank’s hypothesis in other
ways. Deng found that the heterogeneity of the Chinese silver stock—which
included coins of many types as well as various sorts of bars, sheets, and ingots—
meant that silver was, of necessity, a commodity to be bartered. Nor did the
government ever seek to create a standard silver currency, while it clearly had the
means at its disposal to do so. Meanwhile, for the Chinese people, it did not make
sense to use silver as a primary medium of exchange when standardized copper
coinage was readily available.475
Deng finally lost traction in his treatment of pawning. On the basis of
flimsy data regarding the silver invested in seventy-two pawn shops, he extrapolated
to find that prior to the Opium War, 63–68% of China’s silver was invested in such
shops. He argued that silver was an ideal store of value for this sector of the
economy.476 But his reasoning was far from conclusive; he asserted rather than
proved his point. Why was it necessary to use silver, rather than copper, as a way
to form the capital necessary to start a pawn shop? What was it about pawn shops
that attracted silver? Was it that they came to possess so many luxury objects made
of the white metal (surely the only reasonable explanation)?
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In sum, the role of silver in the Chinese economy is still poorly understood.
Confusion on this topic has lasted for hundreds of years, as Lozano’s account
demonstrates. Intriguingly, relative to Deng’s pawn-shop hypothesis, Lozano
wrote that silver was “Merchandise, and not money.” This suggests that luxury
objects were often made with silver. Yet it was also used as though it were money:
“It has, as in the other Countries, value according to its weight.”477
Even greater confusion is generated by Van Veen’s and Deng’s contrasting
findings as to the significance of European silver to the Qing Empire. By Van
Veen’s account, the pesos Lozano mentioned represented a small part of the
Chinese silver supply; by Deng’s, Western silver accounted for nearly all of China’s
silver stock.
Nonetheless, we can be sure that the process that economic historians call
arbitrage—that is, the exchange of two products to profit from their unequal
valuation in two different markets—was at work. Here, with regard to the part of
the trade that concerned them most closely, Europeans’ accounts seem remarkably
consistent and accurate. Lozano explained that in China, one part gold was worth
ten parts silver, whereas in Europe, the ratio was 1:15. This imbalance made it
profitable for merchants to go to China just to exchange silver for gold, “and this is
one of the best deals that can be made in those lands.”478 Indeed, Lozano’s figures
mirror those reported for the 1750s by Richard von Glahn and Louis Dermigny.479
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But Lozano noted that silver was not the only import that Europeans
brought to China. They also brought a great amount of spices, especially pepper;
fabrics of many kinds, such as serges, especially in the color black; and elephants’
teeth, coral, and other items used in Chinese herbal concoctions. 480 It’s worth
noting that all of these products, save possibly for the woollens (some of which
might be brought from Europe), came from Indian Ocean trade routes, which
indicates that Europeans who traded in China were deeply enmeshed in the
carrying trade. And even where silver was concerned, the greater part came from
Japan. Van Veen argued, “it is a safe bet that, until the export was prohibited in
1668, [Japanese exports of silver] dwarfed the European and South American
imports into Asia.” Even afterward, when Japan had been “closed” to foreign trade,
Van Veen estimated that 50 tons per year made their way out of the country.481
China, viewed in context, was a component of several trade networks, in
which Europeans participated primarily as carriers of foreign merchandise. 482
Europeans used silver and other merchandise to buy entry into these networks, but
once they were part of the system they operated on the most basic principle of
commerce, that is, buying low and selling high. The debate over the importance of
silver is really a distraction from this more basic fact and an attempt by selfrighteous historians to blame European prosperity directly on imperial depredations
in the Americas. Usually, the truth is not so clear-cut.
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On the other hand, in a way, Frank was right: Europeans did use silver to
buy a ticket on the Oriental express. Because significant portions of their original
cargoes, upon leaving for the East, were silver, and that silver had been mined using
forced labor, the entire enterprise was tainted. But this is a reductionist viewpoint
that fails to take into account the complex reality of the trade, in which many goods
other than silver were used to participate in Eastern trade networks and hence to
“buy in.” European voyages to the Far East should be evaluated not just for their
silver content but for the origins and relative proportions of all the trade goods
being carried. Only such an evaluation can make moral judgment—which, if we
are honest, is an important motivator—possible.
Why did the Chinese want silver so badly? As Flynn and Giráldez point
out, the replacement of worthless paper money by silver was an incredibly expensive
venture. 483 Given Deng’s findings, we may be tempted to rule out that this
happened at all. But Lozano himself saw silver as a common medium of exchange
in China. He suggested that the replacement of paper with silver owed to the
prevalence of counterfeiting, which is certainly plausible, given the reputation that
the Chinese had for cleverness and even outright dishonesty. They were believed
to be so devious that they had discovered how to fix mercury and make false money
with it. Hence “it is necessary to test [Chinese money] with fire to discover [the
falsehood], and this does not cease to be tedious and prejudicial to trade and
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Commerce.”484 At any rate, a thorough, academic response to the question of why
the Chinese needed silver is urgently needed.
Describing silver mining in China, Lozano’s outlook was skewed by his
beliefs in Chinese opulence and compassion. He observed that when he had said
that China did not have any gold or silver mines, what he really meant was that
none of them had been exploited. China had abundant and very rich silver mines
(of course!). It imported silver by choice, because its sovereigns desired not to
expend their subjects’ lives in such an arduous endeavor as mining.485 The report is
substantially false, with roots in deeply felt European beliefs about the wisdom of
Chinese potentates and the wealthiness of China in terms of its natural resources.
But the rumor of Chinese silver wealth was not purely speculative because today,
China is the world’s second-largest producer of silver, after Mexico.486 The caveat
is that most of this silver comes as a byproduct from base-metal mining, not silver
mines per se, and it seems unlikely that it would have been accessible in the premodern era.487 Lozano was hot on the trail of a valid insight; he just happened to
be two-and-a-half centuries too early.
Lozano’s description of Chinese money was by-and-large accurate, though
vague. He recognized that they used only a single type of official coin, a copper
piece with a hole in the middle, which could be joined together with string.
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(Actually, the piece, known as the cash, was made of bronze.) He described the taël
and seems to have grasped the concept that it was an abstract, standard unit of
account, typically weighed in silver. He even understood that the value of the taël
varied widely, but he did not know that it was because it actually had a different
weight in each locale. Instead, he attributed the variation to Chinese chicanery.
He also mentioned that gold and silver were commodities in China rather than
money, though they could be used for the latter.488
I have summarized and criticized the substantial literature related to the
silver trade for the reader’s benefit. But I think that where Comercio de las Indias
veers off into uncharted territority—and becomes most interesting—is in its
detailed exposition of the trade routes that began and ended in China. This
exposition, despite its mundane focus and repetitive nature (as each region blends
into the last), is nascent global history. The trade routes therein described are
exceedingly interesting today, when eighteenth-century China is being studied as
the greatest power of its time. We should start to focus on the components of the
intra-Asian trade as worthy of interest in and of themselves and independently of
any immediate connection to Europe.
After all, Europeans themselves, in the eighteenth century at least, did just
that. The carrying trade, far from being an incidental mention in Lozano’s report,
was the central focus. He wanted to educate his readers on a lucrative trade that
could benefit them personally, if they had the resources and the gumption to
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participate. His report had an air of immediacy about it and was probably used by
shrewd investors as a guide.

Table 5: Chinese Trade Routes with Regional Partners
Route

When
Journeyed

Exports from
China

Imports to
China

Special
Considerations

CantonHainan489

All year long,
but the best time
to leave is at the
end of Nov.
Inward trip is
best taken in
June.
Outward trip at
start of March
to arrive midway
through the
month. Inward
trip not
specified.

Raw & worked
iron; iron cooking
pots; cotton;
cotton undershirts
called canques;
straw mats

Amarilla
[uncertain—
perhaps a yellow
dye]; deerskins;
eagle wood

Copper helmets;
sulfur; saltpetre;
gold fabric of eight
threads & five
threads; silk cloth;
common porcelain;
medicinal drugs;
common paper;
glass bracelets; iron
pots; gold

Outward trip at
start of Jan. &
lasts 15-20 days.
Inward trip at
end of Jun. &
lasts until the
end of the
month.

All of the
merchandise sent
to Cochinchina
plus: China ink;
sunshades; v. fine
rush mats; fruits;
porcelain

Outward trip at
start of Jan. lasts
10–12 days.
Inward trip at
start of July lasts
the same.

Iron pots; little
cannons; tin in
sheets & gilded
plates; at least a
hundred types of
drugs; common
porcelain; cloves of
spice; silk; taffetas;
necklaces; pendant
earrings;
doorhandles of
glass; alum; fruits

Raw & bar gold; a
type of wood called
Agracardeuba;
another type of
wood, black in
color; rhinoceros
horns; buffalo
horns; cow horns;
pepper; skins of sea
dogs; silk cloth;
white sugar; rock
sugar
Various types of
wood; elephant
teeth (of many
grades & prices);
lacquer; alum; bird
skins; buffalo
skins; camel skins;
deer skins;
medicinal herbs
Raw & crude silk;
two types of fabric
(more & less fine)
taken from the
bark of a tree;
taffetas in white,
black & strawcoloring, of which
the straw is the
finest; cotton
fabrics of the type
called canco
(possibly the same
fabric used for
canques);

Hainan is part of
China, but they
consider it exterior for
trade purposes. Text
is corrupted at
description of customs
duties.
Each ship must give
gifts to the king & his
officials. Plus, 4%
duties on all goods, at
entry & departure.

CantonCochinchi
na490

CantonCambodia
491

CantonTonkin492

489

Diario, 25 Feb. 1760, p. ii.
Diario, 25 Feb. 1760, p. ii; Diario, 26 Feb. 1760, pp. i–ii.
491
Diario, 26 Feb. 1760, p. ii.
492
Diario, 27 Feb. 1760, pp. i–ii.
490

No tariffs, but gifts
must be given from
each ship to the king
& his first four
officials.

No duties of any kind,
but gifts of an arbitrary
amount must be given
to the king & his
officials.
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CantonSiam493

Outward trip
starting midNov. takes 30–
40 days. Inward
trip in Jun., to
arrive by the end
of the month.

CantonBatavia494

Outward trip at
start of Dec. to
arrive in Jan.
Inward trip at
start of Jun. to
arrive in Jul.

CantonJapan495

Outward trip on
first of May,
lasting 25 days.
Inward trip
starts 10 Oct. to
arrive 1 Nov.

493

Unworked &
worked iron; alum;
white sugar;
worked copper;
copper plates; pots
& other
instruments; iron
thread; copper
thread; damasks &
satins, in various
colors & prints,
incl. a type called
“rinco threads,” of
superior quality;
muslins; silks for
sewing; taffetas;
medicinal drugs;
rock sugar; raisins;
plums; chestnuts;
watermelon seeds;
mercury; gold
thread
Fine & common
porcelains; gold;
tea of many kinds
(of Sonto, Canton,
Nanking, & other
locales); plates &
other pieces of
copper; two types
of fine gold thread,
from Canton &
Nanking; damasks
& satins of six
threads, mostly
black; taffetas of
six & four threads;
silks for sewing;
anise; mercury;
musk; iron pots;
rhubarb; glass from
Canton
Pulverized coral;
white, black, &
brown sugar;
white, black, &
colored satin;
white taffetas of
Canton &
Nanking, in two
types, double and
simple; fishing
poles; mercury; silk

cinnamon; lacquer;
anise
Elephant teeth
(again, of many
grades & prices);
lead; tin; various
types of wood;
lacquer; horse
skins; cow skins;
buffalo skins; deer
skins; buffalo
horns; myrrh;
rhinoceros horns;
alum; bird skins

Only the king may
trade with foreigners.
Freight charge is a
uniform 8%. Many
goods exported from
here are ultimately
destined for Japan.

Lead; tin; pepper;
incense; camphor;
coral; reed mats;
nutmeg; cloves;
spice; amber;
myrrh; rock sugar;
etc.

Ships must pay 4% on
their imported goods
but no charge on
exports from Batavia.
Some goods incur
add’l tariffs.

20% copper & 35%
dried fish (by law).
Remaining
capacity is used for
porcelain; varnish;
fine pearls; steel;
worked copper;
camphor

Market is heavily
regulated and well
organized. Japanese
Directors facilitate all
transactions. No
customs duties.

Diario, 27 Feb. 1760, p. ii; Diario, 28 Feb. 1760, p. i.
Diario, 28 Feb. 1760, pp. i–ii.
495
Diario, 28 Feb. 1760, p. ii; Diario, 29 Feb. 1760, pp. i–ii; Diario, 1 Mar. 1760, p. i.
494
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CantonManila496

Outward trip at
start of Mar.
Ships return at
start of July
(unclear whether
this is departure
from Manila or
arrival at
Canton).

of Nanking; beans;
lacquer; yellow
wax; white linen;
alum; honey; rock
sugar; eagle wood;
camphor; incense;
myrrh; musk;
rhubarb;
cinammon; saffron
Iron; porcelains of
all types; ordinary
cloth for ships’
sails; other types of
fabric, including a
very white variety
called Nunna;
damasks with
flowers, of five &
six threads; other
simpler damasks;
satins; taffetas of
Canton &
Nanking, & others
of four & six
threads; double
taffetas; moirés of
four & six threads;
raw silk; silk thread

Exquisite woods;
salted deer meat;
variety of pearls.
Pesos fuertes not
mentioned but
were important.

Each ship makes a gift
to the governor or
administrator of
customs. 4% customs
on entry & exit.
Various other tariffs,
per item.

Perceptive Spanish readers would have learned from these accounts of
China’s importance to its region. As can be seen from the table, major Chinese
exports included silk, iron, processed copper, agricultural produce, medicinal herbs,
and porcelain. We can conclude that most people in the vicinity of China possessed
a variety of kitchen implements, be they of copper, porcelain, or iron, that had been
made in China. They probably also dressed in primarily Chinese-origin clothing,
which was principally made of silk. They ate Chinese foodstuffs including fruits,
beans, chestnuts, and honey. (Surprisingly, there is no mention of rice or any other
grain.) They employed Chinese medicines, such as rhubarb. In sum, China was a
major supplier of what we now call consumer goods. Meanwhile, China provided

496

Diario, 1 Mar. 1760, p. ii.
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mercury and processed metals, especially various forms of metal threading, to
industrial enterprises. As suggested earlier in this chapter—with mention of the
Spanish carriages with ironwork by three Chinese men—China was a manufacturer
of complex ironwork.
On the other hand, China imported ornamental woods, high-value
medicinal components taken from animals, animal skins, preserved meats, varnish,
spices, lead, and resins. Not to mention silver—but again, a principal reason I have
undertaken this exercise is to emphasize the overall marginality of silver. It is only
mentioned once with respect to China, in Table 6, as the reader shall see.
Remarkably, even when speaking of the trade with Manila, Lozano left out
mention of silver or pesos fuertes. According to the Flynns and Giráldezes of the
world, this ought not to be possible. Yet Lozano did it, and I suggest with good
reason.
Note that Table 6 is separate from Table 5 primarily because the focus of
Lozano’s account abruptly shifts from Chinese traders to European traders. The
findings in Table 6 are, nonetheless, substantially the same, with the exception that
some interesting European goods are mentioned as entering the East Asian
ecosystem via the Maldives. European locks, for example, are not ordinarily treated
as an export good; for that matter, neither is wine, although it was primarily
produced in Europe.
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Table 6: Various European Trade Routes Involving China
Route

When
Journeyed

Exports

Imports

Special
Considerations

CantonMaldives,
thru
Aceh497

Outward trip at
end of Oct. to
arrive at Aceh at
end of Nov. (Other
legs of journey are
not specified.)

TO EAST ASIAN
REGION, from
Maldives:
marigolds
(flamenquillas, used
as money); dried &
salted fish; hemp for
rope & cordage.
ALSO, many types
of merchandise
from Europe are
loaded here, incl.
nails; anchors; iron
cannons; wine;
aguardiente;
scissors; glasses;
paper; iron bars;
locks; blue cloth for
guardapieses

To make this
voyage, it’s requisite
to have a ship of
150–200 tons
manned by 5–6
Europeans & a
Morisco crew.

MadrasCanton498

Outward trip in
Jul., to arrive in
Aug./Sep. Return
trip in Jan./Feb.
Duration in each
direction is 45–60
days.
Outward trip starts
in May/Jun, to
arrive in Aug.
Return trip starts
15 Dec., to arrive
Mar.

FROM CHINA:
For Surate traders
(regularly at
Aceh): white
sugar; Japanese
copper; rock sugar;
mercury. For
Aceh: thick
porcelains; pieces
of copper for
domestic use;
Chinese tobacco of
poor quality; gold
thread; tea cups;
taffeta for
protection of
women’s feet
(guardapieses);
damask of five
threads. For
Maldives: gold
alone.
Pesos fuertes; lead
from England &
Pegu; tin from
Pegu; incense;
woods; fine pearls

Gold; copper from
Japan & Canton;
alum; mercury;
common porcelain
for the Moors;
white sugar; rock
sugar from China
The same as from
Canton to Madras,
except gold.

Without the pesos
fuertes, little can be
done in China.

SurateCanton499

497

The same as from
Madras, plus
cotton.

Diario, 1 Mar. 1760, p. ii; Diario, 3 Mar. 1760, p. i.
Diario, 3 Mar. 1760, pp. i–ii.
499
Diario, 3 Mar. 1760, p. ii.
498

None.
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Figure 3. Map of Chinese and European routes, circa 1760. Note that all routes
are depicted as going outward from Canton.
This substantially concludes my treatment of Comercio de las Indias.
Doubtless there is more that can be gleaned from its pages, but it suffices for my
purposes to have delineated the scope of China’s involvement in, and the elements
of, the Far Eastern trading system, as it was perceived by a Spanish observer. The
archetype of the Triangle Trade has nothing to do with the East; the trading bloc
centering on the South China Sea requires an entirely different model. I have taken
only the smallest of steps toward the goal of creating one. But my data do cast
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doubts on the prevailing sentiment as to the centrality of silver. Is it anything more
than a false lead, an ignis fatuus?

Historia General de los Viages, the Spanish Edition of a Major 18th-c.
Account of China
Thomas Astley’s New General Collection of Voyages and Travels comprised by
far the fullest and most eloquent tribute to China to appear in the pages of the
Diario. Astley (d. 1759) compiled and published this mammoth multi-volume
work in London during the period 1745–1747. It was later translated to French,
and from French, to Spanish, following a trajectory that was common in that period
for many important works. Of the original four volumes, the last part of volume
three and the first part of volume four pertained exclusively to China. The
corresponding segment of the Diario—from 17 May 1767 to 4 August 1769—is
1286 pages in length. To put it another way, the Diario’s news section exclusively
addressed China for 643 consecutive days. While it is true that aside from the
segment on China, large portions of the Diario were devoted to Africa and other
parts of Asia, the content on China is unique, both in its relative length and in its
celebration of the Great Qing.
Since this work is not easily accessible—the digitally available English
version is incomplete—I will start by offering some basic information. 500 In
particular, I proffer to the reader a detailed table of contents, in an effort to render

500

Digitally, only volumes 1–2 and 4 are available. In print, there are fascimile editions available
from Frank Cass & Company in London, 1968, as well as from Barnes & Noble in the U.S.
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such a massive work more digestible. The main justification for doing this is that
nowhere can all the elements otherwise be found in one place. The French table
contains omissions; the English tables lack subheadings; and the Spanish version
does not have a table at all. In addition, creating such a table gives me the
opportunity to crossreference where each section is located in the Diario. Where
transliterations occur (as with names), I have either followed the French edition
(French being the standard language of the eighteenth century) or standardized
them according to modern usage. Standardization is my preference, where possible,
and standardized names appear in Italics. Where differences in chapter titles occur,
I follow the more descriptive of the French or Spanish editions. At any rate, all
three versions of this work (to speak only of the three that I treat in this chapter)
are nearly identical, as far as my analysis shows, and any table of contents should be
viewed as universally applicable. As for the chapter headings themselves, the main
change is that where the Spanish used the generic term “missionaries” (to comply
with royal censorship), I have replaced it with “Jesuits,” as it was in the original
English and in the French. There are also several instances, which I have marked,
where I insert headings from the original English, which were omitted in the
French and Spanish; the contents denoted by the headings are still there, and the
omissions appear to have owed to shoddy editing.
(Start Figure 4.)

Hybrid Table of Contents, A New General Collection of Voyages &
Travels
Voyages in Asia: Book 1: Voyages and travels in China, 1655–1722.
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Chapter 1: Voyage of Pedro Goyer and Jacobo Keyser, Ambassadors of the
Dutch Company of the East Indies, to the Chinese Empire. 27-51767
I.
II.
III.

Efforts of the Dutch to establish themselves in China, before their Embassy. 30-5-1767
Embassy of Pedro Goyer and Jacobo de Keyser to the Court of Peking. 3-6-1767
Route of the Ambassadors from Canton to Nan-gan-fu, in the Province of Jiangxi. 6-61767
IV. Route of the Ambassadors, by water, from Nan-gan-fu, to the Frontiers of the Province of
Jiangnan, or Nanking. 11-6-1767501
V.
Continuation of the journey of the Ambassadors to Nanking, since the entrance into this
Province. 17-6-1767
VI. Continuation of the journey from Nanking to the Province of Shandong. 22-6-1767
VII. Continuation of the journey in the Province of Shandong to Tyen-tsing-wey, in [the
province] of Zhili, or of Peking. 26-6-1767
VIII.
Arrival of the Ambassadors at Peking and their reception. 3-7-1767
IX. Audience and departure of the Dutch Ambassadors. 11-7-1767

Chapter 2: Embassy of Jean Van Campen and Constantino Noble to Sing-lamong, King of Fujian. 20-7-1767
I.
II.
III.

Explanations about the person known as Koxinga, or Ching-ching-kong, and about the
taking of Taiwan, and of Formosa. 21-7-1767502
Voyage of the ambassadors to Sink-syen, and their return. 23-7-1767
Expeditions of the Dutch Fleet and its return to Batavia. 29-7-1767

Chapter 3: Dutch Expedition to return and enter Formosa. 4-8-1767
[I.
II.

The Islands of Que mwi and A mwi taken from the Koxingans. See 4-8-1767; category
omitted from Spanish/French ToC but present in English edition]
Business of the Dutch in China after their Fleet departed. 17-8-1767

Chapter 4: Voyage of Master Van Hoorn, Dutch Ambassador to China and to
Eastern Tartary. 27-8-1767
[I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

Ambassador’s Arrival at Hok fyew, and what passed there. See 27-8-1767; category omitted
from Spanish/French ToC but present in English edition]
Route of Van Hoorn to Hang-cheu-fu. 4-9-1767503
Reception of Van Hoorn in Hang-cheu-fu, and continuation to of his voyage to Whayngnan-fu. 12-9-1767
Route from Whay-ngan to Peking. 18-9-1767
Reception of the Dutch ambassador at the court of Peking. 26-9-1767
Affairs of the Dutch in Hyok-syeu and their return to Batavia. 7-10-1767

Chapter 5: Explanations, taken from two letters, pertaining to the Dutch
Embassy to China in 1665. 12-10-1767
I.
II.

Extract from the first letter. 12-10-1767
Extract from the second letter. 20-10-1767

Chapter 6: First business of the Dutch in the Commerce of China, and their
establishment on the Island of Taiwan. 23-10-1767
I.

Expedition of the Dutch against Macao. 24-10-1767

Chapter 7: Voyage of Navarrete across China in 1658. 3-11-1767
I.
II.
III.
501

Voyage of the Author from Canton to Fou-gan-hyen. 5-11-1767
Voyage of the Author to Kin-wha-fu, in the Province of Zhejiang, and from there to Peking.
11-11-1767
Passage of the Author to Macao. Portuguese embassy to the Imperial Court. 17-11-1767

Here I correct a misprint by Lozano, which replaced Jiangnan with Jiangxi. I also note that the
author is mistaken as to Jiangnan being a province—it was in fact a geographical region.
502
The author appears to have thought that Formosa was a separate locale, rather than an alternate
name for Taiwan.
503
Lozano adds that an alternative name for Hang-cheu-fu was “Hok-syeu.”
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Chapter 8: Voyage of five French Jesuits from Ningbo to Nanking. 25-11-1767504
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Voyage from Siam to Ningbo, in China. 27-11-1767
Voyage from Ningbo to Ching-hyen-fu. 2-12-1767
Continuation of the journey from Ching-kyang to Tay-ngnan-cheu. 10-12-1767
Journey from Tay-ngan-cheu, to Peking. 15-12-1767

Chapter 9: Voyage of Father Jean de Fontaney, Jesuit, from Peking to Kyangcheu, in the Province of Schan-si, and from there to Nanking. 2212-1767
[I.
II.

The Author’s Journey from Peking to Kyang chew, in the Province of Shan si. See 22-121767; category omitted from Spanish/French ToC but present in English edition]
Journey of the Author from Kyang-cheu to Nanking, in the Province of Jiangnan. 30-121767

Chapter 10:

Voyage of the Father Joachim Bouvet, Jesuit, from Peking to
Canton, when he was sent to Europe by the Emperor Kangxi in
1693. 7-1-1768
Chapter 11: Voyage of the Doctor Juan Francisco Gemelli Careri to China.
14-1-1768
I.
II.
III.

Chapter 12:
I.
II.

Chapter 13:
I.

Chapter 14:
I.

Chapter 15:
I.
II.
III.

Voyage by water to Peking. 15-1-1768
Journey of the author from Nanking to Peking. 27-1-1768
Return of the author from Peking to Canton. 5-2-1768

Voyages of Everard Isbrand Ides, Ambassador of Russia to China.
16-2-1768
Arrival of the Ambassador and circumstances of his stay in Peking. 16-2-1768505
Other circumstances of the stay of Isbrand Ides in Peking. 23-2-1768

Voyage of Lorenzo Lange, sent from Russia to China. 29-2-1768
Arrival of the Author in China, and circumstances of his voyage. 1-3-1768

Voyage of Father Antoine Gaubil, Jesuit Missionary, from Canton
to Peking. 9-3-1768
Details of the Author’s voyage. 9-3-1768

Embassy of Charles-Ambroise Mezza-Barba, Patriarch of
Alexandria, to the Emperor Kangxi. 12-3-1768
Arrival of the Legate in China, and circumstances of his voyage from Macao to Peking. 163-1768
Relation of four audiences, that the Emperor gave to Mezza-Barba. 28-3-1768
Success of the Embassy. 6-4-1768

Voyages in Asia: Book 2: Description of China.
Introduction. 14-4-1768
Chapter 1: Geographical Description of China. 19-4-1768
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

504

Province of Pe-che-li, or Zhili, or Li-pa-su. 22-4-1768
Jiangnan, second province. 19-5-1768
Jiangxi, third province. 28-5-1768
Fujian, fourth province of China. 3-6-1768
i. Description of the Islands of Pong-hu, and of Taiwan, or Formosa. 6-6-1768
Zhejiang, fifth province. 14-6-1768

In the Spanish, here and elsewhere, the word “misioneros” replaces “Jesuits.” This is because of
royal censorship, which was hostile to the Jesuits.
505
Where I use “stay,” Lozano inexplicably uses the word mansion, which has no meaning in Spanish
and means something very different in French than in English. The original French at the same
location is séjour, for stay, or sojourn.
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Huguang506, sixth province. 21-6-1768
Henan, seventh province. 28-6-1768
Shandong, eighth province. 1-7-1768
Shanxi, ninth province. 4-7-1768
Shaanxi, tenth province. 7-7-1768
Sichuan, eleventh province. 12-7-1768
Guangdong, twelfth province. 14-7-1768
i. Island of Hainan. 19-7-1768
XIII.
Guangxi, thirteenth province. 22-7-1768
XIV.
Yunnan, fourteenth province. 26-7-1768
XV. Guizhou, fifteenth province. 30-7-1768
XVI.
Explanation about the Nation of the Myau-tses. 2-8-1768
XVII.
Observations about the Great Wall, and about the Lakes and Rivers of China. 5-8-1768

VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.
XII.

Chapter 2: Qualities, Customs, and Usages of the Chinese. 8-8-1768
[I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

Their Shape, Qualities, and Dress. See 8-8-1768; category omitted from Spanish/French
ToC but present in English edition]
Chinese Ceremonies in the Obligations of Civil Society. 17-8-1768
Festivals and Diversions of the Chinese. 23-8-1768
Matrimony among the Chinese. 30-8-1768
Mourning and Funeral Rites of the Chinese. 5-9-1768
Magnificence of the Chinese in their travels, their parties, and their public works. 13-9-1768

Chapter 3: Division of the Chinese Nation into Different Classes. 3-10-1768
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.

Class of Chinese Nobility, which contains the Mandarins and the Learned. 4-10-1768
Class of Laborers, and the attention that the Chinese hold toward Agriculture. 15-10-1768
Class of Merchants. Commerce and Navigation of the Chinese. 21-10-1768
Chinese commodities for traveling and land transportation. 2-11-1768507
Money, Dies, Weights, and Measures. 5-11-1768
Class of Artisans of China, and the manual arts. 10-11-1768
How to feed Silkworms, and how to obtain their produce. 16-11-1768
Manufactures of Porcelain. 25-11-1768
Ink, Paper, and Brushes of the Chinese, and their mode of printing, and of binding Books.
13-12-1768

Chapter 4: Sciences of the Chinese. 21-12-1768
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

VI.

Arithmetic, Geometry, Astronomy. 22-12-1768
Progress of the Chinese in the other parts of Mathematics. 4-1-1769
Natural Philosophy, and Medicine of the Chinese. 9-1-1769
Inclination of the Chinese to Music, Poetry, and History. 16-1-1769
Sciences peculiar to the Chinese. 21-1-1769
i. Life of Kong-fu-tse, named by corruption Confucius, great Chinese Philosopher.
30-1-1769
Chinese language. 6-2-1769
[missing from Lozano: i. Alphabetical table of all the words that compose the Chinese
language, followed by the pronunciation in French, English and Portuguese.]

Chapter 5: Religions Established in China. 13-2-1769
I.
II.
III.

IV.
V.
VI.

Natural religion established in China. 13-2-1769
Sect of Tau-tse. 15-2-1769
Sect of Fo, or Fue. [Buddhism] 20-2-1769
i. Explanations about Fo, and his doctrine, taken from a Chinese Author. 28-2-1769
ii. Other circumstances taken from the Missionaries. 6-3-1769
Sect of Ju-kyau. 8-3-1769
Origin, and progress of Judaism, and Mahometism in China. 15-3-1769
Origin, progress, and ruin of Christianity in China. 18-3-1769

Chapter 6: Constitution and Government of China. 31-3-1769
506

Huguang was actually a Ming province, which by Qing times had been divided into the provinces
of Hubei and Hunan.
507
Lozano mis-numbers this & the following sections—this one is “III,” etc.
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I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

VI.

Antiquity and extension of the Chinese Monarchy. 31-3-1769
Principles of the Chinese government. 5-4-1769
Authority of the Emperor of China. His greatness. His family. 6-4-1769
Officials of the government in civil business. 22-4-1769
Tribunals, or courtrooms of China. 12-5-1769
i. Supreme or general tribunals. 12-5-1769
ii. Other different tribunals of Peking. 19-5-1769
iii. Tribunals of the Provinces, and the Cities. 26-5-1769
iv. Method of the Chinese in civil or criminal law. 1-6-1769
v. Punishments in China. 3-6-1769
vi. Prisons of China. 10-6-1769
Military Government, and Forces of the Empire. Military officials and tribunals. 13-6-1769

Chapter 7: Natural History of China. 19-6-1769
I.
II.

III.
IV.
V.
VI.

Climate, Air, and Territory. 19-6-1769
Fruit Trees. 22-6-1769
i. Four very notable trees. 28-6-1769
ii. Bushes that produce cotton and tea. 6-7-1769
iii. Trees that produce flowers. 11-7-1769
iv. Wood and useful trees. 15-7-1769
v. Roots, herbs, and plants. 17-7-1769
Minerals of China. Mines, and Metals. 19-7-1769
i. Stones, and Minerals. 21-7-1769
Birds, Falconry, Insects, and Reptiles. 22-7-1769
Animals of the Hunt, and Other species. 27-7-1769
Freshwater fish. 31-7-1769

Figure 4. Hybrid table of contents of the China segments of Astley.
Astley prepared the original manuscript, possibly cribbing from others. His
work was then translated into French by l’Abbé Antoine François Prévost d’Exiles
(l. 1697–1763), and finally, Lozano translated from the French to the Castilian. If
the reader has followed carefully, he or she will have noted that only one section—
the table of equivalent language sounds—is not present in the Lozano edition, likely
because it only pertained to Portuguese, English, and French. Additionally (and
rather sadly), Lozano’s edition lacked the maps and figures that populated the
English and French versions. Overall, though, the French and Spanish versions
appear identical, and this initial impression is indicative of the character of the work
in general, for I shall show that Lozano translated Prévost very neatly.
A quick quantitative assessment confirms that the editions are almost
identical.

One can evaluate Lozano’s adherence to the French version by
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comparing the relative proportions of the work’s two segments (minus plates) in
the original and in the translation. Such an evaluation reveals that he was largely
faithful to his source text, and furthermore, that the French was largely the same as
the English. I have confirmed in my own work that the text as presented by Lozano
followed the original English quite closely, despite the presence of the French
intermediary.

Table 7: Proportionality of the Editions of Astley508
Segment
English ed.: Voyages/Travels in China
English ed.: Description of China
French ed.: Voyages/Travels in China
French ed.: Description of China
Spanish ed.: Voyages/Travels in China
Spanish ed.: Description of China

Pages
207
318
332
499
514
772

Total Pages Proportion
39%
525
61%
40%
831
60%
40%
1286
60%

I should note, however, that Astley himself was quite unhappy with the French
translation, writing that “the Abbé has taken several Liberties with the Original,”
namely, “he has not only omitted a great Number of Passages and Paragraphs of
Moment in the Text […] but hath added both Text and Notes in very many
Places.”509
The original editor and publisher of the Voyages (in English) are obscure
individuals, if indeed they are separate at all. I will start with the one about whom
something concrete is known. Astley, of Enfield, a bookseller in very considerable

508

Note that plates, maps, and figures are excluded from this evaluation.
Astley, vol. 4 (London: Astley, 1747), online at Google Books, <https://books.google.com/
books?id=Xu5aAA AAcAAJ> (accessed 29 Jan. 2017), p. vii.
509
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and extensive business, was best known for his publication of the present work.510
At

the

time

of

publishing

Churchyard/Paternoster Row.

511

the

Voyages, he

worked

in

St.

Paul’s

He was a member of the Company of

Stationers.512 With the Voyages, he sought to build upon previous travel collections
by Richard Hakluyt, Samuel Purchas, Awnsham & John Churchill, and John
Harris. Astley was allegedly (according to some sources) only the publisher,
whereas the real editor was Thomas Green.513 But almost nothing is known about
the latter; his role in creating the Voyages and even his name—being variously given
as John or Edward—is disputed.514 He is nowhere mentioned in the introductory
pages or preface; meanwhile, the fourteen-year royal copyright that was granted to
the work was given to Astley.515 Indeed Astley himself claimed that he was solely
responsible for the written work, having employed only an amanuensis (he also
employed several research assistants, but they did not contribute to the writing).516
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The work was initially issued as a weekly serial.517 It has since been appropriated
and reprinted in French, Dutch, and German, aside from Spanish; it seems likely
that it appeared in other languages, too.518 One thing that can be said, as far as the
contents are concerned, is that they do not address the Americas at all, although
Astley purported to do so. (The French edition would eventually encompass the
Americas, Antarctica, and other regions.)
The preface lays out more clearly Astley’s aims, as well as the principal
sources that influenced him. He held Purchas and Hakluyt in the most esteem, but
it having been a century since they were published and many new voyages having
been undertaken in the meanwhile, it was high time to improve upon their work.
Of the remaining two authors who might have been taken as principal sources,
Astley lambasted Churchill’s work as “no more than an Assemblage of the Travels
of about fifty particular Authors to a few Parts of the World,” and he refused to
count it among the general collections. Harris fared little better. Although Astley
admitted him as a collector, he was accused of giving “the Shadow of a general
Collection, and the Skeletons of Authors, instead of the Substance.”519
Astley sought to republish all of the authors who had been dealt with
adequately by Purchas and Hakluyt, while also adding the noteworthy travelers who
came afterward and improving upon the scandalous omissions of Churchill and
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Harris. What he wanted, in sum, was to create a work that embodied every
important and worthwhile voyage, without exception, such that they could be found
in one convenient place. 520 That this scheme was supported by the public and
perceived as generally needful is evident from the lengthy list of 1,050 initial
subscribers (more were added as the work progressed).521
Astley used a distinctive organizational scheme, which has been preserved
in the Spanish and relies upon dividing each author’s work into two sections, an
abstract and a digest. Each abstract contains a particular author’s adventures and is
peculiar to him, whereas each digest contains observations by multiple authors, all
collated together in one place so as to comprise a uniform description of the country
under consideration.522 The reader will readily see evidence of this scheme in the
Lozano edition by perusing the table of contents, above.
Also important to the Spanish edition are the modifications made by
Prévost. A prolific French novelist whose fame rests solely on one work, the Manon
Lescaut (1731), he attempted to earn his bread in a variety of ways without
succeeding particularly well at any of them. He twice enlisted in the military and
twice entered the novitiate of the Society of Jesus before taking vows as a
Benedictine monk and being ordained a priest. Then he fled to England to work
as a tutor, only to return to France after his indiscretions in love lost him his job.
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He evidently parlayed his time in England into the translation of the
Voyages. The general structure of his work is the same as that of Astley, including
the chapter headings and subheadings, although Astley’s are more detailed. All in
all, Prévost may have executed somewhat of a consolidation, since some
subheadings are missing in the French edition. But it is unclear whether this owed
to a desire to simplify the table of contents or to the actual deletion of materials.
As far as I can tell, the former is more likely to have been the case. At any rate, a
detailed account of the history of this work and its many editions is sorely needed
and should be undertaken as an independent study, owing to the size of the volumes
in question and the many languages into which they were translated. As far as I
can tell for the present study, Prévost adhered substantially to the spirit and letter
of the original. Nevertheless, his work eventually would supersede Astley in that it
comprised material on the Americas, and even Australia and Antarctica.
This brings us back to the Spanish edition and Lozano himself. An elusive
figure, he is known chiefly by his assocation with Nipho, which lasted only one and
a half years, starting on 15 December 1757. 523

At the end of their short

collaboration, on 29 May 1759, Lozano paid 14,000 reales for Nipho’s share in the
privilege of printing the Diario.524 Lozano continued editing the Diario until he
passed away in 1780. In one instance the publication was suspended, from 29 June
1776 until 3 January 1778, for unknown reasons. When he died, he left the Diario
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to his son, Pablo, who continued the work for a scant year, until 31 December
1781.525 Enciso Recio was unable to ascertain the circulation of the Diario, and
consequently he could not bring to light the revenue it created for its editors,
although he did know the price: two “quartos.”526 He cited “dissensions” between
Nipho and Lozano as impeding the success of the Diario but did not explain what
they entailed.527
As far as I can tell from the selections I have examined, Lozano was quite
faithful to the Prévost edition. For my purposes, at any rate, the question of
Lozano’s fidelity to his sources is secondary to the question of the Chinese influence
that was present in his own work. Nonetheless, it can be illuminating to compare
select passages from his version to the French and English versions, because I am
interested in how Lozano may have modified the way China was presented.
Therefore, in my analysis of Lozano, I pursue a strategy of deeply analyzing a small
portion of the work and performing detailed comparisons to the source texts.
I will treat each of the two parts of the New General Collection in turn. The
first part, containing the diaries of the adventurers, risks repetition and tedium: all
travelers to China faced a bureaucratic quagmire in which the state dictated their
movements and closely controlled their activities. For this reason, I have chosen a
single adventurer’s account to act as representative of the whole. (Enterprising
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readers may wish to consult the original for the other adventurers’ tales.) As for the
second, or latter part of the New General Collection—the “Description of China”—
I focus on the introductory material and sections of two subsequent chapters,
“Qualities, Customs, and Usages of the Chinese” and “Constitution and
Government of China.”

de Goyer and de Keyser’s Voyage to China
Among the adventurers’ tales, the Dutch are best represented, with their
materials taking up approximately half of all the space that Astley devoted to such
stories. Among the Dutch relations, moreover, the story of the 1655 embassy to
Peking, led by Pieter de Goyer and Jacob de Keyser, comprises about half again, or
about twenty-five percent of the total. The tale includes a number of engravings
and is also the first account that Astley presented to his readers. Given its size,
position, and imagery, it safely may be considered the principal or primary account.
The best contemporary source for this voyage is surely Johan Nieuhof’s
Legatio batavica ad magnum Tartariæ [etc.], published in Amsterdam in 1668. It
seems certain that Astley’s version of the voyage was drawn from Nieuhof. His
work has also received attention from modern historians: in the late twentieth
century, a commentary and analysis of Nieuhof’s work was written in Dutch by
Blussé and Falkenburg. 528 But the leaders of the expedition, de Goyer and de
Keyser, remained until recently shadowy figures.
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Regarding them, something is known thanks to Henriette Rahusen-de
Bruyn Kops.529 According to her, both of these men had checkered pasts and were
in some way seeking redemption. De Goyer’s Asian career started in the Moluccas,
where he served as regular merchant from 1637–1646; later he was promoted to
chief merchant and commander of the VOC fleet to the Philippines, and starting
in 1649 he served as chief merchant in Sumatra and Siam. VOC inspectors to Siam
caught him trading for personal gain, and he was demoted and ordered to return to
Holland. De Keyser became assistant merchant in Tonkin in 1646, where he
distinguished himself by reviving the Tonkin trade, resulting in his promotion to
full merchant in 1650. When Tonkin’s chief merchant was caught red-handed for
cooking the books, de Keyser succeeded him, only to be caught himself for trading
on the side. Rahusen-de Bruyn Kops concluded that “Despite—or perhaps exactly
because of—their past performances and their reputation for creative trading,” they
were approved to lead the expedition to China.530 Moreover, the mission appears
to have been viewed as a success, since de Keyser was afterward promoted to the
Council of Justice in Batavia and enjoyed prestigious assignments commanding
VOC fleets.531
As often happened when Europeans voyaged to visit the emperor, de Goyer
and de Keyser started at Canton and went up the Grand Canal to Peking. They
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set sail from Batavia in two ships on 14 June 1655. The eighteenth of July, they set
anchor off Canton and were boarded by Chinese soldiers.532 They completed their
business in Peking in late October, 1656.533 Their errand therefore took them a
year and a half, and most of this time was spent visiting various locales along the
way to Peking. Usually, they were received warmly, as honored guests. Their trip
afforded them an insider’s tour of many of the most important Chinese cities.
Before they became honored guests, however, they played the role of
uninvited strangers, and they were made to feel it. Upon arrival in Canton, the
Dutch immediately encountered what looked, from a European perspective, like
Chinese arbitrariness and reticence. This was the same phenomenon that all
Europeans faced when entering China and stemmed in reality from
misunderstandings as to the complex formalities that were required of foreigners
seeking to pay homage to the emperor. In a separate Spanish publication, the
Espíritu de los mejores diarios literarios que se publican en Europa, the adventurer
Giovanni Francisco Gemelli Careri complained about the elaborate formalities
required of Chinese dinner-guests; the reader can imagine how much more so visits
to the emperor himself must have caused tremendous consternation.534
At first, the Dutchmen were asked whether they even had the right to come
to Canton. Then, their credentials were criticized—they had not brought a letter
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to the governor of Canton, and the letter for the emperor was not packaged properly
(it ought to have been put in a gold purse or box). They were also asked whether
the emperor’s letter was not written on better paper than the letters for the
viceroys.535 Finally, they were instructed that they could not bring their suit unless
they first paid 300 taëls of silver, although when they resisted, it turned out that the
bribe was not necessary (doubtless it was an attempt by the local governor to profit
illicitly). After four or five months’ wait for a response from Peking, they were
advised that their pleit had already been accepted, pending their arrival at the
capital, and that they would be allowed to trade freely at Canton (which also
ultimately proved misleading).536
The size of the expedition was quite large and its proceeding through China
was grandiose and stately. There were, to begin with, the two ambassadors, plus
fourteen other Dutchmen: two merchants, six waiters, a steward, a surgeon, two
interpreters, a trumpeter, and a drummer.537 Their cargo was considerable, and at
one point where they had to travel overland, their company consisted of no fewer
than 600 men, including 150 soldiers; of the remainder, the lion’s share were
porters. 538 Most of this assistance (and possibly all of it) was provided free of
charge. At Nanking, they were afforded imperial boats, gilded and painted (the
English adds, “with dragons”), which at one end had a place for musicians to play.539
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The inhabitants of China exhibited a variety of attitudes toward the
foreigners. Sometimes the reaction was abject fear: in one village, the inhabitants
fled before the Dutch even arrived. 540 More commonly, though, the populace
greeted the foreigners with politeness, cordiality, and wonder.

Fernández-

Armesto’s “Stranger-Effect” seems to have been at play. 541 There was also a
political motivation: the local magistrates were under a standing order from the
emperor to provide certain amenities to foreigners. At one town the Dutch were
greeted by a line of foot soldiers along the riverside, as a salute.542 At another place
they were set on the right hand of the governor of the provinces of Jiangxi, Fujian,
Huguang, and Guangdong.543 At a third locale, the inhabitants ran to meet them,
until they blew their trumpets, which frightened the locals away again.544 In a
fourth instance, a governor reprimanded the Dutchmen’s Chinese guides for having
allowed them go to about afoot, rather than in litters or by horse.545 There are many
other similar instances.
As for the Dutch, they were extremely interested in the Chinese, and they
diligently described each place that they visited, in the process creating a conspectus
on the spectrum of wealth and poverty that existed in China. To start with, many
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places had been devastated by the Tartar invasion.546 To make matters worse, the
Tartars in some cases compelled hard labor, as with the Chinese who were forced
to row boats up the river outside Canton.547 That extreme poverty existed in China
was confirmed by the sight of the village of Ton-nau, where the houses were of mud
and fit only for dogs.548 But this was not the norm. Most of the cities and towns
that the Dutchmen visited had many fine houses and were quite admirable. The
great city of Nan-kang was said to be “well built, and populous”; Kau-yeu had
“magnificent” suburbs, full of large, connected buildings; Whay-ngnan has “many
wealthy inhabitants”; and Tou-yen-hyen was replete with “very handsome” houses,
and “its inhabitants [were] of great number, and very rich, [because of] the
flourishing of their Commerce.”549
The state of dwellings at Nanking provides a middle ground:
The houses have little beauty and are not very commodious, and have no
more than one story. They [also] do not have more than one door, and
consist of no more than one room, in which they eat and sleep. In place
of a window, they have a square hole, that is ordinarily closed with reeds,
in place of glass. The roof is covered with white tiles, and the walls well
whitewashed.550
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This was probably normal for many people in China at that time. But China was
a big country, and despite that the majority of its denizens had found at least a
modicum of prosperity, it also had multitudes of extremely poor people. As I shall
demonstrate in my analysis of the “Description of China,” Ton-nau was not an
anomaly.
Sometimes, the travelers came across unique sights. In the Yellow River,
there were floating villages, constructed atop woven bamboo covered with pitch,
upon which families lived together with their livestock. These villages could
contain up to two hundred households and subsisted by trading with the traffic
coming up and down the river. 551 (I am convinced that these villages actually
existed.) The Dutch also provided an accurate, detailed description of the practice
of cormorant fishing.552 They saw a great variety of strange boats, including some
that they called Serpent Boats, which were some sort of carnival-like attraction,
likely drawing upon various superstitions; the boats were elaborately decorated,
with figurines of snakes in the stern (the English says they are real snakes),
costumed sailors, and boys performing tricks.553 Outside the city of Lin-sing, the
Dutch reported the discovery of a great temple of eight stories, with an exterior wall
made of porcelain, much like the Porcelain Tower, and an interior of brilliantly
polished marble, together with several curiously worked idols, which they reckoned
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one of the greatest wonders in China.554 These discoveries confirmed that China
was a curious land, replete with wonders.
Another curiosity was the role of women in Manchu society, which in some
ways was similar to the role of women in Europe and probably created false
expectations among European observers as to women’s place in Chinese society,
generally. In two separate instances, Manchu women played a prominent role in
interacting with the Dutch. In the first case, the Dutch were visiting one of the
“governors” of Nanking, a Manchu, whose wife spoke more often than he did and
was more assertive in dealing with the visitors. She showed “much curiosity about
Holland”; furthermore, she inspected their swords and fired their pistols, and she
took charge of providing refreshments in the form of hot tea. 555 At another
location, another governor’s lady sent for various members of the retinue, including
Nieuhof himself, and received them privately.556
Jin-cai Fang, in his dissertation for Oregon State University, argued that
women in tribal Manchu society enjoyed much higher prestige and greater freedom
than did Han women during the same time period.
Women in this society had equality with men because they had similar
authority in decision-making and similar autonomy in controlling their
own lives. […] Their autonomy and authority was based on an equal
contribution to subsistence and equal participation in social activites.
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Furthermore, he found that even in the areas of hunting and warmaking, Manchu
women were active participants.557 Obviously, all of this started to change after the
conquest of China, but this event had only recently happened when de Goyer and
de Keyser made their expedition, which means that gender roles for the Manchu
were still largely defined by tribal norms. I note, however, that Astley also reported
on traditional Qing gender norms, which I will come to later in the “Description
of China.”
All of China’s complexity, at the end of the day, was a sidebar to the real
purpose of the Dutch expedition: making profit. The Chinese, however, never
understood this. The governor of Nan chang was reported as saying that the Dutch
had come from remote parts for the purpose of “giving congratulations to His
Majesty the Imperial [One] for his victories and prosperities.” 558 The emperor
himself shared similar views:
Our Territories being as distant from one another, as the East from the
West, it is very difficult for us to approach one another, and from the
beginning until the present the Dutch have never come to visit us; but
those that have sent to me Peter de Goyer, and Jacob de Keizer, are a good,
and wise Nation. These two Ambassadors have presented themselves to
me in your name, and have brought me several presents. Your Country is
10,000 miles distant from mine; but you show your greatness of spirit in
remembering me. This reason has caused me to incline myself to you.
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His words were almost tender; he seemed to be more concerned with their wellbeing even than they were. He proved that this was so by permitting the trade only
every eight years, for the express reason of minimizing the Dutch risk of losing their
ships on the high seas. 559 As for the Dutch, they were disappointed not to be
allowed to make the trade more often.
From de Goyer and de Keyser’s voyage, a number of lessons can be drawn.
China was exceedingly difficult to access—first of all, one had to have the proper
papers, set up in the proper fashion, according to meticulously crafted conventions.
Although a certain deference was allowed for the fact that de Goyer and de Keyser
were foreigners, they still needed to follow the rules, regardless of whether it was
reasonable to expect them to know what those were. (One is reminded of the plight
of Mexican immigrants to the twenty-first century United States.) Once these
formalities had been taken care of—and corrupt officials appeased or bypassed—
China sought to show generosity and grandeur to its visitors, who were treated as
though they had come to pay homage to a superior society. Demonstration of
superiority can be seen as a strong motivating factor in the behavior of the Chinese
whom Mssrs. de Goyer and de Keyser encountered. But it would be wrong to say
that the visit was “choreographed”; this was not twenty-first century North Korea
or some other modern dictatorship, which would go to tremendous lengths to hide
its faults. After all, the visitors were permitted to see a village of mud-houses! In
the eighteenth century, the Chinese had a tremendous degree of self-confidence,
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which was borne out by experience. They were Panglossian; they knew from the
reactions of past visitors that on balance, regardless of any faults that were found,
their society was truly impressive.
The emperors did not always exemplify moral rectitude, but with regard to
de Goyer and de Keyser, the Shunzhi Emperor appears to have displayed genuine
humanitarian concern. He seems to have been truly impressed by their tremendous
effort at coming across the world to visit him. In fact, in a very real way their trip
legitimized his reign because it demonstrated the tremendous prestige that his
society had and that he himself embodied. This, too, explains some of the “Stranger
Effect” that the Dutch experienced. The fact that they had come so far to pay
homage (as the Chinese believed) gave them a certain cachet in Chinese society.
Their visit, more so than a visit by Vietnamese or Tartars, in and of itself
demonstrated Chinese superiority. The emperor clearly failed to understand how
great was the Dutch thirst for profit; but his perspective as to the significance of
their visit had a great deal of truth to it.
The de Goyer and de Keyser voyage is exemplary of the typical parameters
of European travels to China during the early modern period.

Europeans

experienced the hospitality typically offered to foreigners, perhaps augmented in
some ways owing to the huge distance that they had come.

The Chinese

maintained throughout these visits what properly might be called a Sinocentric
perspective, and indeed there was no compelling reason for them to change that
perspective because the fact that Europeans came to pay their respects reinforced
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the Sinocentric system. The Chinese, if they understood the profit motive that was
a driving force for their visitors, chose not to grant it any relevance. And they did
not need to—it was a common enough motivation held by all merchants
throughout the region, and there was no reason that European visitors should be
treated any differently because of it. European motivations were, in a very real way,
irrelevant. China was so powerful and so prosperous that it could dictate the terms
of its relations with foreigners.

The Description of China.
Europeans held the perspective that the opening of trade with China was
the most important potential result of their efforts at establishing relations. In
reality, they were only partially correct, because the profits made from the China
trade were only one aspect of the interaction with China—the other being the visits
made by European adventurers and the real-life accounts that they published back
at home. Visitors to China collected invaluable information for an avid audience
that was fascinated by Sinic habits and behavior. Astley collated these travellers’
findings in his “Description of China,” a comprehensive treatment of China’s
society, customs, and economy, as well as its political life and natural setting, all of
which, taken together, probably would have been explicitly offered by the Chinese
(if they had been asked to contribute to the work) as an example for the European
barbarians to follow. Spaniards who read Lozano-cum-Astley risked falling into
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the same mental trap, in short, to which most Europeans succumbed at this time:
the trap of Sinocentrism.
I begin with an account of the sources used; Lozano professed chiefly to
follow the authorities in Table 8.

Table 8: Astley’s Sources for the “Description of China”560
Traveler

Biography

Nicolas Trigault
Álvaro Semedo
Martino Martini
Gabriel de Magalhães
Johan Nieuhof
D. Fernández Navarrete
Louis le Comte
G. F. Gemelli Careri
Arnoldus Montanus
Jean-Baptiste du Halde

Belgian Jesuit561
Portuguese Jesuit
Jesuit from Tyrol562
Portuguese Jesuit
Dutch traveler
Spanish Dominican
French Jesuit
Wealthy Italian lawyer
Dutch cartographer
French Jesuit

Dates Lived

Arrived in
China
1577–1628
1610
1586–1658
1613
1614–1661
1643
1610–1677
1640
1618–1672
1655
c. 1610–1689 1658
1655–1728
1688
1651–1725
??
c. 1625–1683 Never
1674–1743
Never

Table 9 expands upon this data by providing a list of the titles produced by Astley’s
authorities, as well as the locations and dates of publication.

Table 9: Principal Works by Astley’s Sources
Traveler
Nicolas Trigault
Álvaro Semedo
Martino Martini
Johan Nieuhof
Arnoldus Montanus
560

Work Relating to China
De Christiana expeditione
apud Sinas
Imperio de la China
Novus Atlas Sinensis
Legatio batavica ad magnum
Tartariæ
Atlas Chinensis

Location
Augsburg

Date563
1615

Madrid
Amsterdam
Amsterdam

1642
1655
1668

London

1671

Diario, 14 Apr. 1768, p. i; Astley, vol. 4, p. 1; Prévost, vol. 6, online at Making of the Modern
World (accessed 4 Feb. 2017), pp. 1–2. Starting here, I systematically provide cross-references to
all three versions—the Spanish, English, and French.
561
He is identified as Belgian on the title page of his principal work, De christiana expeditione apud
Sinas.
562
Nationality is variously reported as either German or Italian.
563
In every case, I attempted to find the dates of first publication.
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D. Fernández Navarrete
Gabriel de Magalhães
Louis le Comte
G. F. Gemelli Careri
Jean-Baptiste du Halde

Tratados […] de la
monarquia de China
Nouvelle relation de la Chine
Mémoire sur l’état present de
la Chine
Giro del Mondo
Description de l'empire de la
Chine

Madrid

1676

Paris
Paris

1688
1696

Naples
Paris

1699
1735

As can be seen, Astley’s principal sources were almost all from the seventeenth
century; and while I will draw conclusions from this, below, it suffices for now to
point out that he did not confine himself to these sources, but also consulted many
others. Perhaps the most recent was the Lettres édifiantes et curieuses, which ran
from 1702 to 1776, was founded by Charles le Gobien (French Jesuit, l. 1671–
1708), and constituted the leading source of current information about China.
Astley furthermore consulted a host of missionaries who were relied upon by Du
Halde, and the full list of their names is found in both the English and Spanish
editions.564
A number of further conclusions can be drawn from Tables 8 and 9. First
of all, it should be observed that, all things considered, the seventeenth century was
the defining period for the European system of knowledge about the Chinese
ancien régime. This helps to explain why Astley relied primarily upon seventeenthcentury sources. By the dawn of the eighteenth century, European savants already
had more than adequate knowledge to develop informed and even pedantic
opinions about the Middle Kingdom. Eighteenth-century contributions should be
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Diario, 18 Apr. 1768, p. ii; Astley, vol. 4, p. 3; Prévost, vol. 6, p. 5.
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seen as consolidating and refining a pre-existing system of knowledge; they
represented the pinnacle of knowledge about China, not its foundation.
Another thing that can be said in Astley’s favor was that, from an ethnic or
national perspective, he took a balanced approach. It is true that much of the
literature appearing in the eighteenth century was edited or published by French
Jesuits. Overall, however, the material treating of China was pan-European in its
origins.

This is particularly plain when considering the seventeenth-century

sources. But even in the eighteenth century, with the advent of the Lettres édifiantes
et curieuses, knowledge about China continued to be supplied from a variety of
nationalities. French Jesuits edited the volumes, but there were missionaries of
other nationalities present in China who made contributions. Therefore, Astley
preserved the general flavor of European knowledge about China.

And his

perspective provides a much-needed corrective for us today: French Jesuits led the
field for awhile in the early eighteenth century, but it is a mistake to view the
literature as wholly defined by their contributions.
While Astley’s authors did not share a common nationality, many of them
shared a common religious background. Like Du Halde and other synthesizers and
compilers, Astley put the Jesuit Society at center stage. The Society can safely be
said to have acted as the primary conduit through which information about China
traveled across the globe. Through their missionaries in China and their agents in
Europe, the Jesuits were able to develop and publish a number of authoritative
works about the Great Qing. They dominated the field.
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But even so, Astley was more than a passive conduit through which the
Jesuits’ viewpoints might pass. Their dominion was not so complete as to permit
them to say whatever they liked—since four out of Astley’s ten chief contributors
were, after all, not Jesuits. Affiliation with a religious order was a significant factor
in determining biases about China in the scholarly literature, but unaffiliated
individuals played a prominent role in correcting those biases. In sum, the sources
were better differentiated than they are often accredited to be; or at the very least,
they were used by some collectors, such as Astley, in such a way as to correct for the
preponderance of Jesuit material. What can be rejected out of hand, though, is the
view that the Jesuits alone informed European opinions about China.
As for the contents of Astley, he starts by discussing the origin of the word
“China.” He observed that some said it came from the Jin Dynasty and others from
the Qin Dynasty (the correct view). Astley came down in favor of the latter,
although he had the date of the dynasty’s beginning slightly wrong. He then
proceeded to explain the origins of the word “Cathay,” a popular late medieval term
for China, which he alleged came from the Tartars and was a corruption of their
Kitay. As for the Chinese themselves, he observed that they seemed to have no
fixed name for their kingdom, since the name varied with each ruling family. He
was aware, however, that the literati called their country the “Kingdom of the
Center or Middle,” which is an accurate translation of Zhongguo, the Chinese name
for China.565
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Diario, 19 Apr. 1768, pp. i–ii; Astley, vol. 4, p. 4; Prévost, vol. 6, pp. 6–7.
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Astley accurately described the location of China as being borded on the
north by the Great Wall, which separated it from Western Tartary (Mongolia); on
the west by Tibet and Ava (upper Burma); on the south by Laos, Tonkin (upper
Vietnam), and the China Sea; and on the east, by the same sea (the South China
Sea apparently not yet having been separated, by European observers, from the East
China Sea).566 He was also aware that the countries of Kokonor and Sifan existed
between China and Tibet, and he reported that there was a great desert to the
northwest, across which was located the country of Little Bukharia. As for the
extent of China, Astley believed it to have been adequately divined by the
missionaries, and he specified its location as lying between 115 and 181 degrees of
longitude and between 20 degrees fourteen minutes and 41 degrees twenty-five
minutes latitude.

Of these coordinates, the latitude appears to have been

substantially accurate, while the longitude, at face value, was not. But if one takes
into account that it was intended to be calculated from Ferro (or El Hierro), in
westernmost Africa, the result is different. Starting there, the first value (115
degrees) is accurate, while the second value is more than two thousand miles too
far to the east. So the reported longitude is partly true. Astley reported China’s
shape as almost square, because its breadth (1140 English miles) and height (1271
English miles) were very similar. These numbers are, in fact, approximately correct,
but like the figures for latitude and longitude, they only take into account the central
provinces of the Qing Empire and ignore its protectorates, which at any rate were
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Diario, 19 Apr. 1768, p. ii; Astley, vol. 4, p. 4; Prévost, vol. 6, p. 7.
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probably still growing in size. The figure of 1271, in particular, is highly accurate;
1140 is probably too small, owing to the extent of Gansu, but otherwise it is a good
approximation.567 One is left wondering, indeed, why, when the country was only
supposed to be 1140 miles in width, the longitudes were given as 115 and 181
degrees, when the distance between these longitudes was several times 1140 miles.
The numbers do not line up. One has to assume the likelihood that the figure of
181 may have owed to a typo or other scribal error.
Astley then set out to describe China. In Lozano’s somewhat exuberant
translation—following the French—China was “justly reckoned the most beautiful
Country in the Universe.”568 It teemed with useful plants, animals, and fish, and it
had rich mines of gold, silver, copper, and coal. It had numerous canals to facilitate
commerce.
In a word, China far exceeds all other Countries in the world in the
multitude of its inhabitants, of its Cities, and of its Towns, by the wisdom
of its customs, policies, and industry, that are dominant qualities in all
parts of the Empire, and by the excellency of its laws, and of its
government.569
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Diario, 20 Apr. 1768, p. I; Astley, vol. 4, pp. 4–5; Prévost, vol. 6, p. 7.
Diario, 20 Apr. 1768, p. i; Astley, vol. 4, p. 5; Prévost, vol. 6, p. 7. In the English, the text runs
thus: “China is justly reckoned the finest Country in the World.” Lozano was plainly following the
French, which read, “Elle passe avec raison pour le plus beau Pays de l’Univers.”
569
Diario, 20 Apr. 1768, p. ii; Astley, vol. 4, p. 5; Prévost, vol. 6, pp. 7–8. Here the English version
is significantly different: “In short, China far exceeds all other Countries for Number of People,
Cities, and Towns; the Morality, Civility, and Industry of its Inhabitants; the Excellency of its Laws
and Government.” The French version reads, “En un mot, la Chine surpasse beaucoup tous les
autres Pays du Monde, par la multitude de ses Habitans, de ses Cités & de ses Villes, par la sagesse
des moeurs, la politesse & l’industrie, qui sont des qualités dominantes dans toutes les parties de
l’Empire, & par l’excellence de ses Loix & de son Gouvernement.” Again, (of necessity) Lozano
follows Prévost.
568
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This was Astley’s central contention, in which he intimated the reasons for China’s
superiority. In effect, China possessed an extraordinary suite of characteristics that
were necessary to the efficient and proper functioning of the premodern state. I
take the liberty in Table 10 of listing some of these characteristics, each of which
affected the others. In compiling this list, I intentionally cut across premodern
philosophies. I am more interested in what states actually tried to achieve, in
practice, than what any individual philosopher thought was best.

Table 10: Top Traits of The Ideal Premodern State
Abundant natural resources
Bold commercial ventures
Agricultural, commercial and industrial infrastructure
Strong, “natural” moral code
Appropriate, “natural” legal conventions
Uniformity of customs throughout the empire
Benevolent rulers
Huge territorial extent
Numerous strategic advantages
Large, growing population (abundant labor)
Vigorous work ethic/willingness to sacrifice for the state

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

China, with its vast size, stupendous wealth, and huge internal market
epitomized the premodern state in its finest form. By its size, it achieved what the
much smaller and less efficient (I do not say poorer) European states could only
hope to attain. There was a critical mass that a state needed to achieve before it
possessed enough natural resources to sustain, based upon internal commerce alone,
a high standard of living for its people and a large revenue stream for its rulers.
Becoming self-sufficient was a central tenet of Mercantilism. I will not say that
China caused European expansionism overseas, but I will say that it was the only
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way Europeans could compete with China. Political constitution mattered, too.
European observers believed that the Chinese people were directly subject to the
will of the Emperor. The morality of China’s inhabitants, especially as expressed
in their willingness to work hard in the fields and pay direct taxes, was seen as key
to the country’s success. Therefore, in Europe, privileges must be abolished and
everyone re-educated to realize that supporting the state’s aims was more important
than local concerns. The last piece of the puzzle was the role of state government
itself. China’s political system centered on the emperor and his mandarins was
based on merit and structured to fuel the efficient functioning of agriculture.
Rather than having dead weight at the top, China was perceived to have a
government that actually did something useful. In all these ways, China was a
model for Europeans.
Having shown his hand (and thus, his Sinocentric mentality), Astley went
on to delineate the contours of Chinese agriculture and commerce. That these
subjects came first to his mind indicates their centrality, in the thinking of the time,
to the proper functioning of the state. China was exceeding fruitful, the mountains
themselves being cultivated to the very top. It produced rice and grain, plus a variety
of uncommon trees, fruit, plants, and birds. It abounded with animals, sheep,
horses, and game. It was full of large navigable rivers and lakes, stored with fish.
Its mountains yielded mines of gold, silver, and brown and white copper. There
was plenty of coal to be found everywhere. Some of its provinces were cut into
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infinite canals, like Holland. China was cultivated and productive; in its environs,
nature itself had been brought to heel.570
As for commerce, China traded in gold, silver, precious stones, porcelain,
silks, cottons, spices, rhubarb, drugs, tea, and japanned ware (everything in this list
was mentioned in my account on Chinese commerce, above); its internal
commerce, amongst the provinces, was so great that there was no need for a foreign
vent for Chinese commodities. (Actual experience belies this; Chinese artisans
routinely made to order items such as porcelain for European buyers. But it suffices
for my purposes to establish that Astley believed China to be following Mercantilist
practices.) Astley described a number of natural resources that China possessed,
including abundant lakes and rivers, citrus fruits (oranges and lemons, of which
China is credited as the original producer), various useful trees (such as the “Varnish
Tree,” or Chinese lacquer tree, Toxicodendron vernicifluum), the tea shrub, and an
assortment of peculiar fauna such as the goldfish and the “Man-Ape.”571
But that for which China was best-known was, as I have suggested,
something else entirely: Lozano (following Astley) wrote, “All the earth does not
have a Country that is so celebrated for its public Works, nor any Country, by
consequence, in which the zeal for the public good has so much ardor.”572 The
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Diario, 20 Apr. 1768, pp. i–ii; Astley, vol. 4, p. 5; Prévost, vol. 6, p. 7.
Diario, 20 Apr. 1768, p. ii; Astley, vol. 4, p. 5; Prévost, vol. 6, p. 8. Astley is quoting another
source—A Compendium of Modern Geography (1745), p. 241 and following.
572
Diario, 20 Apr. 1768, p. ii; Astley, vol. 4, p. 5; Prévost, vol. 6, p. 8. Still quoting from the
Compendium. The English, again, is significantly different: “It is the most famous for public Works,
and consequently for public Spirit, in the World.” The French reads, “La Terre entiere n’a point de
Pays si célebre par ses ouvrages publics, ni de Pays par conséquent où le zéle du bien public ait tant
d’ardeur.”
571
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symbols of this, to his mind, were the Great Wall, the Great Canal, and the
numerous bridges, triumphal arcs, towers, libraries, halls, sepulchres, and palaces.
(He actually gave numbers for all of these structures, indicating a belief that they
had been accurately counted.) Besides all this, there were 1,581 cities together with
innumerable boroughs and villages, plus many thousands of fortified sites.573 In a
word, China was well-developed. Its long history as a unified empire had provided
it with an incredibly rich heritage of infrastructural improvements, which in turn
owed to its people’s willingness to support the public weal.
Astley ended his introduction with a description of Chinese cities, which,
like American cities, resembled one another very closely. They were generally
square and surrounded by high walls, with towers placed at appropriate intervals.
They sometimes had moats. Inside each city, there were other towers—by which I
take him to mean pagodas, although he did not use the word—that were either
round, hexagonal, or octagonal, and eight or nine stories in height. Sometimes
there were triumphal arches in the streets, as well as temples (said to be “tolerably
handsome”), erected either to idols or to heroes, or “those who have done some
important service to the State.”574 There were also a good number of large public
squares, and some long and broad streets, together with narrow ones; as for the
buildings, most were one or two stories in height. Each shop’s sign consisted of a
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Diario, 20 Apr. 1768, p. ii through 21 Apr. 1768, p. i; Astley, vol. 4, p. 5; Prévost, vol. 6, p. 8.
Diario, 21 Apr. 1768, p. i; Astley, vol. 4, p. 5; Prévost, vol. 6, p. 8. Lozano was following the
French, which changed Astley’s “Saints” to “Idoles.” This is one of two places where I note changes
made for religious reasons (that is, because the Spanish were concerned more than usual about
religious scruples).
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pedestal bearing a board, seven or eight feet tall and either painted or gilded,
commonly bearing the inscription, “He will not cheat you.” There could be no
clearer indicator of the prevalence of bilking and defrauding in the course of
everyday commercial transactions (something for which the Chinese were
infamous). But the shops were also prosperous, being adorned with procelain, silk,
and varnished works.575
In terms of the provinces of China, Astley’s information was hopelessly outof-date, since he still believed that there were fifteen provinces (as during the Ming)
rather than the eighteen actually pertaining to the Qing. Of the provinces he lists,
too, one of them, Jiangnan, is actually a region. The provinces he is missing are
Hunan and Hubei (which were created from the old Ming administrative unit of
Huquang), Anhui and Jiangsu (parts of which may be grouped under Jiangnan),
and Gansu. Taken together, then, Astley was ignorant of the names of five of
China’s provincial units. This is a serious deficiency, but it was common at the
time he wrote; Du Halde made the same error.576
This concludes the introductory material. I skip the descriptions of the
provinces because they are tedious and make poor reading. Instead, I move on to
chapters two and six, which are amenable to the general tendency of my work and
respectively address “The Qualities, Manners, and Customs of the Chinese” and
“The Constitution and Government of China.”
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Said to be naturally beautiful, knavishly clever (while, nonetheless, loving
virtue), frugal (while also vain), moderate, ceremonious, industrious, resourceful,
and often miserable, the Chinese were a delightfully able people—able, that is, to
make the best of almost any circumstance. Through their traditions and rituals,
they were superbly well-prepared to establish harmonious relations among
themselves and to secure the advantages of a tightly knit society and a strong,
vigorous state. Their laws reflected and derived from their social norms and thus
assisted in the establishment of a highly ordered regime based on natural
precedents. The Chinese were imperfect, but as best as could be done, they had
created the ideal state. Astley’s account of their qualities, manners, and customs
amounts to a description of how they made this possible.
Astley wrote,
The Chinese, in general, are of an affable and friendly character. They
have a great deal of affability, as much in appearance, as in their customs,
without any mixture of cruelty, nor passion, nor anger. This moderation
is remarkable even among the People.577

Moreover, they detested every action, word, and gesture that seemed to betray
anger, or the least discomfiture.578 Europeans therefore were cautioned not to be
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Diario, 9 Aug. 1768, p. i; Astley, vol. 4, p. 73; Prévost, vol. 6, p. 122. The English reads, “The
Chinese, in general, are of a mild, tractable and humane Disposition. There is a great deal of
Affability in their Air and Manner; wherein nothing appears that is either harsh, rough or
passionate: This Moderation is remarkable among the Vulgar themselves.” In the French, “Le
Chinois, en générale, sont d’un caractere doux & traitable. Ils ont beaucoup d’affabilité dans l’air &
dans les manieres, sans qu’il y paroisse aucun mélange de dureté, de passion & d’emporrement.”
578
Diario, 11 Aug. 1768, p. i; Astley, vol. 4, p. 75; Prévost, vol. 6, p. 124. The English and French
versions here are essentially the same; in the English, the Chinese detest the betrayal of “Anger, or
the least Emotion.” But the Spanish uses the word “turbación,” which does not correspond to
“Emotion.”
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too vigorous or to show exasperation, for the Chinese reckoned these excesses to be
contrary to humanity. Not that they lacked ardor and vivacity, but they had learned
to become “Masters of themselves.” A particular example that Astley gives of
Chinese moderation is from Fontaney, the Jesuit, who coming up to a great jam of
carts upon the road was amazed to find that the carriers, “instead of hearing
pronounced indecent words, or seeing an animated dispute, like in Europe, until
they come to blows and someone is injured, he saw the [illegible] greet each other
courteously, and help each other, so as to clear the way.”579
This remarkable people was, nonetheless, highly prone to knavery,
especially with regard to foreigners. Honesty and fair dealing, by all accounts, were
rare among the Chinese. One must always have sureties when making loans to
them. In business, some were so impudent, when detected at sleight of hand, as to
“plead in excuse, their want of cunning.” Moreover, they were liable to adulterate
their products. For example, some had the art of opening the breast of a capon,
removing all the flesh, then filling up the hole, and closing it so nicely that the cheat
would not be discovered till the fowl was served at table.580
Even in thievery the Chinese exhibited such artfulness and industriousness
as to elicit admiration. They avoided violence. Long before chloroform had been
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of giving abusive Language, or coming to Blows, as is common in Europe, saluted each other, as if
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synthesized, Chinese thieves were reputed for using a sleeping gas to knock out
merchants in order to steal their goods. Burglars could make holes in gates by
means of a special engine, which permitted them to burn the wood without any
flame. By such means,
They introduce themselves into the most secret parts of the house; and the
inhabitants are amazed, when they awake, at finding their bed without
curtains, nor coverlets, the bedroom without upholstery, nor furniture, and
not discovering any other trace of the thieves, than the hole, that they had
made in the wall, or in the door.581

Astley placed these comments about thievery and deceit toward the beginning of
his account, in the fifth through tenth paragraphs.

This should help to

contextualize the degree to which the Chinese were perceived as being deceitful: it
was a primary characteristic of their culture. Among Europeans, it doubtless
produced much self-righteous sniffing, as well as head-scratching as to why a
people so virtuous in other respects was also so duplicitous.
Notwithstanding such the Chinese in many ways redeemed themselves by
applying the same sly traits to other enterprises. They were accredited with a genius
for politics, as well as commerce.
When they have in view any profit, they employ in forwarding their design
all their cunning, to put themselves in the favor of those that can advance
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their enterprise. They stop at nothing, not at presents, nor services,
without any appearance of interest. For entire years they take all the
necessary means to follow their idea.582

The capacities to endear onself, to gain trust, and to persuade were prime requisites
for merchants and politicians.

Hence the lords of the court, the provincial

governors, and generals were said to be “in perpetual motion to acquire, or preserve,
the principal posts of the State”; but since these were allotted solely by merit,
according to the laws, many applicants underhandedly used money and favor to
advance themselves. The Chinese system was, therefore, admittedly subject to the
interference of human foibles and vices; but I hasten to point out that this did little,
in Astley’s view, to discredit it.583 This shows a blindness to Chinese faults that is
probably also present in other areas of Astley’s writing.
In spite of their marked tendency toward fourberie and manipulation,
Astley nonetheless ajudged the Chinese to be actively engaged, by and large, in the
pursuit of moral rectitude:
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After all, the most vicious Chinese have a natural inclination toward virtue,
that gives esteem, and admiration of those that practice it. […] They
conserve, by means of Triumphal Arches, and inscriptions, the memory of
distinguished persons, that have lived in continence, that have served their
Country, and that have stood out from the Vulgar for some notable action,
or for their virtue.

As we shall see shortly, virtue was not the same thing in China as it was in Europe;
the famed Chinese rituals, ceremonies, and compliments constituted its chief part.
But there was substantial overlap between the two systems of moral rectitude, such
that the Chinese, whose chief study was “Moral Philosophy,” could quickly and
effortlessly understand the subtlest and most difficult questions raised by the Jesuit
texts, not only in mathematics and philosophy, but even in theology. Some Chinese
even understood the concept of the Trinity.584
The beauty of mind that resulted from such endeavors readily manifested
itself in Chinese craftsmanship. The Chinese were credited with great ingenuity
because of their capacities in the manufacture of lacquered wares, porcelain and silk.
Their public art was admirable: “Their works in sculpture, and their public
buildings, such as the gates of their great Cities, their Triumphal Arcs, bridges, and
Towers, have much delicacy, and nobility.” In fact, they succeeded equally well in
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all kinds of similar pursuits: “Everything that leaves their hands, takes on a character
of elegance appropriate to their taste.” They had not quite arrived at the same level
of perfection expressed in the arts in Europe, but this was because of “the Chinese
frugality”: that is, because of their collective commitment to virtue, the Chinese
held themselves back from the ostentatious display of wealth.585
The many positive traits of Chinese society probably contributed to what
European observers felt was an overweening nationalist spirit, manifesting itself in
contempt for all other peoples. The Chinese felt in every instance that the Chinese
way of doing things was best, even when material evidence could demonstrate that
the contrary was true; for example, European ships were much superior to the
Chinese, but the Chinese kept building ships the old way based on the inertia of
tradition. Too, European observers felt that the watchful eye of the Emperor kept
his subjects in line, in an eerie reminiscence of certain twentieth-century
governments. Overall, though, Astley’s tone suggests that the Chinese thought a
bit too much of themselves.
That he had a point becomes apparent when one considers the dark
underside of Chinese society. Somewhat surprisingly, grinding poverty did exist in
China, as I suggested earlier with regard to the village of mud-houses. Astley had
further data, too, that confirmed this finding. But he failed to recognize the
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hopelessness of pauperism for what it was. Instead, he slanted everything in the
nicest possible way for the Chinese state and social order. In so doing, he missed
an opportunity for pointing out the imperfections of China, as well as, more
importantly, a chance at correcting important mistakes in his political theory.
In Astley’s view, no nation was more “laborious” or “sober” than China,
because its people spent whole days digging in the dirt with nothing to reward them
in the evening but a little boiled rice, herbs, and tea. The Chinese were “inured to
hardships from their infancy” and were taught to take advantage of many things
“that other Nations see as useless,” such as picking up dog bones in the street,
washing them, and re-selling them. However meager the wages might be, and
however penurious life was for the poor, to Astley their toils were evidence of
sobriety, industry, and resourcefulness. Only when considering the practice of
exposing infants in the street (because the parents were too poor to care for them)
and the widespread and miserable custom of indentured servitude did Astley cop a
more negative tone.586
It is significant that Astley, and other Sinophiles like him, knew that China
had a bad side but minimized or distorted the facts to suit their agenda. The degree
of distortion is quite egregious and is particularly obvious today, in this democratic
era, in which respect for human beings is in many ways at a much higher level than
it was in Astley’s day. What I mean is this: we need to remember the extent to
which the New General Collection of Voyages and Travels was a luxury item. What
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were then considered the lower orders—the group of people for whom Astley
implicitly did not write—were in the eighteenth century merely the passive
recipients of policies developed by those at the top. What did it really matter if
peasants toiled in filth and ordure (as the Chinese farmers did), as long as they were
kept minimally fed and clothed? This was what Astley’s comments really boiled
down to, and it hints at the general tendencies in his thinking: Sinophiles valued
orderliness more than liberty, and they believed that economic growth started at
the top.
As long as prosperity prevailed at the center, near the court itself, optimism
could be had that it would flow outward toward the people. Surely the French court
of the late 1780s, with its excesses and frivolities, was the supreme example of how
the ancien régime dutifully trudged onward, in spite of the looming danger of a
starved, resentful proletariate that felt its government did not see its plight. It was
not supposed to turn out this way. I am reminded of Spain’s Gabinete de Porcelana
de Aranjuez, composed some thirty years before the Revolution, whose bright-eyed
and richly clothed peasants exemplified what Sinophile leaders expected would
come to pass if only they followed Chinese precepts closely enough. It was the
difference between these two cases—the one representing an era’s finest hopes, and
the other their barrenness—that bespoke the Enlightenment’s doom.
Sinophiles believed that the needs of the poorer sort would be addressed
automatically once the state had been properly constituted. After all, this was
allegedly how it had happened in China, where chaos and barbarism ruled before
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the creation of the imperial state. The best way to innovate, therefore, was by
making adjustments to the machinery of the bureaucracy, or by creating some novel
model industry funded by the king. In this political order, the duty of those at the
bottom was to obey; only those at the top could make any real difference in the
world. Indeed, Sinophilia may be best described as a one-sided love affair in which
the European upper crust idolized its Chinese counterpart and visualized itself as a
sort of pseudo-mandarinate. (That this was the way the great absolutist states
actually functioned, in practice, is more than coincidence.)

The political

underpinnings behind enlightened absolutism are usually pretended to derive
exclusively from certain philosophers such as Jacques-Bénigne Bossuet and certain
policymakers such as Jean-Baptiste Colbert; but in reality, the phenomenon of
absolutisim was produced and maintained by several converging tendencies, not
least that of Sinophilia. China, or the European image thereof, was responsible to
a remarkable degree for the political climate in eighteenth-century Europe. And
the collapse of the early modern social order owed partly to the bankruptcy of
Sinophile political theory.
Back to Astley, his obvious interest in society’s finer elements explains his
detailed attention to Chinese clothing, especially that worn by the elites, which
continues for several pages and includes two plates. I refer the reader to Astley for
specifics on this topic. Similarly, it should come as no surprise that Astley noted
with approval women’s lowly and subordinate position in the social hierarchy
(which, indeed, is more properly called a patriarchy). While he looked with
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trepidation on the binding of feet, he was quite taken with the style of their
clothing. He wrote that “For that which touches upon the other sex, nothing gives
so much luster to the natural charms of the Chinese Women, as the extraordinary
modesty, which stands out in their actions, and adornment.” Their long gowns
covered them from head to foot, and even their hands were squirreled away inside
wide sleeves. One is reminded, again, of the stoicism of Qing society, which
European absolutists so admired.587
Perhaps Astley’s most poignant comment in this section related to the
antiquity of the Chinese clothing style, which he alleged had persisted from the
beginning of the empire to the conquest by the Tartars.588 This was certainly false,
but it reflected the common European viewpoint that China was a uniquely ancient
polity whose way of life had arisen thousands of years before and been maintained
virtually uncorrupted. Of all the societies on earth, the Chinese was the oldest—
having been founded shortly after the Flood—and its customs derived from the
wishes of Noah himself.
There can be no doubt, therefore, that Astley ascribed to the Sinohile
political school. While he sometimes commented impartially on Qing customs, he
also acted as an advocate for them, perhaps conveniently forgetting that there were
winners and losers in China, and not always for the right reasons. He followed the
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Chinese so closely that he explicitly drew the same connection between customs
and political constitution that the Chinese themselves frequently made. Regarding
social rituals, he wrote that
In nothing do the Chinese employ more exactitude, than in ceremonies,
and compliments. They are persuaded, that attention to fulfilling the
duties of courtesy serves to cleanse the soul of its natural hardness, to form
affability of character, [and] to maintain peace, order, and subordination
in the State.589

By the “ceremonies” and “compliments,” he referred to that whole body of actions
set forth in the Book of Rites and frequently (I do not say “invariably”) observed in
the Chinese Empire, including customs for how to greet superiors, make visits, hold
feasts, write letters, and accept gifts. Astley seems to have been unaware that these
rituals may have changed over time, and he probably believed that they had been
handed down, more or less intact, from Confucius to the present day.

To

enlightened Europeans like Astley, China was, in many ways, an a-historical state;
while it was recognized to have a history, many aspects of its constitution were seen
as constant and unchanging.
As an aside, although Astley did not draw this inference, it is obvious that
among the Chinese, the elites would have followed the rites the most closely and
benefited the most from them. After all, the poor only very seldom could give gifts
589
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or hold feasts. And the emphasis on style over substance, which is pervasive in the
rites, could only have been maintained, in practice, by an economic elite freed from
the hardships of earning a living. This is especially true given the extremely
elaborate nature of some of the rites. All of this is to reiterate that the philosophy
Astley peddled was intended for the wealthy and the privileged.
This is not to say, however, that the case for observing the rites was
unpersuasive. For one thing, among the Chinese, there was never any doubt as to
the appropriate deferences and duties due to one’s acquaintances and friends. From
the perspective of Europe’s monarchs and bureaucrats, who faced the nearimpossible task of establishing appropriate, productive relationships with colonies
across the globe, the Chinese system would have been extremely appealing. The
filial nature of the system, if successfully applied to the colonies, probably would
have resulted in them showing much greater respect. Moreover, the Chinese
system was time-honored and was perceived to have its roots in nature (in this case,
in the natural family). It was a legitimate, ready-made, to-purpose model for
absolutist imperialists to use in managing their unruly children.
Too often in the secondary literature, the rites are mentioned but not
described. Therefore, I will use Astley’s account to provide a brief overview of some
of the general procedures. Regarding the cordialities for greeting others, he wrote
that
The greater part of these formalities is reduced to the manner of bowing,
of bending the knees, and of prostrating onself once, or many times,
according to the occasion, the place, the age, or quality of the persons,
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especially when they make visits, or presents, and dealing with their
friends.590

As for the specifics, these were enumerated in the Chinese books, especially the
Book of Rites, which Lozano-cum-Astley referred to explicitly as the book of the
“Ritual Chino.” (Interestingly, at the same point in the original English text, the
Book of Rites was not mentioned.) When making a visit, the book prescribed
everything, including
The number of bows that are obliged, which expressions, and which titles
should be employed, which should be the genuflexions, the different turns,
that they should give, as much to the right, as to the left, because the signs
of honor vary according to place; the mute gestures, by which the owner
of the house urges that they enter, without pronouncing more words, than
Tsin tsin; the polite refusal, that he makes later, pronounced Pu kan; and
the salutation, that the owner makes to the chair in which the guest goes
to sit, because he has to make to it a profound reverence, and to shake
against it with his clothes, to brush away the dust.591
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I include this description so that the reader has some idea of how ingrained these
behaviors were in Chinese society and how different it was from European society.
Much of the admiration that Europeans had for the Chinese derived from the
aesthetics of the latter’s society; it was seen as deeply appropriate that the outlines
of the social order should be reflected in concrete actions, as in China.
Astley provided evidence about social precedence that is related to other
parts of my work and may prove of interest to the reader. Astley wrote that in social
gatherings, the chief place is typically given to the most aged, unless strangers are
present, in which case it is given to the one who lives farthest off.592 This explains
the honorable treatment sometimes accorded to European visitors to China,
especially as described in Astley’s account of de Goyer and de Keyser (one should
note that this treatment manifested itself only when the Chinese managed to avoid
their tendencies toward isolationism and jingoism). I also refer the reader to my
separate piece on the Gabinete de Porcelana de Aranjuez, which depicts the elderly
in authoritative positions and young people in deferential ones.
Despite his fascination with the Chinese rituals, even Astley admitted that
“If there is no occasion in which the Chinese courtesy leaves off from being
bothersome, and annoying to the Europeans, so much more so is this the case in
their feasts.”593 Astley gave a lengthy description of the Chinese procedures for
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having a feast, as well as the plays that were given while feasting. One is reminded
in this, indeed, of the American custom of dinner-and-a-movie. The feasts lasted
about four or five hours and began around dusk, ending at midnight. Each guest
was given his own table, and the tables were set up in rows along opposite sides of
the room, facing each other. Participants would be treated to forty or more courses
(though presumably each one was very small), served together with wine, whilst
watching a play chosen for the occasion. As for the quality of the food, Astley
affirmed that one would have difficulty finding more delicate eating than Chinese
ham (in the English, Chinese ham was supposed to be the best eating in the world,
but Prévost moderated this praise), and he reported that the Chinese made better
stews even than the French. On the other hand, many readers will recoil to learn
that some of the chief dainties were stags’ pizzles and birds’ nests. (Interestingly,
in the Spanish “pizzle” is rendered as “nervio,” or nerve, which follows the French
“nerf de cerf.”) Astley also accurately reported on the composition of tofu, as well
as on the Chinese propensity to eat all sorts of meats, including cats and dogs.594
Of somewhat lesser consequence, I think, to the general tendency of my
work are Chinese marriage and funeral customs. Perhaps of the most importance
are these two points, viz., one, the centrality of marriage to the Chinese state and
way of life. “They do not know any obligation more important,” Astley opined,
“than that of marriage.” A father would live in some dishonor if he did not marry
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off all his children, and a son was found wanting if he did not perpetuate his family
line. Much of this had to do with the veneration of ancestors: for if the family
went extinct, they would not receive the honors and duties to which they were
entitled.595
Second, filial piety was the basis for the entire Chinese government and
therefore, following the proper forms in funereal arrangements was extremely
important.
Filial piety being the basic principal of the Chinese Government, the
ancient Sages of the Nation believe, that nothing can better inspire
children to the respect, and submission, that they ought to have to their
relatives in life, than by seeing given to the dead continual testimony of
the most profound veneration.596

In these rites, Astley took the Confucian practice to be the norm, while allowing
that other sects made certain additions.

Here as when addressing marriage

practices, his description is prosaic and straightforward, and I refer the reader to his
text for details.
To this, I should add that Astley devoted an entire section to describing
what he called the “magnificence” of the Chinese.
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sojourning of China’s great men in splendid processions (which were much more
remarkable, he believed, than those of Europeans), as well as the beautiful fireworks
and lanterns employed for celebrating the holidays; he also outlined various public
works such as pagodas, the Porcelain Tower, the Grand Canal, bridges, forts, walls,
temples, bridges, roads, etc., all of which he found very impressive.597
This leads to Chapter Six, on the constitution and government of China,
which I will consult at some length so as to discover the contours of what was,
according to some eighteenth-century observers including Astley (and probably
Lozano, as well), the ideal state. This chapter has several segments. The first
addresses the long-running dispute about China’s antiquity; the second buttonholes
the principles of the Chinese constitution; the third is concerned with the emperor
and his role toward the people; and the fourth delineates the duties of the
mandarins in day-to-day governance. (I pass over the fifth and sixth segments,
which describe the tribunals and the military.)
I will tackle the first segment as briefly as possible, for I have already
addressed the dispute as to the antiquity of Chinese civilization elsewhere.598 The
upshot of Astley’s treatment of the topic is that he neatly summarized arguments
by Du Halde, Charles Maigrot, Jean-François Foucquet, Joseph Henri Marie de
Prémare, and Étienne Fourmont. To take more than pedestrian notice of their
work, however, requires perusing the originals. As for Astley’s judgment on the
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issue at hand, he believed that China was very old, and so he came down against
the Jesuits, who sought to fix Chinese chronology as beginning after the traditional
dates for the Flood. He reviewed Fourmont, the only secular scholar among the
five, by far the most favorably, despite admitting that Prémare too permitted an
early starting date for Chinese history. Overall, Astley sought to preserve the
dignity of the Chinese state, as against its detractors whose views, if correct, would
have diminished its achievements. In concrete terms, he saw China as probably
beginning no later than with Fu Xi, the Chinese culture hero known for instituting
marriage, domesticating the first animals, and teaching his people to cook, among
other achievements. This differed substantially from the teaching accepted in
Espíritu de los mejores Diarios Literarios que se publican en Europa, which as I have
observed in Chapter 2 of this dissertation asserted that all Chinese leaders prior to
Yao (traditionally reigned ca. 2356–2255 BC) were mythological.599 Astley at least
showed a modestly critical spirit, however, when following Du Halde he pointed
out how unlikely it was that Fu Xi himself actually accomplished all of the things
with which he was credited.600
Astley felt himself on much surer footing when discussing China’s
government, as opposed to its age. Here he continued in the vein in which he
began, above, wherein he said that China was “justly reckoned the most beautiful
Country in the Universe.”

599

Such a country demanded a well-constituted
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government, and it had one: “Of all the Plans, and models of Government, that we
have received from the ancients, it may be that none has been so exact, and perfect,
as the Chinese Monarchy.”

Moreover, this government was more or less

unchanging because it was contrived “with such discernment, that it cannot alter
itself,” and even if it should do so, it possessed “in itself the means to repair its
typical forces.”601
As for why the Chinese monarchy could not decay, Astley did not
immediately say, but I suspect that it had to do with the checks on the mandarins’
powers, which he later enumerated.

The separate parts of the mandarin

government worked synergistically to correct and improve one another such that
none of them might be allowed to fall into disrepair. As we shall see, this
mechanical operation was in fact very similar to that employed by modern
constitutional republics such as France and the United States, where government is
based upon the principle of checks and balances.
A related and more pressing question, which Astley addressed immediately,
regarded the powers of the emperors, as distinct from the mandarinate: how was it
possible for such a despotic system not to degenerate into tyranny? Astley admitted
openly that China’s government was “almost the most absolute that there is in the
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world,” and therefore one would assume that the protections against the emperor’s
powers would have to be robust and substantial.602 All the more so if, as Astley
claimed, its people indeed were animated by “extreme” aversion to “tyranny, and
oppression.”603 But in reality, the checks on the emperor boiled down to virtue
itself. Where today’s reader might have expected to find mechanical means of
restraining the emperor’s power, Astley substituted the teachings of Confucius.
Because these teachings were inculcated in the emperors from an early age, Astley
seemed to argue, that alone would suffice to secure China’s place as the world’s
freest society. He wrote, “There is no Nation on earth, that enjoys more reasonable
liberty, or whose citizens, and properties are better covered from the violence, and
oppression of the Officials of the Crown.”604 The real bogeyman, in his view, was
not unchecked royal power, but rather the passions of the people themselves. In
China, he wrote, they believed that the gravest threat to their liberty came from the
“the disorder of their passions, and their messed up desires, spurning the voice of
nature, and the laws of Heaven.”605 It was the people that had to be restrained, not
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the ruler. Had Astley set out to write a manifesto for absolutism, he could hardly
have done better. His comments also reiterate the exent to which not just France
and Spain, but England too in this period had a despotic monarchy with neartyrannical powers, which was supported by apologists.
Indeed, Astley was fascinated by the emperors’ power and went on at some
length describing its delimitations. The emperor could levy taxes, choose his
successor, and dispose of all the public employments; he could ennoble anyone,
including the dead; he could change the appearance and meaning of the Chinese
characters, as well as the names of provinces and cities; and he may forbid the using
of any expression or mode of speaking. In a word, Astley observed, the emperor
had authority “over custom itself, which was believed by the Greeks and Romans
to have absolute empire over all things of this sort.”606
Yet there were also important constraints to the emperor’s powers—and
here Astley showed that despite his own prejudices, there were, in fact, mechanisms
in place to prevent abuse. Perhaps foremost among them was the need to keep the
respect and loyalty of subordinates in the government, who would see rash actions
as a reason to rebel. In fact, the emperor needed the mandarinate in order to rule;
his power was not absolute because it could not encompass all of the actions needed
to keep order. The Chinese form of government, rather than a system of direct rule
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by fiat alone, was more a partnership between the emperor and the bureaucracy.
The custom of presenting remonstrances, in which the mandarins might critique
the emperor, was one of the tools designed to ensure that the two sides could
communicate clearly and work together harmoniously toward a common end.
The ideological expression of these mechanical functions took the form of
paternalism. The emperor was expected to show paternal care toward his subjects
and to endeavor to secure their happiness as though they were his children. The
mandarins were his assistants in this enterprise. By showing such care and concern,
the emperor hoped to create a reputation for benevolence. When the Chinese
system was functioning properly, this reputation was the emperor’s most cherished
possession. Nay, but Astley would go yet farther, alleging that the entire system
was predicated upon the emperor’s love for his subjects.607 By emphasizing this one
principle, the Chinese Empire was effectively Christianized. What greater proof
of Chinese superiority and benevolence could there be, than that the empire itself
was founded upon love?
In all of this I have taken some liberties to draw out the implications of
Astley’s arguments, rather than reiterate them in summary fashion. I find Astley’s
prejudices regarding the nobility of character of the Chinese emperors to be
fascinating and, frankly, ill-founded. The emperors were people just like anyone
else, and Astley could not hide that the actual functioning of the imperial system
recognized and sought to remedy that fact. Indeed, in this respect the system was
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even more ingenious than Astley realized, because it relied upon mechanisms where
virtue might fail. In places where Astley was able to slant his account, however, his
presentation of China was as an empire of virtue and love. It remained true, though,
that the emperor acted virtuously often enough to maintain the mythos to which
Astley subscribed. Because the emperor was “a type of Deity” and the respect paid
to him by his own people was “near to adoration,” perhaps Astley can be pardoned
for falling into the trap of Sinocentrism.608
There are other reasons, too, that Astley might be forgiven his wonderment.
The wealth of such a monarch as the emperor was nothing short of stupendous, by
European standards. “The loss of ten thousand horses is counted as nothing,”
Astley wrote. The emperor provided for the poor, the elderly, and the invalids; he
maintained three quarters of a million professional soldiers; and he had two entire
palaces, which were, in effect, gigantic wunderkammern, devoted to treasures and
rareties.609 To any other nation, China’s annual intake and outlay of wealth was
nothing short of incredible.
Corresponding to this was the size and affluence of the population itself.
Astley wrote,
It is a strange thing, that a Nation so numerous, so naturally the enemy of
tranquility, so filled with self-love, and so impassioned in the pursuit of
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riches, can be contained in the limits of obligation by the small number of
the Mandarins, that govern each Province.610

As I have also mentioned above, China was seen as a commercial nation (as a model
nation had to be, in the eighteenth century). This is not a side of China that we
often see in the secondary literature, which, from a Eurocentric perspective,
emphasizes Chinese particularity in choosing trading partners. The depiction of
the Chinese as ambitious and even greedy jives with other reports as to their
duplicity and willingness to stoop to any means to make a profit. Their reputation
resembled that which American capitalists would come to have at a future date.
The care of the masses was entrusted to the mandarins, whose rule was
based upon the same precepts as that of the emperor. They ruled directly in his
stead as monarchs to govern, priests to sacrifice, and masters to teach—at least, in
the English and French versions. In the Spanish version, the part about being a
“priest to sacrifice” was omitted, probably because it was blasphemous. Every two
weeks they had the duty of preaching to their people on the subjects of filial piety,
unity, respect for ancestors, respect for husbandmen, frugality, education, industry,
purity of doctrine, and other similar subjects.

In fact, the mandarins were

considered to be responsible for their subjects to the extent that if a shocking crime
were committed in their district, they would be personally held accountable.611
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Corruption was known to be endemic to the mandarinate. Although
against the law, offices were sold, without regard to the penalty. The government
of every city, town, and province had its own price. The people who purchased
these offices then had to reimburse themselves by gathering extra taxes from the
people, which created unrest and dissent.
For this reason it is commonly said in China, that when the Emperor
creates new Mandarins for the Government, he lets loose to his regret so
many other executioners, murderers, dogs, and starving wolves to ruin, and
devour the poor People.612

Therefore, a number of measures were used to police the mandarins. First among
these was the natural tendency of the people to rise up in insurrection when they
were unjustly treated; hence the mandarins needed to behave themselves in order
to appease their subjects. Second, as is well-known, mandarins were prohibited
from serving in their own cities or in the provinces wherein their families dwelt—
in an effort to prevent special favors from being handed out. Third, every three
years there was a general review of all mandarins, in which their behavior would
come to light. Fourth, the emperor from time to time sent inspectors to check up
on his mandarins. Fifth, the emperor himself occasionally ventured to hear the
complaints of his people in person. Sixth, a daily gazette published in Peking
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catalogued the achievements and failings of mandarins throughout the empire and
thus provided a guidepost for the mandarinate in the observances of its duties.613
All in all, these measures were sufficient to procure obedience from the
mandarinate, to pacify the people, and to maintain an efficient government.
Indeed, the people were generally docile and remarkably submissive, given their
great number and the poverty in which many of them lived. This was another
highly positive trait to observers like Astley, who looked for obedience in the
common folk. He marveled that in order to change the people’s behavior, all the
mandarin had to do was publish his orders on a sheet of paper, sealed with his seal,
and fix it on the corners of the streets. The pliability of the Chinese, who lacked
the protections and privileges that European towns and districts had acquired over
the course of the Middle Ages, was plainly refreshing to an absolutist like Astley.
“Well it is true […],” he observed, “that only the shadow of Imperial authority,
derived from the Paternal system, works on this Nation with a force that has no
limits.”614
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Conclusion
Eigheenth-century China cast a shadow so long that it reached halfway
across the world to fall upon an alien society. China’s influence, as demonstrated
through the items that Madrileños owned, the trade investments that they
monitored, the travel accounts that they read, and the descriptions that they
digested, was nothing short of remarkable. In this, China was unique. To the
Europeans, the African and American civilizations were lackluster; and among
Asian polities, only China caught their eye. China was the perfect model for
absolutists, and it should come as no surprise that Madrid’s official newspaper
contained numerous, favorable accounts of it. The sheer extent of these narratives,
however, surprises and astonishes. More than a mere accessory to the Spanish
Enlightenment, China was one of its chief progenitors. Absolutism in Spain
depended on China, just as the United States, today, by its mere existence props up
democracies across the globe. Before the advent of the telegraph, electronics, or
any modern communications technologies, Spain styled itself as the satellite of an
exotic land on the opposite face of the earth. The forging of this kinship between
societies that were so radically different surely constituted one of the greatest
achievements of the premodern world.
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In the eighteenth century, European artists and politicians married
aesthetics so tightly to the political realm that even simple geometrical and floral
designs had political import. How much more so, then, the era’s great works of art
exuded political influence, especially Chinese influence. An evaluation of this
phenomenon is long overdue. By taking a long look at the Spanish case, I argue
that eighteenth-century artwork in vases, sculptures, silk, wall hangings, furniture,
plateware, and other media projected Chinese influence into European social
settings. I take very nearly the broadest view possible, evaluating the collections
held by dozens of museums, as well as data on the Reales Sitios and other media. I
suggest that Chinese and chinoiserie motifs pervaded the elite social scene, while
sketching by their very presence the penumbra of a certain program of political
reforms.
The present chapter has two segments. The first is devoted to chinoiserie
and Chinese décor at the royal palaces (the Reales Sitios), excluding the Gabinete
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de Porcelana de Aranjuez, which has its own chapter. The treatment of décor at
the palaces is not meant to be comprehensive, but I have made an effort to be
thorough. I hope in future to consider in greater depth the lacquered panels in the
Dormitorio antiguo de los reyes at the Palacio Real de La Granja de San Ildefonso,
as well as the Chinese tapestries at the Palacio Real de El Pardo and the Chinese
paintings at Aranjuez. The second segment regards items found in museum
collections, especially those of the Cerralbo and the Museo Nacional de Artes
Decorativas, which hold the lion’s share of eighteenth-century sumptuary items. I
hope to add to this section in future by consulting at greater length the collections
of the Museo Oriental de Valladolid and the Palacio de Lebrija, in Sevilla.

Chinoiserie Decorations in the Structures and Grounds of the Royal Sites
The Royal Site of Aranjuez serves as the most powerful example of Chinese
and, more broadly, Oriental influence on the Spanish royal family. Much of this
influence stems from eighteenth-century renovations to the palace and grounds.
Most notably, the Gabinete de Porcelana expresses Sinophilia at its finest. But
other renovations, such as Charles IV’s Chinese gardens, also demand attention.
These gardens exemplify the predominance at court of chinoiserie styling as late as
the end of the eighteenth century. Moreover, they show the intermingling of styles
that became common as uncertainty reigned in intellectual circles as to the true
origins of civilization. Meanwhile, palace renovations undertaken in a variety of
contexts also reflected the new Chinese style. As early as 1716, the king ordered a
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suite of rooms in the Alcázar to be renovated for the purpose of housing Chinese
folding screens, and these orders for Chinese-style decorations would continue
throughout the century.615
Before beginning with the garden structures, I must give due attention to
Eleanor von Erdberg, whose Chinese Influence on European Garden Structures (New
York: Hacker Art Books, 1985) is a standard work in the field. Suffice it to say
that von Erdberg’s conceptual division of garden art into three categories, the
Exotic, the Grotesque, and the Imitative, is useless for present purposes. She
defined these categories very poorly, and they seem, moreover, to have many
overlapping points. I will therefore continue to use the simpler, overarching term,
“chinoiserie,” which I have been using throughout this thesis to describe anything
created by Europeans in imitation of what they imagined to be Chinese originals.
Von Erdberg did, however, helpfully identify a number of characteristics often
possessed by chinoiserie structures, such as palm trees, parasols, dragons, Chinese
figures, little bells, dragons, and curved roofs (the reader will recall the presence of
these elements in the Gabinete de Porcelana de Aranjuez).616 As the reader will
see, these characteristics played a prominent role in Spanish garden structures, too.
I shall begin with Charles IV and his Estanque Chinesco, a chinoiserie
garden folly that is today the dominant feature of the eastern quarter of the gardens.
As best as I can tell, in the eighteenth century too, this “Chinese Pond” was among
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the top components of the eastern portion of the garden and, if one thinks in terms
of follies, it was certainly the most important. It also provided part of the setting
for the nearby Casa del Labrador, a detail to which I shall return.
The Chinese Pond had three hallmark elements, which were, somewhat
confusingly, a Greek or Egyptian obelisk on a Chinese base, a Chinese arbor (or
pagoda, as I shall demonstrate), and a Greek templete with Chinese influences.
Each element was set upon its own little island, accessible by a bridge. The pond
was finished during the 1790s, with substantial portions coming to completion
already in the early part of that decade: by 1791, Juan de Villanueva had already
built the Chinese templete and nearly completed the Greek templete. Work on the
fountains, however, continued until 1797. At any rate, the creation of the entire
assemblage took the better part of a decade.617
According to V. Álvarez de Quindós, writing in 1804, the pond had various
colors of fish: red, gold, white, and multicolored—doubtless they were koi, or
another species that could imitate koi.618 The waters sprang from a crag or grotto
in a natural-looking island, which did not have the appearance of human
intervention. The obelisk, the simplest part of the decoration, was set upon this
same island and arose from a foundation of four bronze turtles—the classical
Chinese way of building such a structure—but the shape of the superstructure, akin
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to the Washington Monument, was not Chinese, but rather Greek or Egyptian.619
The Chinese more commonly erected steles, which were rectangular in shape and
had room for lengthy inscriptions on their faces. (There is an entire museum
devoted to them, the Stele Forest Museum in X’ian. Other important sites where
Chinese steles have been preserved are the temples of Confucius at Beijing and
Qufu.)
Quindós continued his observations by noting that from the island with the
grotto and obelisk passed a low bridge, just over the surface of the water, to the
Chinese arbor or—although it has not been called such by other commentators—
pagoda. It was octagonal (as with many pagodas) and featured a spire on its top
with five ring-like decorations, of diminishing size, surmounted by a golden ball,
through which the spire passed. These decorations alone prove that the building
was properly termed a pagoda. The wood was white and red, with golden moldings.
It had four doors and four windows, on alternating sides. Inside could be seen
Chinese-style borders, with little repetitive drawings of chinoiserie subjects. Bells
hung in the corners and along the front entrance moved easily with the wind. The
interior decoration included a floor covered in jasper and a table made of the same,
plus porcelain flowerpots with beautiful flowers. The small space outside the
pagoda was comprised of a little field enclosed by a low fence, which apparently
featured interlocking circles as a prominent motif. There was also a little Chinese
boat, in the figure of a two-headed dragon. 620 The flowers, in the nineteenth
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century, were described as having a beautiful odor, which was probably also true in
the earlier eighteenth-century iteration.621
The third element of the pond’s decorations, the Greek templete or
monopteron, sat across from the Chinese pagoda and provided a classical
counterpoint to Chinese exoticism.

Yet the monopteron itself was heavily

influenced by China and indeed by Egypt. The eight statues in between its columns
represented false Egyptian gods; the roof was decorated as if by fish scales (Quindós
appears to have missed this feature), and this was surmounted by a lead-cast, goldcovered dragon.622 The monopteron was therefore considerably more than its name
suggests, supplying ample evidence of the fusion of ancient cultures that
eighteenth-century observers thought lay in their own distant past.
The Chinese pagoda was destroyed during the French invasion and rebuilt
afterward, probably around 1820, by Isidro González Velázquez. But he had
different models in mind and, as Sancho observed, the new work, as represented by
Fernando Brambila (1763–1832) in his Vista del estanque de los peces, was more
Turkic (or even Tartarian) than Chinese. It lacked the façade, bridge, and handrails
described by Quindós. Regarding the coloration of the new pagoda—which had
predominant green tones—Sancho suggested that this may have reflected the
coloration of the original, as well. This can be dismissed as speculation since
Quindós, an eyewitness, reported that the original building was white.623
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The monopteron, too, suffered damage during the invasion, losing its
dragon. The lead-based fish-scale roof was damaged owing to thefts and had to be
renovated. The Chinese pleasure boat was lost. The Egyptian idols were eventually
removed. Finally, the obelisk itself may have been damaged, since the modern
iteration lacks the supporting turtles mentioned by Quindós.624 I saw no evidence
of such turtles in my own visit to Aranjuez. Another detail that may or may not
have been present initially is the stands of bamboo that are near to the garden.
All of this demonstrates that before modern times, a large proportion of the
original “Chinese” decoration was lost. But in their original state, Charles IV’s
gardens visually confirmed the confusion that had become commonplace in
intellectual circles as to the point of origin of civilization, while also showing the
prominence of China in these debates. Many still favored a Chinese origin, while
others stood for Egyptian origins.

Meanwhile, Europe’s classical heritage,

represented by the obelisk and monopteron, continued to weigh heavily upon minds
that were newly self-conscious as to the specific trajectory of their own more recent
ancestors. Broadly speaking, Europe had fallen into a newly conservative period—
as the Neoclassical Period certainly was—in which exotic influences received
increased scrutiny. Nevertheless, Charles IV clothed even the monopteron itself in
Chinese symbols (the fish scales and dragon), and the obelisk (which at any rate
was believed in that period to be a more universal symbol than we now know to be
the case) stood upon Chinese foundations. Plainly, to his mind at least, Chinese
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styling retained its appeal, which speaks volumes as to the culture at court and the
prevalent mindset in Spain regarding the origins of Spanish civilization.
Other garden works at Aranjuez, too, demonstrated the royal affinity for
China. The mid-eighteenth century, for example, saw the construction of a
Chinese arbor. It was the work of Santiago Bonavía, an Italian architect who in
1735 achieved the position of director of royal works at Aranjuez and continued in
his work there until his death in 1759.625 In 1755–7, at the behest of Ferdinand
VI, Bonavía oversaw construction of the arbor, or cenador chinesco, on the southern
side of the Jardín de la Isla. This garden folly, with a superstructure of wood,
probably had an elaborately carved roof. The exact location of the arbor is disputed.
Some hold that it was located immediately across the Ría (or little river) from the
Plaza de Armas, while other sources suggest that it was located further to the west,
about the middle of the southern side of the island, next to a historic bridge.626
There are indeed ruins at the latter site, but I failed to find any ruins at the former
(where, indeed, a modern building houses the park’s restrooms). Because the
foundations are supposed to have survived, this is an indication that the latter site
rather than the former is more likely the true location.
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If the latter site is the correct one, then the arbor looked across the river
toward a road coming from the palace’s plaza de armas. Not only the foundation,
but also the railings, still exist today. The stone and concrete foundation is
approximately six meters long by two meters wide, surmounted by diamondpatterned iron railings attached to one-meter tall concrete mountings for wooden
posts. There are black and white mosaic patterns in the floor. Two of the patterns
are simple circles, but the third, in the center of the floor, is some sort of Chinesestyle character, akin to the characters on the ceiling of the Gabinete de Porcelana
de Aranjuez. The wooden superstructure was taken down in the nineteenth
century. Sancho stated that a plan of the arbor still exists, but I have been unable
to locate it.627
A final work at Aranjuez that deserves mention, although its origins remain
uncertain, is the Puente Verde. Imagery of this exotically styled, off-white or pale
green wooden structure that is in appearance like a suspension bridge is fairly easy
to come across, because it was painted by Brambila.628 (I strongly recommend that
the reader take the trouble to view the picture of the bridge.) Yet aside from
Brambila’s painting, almost nothing is known about the bridge except a mention in
a map available on the Biblioteca Virtual del Patrimonio Bibliográfico, which
appears authoritatively to place the bridge below the Isleta (rather than connecting
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to the Isleta, as depicted by Sancho).629 The bridge appears to have come from my
period and would have been perceived as exotic. In fact, the styling could only have
been perceived as Chinese or Arabic, and the geometrically patterned railings are
characteristic of chinoiserie works. Therefore, this bridge may be particularly
significant for the history of chinoiserie, and I see no need to relegate it to the
category of undifferentiated exoticism.
To what extent were the garden buildings at Aranjuez typical for their
period? Broadly speaking, they conformed nicely to eighteenth-century standards,
with some peculiar variations. Chinoiserie garden follies at that time typically
featured what Von Erdberg has called “Chinese latticework” (which I have termed,
more descriptively, as geometrically patterned railings), which was certainly present
in Charles IV’s Chinese garden and probably also was used in the Chinese Arbor
of the Jardín de la Isla. 630 The use of little bells, ponds, exotic bridges, queer
“natural-looking” rocks (sometimes complete with pressurized cascades of water, as
at Aranjuez), six- or eight-sided (or circular) pagoda-like structures, gondolas (like
the one that was lost from Charles’s garden during the Napoleonic Wars),
chinoiserie ideograms, and painted Chinese figures was common. 631 Rooftop
dragons, attached as though weathervanes (like the one on top of Charles IV’s
monopteron), were a European innovation based on the Chinese practice of putting
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dragons at the edges of the eaves.632 The fish-scale roof, however, appears to be an
original concept, and the mixture of styles in the monopteron also was somewhat
atypical. While architects often mixed the Chinese style indiscriminately with the
Turkish and Indian styles, the monopteron at Aranjuez is far more self-conscious
and comprises a deliberate and thoughtful integration of widely divergent artistic
traditions.633
Where the décor of the Aranjuez buildings diverged from tradition, it was
in ways that added to the seriousness and dignity of the presentation. Most notably,
while we cannot be sure of the extent of Indian or Turkish influence on Charles
IV’s original Chinese pagoda, it certainly lacked palm-tree columns, playful,
mocking monkeys, and sculptures of Chinese figures in casual poses or situated on
the roofops.634 The sense of play was muted, and the direct representation of the
Chinese way of life partially abandoned, in favor of a pervading spirit of earnestness
and gravity, as though the work of art, taken as a whole, addressed something more
important than mere fantasy. This contradicts the findings of Von Erdberg, who
concluded that chinoiserie garden pavilions were intended merely for play, based
on false notions as to the real nature of Chinese civilization, which Europeans at
any rate despised. Following a common trend in the scholarship, Von Erdberg
wrote, “China was thought of as the fairyland of flowers, of birds, of carefree people;
only this conception of the East can explain the peculiarities of the chinoiserie.” This
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much is true. But she erred when she went on to argue that “European arrogance
regarded the Chinese as fools, as only half-human beings, who lived a happy life in
the trees and led strange animals by golden chains.”635 I find that, on the contrary,
Charles IV’s garden works at Aranjuez had a sober and thoughtful message for their
visitors, namely, that China had contributed more than most other contenders to
the foundations of civilization. And even where China is portrayed primarily as a
land of playfulness and of liberation from life’s burdens (as in certain other gardens),
I argue that this was intended sincerely and not, as Von Erdberg would have it, as
a sign that Europeans secretly despised their Oriental neighbors.
One should not neglect, however, that eighteenth-century Europeans
seriously over-extended the use of the term “Chinese,” and sometimes it denoted
garden structures that we would recognize as Turkish or Indian, as indeed appears
to have happened at Aranjuez when the pagoda was rebuilt following the
Napoleonic Wars. This conflation of terms reminds me of the casta paintings, with
their careless use of chino as an umbrella term indicating many types of people, some
of whom were not Chinese at all. Therefore, while there is substantial evidence
that in the eighteenth century, the Aranjuez garden structures were in fact Chinese,
this has to be established on a case-by-case basis.
It bears mentioning, too, that the activity of collecting exotic items extended
beyond gabinetes de curiosidades and affected the gardens. A surprising number of
the plants and animals at Aranjuez actually came from the Far East. After 1773,
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the garden sported an elephant imported from the Philippines, with a second
elephant arriving in 1777. At least one of these elephants, after it died, was stuffed
and mounted for the Real Gabinete de Historia Natural.636 The Gabinete also
received a drawing of a “púrpura de la China,” or red Chinese fish (in appearance
similar to a goldfish).637 Back to the garden, it had various species of plants taken
from the Far East, demonstrating that the scientific expeditions may have played a
role in transplanting seeds and live specimens from as far as China and Japan.
These species included Chimonanthus (wintersweet, native to China), Magnolia
stellata (star magnolia, native to Japan), Metasequoia glyptostroboides (dawn redwood,
native to central and western China), Paulownia tomentosa (princess tree, native to
central and western China), and Zelkova serrata (native to Japan, Korea, China,
Russia, and Taiwan).638 It is unknown how many of these species were present in
the garden during the eighteenth century, but the prospect of them having come to
Spain via the scientific expeditions is salient and compelling.
Finally, I will address the Casa del Labrador itself, broadly conceived, from
the perspective of the whole of the environs of the palace. The very name of the
place alludes to the Chinese work ethic, and this connection could not have been
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lost on Charles IV. The idea of the agricultural laborer was, in the eighteenth
century, invariably connected with the Far East and particularly with the peons of
China. The Casa del Labrador, although surely “One of most important buildings
of Spanish neoclassicism,” should be seen more broadly as part of a grand
chinoiserie agricultural experiment. 639 China may have only seldom merited
explicit mention, as part of this experiment, but the Middle Kingdom was actually
responsible, in large part, for the agricultural adventurousness of Spain’s
eighteenth-century elite, who imagined that agriculture had been perfected in the
Far East—indeed, China had a reputation for agricultural efficiency at least from
the sixteenth century onward. 640 I argue elsewhere regarding the Gabinete de
Porcelana de Aranjuez, which depicts Chinese persons in idyllic settings, that it is
the conceptual nexus of the entire agricultural project that the kings had
undertaken.641 The Casa del Labrador should be understood in terms of that nexus
equally as a house of the Chinese laborer, and of the European.
The riverine nature of the location, and the nearby town, confirm this
assessment.

China was commonly perceived among those familiar with the

literature to be a riverine civilization. I direct the reader particularly to the Johan
Nieuhof map accompanying his account of the first Dutch embassy to China, a
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map of which all the place names are along the Grand Canal and other interior
rivers. 642 There existed other maps, which focused more on the coast, but the
perception of China as delimited by rivers and canals was persuasive, because the
civilization in fact largely followed those parameters—thus contradicting the
common notion today that China was a land-based civilization, which had
abandoned the seas after the Zheng He period in the early fifteenth century.
Aranjuez, because of its location and its extensive works to control the river’s waters,
exactly mirrored Chinese civilization (which also was known for its hydraulic
accomplishments), and this connection would not have been lost on eighteenthcentury observers. Thus, when Ferdinand VI plied the waters of the Tajo in his
imperial-style Chinese yacht (with the interior decorated in the current Chinese
taste), he was, in a very persuasive way, playing at being emperor.643 This was no
innocent flirtation, but a serious intertwining of Chinese and European traditions
at a particularly opportune place and time. The identification of Aranjuez as a
UNESCO World Heritage Site seems somehow even more appropriate in light of
these findings.
Another site with a chinoiserie garden folly, the Buen Retiro, possessed
until sometime in the late eighteenth or early nineteenth century a Chinese Tower.
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This work, a holdover from the seventeenth century and depicted by Louis
Meunier, perhaps between 1665 and 1668, also was depicted in 1701 in an almost
identical print apparently drafted by the publisher Pieter van den Berge (1659–
1737), indicating the building’s constancy in the Buen Retiro landscape. To be
clear, the building was located just to the west of the southwest corner of the
Estanque Grande, which still exists today. Eventually, the monarchy demolished
the Chinese Tower and replaced it by some sort of pagoda-esque mast, with
parasols and many bells—a project that I shall call the “Chinese Mast.” This
project, the brainchild of Velázquez, must have been carried out sometime in the
late eighteenth or early nineteenth century. An image of it is conserved in the
Archivo General del Palacio.644 Later this too was demolished, to be replaced by
the present-day, naturalistic rock fountain, which is in fact quite hideous and in
terrible taste. The history of the Chinese Tower and the Chinese Mast is muddled
and hazy—I have presented what little I know, in full.645
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BNE holds a copy of the Meunier drawing.646 It clearly shows a two-storied
tower, probably of wood, round, with many doors and, on the second story,
octagonal windows, the whole of which rose above a circular foundation set in the
middle of an octagonal pond with rounded edges, rather like a daisy in shape,
referred to in Spanish as the Estanque ochavado or Estanque de las Campanillas. I
am uncertain whether the bells were present in the original Tower, or if they were
added only with the appearance of the Mast. The architecture of the roof, with
little dormers, is reminiscent of the Escorial. I suggest that the tower likely had a
finial on top with a globular ornament, as did the dormers. Below the level of the
foundation, fountains poured water into the pond. There was a bridge across the
water to the structure, which apparently thusly could be accessed by visitors. The
existence of this work across the eighteenth century demonstrates the enduring
Spanish interest in China, which originated with the Habsburgs and was modified
and renewed by the Bourbons. The Tower and Mast also had a recreational
function directly attached to the monarchy: Carmen Ariza Muñoz argued that the
Habsburg monarchs used the pond for fishing (perhaps for koi?), although it is
uncertain whether this tradition continued with the Bourbons.647
The gardens at the Palacio Real de la Granja de San Ildefonso show
intriguing signs of Chinese influence, but nothing particularly definite. The dragon
fountains, located to the south of the palace, seem promising, but on closer
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inspection it is uncertain whether these are indeed Chinese dragons or the
European variant or even whether, if they were intended to be European, they
might still have suggested Oriental imaginings to the gardens’ visitors. The second
intriguing part of the décor here is the parterre de orangerie—sweet oranges having
been first cultivated in China—although again, the association is somewhat
indirect.648 Clearly there was not the explicit association that I have consistently
sought in my investigation.
This reflects a more general frustration with the Reales Sitios, which is that
relatively little is known of their gardens’ histories and it is probably possible to
know only a very little bit more than what is already known today. The same is
true, though for different reasons, regarding the palaces’ interiors. To begin with,
little remains of the eighteenth-century decorations. Moreover, in at least one
case—at the Escorial—the eighteenth-century décor was even removed to
accommodate the restoration of what was thought to be the original sixteenthcentury décor. (For this reason, at that site, the only way one can know about the
eighteenth-century decorations is to consult the inventories prepared when the
items went into storage.) But more generally speaking, much of the palatial décor
that survives today, especially at the most accessible palaces of Madrid and
Aranjuez, comes from nineteenth-century updates. It is depressing to tour these
magnificent structures only to realize how very up-to-date they actually are.
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Regarding the interiors, two cases aside from the Gabinete de Porcelana de
Aranjuez where I am aware of there having been substantial Chinese influence—
which still survives today—are Charles III’s dressing room at the Palacio Real de
Madrid and the Sala japonesa at the Palacio Real de la Granja de San Ildefonso.
There is also a fourth candidate, the Gabinete de maderas finas or “Cabinet of fine
woods” of María Luisa de Parma, also located at the Palacio Real de Madrid. The
room, with its beautiful lacquered wainscoting and furniture, would have evoked
Oriental antecedents; much of the decoration consists of rococo swirls, diamond
patterns, and golden fish and birds.649 Nevertheless, despite the presence of certain
rococo elements, the overall aesthetic sense that the room gives to its visitors is
neoclassical, demonstrating the surprising compatibility of that style with
chinoiserie, which I have also found to be the case elsewhere—such as, for example,
in the Chinese Masked Ballroom, which I shall discuss below.
The dressing room at the Palacio Real de Madrid is also known as the
Gasparini Room for its creator, the Italian architect Matías Gasparini. The room
features chinoiserie rococo wall embroidery and, in the same style, a stucco ceiling,
imitating porcelain. The room is extraordinarily well preserved, other than the
black tarnish that has affected the apparently silver thread used in much of the
embroidery. The color scheme is perhaps best conserved in the marble floor, which
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in a swirling pattern, against a yellow-beige background, depicts deep pinkish reds,
grey-blue tones, black, gold, and forest green. Large mirrors set into the walls have
lacquered, rococo-sculpted frames, leaving the impression of carved mahogany.
Patterns on the walls and furniture, which are also set against a yellow-beige
background, are exclusively vegetative and floral—and predominantly green. Décor
throughout the composition features flowers, floral sprays, fruits, vines, leaves,
branches, and rococo garlands, with some occasional buds and seedpods thrown in.
Chinese three-legged braziers, holding flowers, appear above every
doorway. Interestingly, there are no explicit seashell motifs, which ordinarily might
have been expected in this sort of composition. But at the northern and southern
ends of the room, arising from the place where the walls meet the ceiling, musical
instruments emerge from a floral cornucopia of gold-trimmed, white rococo fronds,
vaguely reminiscent of a seashell. Details include a trumpet-like instrument, a
music stand, bells, and a guitar-shaped item.
The ceiling has several other motifs of interest. The central emblem (above
the chandelier) has two exotic birds, of very large size, with a short, single plume
coming off the backs of their heads, and one of them with distinctive red plumage
in its tailfeathers. Are these Chinese pheasants? They are set against the backdrop
of a gigantic tropical leaf. Also set against gigantic leaf backgrounds, in the four
corners of the room, are four sculptures of Chinese people. Each successive
sculpture features two Chinese engaged in agricultural pursuits, with facial features
that can be recognized as stereotypically Asian—although it must be recognized
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from the surroundings that these are not racist caricatures (and indeed, racism in
the modern sense did not yet exist by the mid-eighteenth century).
I consider each sculpture in turn, starting with the southeasternmost corner
and continuing clockwise about the room. The first sculpture depicts two Chinese
fishing, with a flowering tree in the background. One of the Chinese, who is
standing, draws up a net with two fish in it. The second sculpture, from the
southwestern corner, shows one Chinese (a woman?) apparently picking plums
from a tree, while seated nearby is a mandarin whose placard depicts either a dragon
or a bird. He holds a rice bowl and next to him is a basket containing a rabbit. In
the third sculpture, to the northwest, a Chinese man with a fur collar and large blue
feathers hanging from his waistband stands over a pretty-faced woman with flowers
in her hair. Both wear silk robes with floral emblems, and he holds a small
European-style bell in one hand. A fruit tree stands behind them. In the fourth
sculpture, presumably of two men, one of them wearing an unidentifiable placard
stands with a basket of fruits dangling from his arm, while the second individual
remains seated, a basket of two birds at his feet.
Throughout the room’s decorations, the theme of agriculture very clearly
resonates. This was nothing short of a paean to Chinese agricultural ascendancy.
Its motifs, moreover—the musical instruments, the naturalistic styling—closely
resembled those used at Aranjuez.

But this room excelled the Gabinete de

Porcelana de Aranjuez in its use of actual agricultural scenes. Instead of merely
suggesting agricultural pursuits, the Gasparini room puts them on full display.
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Even the humble fisherman makes his way onto its panels (although this was also
true in the Gabinete de Porcelana de Aranjuez, its portrayal of a fisherman and
fisherwoman in the midst of an intimate embrace detracted from the act of fishing,
which appeared rather unimportant to the pair). The room both continues and
elevates the Spanish discourse regarding the role of agriculture as the fountainhead
and wellspring of civilization. Too, the more realistic depictions of Chinese people
set on prominent display what were probably continuing divisions at court as to the
exact nature of Chinese civilization and what its people even looked like.650
Next I shall address the Sala japonesa. Located in the interior of the Palacio
Real de la Granja de San Ildefonso and decorated by Phillip V shortly after 1735,
this room is entitled “Dormitorio antiguo de los reyes” or “chambre du lit.” In some
ways, the room would rightly be considered the lacquered counterpart to the
Gabinete de Porcelana de Aranjuez, with walls smothered in black lacquered wood,
decorated with flowers and leafy ornamentation in an Oriental style. The paintings
interspersed along the walls, however, are classical and biblical rather than Oriental
in inspiration. 651
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project as though it were a gabinete, since it was long and narrow and had only one
window. The European-style paintings treated biblical themes, such as Jesus’s
temptations in the desert, his meeting with the Samaritan, his meeting as a youth
with the doctors of the Temple, and his expulsion of the merchants from the
Temple grounds. 652 The palace also originally had a room decorated in red
lacquered panels, the Gabinete de Espejos, which I will address below, in the
section on “Wall Hangings & Pictures.”
The final area that I shall address, with regard to the palaces and grounds,
respects the proposed plans that were never actually put into action. Several such
plans relate to China, most notably a Salón de máscaras chinesco. Created for
unknown reasons between 1796 and 1815, apparently by Silvestre Pérez (l. 1767–
1825), a Spanish architect, this intriguing plan for a “Chinese Masked Ballroom,”
as it might be translated, takes on the appearance of an elaborate outdoor structure,
akin to a garden folly.653 Set in two stories, the first of them appears primarily to
have served (in conception) as an auxiliary apartment to the second, to which
visitors were introduced by a stairway and which featured a romantic, elevated
outdoor Chinese pavilion with a tall central spire.
There are two versions to the plan, with various stylistic differences, such as
using rounded versus square rooms for the lower apartments, but both shared the
same underlying characteristics. Both plans use neoclassical columns to support the
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outer margins of the Chinese pavilion, and the pavilion itself, in both cases, takes
on the appearance of canvas draped over supports (much like a circus tent), but I
suspect that in reality it would have been comprised of something more permanent,
such as sculpted lead. The iron railings depicted in each plan are a particularly
interesting feature: following the fashion of the times, they featured any one of a
number of geometric patterns, including diamonds, small offset rectangles, circles,
zigzags, and various combinations thereof. Presumably, only one or two of these
patterns would have been selected to adorn the final pavilion, should it actually have
been constructed.
The existence of this plan demonstrates ongoing interest in Chinese themes
for festive uses. As with the falúa real of Ferdinand VI, China continued to play an
outsized role when it came to frivolity and the life of the party. The existence of
this plan suggests as well that Chinese masked balls were still being held in parts of
Spain as late as the closing years of the eighteenth century.
A second unrealized plan by the same author is really no more than a
scribble and merits as much attention, though it has received more by over-diligent
museum curators. This plan features a circular edifice, apparently also intended as
some sort of garden folly and also descending to us from the period 1796–1815.654
It reminds one very much of the old Chinese Tower drawn by Meunier and situated
in the gardens of the Buen Retiro.
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A final plan, this one for an indoor site, by Jean-Demosthéne Dugourc, the
French interior decorator (l. 1749–1825), projects a proposed but apparently
rejected space for the Casita de Abajo o del Príncipe (at San Lorenzo de El
Escorial), which would have taken the place of one of the rooms in the building’s
right wing.655 This proposed space, a Chinese-style room, is depicted in full color,
and as a result, it is easy to come away with a sense of the decorative style then
prevalent.656 The geometric themes that I highlight in several places in this chapter
played prominent roles, not only on a proposed porch railing, but also on the
wallpaper itself. Predominant colors include pinkish red, forest green, and various
shades of blue (the same, the reader will note, as those used in Charles III’s dressing
room). The work’s geometricality and a ceremonial bronze brazier suggest imperial
mastery, while certain other elements such as dragons, porcelain vases and stools,
and a circular window to the outside indicate an exotic setting.
All things considered, the direct Chinese influence on the royal palaces—at
least, that which has survived—seems relatively sparse. But it should be compared
to other influences, such as the Turkish, which was less pronounced; there are no
contemporary Turkish or Arab equivalents, of which I am aware, to the Gasparini
Room and the Gabinete de Porcelana de Aranjuez. (Although there was probably
no need for Turkish or Arabic adaptations, given that the monarchy already owned
places like the Alhambra in Granada and the Royal Alcázar in Sevilla.) We must
also bear in mind that these rooms are representatives of many others, which were
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perhaps less opulent to begin with but at any rate were eventually substantially
modified, to such an extent that they lost their Chinese sense. It remains possible
and even likely that Charles III’s quarters at the Palacio Real de Madrid were
decorated in a predominantly chinoiserie style, but it is impossible to verify this
with the evidence presently available. I suggest that contemporary travelogues
might provide better information as to the nature of the ancient imperial palace.
But in the meantime, the survival of the Gasparini Room and the Gabinete de
Porcelana suggests there was substantial Chinese influence in other aspects of the
palatial décor, as well. Something similar can be said of the garden follies: these
physical structures were merely the most permanent aspect of chinoiserie and do
not represent the full panoply of Chinese-style deployments that were made in
those times. Only a more extensive review of contemporary courtly entertainments
can confirm or deny this finding.

Chinese and Chinoiserie Decorations in the Museum Collections
Spain’s museums contain plentiful evidence of past Chinese influences.
Any selection of a starting point for evaluating the evidence seems arbitrary, but I
opt to begin with silks. I give them pride of place because, as I also explain
regarding the classified ads in the Diario de Madrid, silks are under-appreciated in
the historical literature, largely because so few of them have survived to the present
day. An indispensable component of the new style, too, was the hand-held fan, a
number of which survive in museum holdings; these fragile collectibles have either
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somehow weathered the test of time extraordinarily well, or they survive in relatively
large numbers today by the sheer force of inertia—that is, because there were so
very many of them to begin with. In either case, they comprise an intriguing asset
in the quest to delineate more precisely the Chinese influence on Spain.
Meanwhile, just as Spaniards attired themselves in Chinese garments and
accessories, they bought numerous items to update the look and feel of their homes:
Chinese household decorations, in the form of furniture, wall hangings, sculptures,
and vases proliferated in elite Spanish residences. And the evidence shows that the
Spanish fascination with China translated into the purchasing of numerous objects
for the kitchen, which is oddly appropriate because China was also a major supplier
of kitchen wares in the Far East (although the wares were primarily metallic, rather
than porcelain). I will treat each of these three general categories—clothing and
fans, home decorations, and kitchen objects—in turn, while providing illustrations
as appropriate.
At the end of this section, I also include two additional segments,
interrelated with the previous material but distinctive. The first draws upon a
particular set of sources said to be generally “Qing,” which may have been produced
anytime between 1644 and 1911. Museums, particularly the Cerralbo and the
Museo Nacional de Artes Decorativas, hold many items that fall into this category.
I parse these objects to identify and evaluate those most likely produced during the
eighteenth century. The second additional segment is a partial reconstruction of
the Chinese items once found in the Real Gabinete de Historia Natural.
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This study has some important limitations, which I shall delineate at the
outset.

Greatest among them is the amount of uncertainty surrounding the

historical trajectories of many of the objects I evaluate, particularly those from
museums. The precise history of each individual object is elusive, at best, or more
commonly, impossible to ascertain. But this difficulty is inevitable in any study of
this sort and is, moreover, surmountable. First, it seems likely that a good portion
of the museum objects I study actually were present in eighteenth-century Spain;
for Spanish museums to hold so many items of clear chinoiserie or Chinese
influence strongly suggests that these objects have an important local history.
Second, as ever-larger numbers of objects are added to the pool, certain trends in
artistry become apparent that hold true regardless of whether a few objects here or
there are later determined, in fact, outside the parameters of the study. In other
words, my evidence has strong internal consistency and projects a set of styles and
messages that would remain even if many of the objects I consider were in reality
not present in Spain. But I do believe that most of the objects I study actually were
present in Spain during the eighteenth century.
Another variable that must be considered is the enduring influence of items
made before the eighteenth century, which were likely still to have been present in
Spain during my period and which, indeed, were consistent in many ways in their
styling with those objects known to have been made in the eighteenth century. I
will consider some such objects at appropriate places in the text, though I generally
avoid pre-eighteenth century items because there is plenty of evidence from within
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my specific time period, and I have no need of expanding my reach. Truly, however,
it would be more natural to study chinoiserie across the entire early modern period
and into the modern one. There is internal consistency to Chinese and chinoiserie
art from at least as early as 1500 to as late as the twentieth century. The need to
keep the sources manageable is probably the most important consideration to the
limitations I impose on myself in the present study. But there is also the fact that
the eighteenth century saw a peculiar congruence between European political
trends and Chinese political practice, which suggests that the art of the period
would have been distinctive.
The geographical limitations placed on my study are primarily for reasons
of convenience and manageability. Whether or not a particular object ended up in
Spain is, at the end of the day, irrelevant, because China influenced the whole of
Europe in broadly similar ways.
Similarly, regarding Japan, I note that its exclusion from these pages is not
methodologically sound. Perhaps more than any other country, Japan drew heavily
from Chinese models, and its art is very close in nature to that of China. Given the
tendencies in global history generally—to unite rather than divide—it would make
more sense to consider the influences of Chinese and Japanese culture together, as
an intelligible and natural unit. Considering the one without the other is rather
like evaluating European culture, but excluding Britain. The only extenuating
circumstance, which in this instance somewhat pardons the omission of Japanese
evidence, is the need to keep the data manageable.
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With regard to museum collections, I note that I omit recently donated
items. The modern collectors responsible for these donations have access to
resources that early modern collectors did not have—for example, direct access to
Chinese markets. These collectors have tended to accrue items directly from
contemporary China or the Far East in general; because these items were not
present in Spain historically, I cannot consider them to have relevance to my study.
I consider only those objects that have been present in the museums for longer
periods of time and that therefore are more likely to come from early modern
sources.
Another related consideration is whether to include house-museums like
Cerralbo and the Palacio de los Barones de Valdeolivos, which amassed their
holdings somewhat later than some of the state museums. I take each case
individually. Where collections obviously were imported from China as a result of
nineteenth- and twentieth-century antiquarian treasure-hunting trips, I decline to
include them in my study. For this reason, certain sources from the Palacio have
been omitted. I do make one exception with regard to Cerralbo by including a box
with carp and a swastika, which is of unknown provenance but may well have come
to Europe in the nineteenth century. As for other items from Cerralbo, which were
probably made for the export market and are of eighteenth-century origins, I
include them.
There exists a Spanish-language exhibition catalog, Orientando la mirada:
arte asiático en las colecciones públicas madrileñas (Madrid: Ayuntamiento de Madrid
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and Conde Duque, 2009), which in some ways anticipates the present work.
Orientando la mirada succeeds in its aim of promoting awareness of Madrid’s
Oriental art collections, but it has surprisingly little on the eighteenth century.
Moreover, some of the statements in this work are manifestly false. One of the
authors went so far as to suggest that early modern Europeans deliberately
accentuated the differences between China and the West. The same author
suggested that a liking for things Chinese corresponded to a belief in Chinese
arbitrariness or capriciousness.657 In fact, as I have shown, Europeans sought to
emulate China, which they saw as an extraordinarily well-ordered land (whose
constitution, indeed, did not allow for caprice), and their admiration was sincere
and heartfelt. I also note a general methodological defect in Orientando la mirada,
which is common to many similar works: it is too particularistic, being so centered,
as it is, on individual works of art that it cannot, despite the best intentions of its
authors, effectively take a perspective on the whole. There is conceptual unity to
be found amidst the book’s exoticisms, and it is our job, as historians, to find it.
A final note on my sources: nearly all of the museum sources can be accessed
online, via the citations I have given. All one must do is go to the CERES website
at ceres.mcu.es, then enter the item code, which I have provided, into the general
search box. 658 I encourage readers to take advantage of this feature, which
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Isabel Cervera Fernández, “Cuando Oriente era lejano,” in Orientando la mirada: p. 21. To clear
up any confusión, Cervera’s name appears variously in simple form and compounded with
“Fernández” because she must have married in the midst of her professional career.
658
Note that sometimes it is necessary to add a space between the numerical portion of the key and
the letters. CE16381, for example, may come up with nothing if not entered as “CE 16381.”
Sometimes there are multiple results for a search. In this case, match the museum name as well as
the inventory code.
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effectively enables me to provide illustrations without securing copyright privileges.
Note that when both letters and numbers are used to designate an item, it is
sometimes necessary to enter a space between them.

Silks, Especially Clothing
Spain’s Museo Nacional de Artes Decorativas owns a fascinating series of
silken robes and jackets. I single out, for special attention, the best-documented of
these items, a yellow jifu tunic, or robe, intended in China for use as semiformal
court dress for an official or—in this case, given the color—possibly the emperor
himself.659 These garments, also known as “dragon tunics,” were typically worn by
the emperor, and were considered good luck.
This bright yellow robe, made between 1726 and 1800, depicts eight large
four-clawed dragons as well as numerous bats. The color of the tunic suggests the
emperor and imperial household, and the tunic also displays images of the sun and
fire, which are symbols of imperial authority. But this tunic was not meant for an
emperor, because the dragons have four claws, instead of the five possessed by
imperial dragons; moreover, most of the twelve symbols of imperial authority are
missing. Finally, there are only eight dragons, whereas one of my sources says there
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“Túnica de raso amarillo” (ca. 1726–1800), tunic, Inventario CE16381, Museo Nacional de Artes
Decorativas (MNAD), Madrid, Spain, photograph online at CERES. All subsequent citations
from Spanish museums also rely on CERES photographs, unless otherwise specified. Jifu is the
modern term, for English speakers. The museums that I consult use “chi-fu.” Matilde Arias Estévez
speculated that tunics of this sort may also have been worn by women and recorded that in 1776
two such tunics were sent by the governor of Manila to the King, who donated them to the Gabinete
de Historia Natural. Arias Estévez, “El Gabinete de Historia Natural,” in Oriente en Palacio: pp.
241–2.
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should be nine for an imperial robe, since nine symbolized the sections of the
mathematical sciences, the nine parts of the book of history, the nine provinces,
and the nine colored palaces.660 But eight is the most auspicious number in Chinese
symbolism, corresponding as it does to the characters for “prosper” or “wealth.”
The conclusion is inescapable that while this robe complied with certain aspects of
Chinese symbolism, it could not have been intended for an emperor; but because
of its color, it also could not have been intended for Chinese nobles or officials.
In this context, the sun probably indicates life; fire suggests dynamism,
passion, and insight; and bats evoke happiness and joy. At the bottom of the tunic,
a mountain peak towers above waves, which in this context likely symbolizes a
ruler’s power over his subjects. The dragons indicate nobility, and their number
and placement—and whether they are front- or side-facing—denotes a person’s
particular rank. Clearly, this robe was intended for a person of some status.
This may be an elite wedding garment, based on the remarks that the
museum attached to another, similar robe, but because of the color, it could not
legally have been worn in China. It was certainly designed for the export market,
and the fine craftsmanship of the piece—combined with how well it has been
preserved—indicates it was used only for very special occasions. I suggest that
nobles would have used garments like this for masquerades. The Spanish concept
art for a salón de máscaras chinesco, which I discuss earlier in this chapter, suggests
that Chinese masquerades were a common occurrence in the capitol.
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Arraiza, Alberto Bartolomé, and Carmen Castro, eds., Asia en las Colecciones Reales del Museo
Nacional de Artes Decorativas (Cantabria: Fundación Santillana, 2000), p. 60.
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The existence of pieces like this tunic indicates that wealthy nobles and
merchants were not shy about adapting Chinese styles to European social settings.
The piece, which incorporates a number of traditional Chinese symbols while
omitting European motifs entirely, demonstrates that its European buyer was quite
cosmopolitan. This contrasts sharply with imported porcelain plateware, which
was often white with European coats-of-arms emblazoned in the center.
Europeans apparently did not always seek to customize imported items but
sometimes adopted more-or-less Chinese fashions. I suggest that European buyers
were far more aware of Chinese fashions and tastes than is generally acknowledged;
the export market was not slavishly bound to European motifs and designs, but
instead promoted genuine cross-cultural exchanges, such as occurred with the
present item. After all, if we presume it was used for masquerades, the nature of
the event would be semiformal and festive, so even the usage of the piece was similar
in both China and Europe.
The yellow tunic is not alone—the Museo Nacional de Artes Decorativas
possesses others very much like it. There are three other tunics with front-facing
dragons, as well as one with phoenixes and dragons (the phoenix symbolizes the
empress), and two bufu, or surcoats for the use of princes, nobles, and officials,
intended to be worn over the jifu.661 The imagery on each of these items is similar,
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“Túnica de seda” (ca. 1751–1825), silk tunic, Inventario CE16375, MNAD; “Túnica que puede
ser nupcial” (ca. 1726–1800), silk tunic, Inventario CE16378, MNAD; “Túnica de raso azul” (ca.
1751–1875), silk tunic, Inventario CE16379, MNAD; “Túnica de raso rojo” (ca. 1751–1800), silk
tunic, Inventario CE16384, MNAD; and “Túnica de raso amarillo” (ca. 1726–1800), silk tunic,
Inventario DE16380, MNAD. In Spanish, bufu is rendered “pu-fu.”
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so I will not spend time describing it (and there are a large number of examples
available on the Internet, for readers who wish to view more).662 The presence of
both jifu and bufu suggests that collectors had some knowledge that the two should
be worn together and should be taken as an indication of sophistication. Overall,
the presence of these items in the collections of the Museo Nacional de Artes
Decorativas is highly favorable to the impression of refinement and poise on the
part of Spain’s elite.
The museums hold a variety of other silk pieces, which, taken together,
suggest the pervasiveness of Chinese silk in eighteenth-century markets.

A

luxurious yellow belt with eleven attached pouches and containers suggests the
kinds of personal items that could be made from silk.663 A cut of Chinese silk from
the Museo de América, intended as part of a series for interior decorating, features
European figures in a Chinese-inspired, rococo floral setting.664 A silken fragment
depicts the head and shoulders of a Chinese dragon, in bold coloring. 665 The
number of silk items that have survived is, unfortunately, quite small, but I note
that I have only included items with obvious Chinese influence or of Chinese
origins; Europe had a domestic silk industry with its own traditional motifs, and it
would not be appropriate to conflate the two.
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Search Google for “jifu robe.”
“Cinturón de seda” (ca. 1701–1800), silk belt, Inventario CE16643, MNAD.
664
“[Rococo silk piece]” (ca. 1701–1800), cut of silk, Inventario 11551, Museo de América, Madrid,
Spain. On this item, see also Orientando la mirada, pp. 166–7.
665
“Fragmento textil” (ca. 1701–1800), silk fragment, Inventario CE23270, MNAD.
663
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A type of item that plainly pertains to this study is the famed mantón de
Manila. At present, the earliest exemplar that I have located is from the beginning
of the nineteenth century and is displayed in a beautiful photo in La ruta española a
China. As is common in such mantones, or shawls, this one features what appear
at first glance to be genre scenes of Chinese people. There are architectural features
including Chinese-style bridges and pagodas, as well as stereotypically Chinese
animals such as lions, tigers, and a dragon.666 There is some confusion over when
these items first began to appear in Spain, but the Mexican rebozo, a shawl-like
piece of cloth traditionally owned by Mexican women, predates the use of mantones
de Manila in Madrid and raises the interesting possibility that the latter may have
been a colonial import.667 Because rebozos may have come into use as early as the
sixteenth century, it is possible that the Madrid version followed shortly. But
regardless of when the mantones originated, they followed hand-in-glove the same
traditions of iconography that were common throughout the early modern period,
especially the tradition of representing the Chinese way of life to a Spanish
audience. Therefore, I suspect that the history of these cherished objects, which
became common household items for many madrileños, most likely began before
or during my period.
The specific mantón de Manila that I have mentioned bears further analysis.
Its intricately embroidered figures have been reproduced faithfully and in high
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“Mantón de Manila” (China or Philippines?, beginning of 19th c.), silk, MNAD, photograph in
La ruta española a China, p. 160, description, p. 161. Not available on CERES.
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Email correspondence with Rubén Carrillo, 18 March 2016.
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resolution in the picture from La ruta española a China, making it possible to divine
the attitudes and actions of individual persons. For reasons that will become clear,
I term this mantle the “Military Wife’s Shawl.”
In the center of the square-shaped mantle, there is an embroidered motif
repeated four times which includes a fisherman who has caught a goldfish, a lion of
Fo (a guardian figure representative of Buddha) with two tails, and an image of a
man, probably one of the Eight Immortals, Han Zhongli, carrying a feather fan,
which he used to revive the dead. There are also five butterflies frolicking in bright
sunlight (symbolized by an image of the sun), a peacock, chrysanthemums, and
plum blossoms. The lion represents power; the fish is connected to abundance; the
plum blossoms represent the Five Blessings of longevity, health, wealth, virtue, and
the desire to die a natural death in old age; the chysanthemum refers to longevity
and virtue in the face of adversity; the peacock symbolizes beauty, dignity, peace,
and prosperity; and the butterflies represent long life, joy, and warmth (and the
number five probably referred again to the “Five Blessings”). The Immortal, in this
context, probably is intended to ward off death. I do not know the significance of
the lion’s two tails, but there is also a dog with two tails elsewhere in the
composition.
Aside from the central panel, this piece has several artistically significant
illustrations in its margins.

The bottom right depicts a Chinese warrior

demonstrating his strength by lifting aloft in each hand a ceremonial bronze brazier.
Two other warriors stand by, one of them looking at the demonstration while the
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other gazes upward at a nearby peacock. A fourth figure, with two long feathers
protruding from his cap and a sword, may be the mythical Chinese character Zhong
Kui, who vanquished demons with a sword after detecting them with the two
magical “feelers” in his hat.
In the center of the bottom margin is a warrior on a horse, who has drawn
his bow to fire at what are apparently squirrels or dogs. A Chinese peasant who
has captured a crane or duck looks on.
The bottom left shows a warrior holding two tigers by their tails, an
apparently foolish act, while a peasant with a pitchfork (on one side) and a graceful
swordsman (on the other side) look on and prepare to fight. Below the tigerwrestler is a man caressing the head of a deer. The deer is the only animal that can
find the lingzhi. I am unaware of the specific symbolism of a man who has two
tigers by the tail, although a variety of metaphors might apply, and the presence of
the two men readying their weapons suggests a desperate struggle is about to begin.
In the middle-left side, rosebushes dominate the foreground, surrounded by
squirrels and birds.
In the upper left, two great men greet each other: one is apparently a general
or other military mandarin of high rank, while the other, who wears a traditional
mandarin’s hat and red-and-black striped robes, appears to be a literary scholar.
The military mandarin has two assistants, one of whom bears a standard over his
head; he wears an elaborate spiked hat, gold dress armor, and a quiver with arrows,
while in his right hand he holds a bow. In his left hand, he holds high above his
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head either a baton of some kind or a sheathed sword. He is positioned such that
it appears he is pronouncing judgment on the civil bureaucrat, who bows before
him.
In the center of the upper panel, another of the Eight Immortals, Han
Xiangzi, plays the flute and rides a crane. His presence suggests youthfulness and
fortune. He can predict the future and make fruits and flowers grow out of season.
The crane, by itself, is a symbol of longevity. Another lion of Fo prances across a
bridge, followed by a bare-chested, bearded Chinese man.
In the upper-right panel, a purple-robed scholar-official “dots the eyes” (or
paints the eyes) on his artistic creation, a gold dragon, thus giving it life. Two
figures, a man with a ruyi scepter who is riding a lion of Fo and a peasant or beggar
carrying a stick attached to a gourd-like object, look on. Two peacocks and two
deer also take notice. The man riding the lion may be the Immortal, Cao Guojiu,
who is frequently depicted with a ruyi scepter or a pair of castanets. The beggar is
probably another Immortal, Li Tieguai, who carries a gourd filled with a magic
elixir.
The imagery on the middle-right side is difficult to interpret. A young man
holds nondescript objects, possibly a book and a bedroll. Two dogs (each with two
tails) stand nearby. Large pagodas (one in the foreground and one in the distance)
dominate the landscape.
The overall tendency of this work is to wish the health, wealth, and general
well-being of its wearer. It contains several motifs typically associated with China,
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including the pagodas, the various representations of lions of Fo, the dragon, the
deer, plum blossoms, cranes, roses, and the two scholar-officials. (The association
of roses with China appears to have grown substantially with the advent of the
nineteenth century—probably because cultivated roses were first introduced to
Europe from China in the eighteenth century.) The military imagery, however,
seems out of place, unless this shawl were intended for a military wife. I have no
explanation either for the predominance of military motifs, or for their highly
specific nature—a warrior testing his lifting capabilities, another warrior taking on
lopsided odds (in the two tigers), and a meeting between a military mandarin and
literary scholar. These images have no precedent, of which I am aware, in the crosscultural exchange between China and Spain.

In fact, none of the specific

individuals populating the shawl have referents in Spanish culture; all are Chinese
in origin, and because many of them are mythological, the scenes are not strictly
“genre scenes” in the normal sense of the term (although some of the scenes
plausibly could have happened in real life). This piece is notable for the degree to
which it preserves traditional Chinese iconography and mythology, even though
the presentation is for a Western audience.
From the images in the Military Wife’s Shawl, I draw several general
conclusions. First, much of the Chinese art that Europeans purchased was more or
less authentic in that it followed indigenous styles and motifs. The pieces were not
always made to order and in more ways than one might expect, the Chinese artisans
took substantial liberties. In fact, I argue that it was precisely this “exotic element”
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that made Chinese pieces so popular. Second, as I shall later observe more
generally, European missionaries were not successful at keeping Chinese religious
concepts out of Europe. These concepts were endemic to Chinese art to such an
extent that keeping out the one necessarily meant keeping out the other. Third,
the thirst for Chinese art had not been slaked by the time my period ends. The
collapse of the monarchy in 1810 marked the end of a specific period in the Spanish
Enlightenment and may signal the end of the association of China with enlightened
concepts (inasmuch as China symbolism had been linked explicitly to the
monarchy), but the interest in Chinese art continued, as the growth in popularity
of the mantones de Manila—along with the existence of large numbers of
nineteenth-century Chinese and chinoiserie objects in Spanish museums—clearly
shows. The continuing interest in China, in fact, may have resulted in part from
the loss of Spain’s American colonies, which put greater emphasis on Manila and
Cuba as the sole remaining representatives of Spain’s imperial reach.
Just as Chinese religious figures infiltrated Europe, it should perhaps come
as no surprise that China also influenced European religious art. I only have one
example of this—the wooden, chinoiserie San José y el Niño (ca. 1730–1740), by
the circle of Francisco Salzillo y Alcara—but it is compelling.668 In this sculpture,
Oriental, flowing robes, incorporating floral motifs and geometric designs—and
obviously silken—envelop both figures. Jesus wears a somewhat oversized red-and-
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I saw this work, which is held by a private collector, at the Palacio de Cibeles in 2014. Circle of
Francisco Salzillo y Alcara, “San José y el Niño” (ca. 1730–40), painted wooden statue, Colección
Masaveu, Fundación Masaveu (private collection).
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gold tunic that drapes down to the knees; in the Catholic tradition, red is the color
of the Holy Spirit and the martyrs, while in the Chinese tradition, red and yellow
were reserved for the emperors. That which most draws the eye, meanwhile, is the
yellow floral mantle that Joseph wears draped over his left shoulder. This garment
features a variety of stylized flowers and, given the time and place that the statue
was executed, is rightly considered Chinese. Here we see the colors of the emperor
casually deployed to exalt a Christian religious figure. The clear symbolism is that
just as Joseph bore the imperial mantle, so his adopted son would also bear it.
Another yellow silk cloth, similar in principle but uncut and still in its
original roll, is held today by the Patrimonio Nacional at the Palacio Real de
Madrid. This pristine taffeta, dated circa 1750 and known, like other painted
taffetas from China at that time, as “Pekingese” for the techniques used to create
it, has a creamy yellow background and decorations of flowers, butterflies, and
birds. It is very possible that this cloth arrived directly in Spain from its place of
production; there is an inscription in Chinese characters on the reverse side,
probably placed there by the maker. The Chinese origins of the piece can be further
deduced by the technique of using a five-thread weft of thin strips of gilded paper,
in the beginnings of the cloth, before the stamped and painted decoration. This
piece, with its lifelike representations of birds and butterflies, illustrates the
extremely high quality that Chinese export goods sometimes had and shows why
these goods were in such high demand by the royals.669 Entire rooms might be
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“Pequín” (ca. 1750), Pekingese taffeta, Inventario 10080615, Palacio Real de Madrid, Patrimonio
Nacional, photograph in Oriente en palacio, p. 157. Alternate photograph in La ruta española a
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covered in such fabrics, as with one room at the Casa del Labrador, which is the
only royal room that retains a Pekingese taffeta façade, although it is now much
degraded.
Spaniards used Chinese and chinoiserie silks, then, in a wide variety of
contexts. These silks ranged from the completely domesticated (as with the cut of
silk for interior decorating, held by the Museo de América), to the partially adapted
(such as the silk worn by Joseph), to the somewhat unusual (as with the jifu and
bufu garments and the Military Wife’s Shawl). While mantones de Manila are
well-attested, the connection between the jifu and bufu garments and the
eighteenth century seems surprising, and it remains to be shown with certainty that
they were used by Spaniards during that time.

Fans & Personal Items
Another way of demonstrating affinity to the Far East was in one’s personal
objects. Perhaps the most ubiquitous of such objects was the chinoiserie or Chinese
tobacco box, which I detail at some length in my evaluation of the classified ads in
the Diario de Madrid.670 The next most common personal item associated with
China was probably the fan. Chinese fans came in various types; but whether fixed
or folded, whether made abroad or domestically, whether comprised of ivory, paper,

China, p. 215. Details taken from Pilar Benito García, “Tejidos y Bordados Orientales en las
Colecciones Reales Españolas,” in Oriente en palacio: p. 147. My translation regarding the “fivethread weft” is approximate, owing to the highly technical nature of the comment.
670
Cf. pp. 261–3.
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or silk, all of them evoked associations with China, for the fan itself was a cultural
import. Nevertheless, because the evidence in this category is ubiquitous (and some
of it of very high quality), I consider only those fans with explicitly Chinese or
chinoiserie themes. The reader will also note that I exclude fans from the Real
Gabinete de Historia Natural, because I treat them in another place, along with the
rest of the evidence from the Gabinete.
The Chinese shipped to Europe a surprising number of fans with genre
scenes of European life, and yet others were shipped unadorned, to be painted by
European landscape artists. I concern myself with that group of fans decorated by
Oriental artists, either in painting, or in carved ivory, and I begin with what is
perhaps the most lavish example of all: an intricately carved ivory fan with
numerous, Lilliputian figures set against a background of nearly ephemeral spokes.
Made in the first half of the eighteenth century, this fan’s guards (if the museum’s
commentator is to be believed) feature Taoist Immortals, four per side, to make
eight in total. The landscape is comprised principally of figures, fifty-one in total,
separated from one another by a hodge-podge of buildings and trees, with a large,
blank oval in the center of everything. I am unaware if the oval served any symbolic
purpose, or—what I think is more likely—whether it was left so that the recipient
could have a custom engraving made there. The figures wear widely varying
costumes, ranging from classical Confucian robes to body armor; they have
divergent hair styles and some have elaborate necklaces and grasp at gnarly
branches, possibly indicating religious affiliation (particularly, I think, an affiliation
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with Taoism). Elsewhere, some individuals display banners, while others hold sun
shades over social superiors. Because the scale is so small, many details of the
composition have to be inferred, making it difficult to ascertain with certainty what
most of the figures are doing. But I doubt that there is any deeply hidden
symbolism. On the contrary, the work relies on its complexity to overwhelm the
viewer with visual impressiveness.671
European wedding guests often gave fans to the newly married couple,
having embroidered or carved in the center the initials of the lucky pair. Probably
this was the intent behind the blank oval. Spanish museums hold two other
examples of this sort of Chinese fan. One of them, ca. 1790, bears the initials of
the wedded couple set amidst tiny lace embroideries of birds, leaves, and flowers;
the central embroidery is flanked with cartouches, each containing images of
pagodas set amidst Chinese buildings. This amounted, in a very symbolic way, to
a Sinification of the wedding itself—it was as though the couple had been married
in a Chinese city, surrounded by the happy birds and beautifully flowering plants
that played such an important role in Chinese art.672
Another particularly exquisite instance of Chinese architecture occurs on a
fan dated 1701–1825, which on a feathered-gold background depicts a bright blue
pagoda set amidst towers, trees, and what appears to be a small town. This fan,
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“Abanico” (ca. 1701–1750), fan, Inventario 05818, Museo Cerralbo, Madrid, Spain.
“Abanico de baraja” (ca. 1790), fan, Inventario CE17465, MNAD.
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made of a copper alloy with enamel decoration, is an exquisite example of the
diversity of materials and methods that could be used in creating fans.673
In one unfortunate instance, damage to the artwork on a surviving fan has
lowered its value for scholarship. This example from around 1700 appears to depict
a qilin, a mythological unicorn-like creature whose appearance is said to be a good
omen portending the imminent birth or death of a great sage or illustrious ruler.
Qilins also portend prosperity and serenity and are particularly associated with the
union of man and wife. But in this case, the qilin is barely visible, owing to damages
to the watercolor; there also appears to be a phoenix present, flying above the qilin,
which for some reason goes unmentioned in the museum curator’s description. At
any rate, this fan’s significance lies in its portrayal for a Western audience some of
the chief creatures of Chinese mythology.674
My penultimate example is a fan of particularly cunning craftsmanship,
made in the second half of the eighteenth century and likely sent from Canton
(according to the museum curator), which features a set of hidden panels and a
mechanism by which they can be revealed, in such a way that they substitute for the
two primary landscapes. I call this item the Janus Fan. The main frontal landscape
depicts four Europeans in humdrum poses—nothing of interest here. On the back,
however, are six windows of mica, through which one can see the faces of various
Orientals and one African. Then, when one reveals the secondary landscape, the
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“Abanico” (ca. 1701–1825), fan, Inventario VH 0639, Museo Cerralbo.
“Abanico de baraja” (ca. 1700), fan, Inventario CE21586, MNAD. The artwork appears to be
in paint; the museum’s description is unclear on that point.
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owners of these faces become plain, and a truly strange sight emerges, which
perhaps encodes some irretrievable lampoon. In the new scene, a tall Chinese man
holds a hoop, through which jumps a midget chasing a ball; and a man lying on the
floor has his arms extended in front to hold up the feet of a young Chinese boy,
who in turn holds a stick, on which is attached a hoop, on which is standing a
squirrel. Meanwhile, a black man looks on, and another Asian man appears to be
playing a drum.675
Is this some sort of circus scene, or an attempt to represent street acrobats
or roving entertainers? Almost without a doubt, the scene could not represent any
literal instance that actually had been witnessed by the artist who created the fan. I
am at a loss for placing these images in interpretive context, because I have never
seen anything like them before, either in the eighteenth-century context or
anywhere else. Nonetheless, I take this bit of evidence as a particularly valuable
gem.
The Patrimonio Nacional has its own collection of fans, although most of
those that have been covered in the secondary literature are from the sixteenth,
seventeenth and nineteenth centuries.676 But there is one example available from
the eighteenth century, made in England (according to my source, the styling is
distinctively English), circa 1750, which shows Chinese people outdoors, under a
gnarly old tree. In the image, several individuals are listening to the advice of a sage
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“[Abanico]” (ca. 1751–1800), fan, Inventario VH 0634, Museo Cerralbo.
See for example Annemarie Jordan Gschwend, “Los primeros abanicos orientales de los
Habsburgos,” in Oriente en palacio: pp. 267–71; see also pictures in the same volume, pp. 272–4 and
276–79.
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old man with long mustache and chin beard.677 This fan is a typical chinoiserie
item and a luxury good commonly available in Europe at that time.
Europeans regularly adorned themselves with Chinese and chinoiserie
tunics, jackets, pouches, and fans—besides, as I have demonstrated elsewhere (in
my commentary on the Diario de Madrid), tobacco boxes, handkerchiefs, rosaries,
and walking sticks. The museums hold two more items that fall into this general
category, namely, two pieces of jewelry. These included a green stone cross (in
appearance like jade), circa 1500–1800, and a simple jade bracelet, circa 1701–1900.
The broad date ranges indicate that the styles these pieces followed were consistent
throughout the early modern period and well into nineteenth century. Therefore,
as I have argued before, it is not very relevant whether these particular pieces were
present in eighteenth-century Spain, because there would have been other similar
objects present in their place. Nonetheless, the small quantity of these pieces is
concerning. Because jewelry is particularly prone to be handed down, I suggest that
this is one reason we find so few of them in public depositories. Still, it seems likely
that there was less Chinese jewelry in Spain than other items such as fans and silk
jackets.
A final curious object in this category is an ivory card-holder. Probably
intended for use in China to contain invitations and presentation cards, as part of
the Chinese ceremonies, this card-holder comes from the period 1701–1900 and
displays chrysanthemums, roses, birds, and a genre scene of men playing a table
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“Abanico con varillaje de marfil” (ca. 1750–60), folding fan, detail of cat. XVIII.12, Palacio Real
de Aranjuez, Patrimonio Nacional, photograph in Oriente en palacio, pp. 346, 358.
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game.678 I note that this item was not intended for the export trade, but this would
not necessarily have prevented its arrival in Spain during the eighteenth century.
When it came to fans, Chinese indigenous designs often prevailed over
European ones. This was probably a key aspect of why Chinese fans were so
popular in Spain. Qilins, pagodas, the Immortals, and other quintessentially
Chinese subject-matter made its way into Spanish households. But other personal
objects, aside from fans, might also be adapted to Spanish use, including jewelry. I
realize that the attestation of such personal objects is weak, in the catalog presented
in this chapter, but if one refers back to the classified ads in the Diario de Madrid,
there is significantly stronger evidence as to the prevalent nature of such objects.679

Furniture & Wooden Objects
Spaniards sometimes imported wooden objects from China, but they also
commonly created or purchased European imitations in response to the soaring
demand.

I begin with several eclectic examples.

Eighteenth-century clocks

received Oriental decoration: two such chinoiserie clocks, again at the Museo
Cerralbo, display on their frames Far-Eastern ornamentation such as birds, Chinese
figures, and flowers. 680 Meanwhile, an imported eighteenth-century paintbrush
container featured a carved Chinese dragon. 681
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“Tarjetero” (ca. 1701–1900), card holder, Inventario CE20586, MNAD.
Cf. pp. 261–3, 267–9, and 272–3.
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eighteenth or nineteenth century a Chinese or Philippine artist created and sent to
Spain a gorgeous reversible chess and backgammon board in red, black, and gold
lacquer.682
But the most prevalent item in this category was the lacquered wooden
jewelry box. In the eighteenth century, Spanish elites commonly used these boxes
for keeping small valuables. Perhaps the most notable among my exemplars—
although it may have been obtained later and brought back to Europe during the
nineteenth century—is what I shall call the “Lingzhi Box” (26 cm long, 16 cm wide,
and 7 cm tall), so named for taking on the lobed shape of the medicinal fungus
believed to promote longevity. 683 On its top, in carved relief, appear two carp,
which can symbolize happy marriage and plentiful children, and this interpretation
seems especially strong because the carp have taken into their mouths two ribbons
attached to a symbolic knot, the sign of harmony and sometimes also of marriage.
A swastika in the center of the composition may be a Buddhist symbol and probably
alludes to good fortune and long life. The museum commentator also identified
two ruyi, or scepters—which would be appropriate in a composition like this—but
the signs are somewhat unclear.684 Taken as a whole, the piece appears to be ideal
for a wedding gift.
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“Tablero de juego” (ca. 1701–1900), chessboard, Inventario CE22418, MNAD. I note that
Philippine art derived in many respects from Chinese art; for the purposes of my study, it makes no
sense to exclude an object because of Philippine origins.
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Another highly notable example is a small black lacquered box (12 cm tall,
5 cm wide, 7 cm tall), from the eighteenth century, with gold decorations of
Chinese people conversing and relaxing around tables. In the center of the top
panel is an abbreviated version of the coat-of-arms of Spain, featuring prominently
the towers of Castilla, the lions of León, the pillars of Hercules, and the motto Plus
Ultra, meaning “further beyond.”685 Nearly inevitably, upon further reflection, the
viewer will realize the connotation of Spain as an Orientalized kingdom. By the
juxtaposition of Chinese figures to the Spanish coat-of-arms, the piece depicted
Spain as Sinified, as though the Spanish people themselves had somehow become
Chinese; what is more, whether intentionally or not, the piece set forth as though
a challenge the idea that Spain could become more than what it was, i.e., that it
could become more like China.
The other boxes, while less remarkable overall, have some characteristics
worth mentioning. The first, a small white chest with carved mother-of-pearl
overlay (from the eighteenth or nineteenth century), resembles porcelain and
features sculpted peonies, butterflies, and birds. 686 (Boxes with mother-of-pearl
overlay had a strong but non-specific association with the Far East, and a number
of them have been gathered together by the editors of Oriente en palacio, in a
presentation that I recommend as an introduction to the topic.)687 A second box, a
stunning black lacquered piece with gilding and red tones from cinnabar, from the
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period 1776–1825, has numerous, highly detailed Chinese buildings, which are
more realistic than what is normally depicted and appear to follow contemporary
written and graphical descriptions.688 A third box, a black piece from the same
period, with elaborate encrustations, uniquely draws attention to a small,
nondescript image of an elephant, alongside traditional depictions of flowers and
birds; this is the first example of elephant imagery that I have found in my
investigations and demonstrates that elephants were connected with traditional
Chinese iconography.689 A fourth box, of wood covered in thick red lacquer—a
typical Chinese crafting methodology—depicts two peasants carrying firewood
who have met on the road and are apparently engaged in dialogue, while a third
man waves at them from the distance. This Chinese genre scene is notable for
having been produced in China, following traditional Chinese methods; in this
case, the maker carefully followed a Ming antecedent. 690 This piece is unique
among my evidence in that it depicts for the Western market a scene that is
germaine to the lives of Chinese peasant farmers but of little interest to Westerners.
Most export art focused on the highly technical processes of tea and porcelain
production, or at best such art might depict rice farming, while ignoring other
everyday activities such as the gathering of firewood for the hearth.
As with small boxes, wood also comprised the primary material used in the
creation of lacquered furniture, another important luxury good but one that,
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because of its bulk, was expensive to ship. The expense of genuine Chinese pieces
stimulated the development of a flourishing domestic market in imitation wares.
Spanish museums have preserved several important pieces, both Chinese and
European. I have previously discussed furniture in my chapter on the Diario de
Madrid, where I found that writing desks, folding screens, and armoires played
important roles as chinoiserie decorations and sometimes as cabinets for the display
of porcelain. 691

I also noted that the eighteenth-century monarchs collected

lacquered furniture, or charoles, as they liked to call them. Here I will expand upon
my earlier findings by commenting upon the specific décor of two desks and a
folding screen—of which pictures are available, unlike the furniture from the
Diario—besides adding new types of furniture including chairs, a coffee table, and
a mirror. The evidence from the museum collections improves and expands our
notions of what chinoiserie furniture looked like, who owned it, what its purposes
were, and what messages it manifested.
Eighteenth-century Chinese desks, of the type owned by the elite, had an
air of grandness. The two desks that I consider look, by our standards today, like
towering sets of drawers for the bedroom, with one of them—the black one—just
over two meters in height and the second—the red one—looming over its viewers
at nearly two-and-a-half meters tall. Each “desk” has two sections, a lower one
comprised of four large drawers (the uppermost of which, in both desks, is a false
front for a fold-out writing surface), and an upper one comprised of many drawers
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hidden behind swinging decorative panels. On the red desk, these panels consist
of two large mirrors. On the black desk, the panels have a gilded chinoiserie scene
of two men making a visit: one of them is in a horse-drawn chariot, while the other
rides alongside on another horse, and both are pulling up to a bridge (crossing
tumultuous rapids) that will take them to a stately home on the other side where
several individuals await their arrival. 692 The lively scene is composed in an
imitation of the styling of Chinese watercolors.
The drawers, too, have scenes of some interest. The drawers on the black
desk depict genre scenes of peasants (in one case, resting at a table, and in others
with various objects in their hands such as fans, a basket, and a walking stick), birds
(a duck and some sort of chicken or poultry, as well as a crane), lower-class houses,
trees, and numerous bunches of flowers. On the red desk there are a number of
peasants, peasant huts, trees, grasses, flowers, and several types of clearlyrepresented animals including a rooster, a pheasant, some deer, and some sort of
legendary creature, perhaps a qilin or Fo lion. Strangely, there is also what appears
very clearly to be a dog, led by a peasant, which is drawing a carriage with an upperclass person in it; the comportment, bearing, and styling is for a dog, despite that a
horse would make more sense in this context. The image suggests that the artisan
had received reports of dogs being used to draw carriages in China. On the inside
of one of the doors on the red desk, there is a peasant with a tobacco pipe. On the
inside of the doors on the black desk are various images; on the side that I can see,
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“Buró-cabinet” (ca. 1710–20), desk, Inventario CE26592, MNAD; “Escritorio-librería” (ca.
1730–40), desk, Inventario CE27482/1, MNAD.
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there is a man guiding a horse. Atop the red desk, in a commanding position at
the center of the decorative fascia, is a peasant sitting cross-legged. On the sides of
the desk there are outlines of birds and some sort of four-legged animal (it may be
a Fo lion, as it appears to be in pictures I have of a sister-desk that was on display
at the museum); on the side of the black desk (in the only image I possess) there is
a scene of a peasant house. On both desks, the Chinese are depicted as having
uniformly brown skin, although this did not have the racial connotations that it
would in later periods.
Numerous lessons arise from these images. Europeans who used these
desks literally were surrounded by images of Chinese peasants. Long before what
would be termed the “Romantic” period, the upper orders of Europe romanticized
the lives of their inferiors, and this was commonly done not only with European
subjects but with Chinese ones.

Among the more fantastic—but typical—

components of this romance, many of the Chinese did not have to work for their
bread. They can only seldom be seen working (as with the peasants gathering
fagots). On the contrary, the Chinese way of life permitted substantial amounts of
leisure time. And they were accompanied in their leisure by abundant flowers and
constant birdsong. Also abundant were the animals that the Chinese hunted and
domesticated. More than an agricultural civilization, China was a land of herders
and hunters who both controlled and lived at peace with nature. The Chinese way
of life was multifaceted, exciting, and dynamic. While in my discussion of Astley’s
New General Collection of Voyages, as it appeared in the Diario de Madrid during the
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1760s, I emphasized the grinding poverty in which many Chinese lived, in which
the sum of their existence was to work all day up to their knees in mud and filth to
earn a small portion of rice and some tea leaves, in these compositions on the red
and black desks the lives of Chinese farmers were restful, joyful, and contented.693
This conception was widespread among the elite and consistently overrode any
reports as to the penuriousness in which many Chinese lived. Europeans strongly
favored the idea that China was so prosperous that poverty, in the European sense,
did not exist there.
Similar in spirit to the desks is a miniature lacquered-wood “armoire” with
gilded Chinese figures on the front and sides. On the tiny side for an armoire (at
37 cm tall, 20 cm deep, and 55 cm maximum width), this item may in fact have
been a jewelry box, but without further information from the museum, it is
impossible to know. The significance of the item, which was made in China, lies
in the two cartouches on the front and two more images on the sides of obviously
Oriental persons peacefully interacting with one another, in front of Chinese-style
homes. But the quality of the photo I have is too low to see what exactly the figures
are doing. The borders feature typical Chinese motifs such as flowers, leaves, fans,
books, and what appear to be butterflies. 694 The piece is a typical example of
enlightened Chinese figures and styling.
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Another typical piece, held by the Patrimonio Nacional at the Palacio Real
de Aranjuez, is a nightstand decorated with a full color painting showing
wondrously dressed Chinese of both sexes standing in a boat and alongside a pond,
which shows the diversity of silken costumes available to the elite in that country,
as well as hinting at the importance of boats to Chinese culture.695 The piece comes
from either the eighteenth or early nineteenth century.
Indeed, the royals had an extensive collection of chinoiserie furniture,
lacquered panels, paintings, and other objects for the home. María Soledad García
Fernández details some of these items in Oriente en palacio. Collecting activity of
the relevant objects began with the Habsburgs, who gathered furniture, small
containers, and other objects for daily use, of which few have survived. But the
eighteenth century evidence is substantial. Already in 1703, two writing desks from
China had been installed in the quarters of queen María Luisa Gabriela de Saboya
and in the room of the princess of Ursins. Around this same time, the royals also
owned three little Chinese desks (bufetillos), two of which were installed in the room
of the Príncipe de Asturias, and the remaining desk was placed in the dome of the
queen’s garden. Additionally, the royals possessed three folding screens and a
number of lacquered panels, which were given to René Carlier for decorating the
Pieza de las Furias. There was also an Oriental oratorio or armoire, which was sent
to the prince’s rooms at the Buen Retiro; at that site, moreovoer, the Bourbons held
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seven additional folding screens. The collecting process was ongoing: in March
1727, a royal official paid a large sum for twenty-four lacquered panels for the
Gabinete del Infante.696 Given the number of such objects, their wide dispersal,
and the continuous effort put into collecting, we can conclude that as early as Phillip
V’s reign, chinoiserie was a predominant, sought-after motif in courtly decorations;
and this held true not only for rooms that were “public” and visible to aristocratic
visitors, but also for the ruling family’s most private chambers.
But perhaps the greatest collector of them all, as I have mentioned above in
Chapter 4, was Farnese. At San Ildefonso, she united a huge collection of Oriental
porcelain along with an exceptionally complete set of charoles “of all types,” which
were described in an inventory of her goods in either 1745 or 1746. Aside from
numerous smaller boxes and items for daily use, it included one hundred items of
furniture, such as black-lacquered sideboards, tables lacquered in red, black, and
white varnish, nightstands, desks of blue varnish, chairs of English varnish, a bed,
and several screens. These items were made in various places, some of them coming
from the Far East, others from England, some from the lacquer-workers at San
Ildefonso, and finally, a good number came from Italy.697
A common practice for the era was to disassemble Oriental folding screens
and use the panels to cover the walls of selected rooms. To accomplish this goal,
the original panels might be cut or otherwise adapted to the space for which it was
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intended. The lacquered panels were combined with mirrors, sculpted elements,
marble, and paintings. 698

The royals, however, could afford to commision

customized panels intended to be hung from walls in the first place. Of particular
interest in this regard are the lacquered panels pertaining to Farnese, which were
saved from the fire of 1918 that destroyed the Gabinete de los Espejos at the Palacio
Real de la Granja de San Ildefonso, and the eighteenth-century commode of
unknown origins which pertains to the Palacio Real de El Pardo. As for the panels,
they were created by the Spanish charolista Antonio Hurtado in 1736 and depict
black and gold Chinese figures against a red background. Men in European
clothing hunt various animals while Chinese women gossip inside Oriental
pavilions with upturned roofs, and everything is set against a predictable
background of mountains, trees, and animals, including a phoenix. 699

The

commode, meanwhile, another singular surviving example of eighteenth-century
lacquer-work, is a Louis-XV style piece featuring elegant Chinese figures, trees,
and buildings sketched in gold, against a black background. Interestingly, in the
blown-up image available to me, the Chinese figures on this charol were multiracial, with a woman of white skin nearby a man of brownish skin.700 This is the
second example I have seen of depictions of the Chinese as multi-ethnic (the first
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being the Gabinete de Porcelana de Aranjuez).701 I suspect that such depictions
were far more prevalent than we currently realize.
These two royally held pieces, along with the others I described previously,
constitute the tip of the spear, demonstrating that the royals actively and
continuously collected chinoiserie objects. Many of these have been dispersed or
have not survived, although written accounts of their existence still can be exploited.
But since the Patrimonio Nacional posseses more than 18,000 surviving pieces of
furniture, it is most likely that many of the items relating to China have simply not
been properly identified.
The Chinese objects imported to Europe sometimes had a very serious and
even personal aspect. Sitting in storage at the Museo Nacional de Artes Decorativas
is a massive (3.0 m tall by 4.7 m wide) eighteenth-century black lacquered folding
screen featuring a Chinese text.702 The text is an essay composed by two elite men
in 1791 to celebrate a lady’s seventieth birthday in today’s Shanxi province. The
piece was probably presented to her as a birthday gift with the essay inscribed.703
While Spaniards would not have been able to read it, the piece reinforces the point
that some imports were highly authentic. The decoration in black, red, and gold is
serious in styling, with hard lines and few of the swirling patterns typical of rococo.
If anything, the style of the screen might be considered the Chinese equivalent of
neoclassicism. How the piece came to Spain, however, remains a mystery, given
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that it would have been by its very nature a family heirloom. Perhaps the family
fell on hard times and had to pawn the piece, which could explain how it ended up
in Canton and eventually, Spain.
The aforementioned coffee table, another serious-looking piece, probably
decorated the home of a low-ranking official or some other individual of middling
wealth. The table, which was made in China in the eighteenth or nineteenth
century, is uniformaly dark brown to black in coloration and has as its only
decorations angled feet and an undulating skirt. 704 This item demonstrates the
diffusion of enlightened tastes beyond the wealthiest elite, showing that persons of
relatively lesser wealth had access to Chinese goods. Because of the simpler nature
of these items, it makes sense that fewer of them have survived in museum
collections; since such objects lack ornate styling, most people would assume them
to have little value. The table may have had a different function in China, where
low tables sometimes were used for dining. But the function in Europe could not
have been other than as a coffee table.
To return to the world of the wealthy, I consider a serious piece made in
China in the eighteenth or nineteenth century, namely, a large standing mirror
frame. The decoration consists primarily of geometric patterns, illustrating the
importance of such motifs to Chinese styling. As I have shown, the same motifs
were adapted to numerous settings and particularly to architecture (in the creation
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of patterned wrought-iron railings). The piece also has dragons and floral imagery,
which are not visible in the photograph.705
Lacquered chairs, another item commonly held by the wealthy and indeed
by the monarchs themselves, round out the collection. There are two surviving
series of chinoiserie chairs of which I am aware: one in red, and one in white. In
the red series, chinoiserie styling is well-attested by Chinese figures, including a
woman who appears to be holding a parasol. On two additional chairs from the
red series, which were on display when I visited the Museo Nacional de Artes
Decorativas, there was an archer with a bow and a sword, a Chinese lady in an
Oriental tunic or dress, and a crane.706 In the white series, there are two Chinese
figures (of light brown, nearly white complexion) making welcoming gestures
toward a hut in the background. Behind the figures and their home is a flowering
tree with a bird perched on it.707
Musical instruments, too, were traditionally made of wood.

Visually,

artisans could depict the Chinese setting in any number of ways, but that which
was always conspicuously missing was the music commonly imagined to attend the
everyday happenings of the Chinese lifestyle. Perhaps it will not surprise the reader
to learn, then, that eighteenth-century Chinese instruments did make their way to
Spain. The Museo Nacional de Artes Decorativas holds three such items: a
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Chinese psalter, which is a stringed instrument set in a trapezoidal box; a banhu, or
traditional two-stringed instrument, similar in principle to a violin or guitar, played
with a bow; and a sheng, a mouth-blown reed-based instrument with vertical
pipes.708 The same museum also holds several other items, from the Qing Dynasty
generally, including a drum, a hu-kin, a pi-pa, a flute, and a jade rattle.709
The furniture and wooden objects demonstrate that European homes, for
those who could afford it, might be arrayed in Chinese regalia. Probably this
tendency was concentrated amongst a certain group of nobles and officials, both
those who were most open to the new, exotic ideas associated with China and those
who saw the Chinese model as a support for the Spanish absolutist government.

Wall Hangings & Pictures
Genre scenes of Chinese life proliferated in European homes. Other than
on clothing, fans, and furniture, these scenes commonly appeared in albums and on
wall hangings, where they were typically painted or stamped. Individually, these
scenes hold little value for the enterprising historian; but taken together—as
eighteenth-century viewers took them—they hold valuable anthropological
evidence about the Chinese way of life. These scenes were the closest most
Europeans could come to actually visiting China in person and seeing Chinese
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people going about their daily tasks. In a way, therefore, the scenes acted as
interpreters of Chinese life, depicting whether rightly or wrongly the habits and
mannerisms of the Chinese for an avid European audience.
Often, genre scenes of Chinese life were portrayed in paintings. These
paintings have a complex history because Chinese artisans created them using
Western styling. Any explanation of the origins of Chinese export paintings,
therefore, must include an account of the Western influence that arose from
traveling artists like Giuseppe Castiglione (1688–1766) and George Chinnery
(1774–1852). Western elements in Chinese export paintings included the use of
perspective, which, at least in my period, Chinese artisans never mastered. As an
example of how the Western and Chinese methods conflicted, in traditional
Chinese art, an object more distant from the viewer is portrayed higher up on the
canvas, whereas a Western artist would make the object smaller. But the fusion
between the two methods was unequal: Chinese methods for the most part were
set aside, because Westerners paid for the product and expected their preferences
to determine what it would look like.710 (Perhaps unsurprisingly, artistic influence
may have went both ways: Zhang suggested that Chinese methods had influenced
an eighteenth-century European painting held at the Prado, which is entitled
Pájaros and depicts various birds flying and singing in a long vertical format similar
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to a rolled Chinese painting. Unfortunately, Zhang’s citation is incomplete and I
have been unable to locate the work.711)
Still, Blas Sierra de la Calle goes too far in alleging that Westerners totally
defined the medium. He argued that “the hand that used the paintbrush was
Chinese, but the idea that guided it was totally western.”712 This is manifestly false.
Even aside from the erroneous philosophical ramifications of this statement (as to
how a Chinese person, in that place and time, could have so thoroughly assimilated
Western culture as to think like a Westerner), the paintings appear to demonstrate
an accurate perspective on Chinese society. Their depictions of authority figures,
criminal punishments, economic processes, and social events—to name just a few
examples—were by and large correct.
Another, related place where Sierra de la Calle erred was in his allegation
that the true nature of the Chinese had somehow been “distorted” in the paintings
in his catalog. He compared two images of a Chinese soldier, arguing, in effect,
that merely cosmetic changes of posture amounted to a fundamental perversion.713
This sort of thinking is unhelpful and at any rate has no basis in the evidence. If
the changes in posture in some way degraded the Chinese person, then, fine—but
that is not the case here, or in the export art that I take under consideration in the
following pages.
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Sierra de la Calle is more helpful when it comes to classifying his images by
type. Here, we find similar categories to those that I will delineate. Broadly
speaking, his images could be grouped in six ways: images of commerce
(predominantly of tea, silk, porcelain, and rice); flora and fauna; landscapes; people
and customs; justice and torture; and ships.714 As the reader will see, these same
groupings pertained to other series of Chinese paintings, as well, indicating a broad
fundamental commonality to all export art.
Before I proceed, I note two distinct areas of interest that are somewhat
separate from my main argument but still closely related to it. One is the botanical
paintings and related drawings sent back to Spain by Cuéllar and Balmis. These
images constitute an important, highly specialized source of information on
Chinese botanical subjects, which is held principally by the Archivo del Real Jardín
Botánico. In addition, Brambila, an artist who went along on the Malaspina
expedition, sent back several drawings of Macao. All of these images were highly
scientific in nature and constituted some of the most realistic portrayals of Chinese
flora and buildings. As such, these images represented a more realistic side to the
European interest in China. They never became dominant, however, amongst the
elite, which always preferred a more fanciful view on the Middle Kingdom.715
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The second tangent relates to the two hundred Chinese paintings on display
in a room attached to the Antedespacho del Rey in the Palacio Real de Aranjuez,
which I shall call the Aranjuez Series of China Paintings. They came to Spain
sometime in the late eighteenth or early nineteenth century, originally in album
form, only later to be mounted in frames and protected with crystal. Isabel Cervera
Fernández suggested that they were created by Chinese workers under Jesuit
guidance and remarked that these paintings were very similar to those known to
have been created by Castiglione.716 But it is uncertain for whom these paintings
were made, as the reader shall see. The fine, transparent paper corresponded to the
nature of the production process, which relied upon artisans rather than the masters
of painting who used more durable papers.717 According to Sierra de la Calle, these
artisans were responsible for mass production rather than unique, individualized
creations.718
In some respects, the paintings bear strong foreign influence: the format—
being bound in a rectangular album—and the use of perspective were European in
origin.719 But I disagree with Cervera Fernández’s implicit allegation, which runs
throughout her work, that the paintings were essentially Europeanized, bastardized
versions of Oriental art. I would say that Europeans influenced the subjects and
styling of some of the images, but that many of them were affected more strongly
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by indigenous prerogatives. In other words, Europeans and Chinese created these
works in a collaborative process, and the end products were hybrids. Is it accurate
to suggest that the use of perspective indicates the adoption of a “Western
mentality”? I think not.
The themes of the Aranjuez Series of China Paintings include birds and
flowers, sailors and ships, theatrical scenes, portraits of civil and military
functionaries, artisanal manufacturing processes such as the elaboration of tea,
landscapes, punishments for crimes, and genre scenes of important events such as
weddings. The scenes of flowers and birds followed in the tradition of the emperor
Huizong (l. 1082–1135), and were organized along with the seasons of the year to
allude to states of the spirit or human qualities like beauty and perseverance.
(Apparently, the scenes of flowers also spilled over into Chinese attempts at still
lifes, which sometimes included ancient Shang bronzes and other items that
Cervera Fernández alleged Europeans would not have understood. I disagree—
Europeans had considerable appreciation for these objects and probably were aware
that they came from China’s distant past.)720 The scenes of ships included cargo
boats, recreational yachts, and transports, which together expressed the dependency
of Chinese cities and towns on river communications. The scenes of elites appear
at first glance to follow certain rigid conventions, including a dress code that
allowed only certain colors to be used, according to rank, but at the same time, these
paintings displayed their subjects in a variety of settings, including at court and in
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private settings such as the makeup room. Some of the genre scenes, meantime,
contained descriptions in Chinese that unfortunately would have been lost on
European observers.

The existence of descriptions in Chinese rather than a

European language indicates that these images may have had an intended audience
outside Europe—perhaps even in the Far East itself.
Several of the paintings are reproduced in Oriente en palacio, while others
can be found in Cervera Fernández’s article in Reales Sitios. The vibrant imagery
reminds one very strongly of the Blue Series of pictures, which I will address at
greater length below. In fact, the similarity of some of the ships (such as the festive,
dragon-prowed rowing ship and the luxury yacht flying many flags on p. 288 of
Oriente en palacio) to the Blue Series suggests that the authors may even have been
following the same models, which would not be surprising. In sum, these series
should not be evaluated alone, but should be compared to one another.
I consider these paintings briefly only because I have been unable to view
them in person. Concerns over their origins are, to me, not very pressing. The first
historical reference to them is an 1836 record of an order to the Great Mayordomo
that the paintings should be restored.721 While it cannot be confirmed that they
were installed during my period, by 1836 they clearly had already been installed for
some time. Probably they were instated near the end of my period, and I will
consider them at greater length after I return to Spain. But regardless, as the reader
shall see, the subjects of these paintings were repeated in other series, which I
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evaluate more fully. As I have maintained throughout this chapter, the internal
consistency of the evidence is very high, and it is unnecessary to evaluate every
example in detail.
In this section, I consider paintings and collages from four separate series,
as well as several standalone images. I have named these series the Blue Series (for
its distinctively patterned blue borders), the Deviant Series (because of its subject
matter), the Silk Series (because painted on silk), and the Ivory Series (because
comprised of collages using ivory). The Blue Series has forty-two images and the
Deviant Series has sixty, while the Silk Series and Ivory Series have only six and
five, respectively. These objects are currently very poorly understood. The museum
commentators (and in turn, their academic sources) have made substantial errors of
interpretation, which I will correct in the course of my analysis.
With stunningly beautiful and highly detailed imagery, the Blue Series (at
27 cm in height and 38–41 cm in width) captivates it viewers. But like the Military
Wife’s Shawl, this series primarily follows indigenous Chinese prerogatives. Even
though the painter attempted to use Western styling, he chose many of his subjects
based on his own cultural preferences.
The European styling present in these images consists primarily of two
factors: the realistic portrayal of subjects and the incorporation of perspective. The
artist succeeded reasonably well at the former, but like many Chinese artists at the
time, he or she did not fully understand how to use perspective. As for the content
of the images, while just over a quarter of them addressed the production processes
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of tea and silk, far more images were selected according to what I presume were
Chinese criteria. Westerners could have had only marginal interest in Chinese
shipping, which was reputedly inferior in quality to European shipping; meanwhile,
the transmission of bird and flower images could not possibly have advanced any
compelling European interest. But the quantity of images devoted to these subjects
far outweighed that focused on commercial subjects.
I will begin with the images that were plainly created with European
interests in mind. The paintings of the production of silk and tea, in their current
state, cannot be of much technical value, but one has to account for the order in
which the images are presented. The original presentation probably followed a
particular lineup, with each stage of the production process presented sequentially.
This reinforces the idea that these images probably originally comprised an album
or picture-book and were only later taken out to make wall hangings. It must be
noted, however, that even in their original state, the images probably had low or
minimal technical value owing to the fact that they were not intended to comprise
manuals. Even when images and reports were sent with that intention, from
European observers as opposed to Chinese, the resulting technical report often was
not sufficient to allow Europeans to reproduce Chinese manufacturing processes.
This happened with porcelain, the production process of which was described in
detail by European travelers; without exception, their accounts always lacked one
or more crucial details.722
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I will attempt a rough recomposition of the sequence of these images. With
regard to tea, the industrial process began in the fields, where women picked tea
leaves.723 The leaves then went through various processes of sorting, heating, and
sifting—and were twirled about in a special machine—before being packed in small
(approximately 35–40 cm, cubical in shape) boxes for shipment.724
With regard to silk, the production process is impossible to follow, at least
according to the images in this series. Workers begin by washing and wringing out
the silk.725 They then use various devices to wind, stretch, widen, and weave it.726
Out of order, these images could not possibly be used for anything other than
decoration; but the intriguing prospect remains that with proper organization and
appropriate labels, the images could accurately describe important aspects of the
manufacture of silk cloth. Perhaps, in their original setting, they were somewhat
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better understood than is possible today. Still, the conclusion is compelling that
recipients of these images did not use them for technical purposes.
Intriguingly, the selection of topics according to European preferences more
or less ends with the treatment of silk and tea. In other areas, the subject-matter
follows traditional Chinese motifs such as birds and flowers (although depicted in
European styling) and even surprises the reader with an extensive and aesthetically
brilliant treatment of Chinese shipping. Regardless of any overtones that were
added by following European styling techniques, this series follows Chinese
preferences more closely than European ones. Followers of Edward Said beware:
the conclusion is unavoidable that the composition of this series was not dictated
by Europeans but was in fact a composite production resulting from the interaction
of two cultures, with the Chinese element outweighing the European one in the
final product.
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Figure 3 clearly reveals the preponderance of material not specifically
tailored to the export market.

Tea and silk were important, but they were

overshadowed by images of ships, flowers, and birds. The images of people
probably were of interest to the export market, but not as much as tea and silk, so I
allow this category to swing both ways. The compositors of the Blue Series created
it with their own interests in mind, thus challenging the prevailing view that objects
made for the export market had been fully “co-opted” by Europeans. I have found
throughout my research that China exported Chinese culture, not European
culture.
The category of shipping is particularly interesting, because Chinese
shipping, while of some interest to certain European travelers, was held to be
inferior to European embarkations and has been largely ignored in the secondary
literature written from a global-historical viewpoint.

As an example of the

European perspectives on Chinese shipping, de Rada, in the sixteenth century,
wrote that their ships were “somewhat clumsy and poorly made.” 727

This

perspective was still around when Astley wrote his New General Collection of Voyages
and Travels (1745–7), in which he condemned Chinese shipbuilding practices as
inferior to the European way of doing it and the Chinese themselves for stubbornly
insisting on continuing to build their ships in the old way. (As to Astley, including
his translation into Spanish, the reader will have had ample information in Chapter
4.) But regarding the quantity of Chinese shipping, Iberians were astounded and
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amazed. Agustín de Tordesillas, in the sixteenth century coming up to the river
outside Canton, wrote that it was filled with a great quantity of ships, so much so
that once his expedition had come to a crossroads of several river branchings, they
were bemused by the great comings and goings of the Chinese, who for their part
stared and laughed at the newcomers, while others were stupefied by the appearance
of the Europeans. 728 Fernández de Navarrete, writing in the late seventeenth
century, observed regarding a particular fortified seaport near the Court, that “in
multitude of suburbs, people, ships, and traffic, it seems like Babylon,” and
furthermore, that the emperor alone had at his disposal 9,999 large ships.729
In this context, the images of shipping from the Blue Series, which are
dignified and beautiful, suggest several things, including that the compositors felt
particularly prideful about this aspect of their culture; that Chinese culture was
more sea-oriented than has been remembered by twentieth and twenty-first century
historians; and that China participated in the growth of shipping characteristic of
the early modern period in general and the eighteenth century in particular, when
the endless streams of shipping arriving at major ports elicited wonder from
observers ashore. I argue that while the images of flowers and birds were included
because the Chinese had particular affinity for those subjects, the images of
shipping were sent probably owing to a desire to share with foreigners a particularly
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noteworthy aspect of Chinese commerce—a sight worth seeing, as it were. The
wonderment of the watercolorists working at Canton is understandable, given their
location at the center of Chinese export commerce.
I shall describe some of the more notable shipping in the imagery. The
presence of a river or busy shoreline conduit is implicit in all of the paintings because
the shipping is always oriented sideways relative to the painter, who watches from
shore (in addition, much of the shipping is designed for rivers, as the reader shall
see). A duck farmer’s boat, with laundry hanging on the line, plies the waters, many
of its ducks swimming in the water nearby and, aboard ship, special cages projecting
outward from the gunwales for the ducks to sleep in.730 In another painting, a huge
pleasure yacht with an entirely screened-in and enclosed deck, a balcony
overhanging the front gunwales, and the flag of some important person hanging
from the mast gets underway.731 In a third instance, another riverboat (meaning,
flat-hulled, flat-decked, and unsuitable for oceans or seas) with portholes
apparently of glass and a large sail floats calmly.732 Fourthly, a long and narrow
apparently festive craft with many rowers and the figure of a dragon’s head on the
prow darts ahead of other shipping.733 Fifthly, a small passenger ship carries its
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clients across the waters. 734 Sixthly, a particularly curvy junk with a large eye
painted on the upraised prow, one of the few oceangoing vessels depicted, sits at
anchor.735
These images challenge the conception that all Chinese shipping was
comprised of junks, as well as the conception of China as a land-based civilization.
European reports suggested that China had many canals, and European travels to
the Emperor’s Court began at Guangzhou, led up to the Grand Canal, and followed
it to Peking. It was in fact entirely possible to conceive of China as a riverine
civilization, focused on its two great rivers (the Yellow and the Yangtze) and the
Grand Canal—not a land-based civilization at all. Much of China’s shipping, as
shown in the images of the Blue Series, was specially adapted to riverine transport.
The junk, which was seagoing, only represented a portion (how big remains to be
determined) of Chinese shipping. One wonders whether the recipients of these
images in Europe had a more sophisticated understanding of the nature of Chinese
civilization than we do today, based on an understanding of history that classifies
all export art as somehow “tainted” because supposedly made-to-order. As I have
tried to show, Chinese export art was still indelibly Chinese, and it contained
valuable information about what China was, as well as how its residents wanted to
be known. Export art should be seen as an opportunity for Chinese artists to
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advertise their country’s strong suits, and I suggest that they took full advantage of
this.
In this vein, the flowers still remain to be addressed. The evidence indicates
that Chinese people loved flowers in a way that was not shared by their European
counterparts. Part of the expression of this love, perhaps, was via the symbolism
that Chinese people attached to many flowers, such as the plum, whose five petals
symbolized the Five Blessings. Traditional Chinese flower painting has a history
somewhat akin to the still life in European art. I think that the many floral
paintings sent as part of the Blue Series should be seen in this context—as the
Chinese answer to the still life and the demonstration of virtuosity in an area of
particular importance to Chinese artists. In fact, that these paintings were not only
sent but also carefully conserved by their European recipients is in and of itself an
important act of cultural transfer. Part of the point of such paintings is simply to
admire the beauty of the thing represented, rather than try to analyze it. I therefore
decline to analyze these paintings, especially since I address the symbolism of
flowers on a case-by-case basis, as it arises in Chinese and chinoiserie artwork.
A final area of interest in the Blue Series is in its depictions of the Chinese
people. The images devoted solely to representing people predominantly and
predictably feature the very wealthy. Usually they are not doing anything in
particular and the point of the image is to show off their fine clothing and the
luxuriuos settings in which they live.736 This is a reminder, too, of the hierarchical
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nature of Chinese society. But these images also provide tantalizing clues as to the
hidden lives of women. One image features what appears to be a very wealthy
woman with a pointed black cap, finely patterned blue robe, and red cape, with her
hand raised over her heart in greeting to another woman, perhaps her daughter,
who reaches out her hand toward her mother; she wears equally resplendent
clothing and has what are probably pearls dangling from her cap, which as I
understand it was in itself a marker of rank. Two attendants stand by, one of them
carrying what is apparently an alternative head-piece for the mother. 737 The
painting suggests the formality that attended the everyday actions and infused the
lives of the wealthy—formality that European observers knew had roots in the
Chinese Rites.
In three other paintings, women from the lower orders (but who are not
poor) go about their daily activities. One painting shows women talking and
gossiping amongst each other while wearing fashionable, exotically cut dresses.738
Another image shows women chasing and using their fans to smash large insects,
perhaps locusts, which periodically had to be driven away in China, lest they

interior con cuatro personajes femeninos. Dos de ellas aparecen ricamente ataviadas junto a dos
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consume the crops.739 In a final image, two women diligently apply themselves to
watercolors, while three other women look on.740
These images suggest that the Chinese were more ready than is commonly
perceived to set their women on display. Usually, Chinese women are supposed to
have been hidden away, almost cloistered. But the mere existence of these images
indicates this was not always the case.
This sets us on course for the next set of images, those found in the Deviant
Series. This group is considerably larger than the last but also more homogeneous
and, overall, considerably less interesting to me because of the grisly nature of much
of the subject matter. Death, castigation, damnation, abuse, and state-sanctioned
violence have marked these images with their dark fingerprints. The subject-matter
is primarily comprised of crime and its punishment, as well as drug addiction,
during the period 1700–1900. (I suggest that these images may have been prepared
toward the end of my period, which is to say, circa 1810.) Perhaps somewhat more
innocent are images of soldiers practicing at arms, while the only images remotely
compatible with rococo are taken from agriculture. But even these are plainly of a
more realistic nature, depicting the poverty of the lower orders from a harsher
perspective than what might have been taken—those depicted are the truly poor,
with meager clothing and few if any luxuries. In the Blue Series, the lowest orders
were still somewhat wealthy; even servants were well clothed and provided for.
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Workers in the tea and silk industries appeared handsomely attired. Not so in the
Deviant Series, which is aptly named for its deviation from the typical, rococo views
of China that persisted in many quarters well into the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth century. Yet the creators anticipated the turn of events and what would
become, in future, the predominant view of China as a despotic, tyrannical state
needing imperial correction from Europeans. This was the opposite of rococo,
taken from a Chinese source, demonstrating beyond the shadow of a doubt the
interlinked and global nature of ideological trends and artistic perspectives. Even
the color tones had been muted, as though a shadow passed across the artist’s brush.
I have seen it productive to portray this series in a pie chart, since the
primary point of action hinges on the difference between the happier pursuits of
men-at-arms and agriculture, versus the dark underworld of criminal kidnappings,
various forms of state-sanctioned torture, and drug abuse. As will readily be seen,
the two wedges representing happier elements comprises no more than a third of
the chart.
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Figure 6. Subject-matter of Deviant Series images.
There is no easy way to reconcile the difference between the sinister and
innocent elements of this series. The martial pursuits, certainly, could be included
with a series on state-sanctioned violence, but agriculture has no place among such
bedfellows. The Deviant Series therefore is two-faced to its very core. And by and
large, it caters to the less noble components of the human psyche: while not quite
equivalent to schadenfreude (taking pleasure in the suffering of others), it resembles
voyeurism; but the gratification derives not from watching sexual acts, nor from the
literal explorations of the uses of violence, but rather from the negative judgments
of certain foreign societies that these explorations legitimize.

These images,

therefore, are allied to ethno-chauvinism, nationalism, and jingoism; although, I
wonder if this would have been their function in the eighteenth century, when the
European image of China was, overall, so exalted. At any rate, in the Blue Series,
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I detected genuine cultural exchange, and notably, the importation of a number of
Chinese motifs. In the Deviant Series, one learns about the more somber aspects
of Chinese society, which appear remarkably like those of societies everywhere.
Tolstoy, in Anna Karenina, wrote that “Happy families are all alike; every unhappy
family is unhappy in its own way.” But I disagree: it is the very sameness of
unhappiness that makes it so uninteresting. And maybe this, after all, would have
been the lesson eighteenth-century Europeans took from such images, leaving the
nationalist interpretations to be made by their descendants in the following century.
Perhaps the best way to approach this series is by taking the most salient
examples from each category. In agriculture, there are some interesting points to
be gleaned. One of the peasants practicing rice farming smokes a tobacco pipe, a
realistic portrayal.741 In an image of a mulberry bush ripe with berries, a young
woman looks almost sexually at the viewer as she gently caresses a heavily laden
branch.742 A peasant in another image wears a crude cape of grass, an interesting
rustic touch that is probably authentic.743 In another realistic touch, a man weighs
mulberry or tea leaves with a long stick, weighted on one end.744
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“Lámina en la que se representa a un campesino abonando un semillero de arroz” (ca. 1701–
1900), watercolor, Inventario CE3118, Museo Nacional de Antropología (MNA), Madrid, Spain.
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“Lámina en la que se representa a una mujer sentada sobre una banqueta de bambú recolectando
hojas de morera” (ca. 1701–1900), watercolor, Inventario CE3131, MNA.
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“Lámina en la que se representa a un campesino removiendo la tierra con un azadón” (ca. 1701–
1900), watercolor, Inventario CE3127, MNA.
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“Pintura china de exportación […] que representa a un hombre pesando hojas de morera” (ca.
1701–1900), watercolor, Inventario CE3119, MNA.
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In martial pursuits, individuals are generally shown in various acrobatic
positions with exotically curved, Oriental weapons poised.745 Drug use is also quite
similar across the board, with most images portraying opium users about to inhale
the drug.746 Other images depict various stages in the preparation of opium, but
the order has been lost and with it, any directions as to what is supposed to be
happening. 747 Theoretically, the images might originally have been used as a
manual to assist a European reader with preparation of the drug. But the owners
of these images seem to have been more interested in using them for their exotic
value as Oriental art (hence, all of the images are detached from their original
binding). In one of the images of criminals-at-large, a group of highwaymen
absconds with a young damsel, whom they have stolen from her husband.748
Perhaps this sort of behavior justified some of the truly barbaric procedures
allegedly used in criminal punishment.

Some criminals were crucified, then

dismembered.749 Others had their ankles crushed.750 Decapitation, compared to
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E.g., “Lámina en la que se representa a un hombre saltando con una lanza o pértiga” (ca. 1701–
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con una lanza o jabalina” (ca. 1701–1900), watercolor, Inventario CE3123, MNA.
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calentando su pipa de opio” (ca. 1701–1900), watercolor, Inventario CE3138, MNA.
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hombre realizando tareas de transformación del opio” (ca. 1701–1900), watercolor, Inventario
CE3800, MNA.
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“Lámina en la que se representa a unos salteadores raptando a una mujer” (ca. 1701–1900),
watercolor, Inventario CE8474, MNA.
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Lámina en la que se representa a un hombre que procede a descuartizar el cuerpo de uno de los
dos hombres que han sido crucificados y decapitados” (ca. 1701–1900), watercolor, Inventario
CE8467, MNA.
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“Lámina en la que se representa a un hombre sometido a un martirio para partirle los pies” (ca.
1701–1900), watercolor, Inventario CE8478, MNA.
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such fates, seems preferable. 751 Strangulation was also practiced. 752 A form of
particularly exquisite torture involved poking holes in the face with an iron needle
(alternatively, they may have been tattooing the criminal). 753 Among the more
mundane punishments, some criminals were attached to heavy stones, while others
were attached to awkward iron rods linked to manacles on their feet and arms, much
like the hand-and-foot cuffs used today on especially violent offenders at supermax
prisons.754 Then there was always the stocks: several varieties of this are portrayed,
and it must have been a common punishment.755 Other castigations involved being
beaten on the ass with a bamboo stick, being smacked in the face with a leather
tongue, or simply being whipped.756 The only truly odd punishment among the lot
involved two persons, kneeling and facing each other, constrained by a wooden
apparatus about the lower back and waist; the two “criminals” being subjected to
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“Lámina en la que se representa la decapitación de un reo” (ca. 1701–1900), watercolor,
Inventario CE8491, MNA.
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“Lámina en la que se representa el estrangulamiento de un reo” (ca. 1701–1900), watercolor,
Inventario CE8486, MNA; “Lámina en la que se representa el estrangulamiento de un reo” (ca.
1701–1900), watercolor, Inventario CE8484, MNA.
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“Lámina en la que se representa a dos hombres que están marcando la cara a un tercero” (ca.
1701–1900), watercolor, Inventario CE8488, MNA; “Lámina en la que se representa a un hombre
a quien le clavan agujas en la cara” (ca. 1701–1900), watercolor, Inventario CE8480, MNA.
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watercolor, Inventario CE8476, MNA; “Lámina en la que se representa a dos hombres encadenados
ante un brasero” (ca. 1701–1900), watercolor, Inventario CE8463, MNA; and “Lámina en la que se
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CE8468, MNA.
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“Lámina en la que se representa a dos condenados a llevar el cepo” (ca. 1701–1900), watercolor,
Inventario CE8489, MNA; “Lámina en la que se representa a tres condenados a llevar el cepo” (ca.
1701–1900), watercolor, Inventario CE8482, MNA; “Lámina en la que se representa a tres
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en la que se representa a un hombre que ha sido condenado a la canga” (ca. 1701–1900), watercolor,
Inventario CE8477, MNA.
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“Lámina en la que se representa a un hombre tumbado en el suelo mientras es azotado por los
asistentes del mandarín” (ca. 1701–1900), watercolor, Inventario CE8464, MNA; “Lámina en la
que se representa a un hombre siendo abofeteado con una lengüeta de cuero” (ca. 1701–1900),
watercolor, Inventario CE8487, MNA; and “Lámina en la que se representa a un hombre
encadenado sometido a latigazos” (ca. 1701–1900), watercolor, Inventario CE8490, MNA.
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this are a man and a young woman, suggesting some sort of sexual impropriety.
Perhaps, since a man with a whip stands over the two, they are about to be beaten.757
Commentators on images of this sort have been tempted to follow in the
Saïdian school and to focus on the Westernized aspects of these images and their
co-optation by a foreign culture for the purposes of degrading Chinese civilization.
And subsequent investigations have revealed some ways in which the imagery is
truly misleading: for one thing, the viewer might presume the death penalty to have
been common in China, when in fact it was only rarely practiced. But a more
productive approach is to take into account the ways in which different
punishments and tortures were known to be used in China, according to Europeans
who actually had been imprisoned there. In a paper presented at the World History
Association meeting in Beijing in July 2011, Folch i Fornesa explained how real
knowledge of Chinese prisons came to Europe via the written reports of Iberians
(Portuguese and Spaniards) who had been imprisoned while visiting China. Taken
individually, their accounts might have been subject to many doubts, but because
these accounts corroborate one another even though written under widely varying
circumstances, their words have greater weight.
Folch i Fornesa drew out the points of corroboration. The Chinese system
did have its nasty, unpleasant side: prison conditions were horrible and the prisoners
had to wear manacles and the cangue. (The latter was basically a heavy, large square
board worn about the neck, which inhibited movement, prohibited the wearer from
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“Lámina en la que se representa a dos personajes de rodillas sobre una estructura de madera” (ca.
1701–1900), watercolor, Inventario CE8469, MNA.
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reaching his head with his hands, and in extreme cases could cause the wearer to
starve to death because he was unable to feed himself.) But underlying everything
was a rosy picture of Chinese justice, in spite of the frequent use of beatings, the
employment of tortures such as the crushing of fingers and feet, the deployment of
tattooing as a punishment, and barbaric practices of instituting the death penalty
such as the lingchi, or death-by-a-thousand-cuts. Basically, the Europeans admired
the transparency of the Chinese judicial system—the fact that all proceedings were
public, which helped to maintain the honesty of judicial officials—and this
admiration outweighed any negative comments that they had. There are many
other points, too, and I refer the reader to Folch i Fornesa’s work for more
information on this subject. The main significance of her work to the present topic,
however, is to show the validity of many of the images in the Deviant series. I note
too that the death penalties reported by her connoisseurs of Chinese justice
included burning and hanging, beheading and quartering, cutting through the
waist, and crucifying and strangling.758
Klaus Mühlhahn, writing from a broader perspective taking into account
the whole of China and the entire Chinese justice system, took a view that at first
appears more moderate but that ultimately corroborates Folch i Fornesa’s account.
The five officially allowed punishments in Qing China were beating with the light
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Association, July 2011), online at Academia.edu, <https://www.academia.edu/10374978/Crime_
and_Prejudice_Ming_criminal_justice_as_seen_in_XVI_Century_Spanish_sources> (accessed 27
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stick, beating with the heavy stick, penal servitude combined with flogging, exile
combined with servitude, and the death penalty (either by strangulation, beheading,
or lingchi). In addition, various supplemental punishments, such as the cangue,
tattooing, and exposure of the deceased’s head—all designed to humiliate the
convict—were practiced. Mühlhahn made no explicit mention of crushing of the
ankles, hands, or feet.759 But since a prisoner had to confess before he could be
punished, the state routinely sanctioned torture for the purpose of obtaining
confessions from criminals.760 Therefore we can presume that these torments may
actually have been used in China and that their purpose was to extract information.
I will now consider the remaining series. The Silk Series from circa the
1770s is plainly missing most of its content and in a fragmentary condition.
Highlights include a noble or mandarin carried in a sedan chair by four servants—
these contraptions and their occupants must have been extremely heavy, and it
seems wondrous that only four men could bear it for any considerable distance.761
The series also includes a detailed image of a great man seated on a throne, with a
servant beside him, bearing his ruyi scepter; because the throne has yellow curtains,
this is likely the emperor or someone from the imperial household.762 Other images
show butterflies, women performing various tasks (but the image is too blurry to
determine what they are doing), soldiers marching, and farm laborers.763
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Klaus Mühlhahn, Criminal Justice in China (Cambridge: Harvard U.P., 2009), pp. 32–35.
Mühlhahn, p. 49.
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“[Men carrying a litter]” (ca. 1770s), watercolor, Inventario 24961, MNAD.
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“[Wealthy person sitting on a throne]” (ca. 1770s), watercolor, Inventario 24964, MNAD.
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“[Butterflies and roses]” (ca. 1770s), watercolor, Inventario 24966, MNAD; “[Women at work]”
(ca. 1770s), watercolor, Inventario 24960, MNAD; “[Soldiers marching]” (ca. 1770s), watercolor,
Inventario 24965, MNAD; “[Farm laborers]” (ca. 1770s), watercolor, Inventario 24963, MNAD.
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The Ivory Series has sustained minor damages—some ivory pieces, used to
depict faces and hands, have been lost—but the main obstacle to proper scholarly
evaluation is that the photos are low-resolution, preventing the viewer from
divining the attitudes and demeanors of the persons represented. Nevertheless,
even in their current state the pieces have considerable value. The artwork is
noteworthy for its attention to details of architecture and its transposition of
elements of traditional painted landscapes into a mixed medium; but what will jump
out at the viewer is the predominance in all panels of blue tones. The clothing of
all the characters is blue; the bluffs and rocks are blue; the leaves of trees are blue;
etc. I might very well have called this the “Blue Series,” if the term had not already
been taken by a worthier contender.
In all five panels, servants move about some sort of plant material,
flowerpots, or vases, showing the importance of agriculture, flowers, and porcelain
to the Chinese people.764 In four of the five panels, birds fly overhead; in one case
they are clearly identifiable as cranes.765 In another case, cranes walk on the ground,
while nearby a great man with distinctive facial hair oversees the moving of a vase
with roses; behind him, a young woman wields a huge fan (on the order of 90 cm
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“Escena de la vida cotidiana en un paisaje […en la que] Aparecen varios personajes a ambos lados
de un árbol central” (ca. 1776–1825), collage/pastiche, Inventario CE17766, MNAD; “Cuadro en
relieve realizado con tejido, que representa figuras realizadas en láminas de cartón” (ca. 1776–1825),
collage/pastiche, Inventario CE17767, MNAD; “Tejido enmarcado en forma de cuadro” (ca. 1776–
1825), collage/pastiche, Inventario CE17769, MNAD; “Tejido enmarcado en forma de cuadro” (ca.
1776–1825), collage/pastiche, Inventario CE17770, MNAD; “Tejido enmarcado en forma de
cuadro” (ca. 1776–1825), collage/pastiche, Inventario CE17771, MNAD.
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“Escena de la vida cotidiana en un paisaje,” CE17766, MNAD; “Cuadro en relieve realizado con
tejido,” CE17767, MNAD; “Tejido enmarcado en forma de cuadro,” CE17770, MNAD; “Tejido
enmarcado en forma de cuadro,” CE17771, MNAD.
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tall, excluding the handle) to keep him cool.766 In another panel, an Immortal with
enlarged forehead and a ruyi scepter sits atop a small bluff, overseeing the events
unfolding below.767 These happenings involve the same great man, whom I just
mentioned, who now sits in a splendid, rococo-looking boat with highly irregular
lines (as though it had been crudely carved from a tree trunk), guided by a servant
with an oar, and transporting a large peony bush (or similar flower) in a tall vase.768
In every case, the Chinese appeared in the midst of natural environs that
had been cultivated and adapted to human use. The image of the Chinese as adept
and assiduous gardeners is clearly communicated. The lower orders performed the
manual labor necessary to adapting the gardens to civilization, while the higher
orders simply enjoyed being outdoors in such wonderfully refined settings.
The panels in the Blue, Deviant, Silk, and Ivory series permit some general
conclusions. Both Silk and Ivory, like the Blue Series, belong to the rococo school.
All three series depict master and servant together in plainly hierarchical settings.
But this is not the Gabinete de Porcelana de Aranjuez, where hierarchy is
determined by age. As I have shown elsewhere in my analyses of the Diario de
Madrid and Espíritu de los mejores diarios literarios, respect for age permeated
Chinese culture and was an important principle for them. 769 And in the Ivory
Series, this respect seems to have been preserved, in that the only authoritative
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figures are elderly men. But the aristocratic woman portrayed in the Blue Series,
and the emperor portrayed in the Silk Series, are relatively young (at least, they are
not noticeably elderly). 770 These series might be classified as rococo, but they
provide a more realistic view of the way Chinese society functioned—sometimes,
younger people held positions of power.
The existence of the Deviant Series seems outlandish until it is placed in
context. Starting with the most basic facts, there were cruel happenings in China—
of which Europeans had first-hand knowledge owing to some of their earliest
expeditionaries’ (in the first half of the sixteenth century) having spent time in
Chinese prisons—that could not have been included in the three rococo series
without wrecking the mood. But why depict such events at all? It comes down to
a very basic human instinct to delight in the barbarism of peoples who are “Other.”
Van der Aa’s famous world atlas and picture-book, which I have relied upon
elsewhere as a sort of barometer for its normative depictions of non-Europeans,
contained numerous images of torture, human sacrifice, and cannibalism.771 Such
reports sometimes had a utilitarian function in that they could be used to justify
imperial expansion; this happened, for example, in the Spanish conquest of the
Aztecs. But most producers of such images and reports probably did not have
conquest on their minds. The human mind has its dark side, including a desire to
know all of the dirty secrets about one’s neighbors. Chinese culture was exceptional
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“[U]na escena en un interior con cuatro personajes femeninos,” CE24331, MNAD; and
“[Wealthy person sitting on a throne],” 24964, MNAD.
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in many ways but not to such a degree that it could avoid this basic inclination. Just
as the Romans watched barbaric fights to the death in the Colosseum, and we today
watch extremely violent television shows, early modern Europeans took a strong
interest in the exotic cruelties that non-European societies inflicted on human
beings.
There remain in the category of wall hangings only three paintings. The
first, from the eighteenth century, featuring women gathering water lilies (or
lotuses) in a large pond encircled on three sides by a covered boardwalk, clearly
takes place in an extremely wealthy aristocratic residence or in the emperor’s
palace.772 The piece illustrates and reinforces the European belief that the Chinese
had a great deal of leisure time that they expended in uniquely lovely pursuits.
The other two pieces are casta paintings in which one or more of the
individuals portrayed is said to be Chinese.773 There were between 10,000 and
20,000 Asians in New Spain, many of them Chinese, who had mostly settled along
the Pacific coast and along the route inland from the American terminus of the
Manila Galleon.774 The casta paintings addressed the problem of showing the place
these people held in the Spanish Empire, typifying exotic Spanish subjects both for
the colonial elite and for the colonial administrators in Spain itself. These paintings
show that the Asian people were significant enough as a group for there to be casta
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“[V]arias escenas palaciegas protagonizadas por personajes femeninas en un estanque rodeado de
pabellones” (ca. 1701–1800), watercolor, Inventario DE10021, MNAD.
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names related to them, specifically, chino and china. This was a general term, since
Asians tended to be lumped together as Chinese, regardless of whether they actually
came from China. Even geographically speaking, all of Southeast and East Asia
often tended to be considered as one monolithic block, with the name “China”
referring to all or any part of it.775 This makes it impossible, in many cases, to
separate the true Chinese from those who were merely perceived to be Chinese.
(Note that this ambiguity reinforces my contention that Japanese and Korean art,
in particular, perhaps should be considered “Chinese” in the context of projects like
the current dissertation.)
The casta paintings also raise a further problem, namely, that the “Chinese”
represented in them often were not actually Asian but had black, Indian, and even
European parentage. In one of the two paintings that I consider, a china descends
from an Indian woman and a Notentiendo (literally “I don’t understand you”), which
appears to have been a mix of mestizo with mulatto. In sum, the parentage would
have been predominantly Indian, with some European and black blood.776 In this
case, then, a fully “Chinese” person was in fact not Asian at all but a mixture of
races, including European, Indian, and black. Indeed, Seijas identifies a total of
fourteen different combinations that, according to casta paintings, produce
chinos.777 In one case, according to Carrillo, there was even a woman of European
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descent, born in the Philippines, who was identified as china, based on the fact that
she had come to Mexico from the Philippines.778
In the second painting, a Spaniard with a Chinese woman (who looks at
least partly Native American or Asian, in skin tone, while having European facial
features) produces a quarteron de chino, or Chinese quadroon, referring to someone
with one-quarter Chinese ancestry.779 The reason the child is said to be only onequarter Chinese is mysterious and probably related to the complexity of the racial
transformations that the casta system pretended to embody. In this case, because
the father is European, the identification of the child is probably based on how
European he looks. Given the designation of one quarter Chinese, one would
expect the child to have very light skin tone, which is confirmed by the painting, in
which the child’s skin tone is significantly lighter than his mother’s (while not quite
as pale as his father’s).
But the reason the mother was designated as Chinese remains mysterious.
Did the artist have a real Chinese person in mind, while idealizing her by giving
her European-looking eyes and nasal structure? Carrillo points out that because
this was a Peruvian painting, a further dynamic was at play: namely, that the
Quechua term china (čína) was used originally to refer to female animals and later
referred to a female servant.780 Therefore, this woman may not have been Asian at
all.
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The use of chino and china to designate persons in the casta system suggests
that Chinese people actually were used, at some point, as models. In other words,
while the casta paintings do not depict persons of recognizably Chinese heritage,
they do draw upon the fact that Chinese lived and worked in New Spain by
borrowing an imaginary archetype of their appearance to designate persons of other
races. Because many casta paintings were sent to the Peninsula, with the intention
of showing off the wealth and prosperity of the viceroyalty, as well as the diversity
of the Crown’s subjects, the designations of chino and china would have
suggested—as though in a whisper—the real Chinese presence in the Spanish
colonies. Did the colonial masters in the Peninsula know about their Chinese
subjects? Or was chino merely metaphorical to them?
Carrillo suggests some answers to these questions. The Chinese population
in New Spain was small to begin with; miscegenation was common, meaning
Chinese blood became diluted with time; and enforcements of the prohibition in
Asian slavery, as well as disruptions in the Manila Galleon trade, meant that fewer
new arrivals came to Mexico.781 But the authorities were aware of the Chinese
presence, since the Audiencia de Guadalajara attempted to abolish Asian slavery in
1673.782 As for the casta paintings, Carrillo reported that they did not faithfully
represent New Spanish society and were more of an “intellectual expression” related
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to rococo exoticism than a serious attempt to represent reality. Interestingly,
recognizably Chinese people, hailing from China, did in fact live in New Spain but
were ignored by the paintings.783
All things considered, the Spanish masters in the Peninsula could not
possibly have had an accurate idea of what Chinese looked like, based on these
paintings. They would have prompted bewilderment over what exactly a chino was
and what he looked like. If anything, they suggested a whole other world, divorced
from China proper; the least confusing route for Spanish colonial administrators to
have taken, intellectually, would have been to keep the two separate. But this
uniquely Spanish dilemma may have affected the culture at Court, where, in the
Gabinete de Porcelana de Aranjuez, Chinese were depicted as descending from all
races: blacks, whites, and browns found their places on its walls and ceiling.
Another set of items deserving of attention are the chinoiserie tapestries at
the Palacio Real de El Pardo. I have had limited access to these tapestries, so my
comments are constrained. The image that I have available shows two Chinese
people, one of them sitting and strumming at a lute, and the other reaching for
what appears to be a flute. Both wear conical rice hats, apparently made of some
crude fibrous plant, perhaps straw. They are surrounded by little bells, exotic birds
(such as parrots), a monkey, garlands of flowers, and bundles of all kinds of musical
instruments. The piece reminds one in some ways of the Gabinete de Porcelana de
Aranjuez but is far less lavish, overall, in its depictions of Chinese. These people
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do not wear the richly patterned robes common at Aranjuez; on the contrary, they
are attired like peasants.784 Doubtless this was an early Romantic piece.
An item of some importance was what I shall call the Chinese Wallpaper,
consisting of watercolors on paper, sent from China and currently held in the
Museo Nacional de Artes Decorativas. This item (ca. 1750–1800) deserves its
name for its exquisitely well-preserved state and for being a rare surviving example
of Chinese-themed wallpaper, a type of item that would have been common in the
eighteenth century but that has seldom survived to the present. The only other
examples of Chinese-derived wallpaper of which I am aware are silken varieties in
the royal palaces and in the Casa del Labrador and other small royal outbuildings.
But these are Chinese in origins only, having no significant Chinese styling. The
Chinese Wallpaper, by contrast, showcases exquisite imagery of bamboo, strings of
flowers, birds, dragonflies, butterflies, and curiously shaped rocks.785 The work is
among the very best surviving examples of rococo Chinese art, either in Spain or
elsewhere.786
Finally, China influenced Spanish art, in the finest tradition, in the painting
from 1770 by Luis Egidio Meléndez of a still life of a roll of bread, a chocolatera (or
chocolate-dispensing pitcher), a jícara (a cup for drinking chocolate), chocolate
pieces, and lady fingers. The jícara is of the finest porcelain, indicating the high
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Cervantes, Instituto Cervantes, <http://cvc.cervantes.es/obref/china/fray_domingo.htm> (accessed
29 Jan. 2017). The image of the El Pardo tapestry is about halfway down the page.
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“Cuatro paneles de papeles pintados con motivos de aves, mariposas y bambú” (ca. 1750–1800),
watercolor, Inventario CE26811, MNAD.
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My thesis director informed me of another example at the Almudaina in Mallorca, which I have
been unable to visit in person or locate online.
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milieu for which Meléndez painted; the painting was part of a series of forty-four
still lifes commissioned by the Prince of Asturias, the future Charles IV, which was
in its turn part of a vast project of representing for the court the products of Spain.
The paintings were at first displayed in the Casita del Príncipe de El Escorial, and
later at Aranjuez. This particular painting reflected the taste of the Spanish people
for chocolate, which was particularly strong at that time. Moreover, the perspective
taken by the spectator grants the objects in the painting a monumental significance,
further accentuating the idea of an obsession with chocolate. The jícara and its
plate were essential parts of that obsession, representing a domestication of Chinese
wares—a subject to which I shall return in the section, “Porcelain Plateware &
Kitchen Items.”787
In this section, I demonstrate that imported Chinese art often followed
indigenous prerogatives and only sometimes conformed to European expectations.
The Blue Series, in particular, shows that the Chinese retained control over how
their society was portrayed in a European setting. Shipping, flowers, and birds were
important to the Chinese and remained so in their export art. The Ivory Series and
the painting of the gathering of water lilies back this up by their portrayal of the
Chinese in the midst of acts of gardening and flower-collecting. Nevertheless,
export art also contained important concessions to European desires. The Blue
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Luis Egidio Meléndez, “Bodegón con servicio de chocolate y bollos” (1770), painting, online at
Museo del Prado, <https://www.museodelprado.es/coleccion/obra-de-arte/bodegon-con-serviciode-chocolate-y-bollos/004dba61-31c4-42b8-8bc4-5ceb8fe20825> (accessed 8 Feb. 2017).
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Series’ depiction of processes of tea and silk production, combined with the exotic
scenes of torture from the Deviant Series, provide ample testimony to this tendency.

Sculptures
As with every category of objects that I have considered, the sculptures
present their own unique difficulties and hurdles. Unlike the wall hangings, the
sculptures do not easily fall into categories. This genre is sparser—there are fewer
examples to work with—while the range of differences among the objects is greater.
And although dating the sculptures is no more difficult than with other objects, it
is more challenging to divine whether each individual sculpture was present in
Spain during the eighteenth century. For one thing, many sculptures are religious
in nature, which renders them controversial from the start, given the prejudice that
Europeans remained under the spell of the Jesuits and innocent of Far-Eastern
religion and its paraphernalia. For another, unlike most other objects, there is no
specific record (either here or elsewhere) of sculptures having been sent to Spain
during the period in question. Nevertheless, I shall comment on those that seem
pertinent. Broadly, they fall into two broad categories, those of a religious nature
and those for use primarily as decoration.
Of the religious sculptures, nearly all come from the Taoist school, and the
most beautiful, intricate, and concise among them is a conch shell with carved
mother-of-pearl figures. This 22-cm tall and 18-cm wide shell from ca. 1701–1900
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showcases all eight Immortals, each with his typical accoutrements.788 From left to
right are Zhongli Quan, chief among the Immortals, bearing a feather fan with
which he revives the dead; Li Tieguai, who carries a gnarled staff and a gourd with
a magic elixir; the only uncertain identification—Zhang Guolao—who typically
rides a donkey and plays a bamboo instrument (the uncertainty arises from the
object he carries, which may or may not be an instrument); Cao Guojiu, who carries
castanets; Lu Dongbin, who wields a demon-slaying sword and also has a fly whisk
which he uses to walk on clouds, fly to heaven, and sweep away ignorance; Han
Xiangzi, the patron of youth, who as mentioned above plays the flute, predicts the
future, and can make fruits and flowers grow out of season; Lan Caihe, who carries
a flower basket and is depicted variously as male, female, or a hermaphrodite; and
He Xiangu, the only female in the group, carrying a fly whisk and perhaps a kitchen
ladle (although the second object is uncertain).789 This splendid masterpiece far
exceeds all others in this group and one wonders whether it played a starring role
in a wunderkammer. If the conch were present in eighteenth-century Spain, it
would deal a great blow to the idea that the Immortals, owing to the influence of
the Jesuits, were unknown in the West. Of course, even were this object known,
the symbolism might be lost on a Western audience; but surely such a conch would
provoke curiosity.
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“Valva de molusco en nácar tallado con decoración calada” (ca. 1701–1900), mother-of-pearl,
Inventario CE15677, MNAD.
789
For another reference to Han Xiangzi, cf. p. 401.
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Alongside the conch, I have uncovered a variety of religious figurines. They
do not appear to have been precisely labeled—indeed, in some cases precise labeling
seems impossible. Some of these objects, particularly those from Cerralbo, may
have arrived in Spain later than the eighteenth century, and for that reason I urge
caution. As might be expected, these figurines generally take on the aspect of bald
old men, with large and even huge foreheads, carrying various symbols that give
hints as to which specific Taoist figure they represent. An eighteenth-century
example embodies the Immortal Zhongli Quan, in soapstone, standing with his fan
held across his chest. He has the long earlobes typical of an Immortal.790 A second
eighteenth-century sculpture, allegedly of Laozi (fl. 6th c. BC), is in porcelain, with
a robe with peach motifs and characters symbolizing longevity. He carries a gnarled
wooden staff.791 A third sculpture from the seventeenth or eighteenth century is
allegedly also of Laozi, this time carrying a peach and ruyi scepter.792 A fourth
work, from the latter half of the eighteenth century, is confusingly mis-labeled as
an Immortal, specifically Shou-Lao—but Shou-Lao is not an Immortal. Rather,
Shou-Lao is the popular name of Shouxing, the stellar deity of longevity, often
depicted as a bearded old man with a high brow and a crooked staff in one hand
and the peach of immortality in the other. In this case, he holds only the peach,
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“Figura de esteatita que representa a Zhongli Quan, jefe de los Ocho Inmortales del taoísmo”
(ca. 1701–1800), soapstone statue, Inventario 01715, Museo Cerralbo.
791
“Figura que representa a un personaje del panteón taoísta” (ca. 1701–1800), porcelain statue,
Inventario 48907, Museo de Zaragoza.
792
“Figura de porcelana que representa a una figura masculina con cabeza prominente” (ca. 1651–
1750), porcelain statue, Inventario DE10201, MNAD.
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and the identification seems uncertain. 793 A final example is another old man
holding a peach, circa 1751–1825, in stone (it appears to be soapstone but is labeled
as “hard stone”—I think the label is inaccurate).794
Examples of a somewhat different type relate to Buddhism. One is a statue
of Guanyin, goddess of mercy, made circa 1700. The museum commentator
remarked that this figure symbolized the influence of the West and specifically of
the Virgin Mary on Far Eastern religious practices. But this would only be true if
the figure exhibited any Western influences—and it does not. On the contrary,
this was a Far-Eastern idol, imported to the West, showing Buddhist influence on
Europe.795 Carmen García-Omaechea found a plausible explanation for the early
European interest in such items: because they somehow gained an association with
Mary, Europeans frequently collected them, thinking them to have Christian
religious significance.796 Probably this owed to the fact that Guanyin was held to
be asexual (and therefore a virgin) and often appeared with a child in her arms. In
fact, Guanyin was commonly imported to the West: the Patrimonio Nacional holds
two white porcelain statues of her standing resolute while gently clutching a child
to her breast. These statues were actually utilitarian in nature, since they were used
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“Figura de porcelana polícroma, del Inmortal taoísta Shou-Lao” (ca. 1751–1800), porcelain
statue, Inventario 01883, Museo Cerralbo.
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“Figura de hombre barbado” (ca. 1751–1825), stone (possibly soapstone) statue, Inventario
CE10058, MNAD.
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“Figura de porcelana que representa una figura femenina de pie” (ca. 1700), porcelain statue,
Inventario CE10571, MNAD.
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García-Ormaechea, “El coleccionismo de arte asiático oriental en España,” in Fundación
Rodríguez-Acosta: colección de arte asiático (Granada: 2002), p. 34.
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for dispensing beverages (aguamanil means “water pitcher”).797 Fernando Tabar de
Anitua listed another Guanyin statue (this one also from the Museo Nacional de
Artes Decorativas), from either the seventeenth or eighteenth century, in white
porcelain from Dehua, with a pectoral lotus and a rolled document or baton in her
left hand; and the Museo Oriental de Valladolid holds an important painting of her
(circa 1644–1911), in which she demonstrates mercy to persons facing violent
deaths by means such as beheading and the ravages of wild animals.798 Alongside
the images of Guanyin, Spaniards also imported a glossy white lion of Fo (ca. 1701–
1900), attached to an incense holder, which was probably originally intended for
sacred service. I am uncertain how Spaniards would have seen it.799
Lest the reader think the link between European buyers and Far Eastern
religious motifs too tenuous, I have one final example: a clock, made in France by
Pierre le Roy (1717–1785), which incorporates statues of Budai, an individual who
supposedly lived in the tenth century and became legendary because of his devotion
to Chan Buddhism, and the Immortal He Xiangu. I call into question the latter
identification because it is based on the figure being “female,” despite that it has no
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“Pareja de aguamaniles con forma de figura femenina (Guanyin)” (18th c.), porcelain statues with
bronze bases, Inventario 10024250 and 10024251, Palacio Real de la Granja de San Ildefonso,
Patrimonio Nacional, photograph in La ruta española a China, p. 163, description, p. 162. Not
available on CERES.
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“Figura de Guanyin” (ca. 17th–18th cs.), porcelain statue, Inventario 10.174, MNAD, photograph
in Tabar de Anitua, Cerámicas de China y Japón en el Museo Nacional de Artes Decorativas (Madrid:
Ministerio de Cultura, 1983), p. 139, and description, p. 140; and “Misericordiosa Guanyin” (ca.
1644–1911), painting, Sala 8, Colección de China, Museo Oriental de Valladolid, photograph
online at Museo Oriental de Valladolid, <http://www.museo-oriental.es/verpieza.asp?clave=83>
(accessed 27 Jan. 2017).
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“León búdico en “blanco de China” ” (ca. 1701–1900), porcelain statue, Inventario CE10168,
MNAD.
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feminine features whatsoever. In any case, the clock is an excellent example of
religiously influenced chinoiserie, which was destined for the court at Madrid (it is
today held by the Patrimonio Nacional).800
Even after we consider that some of these sculptures may have arrived in
Spain later than the eighteenth century, it seems clear that Spaniards from that
period had begun to acquire Taoist and Buddhist art. They had not just mild
interest, but demand enough to sustain a stream of export art. This probably began
in the mid- to late-eighteenth century and continued into the nineteenth. This
means that before the early modern period ended, despite the best efforts of the
Jesuits and other religious orders, Chinese religious motifs had infiltrated Europe.
At the same time, it is likely that in many cases these motifs were not perceived for
what they actually were but instead were assigned new meanings by their Spanish
owners.
Other export sculptures encompassed a highly variegated field. Perhaps
most notable among the examples I have is a set of two centerpieces for a dining
table, made of bronze, jade, silver, and various other metals, ca. 1751–1825. Each
centerpiece features a bonsai plum tree and a bronze phoenix on a rock. One of the
centerpieces in addition has a statuette of two young people holding up a sconce, of
the sort for a tea light, surrounded by green, blue, and gold petals—probably
intended to symbolize a lotus. The other centerpiece has a small elephant with a
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Pierre le Roy, “Reloj de sobremesa con Budai, una inmortal y dos figuras superiores” (mid-18th
c.), sculpture/clock, photograph in Orientando la mirada, pp. 139, description, p. 138.
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stupa-like structure on its back.801 Plainly, religious themes might intrude from any
number of directions.
There was also an ivory figure of an elaborately dressed woman with a bird
on one hand and a fan in the other; a soapstone sculpture of a handsome, smiling
peasant; a crudely sculpted, white porcelain lion of Fo, from Dehua, in Fujian; an
ivory of a warrior with spear and sword; and an ivory of a peasant sitting at leisure
and smoking a pipe, with his mule.802 A gorgeous piece, crafted of ivory ca. 1701–
1900, depicted numerous birds—perhaps finches or sparrows—interleaved one
with another along the length of a tusk. 803 Another object had a similarly
naturalistic theme: a delicately carved mother-of-pearl conch shell, from the
eighteenth century (which may very well be a pair to the one with the eight
Immortals that I mentioned above), featured a deer, birds, a crane, a bamboo stand,
and possibly some roses (though the photo is uncertain on that point). 804 The
Chinese art of carving fruit stones also played a role in the exchange: the Museo
Cerralbo holds an example of such a stone, imported from Canton, showing a
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“Centro de mesa de cobre, plata y bronce que reproduce un bonsái con dos ciruelos y un Ave
Fénix” (ca. 1751–1825), centerpiece for a table, Inventario 04210, Museo Cerralbo.
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“[U]n colmillo [… en la cual] se ha tallado la figura de una mujer de pie” (ca. 1701–1900), ivory
carving, Inventario CE20585, MNAD; “Hombre de pie” (ca. 1701–1800), soapstone statue,
Inventario CE10103, MNAD; “Figura de marfil tallado” (ca. 1701–1900), ivory statue, Inventario
CE20934, MNAD; “Pequeño grupo escultórico formado por una figura masculina central sentada
sobre unas rocas fumando en pipa” (ca. 1726–1875), ivory statue, Inventario CE15652, MNAD;
“Figura de porcelana de León de Fo sentado sobre los cuartos traseros” (ca. 1601–1800), porcelain
statue, Inventario 01900, Museo Cerralbo.
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“Pequeño relieve de forma alargada y composición triangular” (ca. 1701–1900), ivory carving,
Inventario CE21267, MNAD.
804
“Valva de molusco de nácar” (ca. 1701–1800), mother-of-pearl carving, Inventario CE15676,
MNAD.
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medley of Chinese persons.805 Finally, an intriguing composition of a nude woman,
in ivory, from the eighteenth century, resembled Goya’s Maja desnuda.806
Two relatively large wooden sculptures, 65 cm tall, ca. 1701–1899, round
out the collection. These sculptures embody a Chinese man and woman, highly
realistic in their facial features, each looking straight out at the viewer in a very
natural way. They have the typical costume of Qing Chinese, with the man wearing
a knee-length tunic and light jacket, and the woman a dress and robe with largescale floral designs, probably of roses. The composition is realistic enough that the
woman’s hair has been simulated with what is probably horsehair or some other
fiber. She also has real earrings dangling from her ears. Even the eyes appear to
have more depth than would be normal for a sculpture and look almost real. There
is no sign of obvious damage or wear. The two have their hands and arms
positioned awkwardly and probably were originally playing musical instruments.
This would accord with the typical European fantasy of China, which included the
idea that it was constantly enriched by delightful sounds.807
Some chinoiserie sculptures were created in Spain itself.

I have two

examples of this, both taken from the Manufactura del Buen Retiro, the royal
porcelain factory. The first is a young Chinese man with a basket; his hair is in a
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“Semilla de fruto que presenta decoración tallada en hueco relieve” (ca. 1701–1900), fruit stone
(from a peach?) carving, Inventario 02365, Museo Cerralbo. This item may have been made in the
nineteenth century.
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“Escultura sobre peana. Mujer desnuda” (ca. 1701–1800), ivory carving, Inventario CE19156,
MNAD.
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“Figura masculina de madera estucada, policromada y dorada, con cabeza basculante” (ca. 1701–
1899), wooden statue, Inventario CE10040, MNAD; “Figura femenina de madera estucada,
policromada y dorada, con cabeza basculante” (ca. 1701–1899), wooden statue, Inventario
CE10012, MNAD.
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queue, and he wears a floral-stamped, maroon-and-white tunic. He also wears
black boots with upturned toes, a detail that indicated the maker was familiar with
Chinese footwear. The second sculpture is of an old man, white in complexion
with a white beard, wearing a conical hat and holding a fixed fan, leaning against a
swirly rococo motif intended to represent plant growth. Plainly, both sculptures
are highly idealized, although the details of dress appear well-informed.808 These
were the sorts of Chinese figures that were appropriate for wunderkammern.
A final item that I include in sculptures, although it was cast and not
sculpted, is a copper enamelled bell (ca. 1776–1825, 37 cm tall), European in shape
but without a clapper. The background of the bell is sky-blue enamel with thin
geometric designs of copper showing through. In the foreground are flowering
plum trees, chrysanthemums, peonies, birds, and butterflies. At the bottom border,
the bell features bats, and the hanger takes on the form of a dragon.809 It was a
typical piece for the era, and I note that, like the Museo Cerralbo’s Lingzhi Box,
the bell may have arrived in Spain sometime later than the eighteenth century.
The sculptures push the boundaries of our notions of what China’s influence
looked like. China may not have influenced Europe in an explicitly religious way,
but syncretic influences crept in, perhaps sometimes undetected for what they really
were. The sculptures also continued in the trend of presenting China as a land that
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Manufactura del Buen Retiro, “Figura de chino con pay-pay” (ca. 1771–84), polychrome
porcelain statue, photograph in Oriente en palacio, p. 355; Manufactura del Buen Retiro, “Figura de
chino con cesto” (ca. 1771–84), polychrome porcelain statue, photograph in Oriente en palacio, p.
355.
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“Campana de cobre esmaltado” (ca. 1776–1825), copper bell, Inventario 03649, Museo Cerralbo.
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was naturally well endowed with birds, flowers, and gentle, if sometimes also large,
animals.

Vases
Like the sculptures, the vases have a purely decorative function. A large
number of them made their way to Spain as part of the trade now known as
“Compañía de Indias,” which is to say, the trade undertaken by the various East
Indies companies. This denotes the route around the Cape of Good Hope, which
only became available to Spain in the final decades of the eighteenth century, and
truth be told, some of the vases may in fact have arrived in Spain via that route. But
it is also likely that a number of them came to Spain via the cross-Pacific trade and
the Manila Galleon. The label “Compañía de Indias” normally excludes the Pacific
route, but I think that in the cases about to be considered, such an exclusion would
be erroneous.
At any rate, the vases of this type typically had elaborate and even nearly
garish decoration. This section will be relatively short, however, given the sameness
of the objects under consideration. When it comes to vases, there are many
examples, but there is little to say without degenerating into slavishly literal
descriptions. These objects were meant to take up space in aristocratic residences,
to give the eye something to rest upon—no more. Unlike sculptures, which often
had hidden meanings, and wall hangings, a richly appointed category with
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superfluity of sources—and even unlike furniture and wooden objects, with their
fascinating genre scenes and great diversity of materials—vases were simply boring.
By far the most interesting vase I encountered had significant symbolic value
and a very helpful note card from the museum commentator. This vase, produced
ca. 1776–1825, symbolized the four seasons, with a different bird and flower for
each. Spring had the crane (symbolizing longevity and wisdom) and peony (the
queen of the flowers); summer had the heron (which could probe the secret ways
of the skies) and lotus (in this case, with cotyledon and seeds, symbolizing
fecundity); fall had the raven (associated with the sun) and chrysanthemum
(symbolizing the pleasant life, generosity, or retirement); and winter had the
magpie (whose song announced good news) and plum flower (symbolizing
virginity). The photography in the catalog shows the winter side of the vase.810
Most of the other vases are predominantly or even purely floral in their
imagery. There is little beyond what would normally be expected in this sort of
item—various kinds of flowers, sometimes set amidst strangely shaped rocks, in
some cases with birds or butterflies. 811 A particularly suggestive item in this
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“Jarrón metálico cubierto por decoración esmaltada de motivos vegetal y animales” (ca. 1776–
1825), metal vase (probably copper), Inventario CE05160, MNAD. Regarding the vase’s
symbolism, see Asia en las Colecciones Reales del Museo Nacional de Artes Decorativas, p. 44.
811
“Vaso decorativo de cuerpo ovoide” (ca. 1773–1850), copper vase, Inventario 03600, Museo
Lázaro Galdiano, Madrid, Spain; “[Jar decorated with enamel]” (ca. 1701–1800), porcelain vase,
Inventario CE05470, MNAD; “Tibor de cuerpo globular” (ca. 1776–1825), large porcelain jar,
Inventario CE03535, MNAD; “Jarrón de perfil romano” (ca. 1701–1800), porcelain vase, Inventario
CE05479, MNAD; “Jarrón de porcelana con decoración floral polícroma” (ca. 1701–1800),
porcelain vase, Inventario CE05483, MNAD; “[Tibor] pintado con el modelo decorativo llamado
“brocado de flores” ” (ca. 1726–1750), large porcelain jar, Inventario 03167, Museo Cerralbo; “Tibor
de porcelana de forma abalaustrada” (ca. 1701–1750), large porcelain jar, Inventario 01853, Museo
Cerralbo.
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category has the characteristic “thousand flowers” décor that was typical of late
eighteenth-century importations—which is to say, it was smothered in sprays of
flowers, such as chrysanthemums. A lid surmounted by a bronze lion of Fo crowns
the work.812
Incidentally, Spanish repositories contain four items with an interesting
confluence of artistic styling that provides us with unique insight into the
production process of Compañía de Indias porcelain. Germaine to this subject are
three flowery vases and a large bowl. On each item is depicted a distinctive, large,
long-necked bird, supposedly a phoenix. The coloration is different: for example,
one bird is predominantly red while another is green and purple, but the feather
patterns, body proportions, and even posture are remarkably similar. In all cases,
the bird has colorful wing feathers, long, dangling neck feathers, extraordinarily
elaborate tail plumage (reminding one of a peacock), a goatee or wattle, and a
distinctive crest. Yet there is no explicit relationship between these items, and even
the museum curators at the Museo Cerralbo, where two of the vases are kept,
apparently have not noticed the striking resemblance.813 These cases confirm that
artists reused the same materials in different works. Compañía de Indias vases
appeared unique to their buyers, but such vases were actually the product of highly
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“Chinese vase, with the characteristic “thousand flowers” decoration” (late 18th c.), large porcelain
jar, Comedor de Gala, Palacio Real de Madrid, Spain, photograph in Chueca Goítia, p. 70.
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“Tibor de porcelana de forma abalaustrada” (ca. 1701–1750), large porcelain jar, Inventario
03244, Museo Cerralbo; “Tibor de porcelana de forma abalaustrada” (ca. 1701–1733), large
porcelain jar, Inventario 03166, Museo Cerralbo; “Tibor de las Aves” (second half of 18th c.), large
porcelain jar, Palacio Real de Madrid, Patrimonio Nacional, photograph in Oriente en Palacio, p.
228; “Pecera” (first half of 18th c.), porcelain bowl, Inventario 10055394, Palacio Real de Madrid,
Patrimonio Nacional, photograph (exterior view) in La ruta española a China, p. 167. Not available
on CERES.
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efficient, modernized manufacturing studios which did not always produce original
designs but instead periodically replicated old ones, as was convenient. I would be
willing to wager that a broader study of European vases would reveal more such
replications, along with a repertoire of standard Chinese vase decorations.
Sometimes, too, vases depicted genre scenes. I have come across two such
instances. In the first, ca. 1723–1735, two Chinese people stand on a bridge,
overlooking a riverine landscape complete with trees, hills, rocks, and a small hut.814
In a second, surprisingly complex scene (for a vase), ca. 1701–1900, two younger
people help an obese elderly man to get up (or sit down). The action is convincing,
although it is unclear whether they are helping him down or up. On the reverse
side appear feminine figures, one of them playing a musical instrument.815
A final example, a bronze ritual cup dated 1750–1850 that is shaped like a
small vase (29 cm tall) and styled in imitation of ancient Shang wares, with extrawide base and mouth and geometric styling, seems to be an outlier but in fact reveals
another side to European collecting.816 Europeans appear to have been aware of
ancient Chinese styles, because they used the geometric designs from these items
in some of their chinoiserie art. For example, geometric designs affected the
anatomy of Spanish plateware, with some pieces taking on octagonal and hexagonal
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“Jarrón de cobre esmaltado” (ca. 1701–1900), copper vase, Inventario CE10680, MNAD.
“Jarrón de guarnición de chimenea” (ca. 1723–1735), porcelain vase, Inventario CE10508,
MNAD.
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“Recipiente de bronce de cuerpo cilíndrico y boca abocinada” (ca. 1750–1850), bronze vase,
Inventario DE22023, MNAD; Asia en las Colecciones Reales del Museo Nacional de Artes Decorativas,
p. 28. The latter source appears to address the same object as the former—the photos appear
identical—although the dimensions are slightly off. Even if these photos actually depict two
separate objects, they are close enough in nature that their function would have been the same.
815
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forms.817 Indeed, I shall address the issue of geometricality again in the section
entitled “Qing-era Works of Estimated Dates.” For now, I make a few poignant
observations.
There is an eighteenth-century Chinese picture book in the Biblioteca
Nacional that catalogues ancient Shang items, especially bronzes, which reflect
exactly the same styles found in ritual cups like this one.818 Moreover, one can find
depicted on the walls of Charles III’s dressing room in the Palacio Real de Madrid
several short, three-legged braziers, after the ancient Chinese style. This threelegged style was even adopted in a porcelain vessel made for the Conde de Ricla;
like the braziers, this vessel took the form of a circular, lidless container.819 The
same style can also be seen in one of the decorations in Durgourc’s plans for Charles
IV’s pleasure house at the Escorial. In the eighteenth century, ancient Chinese
styling—despite that its tendencies were in many ways opposite to the free-form
and whimsical rococo—enjoyed something of a renaissance.
Vases remain an important source of information about how China was
perceived, but they are by no means the only source and should not be considered
more important than other surviving artifacts. If the reader desires to learn more
about the vases, I highly recommend viewing the imagery (more so than reading
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“Fuente de porcelana de forma octogonal” (ca. 1701–1750), porcelain plate, Inventario 04002,
Museo Cerralbo; “Fuente de porcelana de forma octogonal” (ca. 1701–1750), porcelain plate,
Inventario 04003, Museo Cerralbo.
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Xiaofeng Huang, Bo gu tu, or Colección de antigüedades imperiales (Qianlong ren shen, 1752), vols.
1–18 (combined in two volumes at BNE), Signatura BA/541 and BA/542, BNE, Madrid, Spain.
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“Especiero de porcelana” (ca. 1765), porcelain bowl with three legs, Inventario CE19599,
MNAD. The museum claims the item is a “spice rack,” but I see no compelling reason to label it
as such.
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the text) in Oriente en Palacio. 820 I have sought to demonstrate their overall
marginality when it comes to understanding the Chinese influence on Europe,
while also bringing to light signs that they were mass produced and introducing the
idea that bronze ritual vase-like cups had a significance that perhaps exceeded that
of the porcelain vases. To this subject, I shall shortly return.

Porcelain Plateware & Kitchen Items
For apparently arbitrary reasons—indeed, probably because of porcelain’s
unique trait of being able to pass the test of time without the ordinary signs of wear
and tear that affect other types of objects—commentators have seized on porcelain
plateware and vases as among the worthiest areas of study within the expansive field
of Oriental art. But I challenge and seek to overturn the assumption that these
objects should occupy center stage. These items were in a sense not even purely
“Chinese” in origin, since the Mongol invasion brought about important changes
in the way porcelain was made and arguably ushered in the modern era of porcelain
production.821 My study shows that silk clothing, fans, lacquered furniture, garden
follies, and wall hangings all played similarly important roles—and some may in
fact have been more important—in the lives of eighteenth-century elites. Each of
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See Teresa Lavalle-Cobo, “El Coleccionismo Oriental de Isabel de Farnesio,” in Oriente en
Palacio: pp. 210–14; Carmen García-Ormaecha, “Los Tibores de Isabel de Farnesio,” in Oriente en
Palacio: pp. 215–23; and Carmen García-Ormaecha, “La Porcelana del Palacio Real,” in Oriente en
Palacio: pp. 224–39.
821
See Jose Luis Porcar Ramos, “El influjo técnico y formal de Extremo Oriente,” in La ruta de la
cerámica (Zaragoza: Taller-Escuela de Cerámica de Muel, 2000), pp. 28–9.
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these categories represented a separate window through which one could gain
exposure to an exotic society on the far side of the planet. Taken together, they
became symbolic of a particular lifestyle representing the aspirations of the Spanish
aristocracy. In this lifestyle, porcelain plateware—rather than act the part of the
delicate prima donna, as is often portrayed in museum collections and auction
houses—played the workhorse, being perhaps the most utilitarian of all. Much of
it was not artistically significant. Everyone had to eat, and there was nothing
inherently special about utensils for taking food.

But porcelain replete with

Chinese decorations brought an aspect of playfulness and delightfulness to the
mundane task of filling one’s belly; it is to this latter type of specially decorated
porcelain that I shall direct my attention.
I shall begin with the most striking and beautiful of the plateware, which in
fact are partly sculpted—that is, the soperas, or soup dishes. The most poignant
example, a pair of life-like carp, today rest in the Peabody Essex Museum in
Massachusetts but were originally the property of a Spanish noble, Domingo
Esteban de Olza (1723–1816). Set in convincing poses as though thrashing their
tails and nodding their heads, their reddish golden scales have near-impossible
realism, including a fish-like sheen achieved by adding a semitranslucent glaze.822
The fish itself is a cultural importation, since carp came from Asia and traditionally,
in China, symbolized profit and power and, when in pairs, marital harmony. A
second sopera, of the noble house of Pedro Lamberto de Asteguieta (1706–74),
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“[Chinese Carp Soup Dishes for Olza]” (18th c. or early 19th c.), porcelain soup dish, Peabody
Essex Museum, Massachusetts, USA, on permanent display.
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dated circa 1770–5, takes on a more traditionally Spanish form, that of a wild boar’s
head.823 This was a classic example of syncretism, the fabrication techniques being
Chinese but the sculpture following Spanish norms. Indeed, Asteguieta ordered
soperas of several different animals, including a vibrantly hued rooster with
rainbow-colored feathers. I note that here there is considerable confusion in the
records, because the rooster sopera is dated to circa 1760–70 (despite that it
presumably came from the same set as the boar’s head sopera), and is even
alternatively identified with the line of Balzola.824 The problem is impossible to
resolve through pictures, since they do not show the rooster’s coat-of-arms, but the
identification with Balzola appears to be a mistake. Nonetheless, these are minor
problems that only remotely touch upon my concerns.
Asteguieta’s boar’s head sopera closely resembles another treating the same
theme, this one created for Don Iñigo Balzola (the same Balzola just mentioned),
a frigate captain for the Compañía de Indias in the second half of the eighteenth
century. 825 Each sopera, as was the normal practice, had an accompanying
presentation plate; in the case of the Balzola piece, the plate featured a pig’s head
from above, with long snout, large eyes, and floppy ears—it looks almost huggable
and suggests the affection that the Spanish have for ham (an affection shared with
the Chinese, although I do not believe that the two cultures had yet discovered
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“Sopera de porcelana en forma de cabeza de jabalí” (ca. 1770–5), porcelain soup dish, Inventario
CE18153, MNAD.
824
“Sopera en forma de gallo clueco” (ca. 1760–70), porcelain soup dish, Inventario CE26591,
MNAD.
825
“Sopera […] en forma de cabeza de jabalí” (ca. 1735–95), porcelain soup dish, Inventario
CE1/13110, Museo Nacional de Cerámica y Artes Suntuarias “González Martí” (MGM), Valencia,
Spain.
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this).826 In sum, the soperas show a remarkable affinity for the principal animals of
Spanish and Chinese civilization. While the sculptors of these works might
legitimately have excluded Chinese animals—owing to the audience being
Spanish—instead, the carp steals the show. The incredible details on the carp—
their fashioning is noticeably superior to that of the pigs, especially in the depth of
the glaze and the naturalistic movement—suggest that the artist relished the
opportunity to sculpt and paint something so culturally relevant in his or her own
country.
As in all Chinese and chinoiserie art, genre scenes played an important role
in the plateware. In a theme recurring across many media, one such scene, on a
bowl from the latter half of the eighteenth century, shows Chinese women, white
in complexion but Oriental in features, playing various musical instruments such as
a gong, cymbals, and a flute.827 (This theme could be Europeanized: on an export
plate from ca. 1723–35, a red-haired European man sitting on a rock plays a clarinet
or similar instrument.)828 Another scene, on a plate from circa 1800, shows a qilin
bounding away from the viewer.829 A similar creature from the Kangxi era (1662–
1722), on a plate or decorative porcelain plaque, has red-and-blue leopard’s spots,
human-like feet with claws, the head of a dragon, and a single pointy horn. It is
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“Gran fuente ovalada […] presentadora de la sopera y decorada con una cabeza de jabalí” (ca.
1735–95), porcelain plate for soup dish, Inventario CE1/13109, MGM.
827
“Cuenco de porcelana china, acampanada, sin asas, con reborde dorado y decoración polícroma”
(ca. 1751–1800), porcelain (probably a teacup), Inventario 07861, Museo Lázaro Galdiano.
828
“Plato hondo […] Decorado con […] un personaje europeo tocando una tuba” (ca. 1723–35),
porcelain plate, Inventario CE03554, MNAD.
829
“Gran plato de porcelana con decoración Imari” (ca. 1800), porcelain plate, Inventario 05567,
Museo Lázaro Galdiano.
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likely that this is a variation on traditional depictions of qilin, possibly influenced
by Western models of the unicorn.830 Another example is an attractive painting of
mixed styles, ca. 1701–33, which attempts but fails to integrate European
perspective, four Chinese women recline at table, two of them taking tea;
meanwhile two phoenixes, symbolizing joy and peace, look on.831 Pheonixes also
make an appearance on the exterior of a porcelain “fishbowl” 56 cm in girth that,
according to the Patrimonio Nacional, was used by its Spanish owners for cooling
liquids. The piece’s interior is augmented by the depiction of a reddish-gold fish.832
In one of the most detailed and interesting pieces, ca. 1701–75, two fishermen
check their traps in the river while, toward the bottom of the image, a woman in a
boat suckles her child; she and several other women are distracted by a child ashore
who appears to be throwing a temper tantrum. In the margins of the piece are
numerous everyday objects. 833 A bowl shows full-color illustrations of Chinese
going about common trades, such as silk manufacture (and, according to Orientando
la mirada, tea picking, but the pictures I have seen do not bear this out).834 An
erotic teapot, of a European woman with her bosom showing and her legs spread
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“Placa con unicornio” (China, ca. 1662–1722), porcelain plate, Museo Oriental, Valladolid,
photograph in La ruta española a China, p. 13. Not available on CERES.
831
“Gran fuente circular […] En el centro cuatro figuras femeninas en un pabellón con una terraza
ajardinada” (ca. 1701–33), porcelain plate, Inventario CE10523, MNAD.
832
“Pecera,” detail of cat. XIII.9, Palacio Real de Madrid, Patrimonio Nacional, photograph in
Oriente en Palacio, p. 230. For an exterior view, see La ruta española a China, p. 167.
833
“Fuente circular […] En el centro un paisaje fluvial” (ca. 1701–75), porcelain plate, Inventario
CE10522, MNAD.
834
“Cuenco de porcelana con decoración esmaltada” (ca. 1750), porcelain bowl, Inventario 06153,
Museo Cerralbo. See also photograph in Orientando la mirada, p. 151.
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apart (although clothed in a dress), is obviously an example of to-order export art.835
Finally, in a piece from the latter half of the eighteenth century, six European
frigates look up a bay, confronting two heavily armed fortresses at its mouth, while
various embarkations row to and from the ships—probably an image of European
traders come to Canton.836 This military scene, however, was the exception that
proved the rule: China was a peaceful and legendary land, its denizens too busily
engaged in making music, taking tea, earning a living, and having families to take
any notice of international politics.
I have emphasized throughout this chapter the importance of traditional
Chinese subjects, such as fish and flowers. As with the soperas, these themes
strongly informed the imported plateware. I have four additional examples of this.
Two plates abound with particularly distinctive floral patterns, one of them showing
a flowering magnolia tree, and the other a blooming peach tree and peony bush.837
The other two items are aquatically themed. One is a bowl, the inside of which
shows golden carp and crustaceans swimming among aquatic plants (the outside
was graced with dragons and phoenixes), while the second is a bottle featuring
reddish-gold carp swimming with realistic motion, amidst various kinds of flowers
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“Tetera de porcelana de cuerpo globular” (ca. 1701–1800), porcelain teapot, Inventario 01865,
Museo Cerralbo. See also photograph in Orientando la mirada, p. 151.
836
“Plato de porcelana con decoración de escena naval” (ca. 1751–1800), porcelain plate, Inventario
CE27201, MNAD.
837
“Plato […]: en el centro un magnolio en flor” (ca. 1662–1722), porcelain plate, Inventario 10.501,
MNAD, photograph in Tabar de Anitua, p. 85, description, p. 84; “Fuente circular [… en la que]
la casi entera superficie está ocupada por un melocotonero en flor y un arbusto de peonías” (ca. 1700–
1750), porcelain plate, Inventario 5.478, MNAD, photograph in Tabar de Anitua, p. 187, and
description, p. 104.
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such as peony, plum, lily, and lotus.838 These are particularly outstanding examples
of the holdings at the Museo Nacional de Artes Decorativas and of Spain in general,
and they manifest clearly the rococo interest in natural subjects, as influenced by
Chinese prerogatives. In sum, works like these demonstrate that rococo was a
global style, reflecting the tastes not only of Europeans but also of Chinese.
Sometimes, plateware arriving from Canton had hidden symbolism, as with
one plate, ca. 1800, that came inscribed in the center with the character “Fu,”
meaning “fortune” or “good luck.”839 On another plate was the flower-basket of
Lan Caihe, the hermaphroditic Immortal.840 On a third plate from ca. 1700–35,
there is a “money tree,” with its typical circular leaves with square holes in the
middle (like the Chinese cash); the tree is a Taoist symbol said to bring money and
fortune. 841 A fourth example (ca. 1662–1722), also suggesting sacred meaning,
shows a little child, atop a lily pad and swaddled in green, holding a lotus flower
and surrounded by more lotus flowers.842 The meanings of such hidden symbols
probably were never divined by the Europeans to whom these plates were destined.
But Europeans had their own tradition of hidden symbolism, an example of which
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“Cuenco [… que tiene en el fondo las] representaciones de carpas doradas y crustáceos nadando
entre las plantas acuáticas” (ca. 1720), porcelain bowl, Inventario 64.125, Museo Arqueológico
Nacional (MAN), photograph in Tabar de Anitua, p. 105, description p. 102; “Botella [… decorada
con] carpas de dos tipos diferentes y flores de peonía, ciruelo, liliácea y loto” (end of 17th c. or
beginning of 18th c.), porcelain bottle, Inventario 3.517, MNAD, photograph in Tabar de Anitua,
p. 182, description, p. 86.
839
“Fuente circular de gres porcelanoso” (ca. 1800), porcelain bowl, Inventario CE10609, MNAD.
840
“Plato […] decorado en el centro con un cesto de flores de Lan Cai He” (ca. first half 18th c.),
porcelain plate, Inventario CE03546, MNAD.
841
“Plato de porcelana china polícroma, perteneciente a la porcelana conocida como Compañía de
las Indias o Imari Chino” (ca. 1700–35), porcelain plate, Inventario V0137, Casa Ric. Palacio
Barones de Valdeolivos, Fonz, Aragón, Spain.
842
“Plato” (ca. 1662–1722), porcelain plate, Inventario CE05484, MNAD.
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comes from an Alcora porcelain plate, ca. 1727–64, on which stands a man with an
umbrella and a monkey with a windmill on a stick—plainly, the monkey mocks
civilization, or maybe the joke is on him, since he cannot understand how to be
civilized.843
Europeans adapted porcelain to a great many tasks beyond those to which
the Chinese put it. In some cases, this involved the adaptation of Chinese pieces
by adding to them, as in the case of the shallow bowl that became a fruit stand once
fitted with a metallic setting.844 But then there is the object called portavinajeras,
which was made in China for Asteguieta and was used to transport up to four wine
bottles or some other similarly shaped containers for wine; and one cannot fail to
mention the porcelain vinagreras, or cruets, made for the same family.845 Perhaps
the most quintessentially Spanish adaptation, however, was the porcelain
mancerina.846 This was a small, specialized plate with a circular raised wall in the
center for holding in place a handle-less cup, the jícara, which served hot chocolate.
The mancerina originated from Peru, where it was first cast in silver on the orders
of the Marques de Mancera, Viceroy of Peru; only later would it be adapted to
porcelain.847 I do not have an example of a mancerina from China, but in all cases
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“Plato […] Motivo central, figura masculina vestida a la manera oriental […] le acompaña en el
lado izquierdo un mono” (ca. 1727–64), porcelain plate, Inventario CE05361, MNAD.
844
“Plato de porcelana” (ca. 1751–75), porcelain fruit stand, Inventario CE19199, MNAD.
845
“Portavinajeras de porcelana” (ca. 1770–5), porcelain wine bottle carrier, Inventario CE25664,
MNAD; “Vinagreras con las armas de la familia Asteguieta” (18th c.), porcelain cruets and carrier,
Inventario 25664–25668, MNAD, photograph in La ruta española a China, p. 216. Not availabe on
CERES.
846
“Mancerina de porcelana” (ca. 1735–95), porcelain receptacle for a cup of chocolate, Inventario
CE1/13106, MGM.
847
Sophie D. Coe and Michael D. Coe, The True History of Chocolate, 3rd ed. (London: Thames &
Hudson, 2013), pp. 134–5.
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in which they were asked, the Chinese were more than willing to oblige Europeans
in making things just right: as the motto on the back of Phillip V’s personal
plateware goes, “Ri Ting Ju i,” meaning, “a precious thing just as you want it.”848
The final truly interesting aspect of the trade in plateware is that here, for
the first time in my studies, it becomes possible to name names of who was involved
in the East Indies trade. This was because we know the vajillas or “plateware
services” by the names of those who commissioned them. Aside from Asteguieta
and Balzola, a number of other families are worthy of being singled out. At the
very least, these families stood among the avant-garde of Spanish style, for they sent
all the way to China for their plateware at a time when it was becoming possible to
order sets from European producers. Among the titled nobles, the Duke of Alba
and Count of Ricla had vajillas. The houses of Ovando, Gálvez, Tejada, and
Bucareli also had sets. The Basques were particularly well represented, with owners
(besides Asteguieta and Balzola) including the Olza-Eraso, Soroa, Urrizmendi,
Usurbil, and Irigoyen families. 849 But the naming of these families is only the
beginning, because this should be followed by research to seek out other evidence
of their interest in China. If the reader has further interest in perusing evidence
related to this topic, I recommend María Leticia Sánchez Hernández’s article in
Oriente en Palacio.850
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Teresa Fernández-Pereyra, “Vajilla de Felipe V de la Compañía de Indias,” Reales Sitios (1993):
pp. 31–2.
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Ministerio de Educación, Cultura, y Deporte, Lujo asiático: Artes de Extremo Oriente y chinerías en
el Museo Cerralbo (Madrid: Fundación Museo Cerralbo and MECD, 2005), pp. 19–20.
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Sánchez Hernández, “La Vajilla de Felipe V,” in Oriente en Palacio: pp. 202–9.
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Qing-era Works of Estimated Dates
Frustratingly, as by now the reader will have seen, many museum pieces
have highly imprecise dates, which indicates how little is known about the histories
of individual works of art. But it also demonstrates the consistency of artistic styling
across long periods of time. As I have previously argued, probably the most natural
unit of time for considering early modern Chinese importations to Europe is the
period ca. 1500 through the post-Napoleonic era and into the first decade of the
twentieth century. Styling remains constant, from a broad perspective, throughout
this period. But one nonetheless may detect variations in this style, and indeed the
eighteenth century’s absolutist political overtones and exuberant rococo celebration
of Chinese life is quite distinctive. I use these traits to single out works from a
particularly numerous category of museum objects, those said to originate from the
Qing era in general, from 1644–1911. This broad categorization, used liberally by
museum curators, unfortunately encompasses a very large number of works, but I
will do my best to bring to the reader’s attention those that are most relevant to my
thesis; for the alternative, which would be to ignore this category altogether, is
unacceptable in that it would needlessly cut off a significant portion of the evidence.
In general, I will adopt a conservative approach. I already have a substantial
base of evidence to work with, and I will accept new evidence that is similar to this
base but that also demonstrably adds to it.
considerably has to do with bronze objects.

But an area where I innovate
These objects, which have
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disproportionally fallen into the 1644–1911 category owing to the fact that they
have not received adequate study, actually pertain very strongly to the eighteenth
century. When it comes to bronzes, therefore, I will expend considerable effort
toward categorizing them properly. To do this, I introduce the term shangerie
(pronounced as though French), meaning rococo bronze objects deriving their
styling from Shang precedents. European elites, inflamed by a desire to delve down
to the roots of Chinese civilization, took an active interest in Shang-like recreations,
which Qing manufacturers were only too happy to produce.
Shangerie took hold despite the fact that bronze, as a medium, seems an
unlikely place to find rococo. I shall start with the Shang-style ceremonial incense
burners, a large number of which have been consigned to the 1644–1911 dustbin.
And on the surface, it would appear rightly so. But despite the self-righteous
sniffing on the part of many Europeans regarding the Chinese rites, Westerners
held a deep-seated interest in China’s ancient history. For a good number of these
students of the ancient past, interest in Chinese culture extended to its ancient
pagan rituals and its contemporary rites of ancestor veneration. Thus we find an
export market in recreations of ancient Chinese ritual objects, which still had
contemporary uses in Taoist and Buddhist religious ceremonies.851
A particularly good example of rococo detailing is included on a squareshaped incense burner with asymmetrical leaf designs on its frontal plaque. The
burner clearly comes from the eighteenth century and features a lion of Fo on top,
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Asia en las Colecciones Reales del Museo Nacional de Artes Decorativas, p. 25.
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with the traditional ball under its foot.852 The burner is also remarkable for its
rectangular “horns” in place of handles, its sharp U-shaped ridges, and its cloudlike feet—features showing the intermixture of ancient Shang styling with the
lightness of the new rococo modality. In a second instance, a lidless round incense
burner has bamboo designs on its handles and a scene of Chinese people playing
musical instruments on its body.853 Like the piece with the rococo leaf plaque, this
one was plainly intended for the export market.

Other burners, too, exhibit

strangely natural décor. One is styled almost like a rock with leaves draped over
it.854 Another is so naturalistic that its lid comprises sculpted leaves and its feet are
actually attached to a sculpted rock base (apparently, the floor would not have been
an adequate foundation).855 This burner has the image of a crab sculpted on its
side. A fifth example also has a lid of metallic leaves.856 I include a sixth example
primarily because of its overall “wavy” styling, also characteristic of the rococo—
this glossy burner, surmounted by a lion of Fo, has naturalistic styling to its legs,
handles, and top, as well as geometric designs that were characteristic of
shangerie.857
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“Recipiente de bronce dorado con cuatro patas […] con decoración en altorelieve de animales y
flores” (ca. 1644–1912), bronze incense burner, Inventario DE10279, MNAD. See also photograph
in Orientando la mirada, p. 191.
853
“Recipiente de bronce con tres patas” (ca. 1644–1911), bronze vase with feet, Inventario
DE10593, MNAD.
854
“[Bronze incense burner with three feet]” (ca. 1644–1912), Inventario DE10265, MNAD.
855
“[Bronze incense burner with three feet]” (ca. 1644–1912), Inventario DE10246, MNAD.
856
“Recipiente de bronce […] con decoración de hojas de vid y uvas” (ca. 1644–1911), bronze
incense burner, Inventario DE22026, MNAD.
857
“[Bronze incense burner with three feet]” (ca. 1644–1912), Inventario DE10260, MNAD.
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Probably all of these examples came from the eighteenth century, and all
were created for what was apparently a thriving export market that has since been
forgotten. A closely related type of object was the Shang-style vase. As with the
incense burners, a large number of these vases, with relatively little accompanying
information, have made their way into Spain’s museum collections. I suggest that
the vases arrived there as part of the same export phenomenon that brought the
incense burners to Spanish shores. Spanish collectors purchased these items as a
way of better understanding where China had come from and what were the secrets
of its greatness.
In the vases, simple geometric patterns played an important role in
decoration; they even overflowed into elaborate, strangely shaped handles.858 These
patterns involved innumerable lines intertwining amongst themselves. Recreations
of such lines were found in contemporary eighteenth-century architectural styling,
particularly in railings, which easily conformed themselves to geometrical designs.
Another set of two shangerie vases had nearly matching rococo depictions of birds
flying and resting on tree limbs.859
It may come as no surprise, given their prevalence in certain areas of artistic
representation such as the incense burners, that I argue that lions of Fo are under-
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“[Bronze vase]” (ca. 1644–1912), Inventario DE10262, MNAD; “[Bronze vase]” (ca. 1644–
1912), Inventario DE10259, MNAD; “Recipiente de bronce [con] figuras zoomorfas y motivos
geométricos” (ca. 1644–1911), bronze vase, Inventario DE10588, MNAD; and “Recipiente de
bronce en forma de vaso ritual imitando a los arcaicos” (ca. 1644–1912), bronze vase, Inventario
DE10270, MNAD. Here I should note that I am less confident that all of the vases mentioned
were from the eighteenth century, but I think it is reasonable to suppose that some of them were. I
think it highly likely that DE10270, in particular, was from the eighteenth century.
859
“[Bronze vase]” (ca. 1644–1911), Inventario CE10592, MNAD; “Recipiente de bronce” (ca.
1644–1911), bronze vase, Inventario DE10594, MNAD.
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represented in the surviving eighteenth-century evidence. Two other examples, in
addition to those already given, demonstrate to some extent the versatility of this
venerable Chinese (and Buddhist) motif. One of them takes the form of a seated
lion with head upraised (just as a dog gazes upward at its master); this is actually an
incense burner, with movable head and tail.860 (One is reminded of bobblehead
toys, since it seems clear that the movement must have been intended to amuse.) I
include this example because of its wavy styling, which is likely from the rococo
period. A second lion of Fo, black as ebony, is simply a bronze sculpture that
apparently—although it does not say in the museum’s comments—has been
lacquered in black.861 This lion reminds one very much of the white lion, above,
which is attached to an incense burner.862 I include it here because of its naturalistic
pose and styling, which again, seem likely to be from the eighteenth century.
Finally, while on the subject of Qing-era sculptures, I mention an extraordinary
jade of a woman, hat in hand and with the most elaborate “looped” hair (see the
section on the Real Gabinete de Historia Natural, below, for other examples of
looped hair), her body surrounded by flowing, wavy cloth fragments, accompanied
by a small child.863
One of the most striking items that I encountered was a dragon belt buckle,
forged in silver. The buckle prominently shows a dragon’s face with big yellow
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“Incensario en forma de león con cabeza y cola móviles” (ca. 1644–1912), bronze lion
statue/incense burner, Inventario DE10283, MNAD.
861
“[Bronze lion of Fo]” (ca. 1644–1912), bronze lion statue, Inventario CE10245, MNAD.
862
Cf. p. 465.
863
“Figura femenina” (Qing dynasty), jade statue, Inventario 19175, MNAD, photograph in La ruta
española a China, p. 191. Not available on CERES.
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eyes, long Chinese whiskers, and a slight beard. Its body wraps around the outer
edges of the buckle and is obscured by clouds and fire, and in one of its claws the
dragon clutches what is probably a “pearl of wisdom,” which enables it to ascend to
heaven and grants other supernatural powers. 864 This buckle would have been
perfect for European elites of the eighteenth century to show their affinity for
China. While the object cannot be placed precisely, it would have fallen into the
same tradition as was represented by the jifu and bufu garments, which as I
hypothesized may have been used for masquerades.
Unsurprisingly, there is no additional silken clothing of any relevance but
there are two silk tobacco pouches, in the shape of scallops, accompanied by two
silk fan cases.865 These items relate closely to the belt with eleven attached pouches
and containers, which I mentioned above. 866 The existence of these items,
particularly the pouches, suggests that Spaniards sometimes adopted Oriental
fashions for transporting items like tobacco; the domestic fashion, after all (as I
demonstrate in my chapter on the Diario de Madrid), was to use a small porcelain
box. The use of Chinese pouches would have been exotic.
The evidence also includes a number of sculptures, any number of which
might have come from the eighteenth century. A small crane (a statue and incense
burner), deer, and duck (a statue and container), along with several unremarkable
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“Pieza de hebilla oval […] muestra a un dragón chino” (ca. 1644–1911), silver dragon belt buckle,
Inventario CE22155, MNAD.
865
“Cuatro colgantes: dos bolsas de tabaco con forma de venera en seda bordada con motivos florales
y dos bolsas de abanico” (ca. 1644–1911), two bags for tabacco and two cases for fans, Inventario
CE16645, MNAD.
866
“Cinturón de seda del que penden diez estuches” (ca. 1644–1911), silk belt with ten pouches,
Inventario CE16643, MNAD.
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sculptures of Chinese people and another sculpture of Guanyin, might have been
collected for wunderkammern.867
Another area where it comes as little surprise to see further Chinese
influence is in Yixing stoneware teapots. These characteristically dark brown pots
apparently began to come to Europe in the late seventeenth century.868 Made of a
substance known as “purple sand,” or zisha, they are ceramic in nature, but not
porcelain; they are porous and absorb some of the tea that is brewed in them. Three
of them of particular interest, which likely come from either the eighteenth or
nineteenth century, feature brightly painted butterflies, flowers, books, and
paintbrushes.869 A fourth pot, while unpainted, is more likely to have derived from
a somewhat earlier date (from the seventeenth or eighteenth century).870 Because
Spanish customs revolved principally around chocolate drinking—tea drinking was
somewhat exotic—it is a little surprising to find these examples of Yixing wares
held in Spanish museums. But as I demonstrate later in this chapter, actually lateeighteenth century Spaniards imported large quantities of tea, straight from Manila
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“Un ave de metal esmaltado” (ca. 1644–1911), crane incense burner, Inventario CE10252,
MNAD; “[Bronze figure of a Chinese man]” (ca. 1644–1911), Inventario CE22022, MNAD;
“Ciervo” (ca. 1644–1911), bronze deer statue, Inventario DE10281, MNAD; “Pato” (ca. 1644–
1911), bronze duck statue/container, Inventario DE10289, MNAD; “Figura de porcelana
masculina de pie” (ca. 1644–1911), porcelain statue of a man or boy, Inventario CE03524, MNAD;
“Figura de porcelana femenina de pie, ataviada con un traje ceremonial con decoración floral” (ca.
1644–1911), porcelain statue, Inventario CE03525, MNAD; “Figura de [Guanyin]” (ca. 1644–
1911), wooden statue, Inventario CE10077, MNAD.
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K.S. Lo, The Stonewares of Yixing: From the Ming Period to the Present Day (London: Sotheby’s
Publications, 1986), p. 247.
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“Tetera de gres de Yixing de forma globular” (ca. 1644–1911), Yixing teapot, Inventario
DE10528, MNAD; “Tetera de forma achatada” (ca. 1644–1911), Yixing teapot, Inventario
DE21753, MNAD; and “Tetera de gres de Yixing de forma globular” (ca. 1644–1911), Yixing
teapot, Inventario DE10529, MNAD.
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“Tetera de gres de color pardo rojizo” (ca. 1601–1800), Yixing teapot, Inventario 03127, Museo
Cerralbo.
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to Cádiz. This is unsurprising, since they commented on tea at some length in
Espíritu de los mejores diarios literarios que se publican en Europa (1787–91).871 It
therefore seems likely that some of these pots were present in Spain before the
nineteenth century.
Finally, there are several specific but miscellaneous items that likely pertain
to the eighteenth century. One is a small white vase with decoration of a Betta fish,
an insect of some sort (the image is unclear), various fruits, a basket, and several
everyday objects.872 The piece is certainly rococo. A second piece, another vase, is
late eighteenth or early nineteenth century in origin and features brightly colored
genre scenes of Chinese people in social settings.873 The third is an elaborately
carved chest showing various Chinese figures in the countryside, with a crane flying
overhead.874
While evaluating the objects in the 1644–1911 category, one often feels as
though he is negotiating turbulent waters, but a craggy outcropping provides firm
refuge against the surf: this is the bastion of shangerie, which plainly—indeed,
obviously—had relevance in the long eighteenth century. My introduction of
shangerie as an important form of art for that period is a significant innovation that
is supported by archival and architectural sources. In addition, I have brought to
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Cf. pp. 92–5.
“Pequeño jarrón de lados curvos” (ca. 1644–1912), porcelain vase, Inventario CE10506, MNAD.
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“Jarrón de forma abalaustrada” (ca. 1644–1912), porcelain vase, Inventario CE10535, MNAD.
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“Arqueta realizada en madera recubierta de laca tallada en rojo” (ca. 1644–1911), small wooden
lacquered ark, Inventario CE22045, MNAD.
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attention the probability that Yixing wares had an eighteenth-century history in
Spain.

The Real Gabinete de Historia Natural
My study allows a partial reconstruction of the Chinese portion of the Real
Gabinete de Historia Natural, which was created in 1753 by Ferdinand VI and
inaugurated in 1776 by Charles III. Curators labeled several of the objects that I
encountered—all of them from the Museo Nacional de Artes Decorativas—as
having been part of the Gabinete. The objects were imported from China and are,
as such, Chinese and not chinoiserie in nature.

Throughout the collection,

attention was paid to authenticity, although some of the items were in fact made
for a Western audience.
The Gabinete contained several Chinese fans, all of them fixed, rather than
foldable, and not intended for export. One of them, a fan of linen from 1776, is
indigo in color, with outlines of various plants and Chinese characters in gold. The
curator’s note says that this fan is possibly for ceremonial use.875 The other three
fans, two of them with blue silk embroidery and one fashioned out of palm leaves,
all were made circa 1780.876 We should bear in mind that collecting Chinese fans
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“Abanico fijo […] En forma de palma” (1776), fan, Inventario CE21637, MNAD.
“Abanico fijo […] Pantalla de forma lobulada” (ca. 1780), fan, Inventario CE10207, MNAD;
“Abanico […] realizado con hojas de palma “betel” ” (ca. 1780), fan, Inventario CE21633, MNAD;
and “Abanico fijo […] Pantalla de forma lobulada” (ca. 1780), fan, Inventario CE10205, MNAD.
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was a royal hobby, and these fans represent only a very small portion of the
collection.
The rest of the materials that I was able to locate included a number of
paintings and sculptures of the Chinese people.

There are two soapstone

sculptures, one of a woman, seated, wearing a long flowing blue robe, over a white
gown, with a red cincture, her hair caught up in a tall, conical bun by use of a stiff
circular band of cloth. She has an unidentifiable object in her hand (the object may
be identifiable in person, but not via a photo). The other sculpture is of a young
man or boy, with a faery-like, irregularly cut overshirt (one is reminded very much
of Peter Pan), holding a spherical brown object. His hair, like the woman’s, is styled
strangely, in two great loops standing up on top of his head.877
A third work, considerably more elaborate, represents a Chinese riverboat,
wrought of delicately carved ivory, which Cuéllar sent to the monarchs from Manila
in 1788. This riverboat takes the form of a houseboat or pleasure yacht, with large
enclosed areas at bow and stern and a central courtyard, of sorts, enclosed at the
sides by screens. The scene is complete with a deck-hand wearing a conical rice hat
as well as two more dignified figures of uncertain rank, one of them barely visible
(because inside the courtyard), while below the gunwales, life-like, blue-dyed waves
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“Figura femenina de esteatita sobre peana, ataviada con túnica y tocado de forma troncocónica”
(ca. 1701–1800), soapstone sculpture, Inventario DE10057, MNAD; and “Figura masculina de
esteatita sobre peana, ataviada con túnica y tocado en forma de dos moños” (ca. 1701–1800),
soapstone sculpture, Inventario DE10097, MNAD.
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splash against the hull.878 This boat is typical of those employed by the Chinese
people in riverine settings, as can be confirmed by the imagery from the Blue Series.
We come to the paintings, which followed western styling and apparently
were destined for the export market, although the scale of some of the works is
unusually grand. In the simplest, the painter depicted in watercolors the burial spot
of Confucius, in a particularly magnificent temple characterized by multiplicity of
courtyards and ceremonial spaces. The painting takes an aerial view and does not
depict any people, who at any rate would have been barely visible.879 A second
watercolor depicts a fat, portly man, robed in yellow (and therefore apparently the
emperor), under a pavilion and surrounded by military men on warhorses. The
work is unremarkable except for its attention to the finery of the soldiers’ garb.880
For its attention to military themes, this work reminds one of the Military Wife’s
Shawl and the martial segment of the Deviant Series.
The final two paintings depict Chinese processions, one of them funerary
and two celebratory. As such, it seems particularly appropriate to juxtapose the first
to the second and the third. In the funerary procession, the people wear white, the
color of mourning, and they walk in files toward an open tomb, which is cut into a
hillside. Among the mourners, some people carry poles atop of which are figures
of animals and persons, while others among the crowd bear ceremonial white
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“Modelo de barca en marfil” (ca. 1701–1800), assemblage of carved ivory, Inventario DE21298,
MNAD.
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“Aguada donde aparece representada la planta de un edificio” (1788), watercolor, Inventario
DE21305, MNAD. See also Oriente en Palacio, pp. 240 and 257. See also photograph in Orientando
la mirada, p. 177.
880
“Aguada que representa una escena con personajes orientales” (ca. 1701–1800), watercolor,
Inventario DE21301, MNAD.
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banners. There are horn-blowers and musicians, as well as several covered chairs
bearing the wives and concubines of the deceased. Twelve men carry the deceased
in a decorated white coffin.881
The celebratory procession looks, at first glance, much like its counterpart,
but there are important differences. The revelers are preceded by two men banging
gongs, and shortly behind them come numerous flag and placard carriers. The
placards may still be legible. The flags depict various legendary creatures such as,
perhaps, dragons and phoenixes; I suggest that some of the figures are also bats,
which symbolize happiness and joy. Some musicians are mounted, and as for the
people on foot, a surprising number bear arms. An important man rides openly on
a litter, in stark contrast to the funeral, where the conveyances were enclosed and
their passengers tucked away. Supposedly, according to the inscription in the
museum records, this celebration was related to the 1788 visitation of the Emperor
Qianlong to Tien-tsing-fu, a maritime town; Cuéllar obtained the watercolor and
sent it back to Spain later in the same year.882
The third watercolor may depict a marriage—an interpretation that I find
compelling—and shows a long procession approaching a house, wherein the owners
beckon welcomingly. At the head of the procession come bearers of poles with
inscribed globes at the top. Behind them walk lantern-carriers, and next, a band,
of sorts, with men playing horns, gongs, and flutes. At this point and throughout
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“Escena con procesión funeraria” (China, prior to 1788), watercolor, Inventario DE10047,
MNAD, photograph in La ruta española a China, p. 183. Alternatively, use CERES.
882
“Escena de fiesta” (China, prior to 1788), watercolor, Inventario DE21306, MNAD, photograph
in La ruta española a China, p. 182. Alternatively, use CERES, or Orientando la mirada, pp. 178–9.
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the remainder of the procession, laborers bring household goods; in the middle of
the procession are men bearing two tables, a potted plant, a vase, and an incense
burner, while at the end, several men carry chests and boxes. Near the foot of the
column, surrounded by great pomp and heralded with much fanfare, an enclosed
litter approaches (doubtless shrouding the bride on her way to her husband’s home).
Obviously this is a Chinese wedding, although the details of how the gifts are
presented might be a little off. The transportation of the bride to take up residence
in the husband’s home is accurate.883
One of my sources reports that the Gabinete housed two Chinese magic
mirrors. Supported by animals made of bronze, one of them scaly and the other
with a horn at the crown of its head (perhaps a qilin?), each mirror measured
approximately twenty centimeters in height. One mirror is painted in green, a color
for persons of high rank. Apparently, the functioning of these pieces relies on the
molding, in relief, of the desired image on the backside; then, as the mirror cools—
according to one explanation—the different rates of cooling in the thick and thin
parts of the metal cause the various areas of the mirror’s face subtly to take on
different properties. When a bright light shines on the face, the mirror projects the
image from its backside onto a wall. The source reports that the mirrors from the
Gabinete no longer function properly, perhaps owing to the loss of silvering.884
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“Escena de fiesta” (China, prior to 1788), watercolor, Inventario 10001, MNAD, photograph in
La ruta española a China, pp. 184–5. Not available on CERES.
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Florencio Janér, “De los espejos mágicos procedentes del Celeste Imperio que se conservan en el
Museo Arqueológico Nacional,” in Museo español de antigüedades, vol. 4 (Madrid: T. Fortanet,
1875), pp. 319–20.
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Chinese magic mirrors really existed (and do exist, today), so it makes sense that
Charles III and Charles IV would have had some.885
All in all, the Chinese components of the Real Gabinete that I have been
able to salvage demonstrate a very serious curiosity about the Chinese way of life.886
The fans included in the collection were more authentic than those typically
available on the European market; the riverboat accurately modeled the kinds of
vessels which typically plied Chinese waters; and the paintings stayed remarkably
true their subjects. Only the statues—particularly that of the young man (“Peter
Pan”)—evinced a more frivolous and playful aspect, suitable to the rococo style.
The conclusion is inescapable that the Spanish monarchy remained decidedly
engaged with China, and in a more realistic way than was typical amongst the
aristocracy. That is to say, the monarchy appears to have remained more scientific
in its approach. The Gabinete therefore comprised a highly respectable source for
current information about China.

Spanish Porcelain Imitating the Chinese Variety
The fact that even the kings had trouble amassing such items as large
paintings, ivory riverboats, and magic mirrors alludes to a further problem: owing
to the expense of obtaining legitimate Chinese wares, to what extent did Spaniards
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For a video depicting Chinese mirrors in action, I recommend the following site: Esther InglisArkell, “How do “Chinese Magic Mirrors” Work?” (16 Jun. 2014), Gizmodo, <http://io9.gizmodo.
com/how-do-chinese-magic-mirrors-work-1590686671> (accessed 27 Jan. 2017).
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seek to imitate Chinese forms of art, creating similar products in Spain at less
expense? We have already seen this happen to some extent with the papeleras and
other lacquered wares, which European artisans across the Continent and in Britain
often imitated, with considerable success. A domestic silk industry, with famous
outposts in Lyons and Genoa, grew up and prospered. Perhaps most importantly,
Europeans innovated in the manufacture of cotton cloth, which ultimately led, in
no small part, to industrialization. But European artisans also began producing
domestic porcelain.

Here, I shall address one of Europe’s more modest

contributions to the technological revolution spurred by China:

namely, the

Spanish investments in ceramic production at Alcora and Talavera, where Chinese
models were used to adapt ceramics to a distinctively European setting.
For this brief section, I rely heavily on the permanent exhibits at the Museo
Nacional de Artes Decorativas, where numerous eighteenth-century creations
exude their pretended magnificence. They do not compare to the real thing, but
for buyers at that time, they were close enough—the Alcora productions in
particular were well-received and appear to have improved in quality as time passed.
The factory had a typical origins story. It originated as a nobleman’s pet
project and was inspired by the Colbertist tenet that each country should spur its
industries through special public investment. Thus, in 1727 the ninth CondeDuque de Aranda founded what he called a “manufactory of ceramics or faïence,”
which referred to the fact that the pottery would not be true porcelain but instead
a form of tin-glazed wares. He chose the village of Alcora because of the pottery-
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making traditions of the area, the abundance of firewood, its deposits of clay, and
its proximity to the sea and the networks of maritime commerce. To these
advantages he added others including the privileges and exemptions of the Crown;
the determination of the Count to bring French masters to help with the
manufacture; the establishment of an excellent network of distribution; and the
qualities of the product itself.887
The Alcoran ceramics derive from China primarily in that the latter’s wares
inspired the former’s existence. But taken broadly, the ceramics themselves bear
resemblance to Chinese wares in important ways.

The off-white, creamy

background closely resembled the background of all Chinese wares, the oft-used
floral decorations clearly derived from Chinese originals, and the statuettes of
religious and other themes had Chinese precedents. Nonetheless, these ceramics
had been co-axed, and their purposes, aside from the most basic (for eating and
drinking) came from a European setting. Hence, alongside a pitcher of the series
“German flowers” featuring a realistically painted rose (with obvious Chinese
antecedents), there was a “Plate of deception,” a decorative plate featuring false
porcelain fruits, something that as far as I know would never be attempted in the
Chinese setting.888 Alongside a saucedish in the form of a dove (something with
antecedents in Chinese soperas in the forms of animals, as I have discussed
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Museum plaque, “Historia de la fábrica de Alcora,” permanent exhibition in the Museo Nacional
de Artes Decorativas.
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The following citations come from the permanent exhibits at the Museo Nacional de Artes
Decorativas, which uses a simple numerical system to catalog its inventory. Unfortunately, these
numbers do not seem to correspond to the entries in CERES. MNAD, inv. 5411 and 122.
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previously), there was a large cylindrical tobacco container (clearly demonstrating,
yet again, the European preference for storing tobacco in porcelain rather than
pouches).889 Alongside a bust of an African woman and a plaque of Saint Diego
(eliciting the Chinese tradition of creating porcelain statuary, including depictions
of religious figures), there was a chamber pot (the porcelain chamber pot, as far as
I am aware, was a European adaptation). 890 Alongside a teacup, there was a
portavinajeras and a mancerina. 891 Alongside a salver with traditional Chinese
imagery of birds, flowers, and insects, there was a plate with a man holding an
umbrella alongside a monkey, clearly evoking the tradition of singeries.892 The new
creations were European, while still noticeably following the Chinese tradition.
The Talavera wares, a variety of pottery created in the town Talavera de la
Reina and renowned during the early modern period for the closeness its wares
achieved to Chinese originals (while also introducing numerous Spanish motifs),
demonstrate cultural syncretism in a similar way. The “Polychrome series” of
Talavera wares, introduced in the late seventeenth and continuing well into the
eighteenth century, was heavy in its tones of green, blue, yellow, and brown, on a
cream background. It featured numerous scenes of European countrysides along
with animals and militant European figures. One plate had hunters chasing bulls
and another plate, in a military scene, had a dashing horseman, sword drawn,
galloping off into the distance. These images do not compare with Chinese
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originals that I have seen, but even here, a tribute to the Chinese origins of the art
form makes itself known: one of the plates features cranes.
In imitating porcelain, Europeans made the art their own. Many of the
items that they made, both in design and decoration, emanated European influence.
Yet they could not fully expunge the history of the art. Some of the original motifs
persisted, most notably in the continuing tradition of decorating porcelain with
painted flowers and birds.

The Real Compañía de Filipinas & Direct Chinese Imports
For much of the eighteenth century, one can gain only with great difficulty
an understanding of the parameters of Spain’s imports from China, except on a
piecemeal basis (as I have attempted to do in the present work). But with the advent
late in the century of the Real Compañía de Filipinas and its route from Manila to
Cádiz around the Cape of Good Hope, the shroud is lifted as imports from China,
on a large scale, become visible through cargo manifests. This source has hitherto
remained unexploited, making it particularly valuable to the present inquiry. The
manifests reiterate many of the types of goods that I have already highlighted, while
emphasizing the dominance of spices, tea, fabric, and a fourth good that I shall
reveal later. In sum, I argue that the China trade focused on ephemeral goods,
designed to be consumed and replaced, which is why, although Chinese influence
was particularly strong and in many ways permeated Spanish society, only
occasional reminders of China’s cultural import have survived to the present day.
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A general observation that bears mentioning at this point is that on 17
September 1718, Phillip V banned the importation of foreign silks and fabrics. A
further decree on 15 November 1723 prohibited the use of fabrics not made in
Spain. These decrees were designed to protect the nascent Spanish fabric industry,
which the king heavily subsidized. But they could not have lasted for long, given
the periodic receipts at court of fashionable goods sent from Paris and the need to
stay current with the most recent fads.893 By the late eighteenth century, the decrees
had evidently been redacted, since the trades that I evaluate show a pronounced
flow of foreign fabrics into Spain.
Since I focus on trade goods passing through the Philippines, which was a
major regional trade hub and a valuable entrepôt, one wonders to what extent
Philippine and other East Indian goods affected the trade. In the mid- to lateeighteenth century, Philippine industry was practically non-existent and the
markets in Manila remained underdeveloped and dependent on external sources for
revenue. The islands were seen as a stopover. Spanish merchants invested primarily
in the Galleon and had no long-term interest in the islands per se. Very few
Spaniards even bothered to reside in the encomiendas that had been granted to
them, preferring instead to remain in Manila (similar practices prevailed in the
Spanish Americas). The normal practice was to travel to Manila so that one might
buy Chinese goods at low prices, to resale the same goods at a dear price in
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Bottineau, pp. 480–1. Even Bottineau doubted that these decrees could have lasted for long,
given the periodic receipts at court of fashionable goods sent from Paris.
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Acapulco, then to return to New Spain to live out a comfortable retirement.894 The
near nonexistence of Philippine exports was one of the situations that the Real
Compañía de Filipinas intended to redress, and within a few years it had managed
to scrounge together locally sourced shipments of indigo, silk, sugar, pepper, wax,
and a product called palo Sibucao, which was used to make dyes.
Primary and secondary sources repeatedly attest the predominance of
Chinese goods in the Philippine market. Large numbers of Chinese ships came to
the Philippines every year to conduct the trade. Thus, the greater part of the
Company’s goods came from China and, to a significantly lesser extent, from other
regional suppliers.895 In fact, goods from China were so ubiquitous and dominated
the cargo manifests to such an extent that the Company usually did not bother to
label them by origin. But with lesser suppliers, such as the Philippines, the
Company saw fit to denote their exports in a separate category, making it possible
for me to exclude them from my study. What about the spices? The pepper
sometimes came from Malabar, but much of the cinammon explicitly came from
China, since it was repeatedly described as “Canela de China.” In general, the
indications are very strong in that goods exported from the Philippines to Spain
were gathered primarily from Chinese sources. But even those that came from the
Philippines and other East Asian suppliers might legitimately be included in my
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María Lourdes Díaz-Trechuelo Spínola, La Real Companía de Filipinas, Escuela de estudios
Hispano-Americanos de Sevilla, CLVIII (Sevilla: 1965), pp. 250–1.
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See Díaz-Trechuelo Spínola, p. 249, on the predominance of Chinese goods at Manila.
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study, for Spaniards at the time did not differentiate between China and the various
Chinese-influenced polities of East Asia.
One of the most striking traits of the Spanish trade with China was its focus
on cloth, tea, and spices, all perishable goods that do not stand up well to the test
of time. This was a common problem. At my best estimate, probably more than
ninety percent of the material goods by which China influenced Spain have not
survived to the present day. The evidence I consider in this section therefore reveals
aspects of the Chinese influence on Spain that normally go unnoticed.
As for the cargoes that I consider for the present study, I rely upon María
Lourdes Díaz-Trechuelo Spínola, who brings to attention six separate loads taken
by various ships from Manila to Cádiz. The ships involved in the trade were
Nuestra Señora de las nieves, Nuestra Señora de los placeres, El águila imperial, and La
Purísima Concepción. I use the cargoes brought by these ships as examples of the
Manila-Cádiz trade in a more general sense.896 For Table 11, I begin with the
spices and the most notable of the teas, the Boé variety. The reader will note that I
convert all values from Castilian libras to kilograms, following the official
conversion ratio provided by the Diccionario de la lengua española of the Real
Academía Española (RAE). (Later, when conversions from other weights, such as
arrobas, quintales, and onzas becomes necessary, I also rely on RAE. Only in one
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The sources for all charts and data are found in Díaz-Trechuelo Spínola, p. 256a (the table
between pp. 256 and 257), and pp. 343–51. Díaz-Trechuelo Spínola took data for the first two
expeditions from Eduardo Malo de Luque (a.k.a. Duque de Almodóvar), Historia política de los
establecimientos ultramarinos de las naciones europeas, vol. 5 (Madrid: Antonio de Sancha, 1790),
online at Google Books, <https://books.google.com/books?id=NCgSAAAAIAAJ> (accessed 5 Feb.
2017). I presume that data for the other four expeditions came from the same source.
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case—in the measurement of the Castilian vara, which is not covered in the RAE—
do I resort to another source, in this case the Smithsonian.)

Table 11: Tea and Spices Brought from Manila to Cádiz
Cinammon
Pepper
Boé
(Bohea) tea

Nieves
1787
41,800
kg
11,345
kg
19,497
kg

Placeres
1787
30,452
kg
25,166
kg
18,851
kg

Águila
Purísima
1787–8
1788
34,167 34,500 kg
kg
39,100 29,900 kg
kg
19,224
kg

Nieves
1789
27,600
kg

Purísima
1790
6,164 kg

42,780
kg

I have included tea with the spices because this was the practice of the
preparer of the cargo lists. Indeed, Spaniards imported a large quantity of Chinese
tea, including other types such as Confú, Jaysan, Pijoo, Souatchon (or souchong),
Sunlo (or singlo), and Tunkay.897 This shows a greater interest in tea than might be
assumed, given Spaniards’ demonstrated preference for chocolate. The figures
indicate that during the period 1787–1790, from Manila alone, Spain imported at
least 135,915 kg of tea in seven different varieties.

Table 12: Other Teas Brought from Manila to Cádiz
Confú
Jaysan
Pijoo
Souatchon
897

Nieves
1787
1,306 kg
839 kg

Placeres
1787

Águila Purísima
1787–8
1788
3,082 kg

Nieves
1789

Purísima
1790

2,487 kg
946 kg
913 kg

11,960 kg

The latter three teas I have matched to common monikers (tunkay is the same in common
modern terminology as it was in the eighteenth century). The first three teas I have been unable to
match to modern terminology. The tea names should not necessarily be considered as Spanish; it
is almost certainly more accurate to consider them as close, bastardized approximations of common
international names used by all merchants. In other words, these names are more like proper nouns
than common ones. The problem of identifying these teas highlights the larger issue of the existence
of an international eighteenth-century merchants’ parlance which has yet to be studied.
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Sunlo
Tunkay

5,362 kg
4,298 kg

4,370 kg

By weight alone the spices and tea accounted for an important part of the
trade with Spain. But the mainstay of the trade was arguably cotton and silk, both
in various processed forms and in finished clothing of different kinds. Given the
preponderance of silk in discussions of the China trade, it might be easily forgotten
that China was also an important manufacturer of cotton. By 1800, cotton cloth
was, after grain, China’s most important domestic trade commodity. Produced by
a combination of male and female labor in the context of the household economy,
cotton came from both rural and urban sources and its manufacture was widely
practiced throughout many regions of China, but especially in Jiangnan.898 It seems
almost inevitable, in hindsight, that such a prosperous internal trade would also find
an external outlet. In the late eighteenth century, at least, China produced far more
than it needed and sent some of the excess across the world to European trading
partners.
Of the cotton cloths, there are innumerable varieties, and moreover it is
uncertain whether individual varieties were known by their Chinese or European
names, or whether the names were merely descriptive. The important thing is that
Spain was importing large quantities of cotton—apparently larger, in fact, than the
quantities of silk that it imported during the same time period. The importation
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of Chinese cloth, in a general sense, should therefore be seen as a phenomenon
primarily involving cotton. Silk probably remained the domain of Spanish elites.

Table 13:
Cádiz899

Selected Cottons Brought from Manila to
Nieves
1787

Placeres
1787
6,127
pcs.

Chitas

4,034
pcs.

1,322
pcs.

Cocos

298
pcs.
1,725
pcs.

Baftas

Garas or
Elefantes

6,894
ptd. lins.

53
pcs.

3,180
ptd.
lins.900
331
lins.

2,343
pcs.

2,994
lins.

5,090
lins.

462
lins.

1,080
lins.

1,524
lins.

2,157
pcs.

3,050
pcs.
13,380
pcs.
1,924
lins.

19,000
pcs.
37,000
pcs.
2,160
lins.

Guingones

Jamanes

Muselinas903
Nanquines or
Mahones904
Sanas

1,116
pcs.
12,760
pcs.
2
[no
label]906

899

Águila Purísima
1787–8
1788
73
7,200
lins.
pcs.

1,544
pcs.
12,760
pcs.
4
[no
label]907

Nieves
1789
3,158
wh.
lins.
11,333
ptd.
lins.
272
wh.
lins.
3,809
wh.
lins.
2,982
wh.
lins.901
1,744
wh.
lins.
19,777
pcs.
54,720
pcs.905
458
wh.
lins.

Purísima
1790
11,285
wh. lins.
3,834
ptd. lins.
17
wh. lins.
7,430
wh. lins.
3,026
wh.
lins.902
1,756
wh. lins.
25,739
pcs.

2,394
wh. lins.

Pcs. = pieces; lins. = linens; wh. = white; ptd. = painted.
Plus 2,080 pieces of the same, with hems or borders.
901
Uncertain whether this should be identified as “white linens,” or something else. The original
entry is unclear, for complex reasons.
902
Uncertain whether to identify as “white linens”—entry specifies “idem listado,” when idem alone
would have specified “white linens.”
903
Muslins.
904
Nanquines may safely be translated as “Nankings.”
905
The Mahones include 54,420 fawn-colored pieces and 300 pieces in colors.
906
Item is located under heading “Various Articles” and may be something other than cloth.
907
Idem.
900
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Sarasas

1,510
pcs.

Various
handkerchiefs

15,372
pcs.

5,218
pcs.

1,550
ptd.
lins.
11,100
pcs.

1,800
ptd. lins.
8,831
pcs.

2,311
ptd.
lins.
21,054
pcs.

103
ptd. lins.
25,907
pcs.

As can be seen, the complexity of the trade was very high, to say the least.
The items in Table 13 represent only a sample of the many types of cotton cloth
that were traded, most of which are not only untranslateable but even lack
definitions in Spain’s official dictionary. Other types of cotton that I do not address
in the table but that were part of the trade between Manila and Cádiz include
beatillas, cambayas, cherlas, cotonias, emertis, garras, gasas burones, isiris, lanillas,
liencecillos, organdis, persales, pinases, rayadillos, salampuris, socortones, and sosines.
Most of these terms are undefinable and untranslateable, but I provide definitions
(below) of those few for which I have been able to locate such information. There
were also some interesting finished items created for the trade, including cotton
waistcoats with silver and gold embroidery (47 pieces in 1788). Cotton bedspreads
and blankets were extremely popular, to such an extent that I provide a separate
table to highlight their importance. Of all the bedspreads in the table, only twenty
are silken, while one thousand two hundred eighteen are of uncertain type (but
probably of cotton); the rest are listed as cotton.

Table 14: Bedspreads and Blankets from Manila to Cádiz
All types

Nieves
1787
65

Placeres
1787
1,153

Águila
1787–8
2,326

Purísima
1788
770

Nieves
1789
2,147

Purísima
1790
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In general, the various types of cotton cloth were classified according to
thickness, fineness, color, and various other attributes that contributed to the final
product. For example, Nanquines or Nankings were a firm, durable, yellow or buff
fabric, made from a natural-colored Chinese cotton. Beatillas were a type of muslin
that was thin and somewhat coarse. 908 Organdís (which may be translated as
“organdy”) were a sub-type of beatilla cloth that was very fine and transparent,
usually having a durable crisp finish; it was white, dyed, or printed and used for
dresses, blouses, curtains, trimmings, etc. Persales were fabrics of white or painted
cotton, more or less fine, of low price. Rayadillos were striped cotton cloths.
Other terms may have been mis-classified by the Spaniards in charge of the
cargo lists, because gasas denote cloth of silk (although I have been unable to locate
the full term, gasas burones, in a dictionary) and lanillas are ordinarily cloth of wool
(following the RAE). But I think that it is more likely that the original definitions
of these terms have been lost than that the person originally in charge of the lists
made such obvious blunders. The majority of the terms I have brought to the
reader’s attention were highly technical in nature, which made them less likely to
survive the passage of time. In the eighteenth century, the cotton industry was so
well developed that today, even after decades of intensive research by professional
historians, many of its most basic products remain elusive in nature.
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The silk trade presents a similarly inscrutable countenance, but a twitch of
the eyebrow reveals something more than what could be extracted from the cottons.
I present a similar table, as before, but I have taken greater liberties with the types
of data I include. For one thing, I use composite values for the class of fabrics that
falls under rasos, or satins. It seemed most reasonable to group the different kinds
of rasos together rather than evaluate them separately, since other types of cloth are
generally considered in the same way. I also include tafetanes, or taffetas, despite
that they were only carried by two expeditions. I make this exception because of
the importance of taffeta to the trade (it is, after all, one of the few types of cloth
for which a definition is still commonly in usage).

Table 15: Silks Brought from Manila to Cádiz909
Buratos
Damascos
Lausines
Lines
Lustrinas
Mansines
Mantos
Medias
Parasoles
Rasos910
Saya-Sayas
Tafetanes
Terciopelos

909

Nieves
1787
1
402
80
725
6
50

Placeres
1787
700
91
42
350
7
154
109
3,252 360 pairs
pairs
77
109
54
431
3,637
743
9
149
55
2

Águila
1787–8
250
180
80
1000
100
95
4,680
pairs
64
251
2,700
53

Purísima
1788
900
430
137
950
160
242
3,600
pairs
427
540
4,150
50

Nieves
1789
1407
2
50
234

Purísima
1790
100
1,667
501
3,280

312

224
347

496
25

5
14,947
206

In pieces, except for medias, or pairs of socks.
I include various types under one heading, including rasolisos, rasolisos negros de Lanquin, rasolisos
de colores de Canton, cintas de raso, and raso bordado con seda.

910
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What is most notable about this table is the generally small quantities being
traded. As with taffetas, the terciopelos (or velvets), an important type of silken cloth
at the time (and of sufficient importance for its name to have remained in usage
until today), accounted for only a small portion of the overall trade. Damascos (or
damasks), another type of equal importance, fared somewhat better, seeing in 1788
and again in 1790 a sharp uptick in the quantities traded. Satins saw by comparison
fairly substantial imports, especially in 1787, 1788, and 1789. Still, overall the
quantities imported of these major types of cloth are on the low side. I am unaware
of whether the paucity of these items is a general indicator of their rarity in Spain,
or whether there were other sources from which Spaniards purchased greater
quantities of the same. One point, however, stands out: when dealing in silk,
merchants found it worthwhile to make small transactions.
The categories about which the least is known seem to have been the most
important. Spaniards imported large quantities of lines and especially saya-sayas,
two types of fabric about which I have been able to find very little information. Lin
could refer to the Latin, linum, which in turn refers to the genus of the flax plant.
Perhaps the type of cloth referred to was similar to linen, which is made of flax. A
saya might indicate a skirt or, in olden times, a type of full-length tunic used by
men (probably in an Oriental context). But I have no information about what a
saya-saya might have been. Mansines and lausines, although far less important in
terms of the quantities traded, unfortunately also fall into this same category—they
have been forgotten with the passage of time.
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The silks are more helpful when considering the specific types of clothing
and accessories that they comprised. First of all, the evidence shows that Spaniards
imported Chinese cloth to make priestly garments. Lustrina, an attractive quilted
fabric commonly woven of silk with gold or silver, with drawings and foliage, was
known in the New World to be employed in the richest garments worn by Catholic
clergy.911 Apparently, this phenomenon also made its way to Spain itself. I have
seen articles of clothing on permanent display in the drawers of the Museo Lázaro
Galdiano that fit this description, although the museum’s catalog failed to mention
that they might have come from China.
Other specific silk items imported from China, which the reader already
will have noted, were socks (medias), cloaks (mantos) and parasols (parasoles). Like
the folding fans and cotton handkerchiefs, these items were apparently commonly
imported from China and must have comprised an important part of the aristocratic
wardrobe. A similar item, although I am unsure of the materials, was a capa pluvial
or raincoat shipped in 1787 along with a mantle, a scarf, and a set of golden buttons.
I have already noted in my chapter on the Diario de Madrid a similar capa, which
was featured in a picture in La ruta española a China. The discovery of two such
raincoats suggests that they may have been a sought-after item that could be made
particularly well in the Far East.

Meanwhile, fans, which might have had

landscapes of silk, were a frequent import, occasionally made in huge quantities:

911

Ronquillo, pp. 473–4.
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337 in 1787, 12,300 finished fans (plus ribbing for 600 more fans) in 1788 and
7,942 fans in 1790.
The imported cloth demands two final notes. First, numerous cloth items,
often imported in very small quantities, were not classified under the cotton or silk
categories. Some of these items included polished canvas, tablecloths, Nanking
blankets, hemp cloth (which was a lower-class cloth in China), bedspreads,
embroidered dresses (or gowns), and embroidered robes.

Second, cloth was

regularly imported in bulk, as the following table shows.

Table 16: Bulk Cloth from Manila to Cádiz
Bulk silks912
Bulk
cottons913

Nieves
1787
7,331
kg

Placeres
1787
6,896
kg
346
kg

Águila Purísima
1787–8
1788
7,958
8,602
kg
kg
14,493
78,575
kg
m

Nieves Purísima
1789
1790
1,586
575
kg
kg
104,663
m

The bulk cloth imports, along with the piecework imports, formed an important
part of the supply chain for domestic Spanish artisans, who used Chinese cloth in
their products.

912

In column two, these silks were comprised of 15,936 libras of seda mazo torcida; in column three,
there were 14,992 libras of the same. In column four, bulk silks made up 2,200 libras of seda mazo
primera de Lanquin, 14,100 libras of silk falling under sub-classes of the aforementioned, and 1,000
libras of listonería. In column five, bulk silks were described as seda de varias clases and comprised
18,700 libras. In column six, there were 2,442 libras of seda mazo primera de Lanquin and 1,006
libras of seda mazo primera de Canton. Column seven included 1,251 libras of seda de Lanquin y de
Chancheo.
913
In column four, the figure comes from 1,260 arrobas of cloth, including 1,227 of unbound cotton
and 33 of spun cotton. In column five, the figure comes from 94,000 varas of cloth, following the
Castilian or Burgos vara, which puts the conversion rate at .8359 meters per vara. In column six,
the figure comes from 125,210 varas. Unfortunately, owing to the variations in thickness of finished
cotton cloth of various types, it is not possible to estimate weights. A reputable source for the length
of the Castilian vara is The Smithsonian: Miscellaneous Collections, vol. 28 (Washington: Smithsonian
Institution, 1887), online at Internet Archive, <https://archive.org/details/Smithsonianmisce28
1887smit> (accessed 29 Jan. 2017), p. 458.
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This leads us to the miscellaneous items, an important category with many
interesting Chinese items made for the European market. Perhaps the most
important, in terms of quantity—and in no particular order—were porcelain, borax,
vermillion, saltpeter, and rhubarb. These items could be used, respectively, for
serving meals at table, creating pottery glazes, making scarlet lacquers, waging war,
and relieving constipation. This is not to elide other uses, for borax in particular
had a wide variety of industrial applications and could be employed as a soap
supplement or disinfectant; vermillion could also be used in the fabrication of red
pottery glazes and red ink; and rhubarb might be cooked and consumed.

Table 17: Bulk Misc. Items from Manila to Cádiz914
Borax
Porcelain
Rhubarb
Saltpeter
Vermillion

Nieves
1787
387
kg
8,846
kg915
26
boxes
200
boxes
36
boxes

Placeres
1787
186
kg
4 dinner
services
20
boxes
100
boxes
29
boxes

Águila
1787–8
1,334
kg

Purísima
1788

Nieves
1789

541
boxes

12
boxes

2,898
kg

44,390
kg
859
kg

1,288
kg
52,909
kg

Purísima
1790

96,456
kg916

Recalling to mind Table 11, we find that while porcelain, borax, vermillion,
and rhubarb imports comprised an important part of the trade, they were clearly of
lesser importance than products that I previously considered, such as cinnamon,
pepper, and Boé tea. But saltpeter imports ascended to a higher plane: when

914

“Boxes” comes from the Spanish cajones.
This figure excludes an additional dinner service which was carried in the same voyage.
916
The units behind this figure are uncertain, but I have assumed they were libras.
915
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assessed in kilograms they excelled the quantities of imported tea and compared to
imported spices. Unfortunately, the earliest voyages containing saltpeter measured
the quantities in boxes; while we cannot know how much saltpeter was in a box, we
must presume that they contained substantial amounts of the mineral. As an aside,
the amount of porcelain imported in these voyages was not trivial; every European
country sought to import huge quantities of the stuff. For example, in France
during the year 1775, it is believed that 176,000 pieces of porcelain were sold.917
While I have no reliable way of converting kilograms and boxes to “pieces,” there
was clearly a large amount of porcelain aboard some of the Spanish voyages
currently under consideration.
The high quantity of saltpeter imports raises the further question of which
imports were the most consequential, overall. To find the answer to this question,
I compare the categories of spices, tea, and fabric in a general sense—while adding
saltpeter into the mix.

Table 18: Totals for Major Bulk Trades by Type
Nieves Placeres Águila
1787
1787
1787–8
Saltpeter
200
100 52,909
boxes
boxes
kg
53,145 55,618 73,267
All
kg
kg
kg
spices918
All tea
27,004 22,284 27,517
kg
kg
kg
All
7,331
7,242 22,451
919
fabric
kg
kg
kg
917

Purísima
1788

64,400
kg

8,602 kg +
78,575 m

Nieves
1789
44,390
kg
28,140
kg
59,110
kg
1,586 kg +
104,663 m

Purísima
1790
96,456
kg
6,164
kg

575
kg

Fernández-Pereyra, p. 28
This includes all figures for cinnamon, pepper, and incense but excludes other spice-related
products such as essence of cinnamon and cinnamon and anis flowers.
919
Reader should note that these figures exclude piecework, bedspreads, and blankets.
918
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A quick evaluation of Table 18 shows that saltpeter was one of the most important
bulk products, and it may even have attained first place. In this list, the position of
spices, saltpeter, and tea is determined by their overall weight across all six
voyages—280,734 kg of spices, 193,755 kg of saltpeter excluding the boxes, and
135,915 kg of tea. One has to presume that the boxes carried a total amount of
saltpeter similar to what was carried in later voyages, which means that the total
saltpeter carried across all voyages may have equaled or exceeded that of spices.
Similarly, I have had to estimate the position of fabric. The large quantity
of cotton measured in meters rather than kilograms significantly complicates
matters. But one also has to account for the piecework orders of cotton and silk,
some of which denoted tens of thousands of items. Owing to these considerations,
I have chosen to estimate that cloth imports might have equalled or exceeded tea
imports by weight. The compelling nature of this position is illustrated by the huge
amounts of piecework items across all categories, which would have contributed
substantially to weight. I presume that piecework was what it appeared to be:
individual pieces of cloth of standardized lengths, for sale by the unit. This avoids
having to cut the cloth to fit each customer’s individual order, as is often done in
sewing shops today (where the cloth is stocked by rolls, rather than by pieces).
Moreover, I presume that pieces and linens (or lienzos) are more or less
interchangeable terms, because they are used that way in the logs.
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Table 19: Total Cloth Piecework (pieces and linens)920
Piecework

Nieves
1787
37,152

Placeres
1787
37,196

Águila
1787–8
40,335

Purísima
1788
93,836

Nieves
1789
118,165

Purísima
1790
92,798

This draws to a close my argument as to the overall preponderance of certain
trade items, namely, spices, saltpeter, tea, and fabric. What they all have in
common is their ephemerality: all were designed to be consumed, not to outlast the
ravages of time. This is a strong argument as to why so little of the Chinese
influence on Spain has survived to the present day. But at the same time, the
cargoes of the Compañía de Indias should not necessarily be taken as indicative of
the cargoes of the Manila galleon. The latter participated in several very different
trade networks from that of the Compañía de Indias and it would be preposterous
to assume that the needs of these networks mirrored the needs of the direct route
to Spain.
Despite the perishable nature of the Company’s cargoes, a number of pieces
did have the potential to cross the gap between then and now, as we have already
seen in the museum items. Many came from the miscellaneous portions of the
ships’ manifests. We should not be surprised to find, for example, that Spaniards
imported a large number of Chinese paintings. Spain received a number of sets of
Chinese imagery: in 1787, 81 sets of painted papers arrived along with 1,816
additional painted sheets, a box of landscapes, and 24 tapestries; in 1788, 105 more
sets of painted paper arrived, along with 425 landscapes; in 1789, 53 paintings

920

Not including the handkerchiefs and socks, which presumably were smaller and of less weight
than the cloth pieces intended for sewing and making clothing and bedding.
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arrived; and in 1790, Spain received 11 paintings of the Immaculate Conception,
perhaps of a syncretic variety.921 This shows that Spain had an ample supply of such
items without having to turn to other European countries, a supply that probably
had previously arrived via the Manila Galleon, albeit by an indirect path, before the
opening of the direct route.
Alongside the porcelain plateware that I have already mentioned, Chinese
influence markedly affected kitchen wares. Spain imported thirteen coffee services
and three copper dinner services (the latter having a total of 504 pieces), as well as
two hundred sixty sets of lacquered trays. This evidence shows the importance of
copper, even in a European context; I have previously shown, in my chapter on the
Diario de Madrid, that copper and iron pots were a common Chinese export to
neighboring countries. We can presume that these copper dinner services were
destined to middle-income households, rather than the homes of the truly elite.
The lacquered trays are somewhat of an anomaly in that I have no evidence of any
such items surviving to the present day, but they appear to have been an important
item, based on the quantities imported.
Indeed, lacquered wares reigned supreme in the domain of fashion and
decorated the homes of the elite well into the twentieth century. These wares
occasionally came ashore at Cádiz in large quantities. In 1788, there arrived 33
lacquered trunks, 900 lacquered leather pieces for making chairs, 100 lacquered
bowls, 48 lacquered dressing tables, and 24 lacquered writing desks. Other trade

921

The paintings of the Conception were described as “de la Concepción.” Cf. other sections on
wall hangings, pp. 271–2 and 425–61.
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goods in this category were industrial materials used for the domestic lacquer, dye,
and ink industries. In 1787, Cadiz merchants imported what seems to have been
ink in solid blocks that were transported by the box. In 1788, Spain received 49,174
kg of Sibucao sticks (which is to say, pieces of Sappan wood) for making dyes, as
well as 194 ink bottles for lacquer (it is unclear whether they were filled or not, but
probably they were filled). In 1789, the merchants imported 46 kg of paste for
making ink.
Given China’s importance in terms of dyes and tints, it is unsurprising to
see imports of Chinese waxes, aromatic plants, essences, and oils.

In 1787,

merchants sailed into port with a huge quantity of fragrance of civet cat, at 6,361
kg. They also had small quantities of sandalwood, camphor, rose, and a shipment
of 47 cates of musk. In 1788, 2,645 kg of fragrance of civet cat, plus 27 kg of musk,
landed at Cádiz. In 1789, 540 kilograms of incense arrived. In 1790, traders
brought 18 little bottles of essence of cinnamon along with 239 kilograms of flowers
of cinnamon and the same amount of flowers of anis. I am unsure whether these
products were comprised of dried flowers or were essences of some kind.
Such trades might have increased China’s reputation as a place filled with
delightful smells, which doubtless came partly from reports that it was filled with
well-tended gardens. Perhaps it should come as no surprise, then, that the Far East
exported significant numbers of artificial flowers. In 1787, twenty-four boxes and
22,500 individual flowers of chenille—a term referring to the fuzzy silk fabric with
which they were made—arrived at Cádiz. In 1788, eight hundred sixty little boxes
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of flower bouquets came to the same port. In 1790, the Peninsula received 86,500
flowers of paper and silk. The quantities indicate that the trade in false flowers was
no mere sideshow but an important exchange, which must have contributed to the
decoration of many Spanish homes. The cost of such flowers cannot have been too
excessive, suggesting that persons of somewhat lower social status might have
afforded them. A comparison to the tulip craze, which began in earnest in 1562
with the arrival at Antwerp of a shipment of tulip bulbs from Istanbul, seems
appropriate. Although these later trades in artificial flowers never resulted in such
a frenzy as was caused by the tulip, they do suggest the ongoing exchange of
biological materials and information that was neatly encapsulated in the eighteenth
century’s scientific expeditions.
Two areas of particular interest are jewelry and games. With regard to
jewelry, imports seem to have been on the low side, but they did exist. In 1787, for
example, Cádiz merchants received 20 pendants mounted in silver. This is my first
direct evidence of eighteenth-century Spanish jewelry, other than rosaries, having
been imported from China (since other examples I cited, above, may or may not
have come from the eighteenth century). While absence of evidence does not
constitute evidence of absence, I infer from the paucity of jewelry coming from
China that it was not a significant supplier of such wares. As for rosaries, I note
that in 1787, Spanish merchants brought 63 bone rosaries and in 1790, two boxes
of rosary beads. Finally, the Manila ships brought balls—96 of them in 1788—for
billiards and trucos, as well as, in 1787, various pieces of ivory for women’s games.
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While Spaniards hesitated to purchase Far Eastern jewelry, they were far
more eager, it seems, to purchase finely decorated home wares, by which I refer to
items such as little jewelry boxes (indeed, they purchased the receptacle for the
thing, but not the thing itself). In 1790, the Company imported 594 boxes lined
in seashells, which is doubtless to say, mother-of-pearl. These were presumably
small boxes, for use in storing personal items such as jewelry. I have recorded other,
similar examples in the museum wares. In the décor of such things, almost any fine
substance might be used, since in 1787, the Company imported two boxes of silver
filigree. In that same year, moreover, Spaniards imported 132 frames of worked
silver, I take it for the display of paintings or drawings. It is highly significant to
see that China exported worked silver wares at prices affordable to Europeans,
despite the alleged thirst in that country for silver.922
A related area of some interest is that Europeans imported sewing
equipment from China.

This included not only specialized wares for silk

preparation, such as 124 combs for working silks that arrived in 1790, but also
common sewing wares. In 1787, for example, Spain imported 20 needle cases,
some with filigree, as well as four thimbles with filigree, six regular thimbles, and
57 little boxes for sewing. This strange congeries of items is difficult to explain,
except perhaps that given China’s demonstrated excellency in the artistry of sewing
and embroidery, Europeans wanted to obtain their sewing equipment from the
masters of the trade, as it were.

922

Cf. my discussion of the silver debate, pp. 287–294.
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Lastly, I note a true miscellany of items such as caiman teeth (six in 1787),
deerskins, snails and shellfish, air guns (twelve in 1788), shoehorns (1,500 of them
in 1788), and toothpick holders (144 pieces in 1788). The caiman teeth, snails, and
shellfish doubtless were destined for wunderkammern. One wonders, though,
about the economy of sending such a common item as deerskins over such a great
distance.
The shipments from Manila to Spain brought Chinese wonders home to an
avid Spanish audience ready to consume the delights of the Far East. This trade
did not conist primarily of durable luxuries, but rather of ephemeral consumer
goods of the sort that would be used up in a short time. The most durable goods
were typically clothing, which might last a few years before being worn out. This
contradicts the common notion of the China trades as dealing in high-end crafted
products of great value. These products did occasionally enter the traders’ dockets,
but they were of lesser quantity than the consumables. The Chinese and chinoiserie
products that survive today in museum collections misrepresent the nature of most
people’s interactions with China and their experiences of Chinese luxuries. In
reality, most people interacted with China by tasting tea, by adding cinnamon to
their foodstuffs, and feeling the softness of Chinese cottons against their skin. And
they experienced the cruelty of modern warfare, partially owing to the contribution
of Chinese saltpeter.
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Conclusion
I have introduced a number of intriguing and even sometimes surprising
facets of eighteenth-century culture. The depictions of China in the palaces and
the gardens were uniformly very positive and uplifting, showing only the most
favorable aspects of Chinese culture and upholding China as a model for Spain to
follow. This should be taken as indicative of the nature of the palace decorations
in general, including those that have not survived. The museum objects, too,
suggest great admiration for China. The silken clothing that elites wore, the fans
with which they cooled themselves, the furniture and vases that they put in their
homes, the paper decorations and sculptures that they purchased for their walls and
coffee tables, and the porcelain plateware on which they ate demonstrated a strong
affinity for the Middle Kingdom.

China was the most logical exemplar for

Enlightenment-era elites to imitate for it was, in fact, the ideal premodern state,
having attained goals that no other country on earth had yet achieved. The
attestation of the physical evidence is very strong in that Spaniards participated in
the widespread celebration of China’s accomplishments, seeking to stake their own
claim to greatness by way of emulation.
But perhaps even more noteworthy than these general conclusions, certain
particularities demand pride of place. The jifu tunics and Military Wife’s Shawl
strongly suggest that Spaniards sometimes dressed themselves after Chinese
fashions. Even if, in the case of the jifu tunics, the garment were only used at
masked balls, this still demonstrated China’s prestige. The Janus Fan illustrates the
use of blacks and Asians in scenes from the circus or street performances. More
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generally, the use of various boxes and fans as wedding gifts shows how these items
actually functioned in European society. The Blue Series of paintings, although
made for export, followed Chinese prerogatives in illuminating for a European
audience what China was like. The sculptures suggest the importance of religious
themes in the export market—Chinese religion could not be kept out of Europe,
despite the Jesuits’ best intentions. The genre of items that I have called shangeries
is a newly recognized category of Enlightenment art, set in bronze. The curators
of the Real Gabinete de Historia Natural showed a serious interest in China, which
went beyond mere curiosity to a nearly scientific approach at evaluating Chinese
culture. These facts manifest the fascinating frontiers of the Spanish interest in
China, an interest that—as was the case elsewhere in Europe—surpassed
inquisitiveness and approached wonderment.
But most of the products brought from China were intended for short-term
use and enjoyment.

The direct trade between Manila and Cádiz, although

inaugurated late in my period, brought tens of thousands of kilograms of saltpeter,
spices, tea, and silk. Europe was a valuable export market, in sum, for Chinese
consumables. The durable luxury goods that have come down to us, including the
porcelain, represent only a fraction of the Chinese goods that came to Europe
during the period in question. To seriously represent the trade with China in the
scholarly literature, it is necessary to consider the ways in which Chinese goods
were continually acquired, consumed, and re-acquired again. In this regard, the
trade with China starts to resemble that of the Triangle Trade, in which continual
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imbalances in the availability of goods in various locales contributed to the
formation of recurring trade missions to correct the imbalances.
Chinese people retained control of the production processes of the most
important products, and in more cases than we might expect, given the tendencies
in the scholarly literature, they exported Chinese culture to Europe. We should
remember, in considering this problem, the dominance of China, a fact illustrated
by the degree to which it succesfully controlled and limited foreigners’ access to its
shores. As a result of this isolationist tendency, China remained a mysterious land,
filled with wonders.
Spaniards participated in the telling and re-telling of what I shall call the
“Myth of China,” or the embellished story of Chinese greatness, by a variety of
means. The Bourbons’ deliberate and sustained imitation of the Chinese mode of
despotism was the highest form of flattery. Spanish artisans erected garden follies
and decorated rooms in the royal palaces in honor of Chinese greatness. Spanish
merchants avidly participated in the markets for Chinese goods, some of which had
been created specifically for a European audience.
The end result of this interchange between Spanish and Chinese was a
genuine cultural exchange, in which each side took away lessons from the other,
and not just in an ephemeral sense but in a real way, as reflected by the durable
trade goods that were accumulated. As for the Spanish side, we have covered in
detail a number of types of objects that regularly arrived in Spain, as well as (in
other chapters) the commentaries and histories about China that Spaniards created
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and enjoyed. I suggest that we know very little about the Chinese side of this
exchange and what they were accruing, aside from silver, and whether they ever
learned much about European culture. We know that European cultures, through
their brief experience of world dominance in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, were dramatically changed as a result of contact with far-flung peoples.
What of the Chinese? During the eighteenth century, did contact with Europeans
ever threaten the predominant worldview in China?

Maybe the growth of

European influence—accelerated, of course, by the First Opium War and its
aftermath—had an earlier history that has yet to be uncovered. But I suggest it is
more likely that China did indeed have a belated intellectual revolution (it might
yet be accurate to call it an “enlightenment”), which occurred in the twentieth
century.923
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If I could summarize the contents of this dissertation in one sentence, I
would say that it focuses on the role of China in eighteenth-century Spanish art,
newspapers, and consumer goods—and how the exotic themes in each of these
areas affected the Spanish way of life. At the most basic level of economic
subsistence, China was omnipresent in Spanish society. Elite Spaniards wore
Chinese clothing, consumed Chinese tea, and smoked tobacco kept in little
“Chinese” boxes. They owned Chinese vases, wrote on Chinese papeleras, and
fanned themselves with Chinese fans. They stocked their kitchens with Chinese
plateware.

They purchased reproductions of Chinese products ranging from

porcelain to lacquerware. They sat on furniture with little Chinese figures painted
on it. They literally surrounded themselves with Chinese themes painted on
wallpaper or sculpted out of porcelain. This was the century of China’s greatest
ascendancy, and Chinese and chinoiserie ideas had critical repercussions for Spain.
But the extent to which the Middle Kingdom saturated Spanish society
went yet farther.

Knowledge about China was routinely propagated in elite

periodicals (and, as the reader will find in the appendix, books). Literate persons
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made references to China that they expected others to understand, without
immediate explanation. We can conclude that in that time, a basic level of
knowledge about China was required for a person to be considered well-read and
well-educated. The same is not true today, which demonstrates part of the great
gulf that divides us from Enlightenment culture.
Perhaps the strangest thing, though, is the degree to which China was
lionized in Spanish art. Dramas presented for the court repeatedly expressed a
particularly close association between the Spanish kings and their Chinese
counterparts. The Gabinete de Porcelana de Aranjuez constituted a delightful
rococo getaway for the Spanish royals at a time when the style was allegedly
declining elsewhere in Europe. Charles IV’s Chinese garden, finished during the
1790s, shows that the Chinese style remained popular at court through the very end
of the Enlightenment period.
The central question of this study is this: what was the influence of China
on the Spanish Enlightenment? I can conclude that this influence was manifold
and pervasive. China permeated elite Spanish culture during the middle and late
Enlightenment period, until well into the 1790s and probably beyond. Interest in
China did not decline during the neoclassical era, as allegedly happened in France.
China remained a touchstone in debates about everything from politics to
technology, an anchor point for important works of art, and the source of a coterie
of widely acclaimed import goods. The Chinese system justified the expansion of
the Bourbon kings’ prerogatives and was a clinching argument in the debate over
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who legitimately ought to wield power. The rise of the modern state, in Europe—
with its attendant bureaucracy and its intrusions into every aspect of life—can be
traced, in large part, to Chinese influences.
These conclusions raise further problems as to the nature of Enlightenment,
the roots of absolutisim, the significance of neoclassicism, and the overall trend of
Chinese influences on Europe during the period between Marco Polo’s expedition
and the end of the European imperial system in the twentieth century. To what
extent was the Enlightenment project, as a whole, inherently tied to European
interest in China? From a political angle, how much did the growth of European
monarchs’ powers, throughout the early modern period, owe to Chinese influences?
Are we wrong to think that the preoccupation with China declined post-1750, with
the rise of neoclassicism? Would it not be more accurate to say that European
adulation of China died a slow death, owing to many causes?

The rise of

neoclassicism and the advent of the Opium Wars are signs of this change, but we
should equally look to the abolition of the Jesuit Society(which cut off the West
from direct knowledge of China), the spread of the French Revolution throughout
Europe (the Revolution was a reaction against exoticism) and the rise of the Taiping
state and the subsequently devastating Chinese civil war (in which the defeat of the
Taipings indicated a setback for globalism). Surely the existing scholarly consensus
about Chinese influences, in every period, is primarily based on currents in France,
England, and Germany; would a new pan-European perspective over the longue
durée (the past 2000 years), which incorporates the evidence and theoretical
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concepts contained in this thesis, change the overall impression as to the rise and
fall of chinoiserie and the nature of its political influences?
Related to these questions is a set of considerations, germaine to my topic,
which I would be remiss not to mention.

Authors who consider the issue of

Chinese exceptionalism in the pre-modern period, as well as European and
American exceptionalism in the modern one, typically have written from the
broadest possible perspective. But they lacked certain crucial details, some of which
I have now supplied. Because of this, I have been able to build on their work and
refine our understanding of the nature of exceptionalism, while also developing
certain criteria as to what it means to be exceptional; perhaps most notably, I
contend that peoples who view their own institutions and customs as inferior to
those of another, exotic society actually take a part in creating, through sincerely
felt admiration, the exceptionalism of the said society. Plainly, a substantial part of
Chinese exceptionalism in the eighteenth century stemmed from Europeans’
actions, as willing accomplices, in expanding and enhancing the Chinese
exceptionalist narrative.
Without venturing into the demesne of conjecture, I would be so bold as to
suggest a general interpretation of various kinds of exceptionalism over the past two
thousand years. From ancient times, the regional social, political, and economic
systems of the Old World formed a “dumbbell,” with Europe and China as its heavy
ends. But the collapse of the Western Roman Empire was a crucial setback for the
West. The concomitant continuation of the Chinese Empire, in various guises,
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ensured that the Eastern end of the dumbbell remained heavier; political unity
fostered economic and technological advances and enabled China to project
influence outward in a way that Europe could not. Meanwhile, Europe entered a
long period of upheaval, resulting in the diffusion of political power to localities
and away from central authorities.

It was because this had happened that

Europeans in the Late Medieval Period and the Early Modern Period became so
fascinated with the Chinese imperial bureaucracy and its concentration of authority
in one man. The Chinese model became the inspiration for the progressive
enhancement of European monarchs’ prerogatives, while the exigencies of
maintaining overseas outposts and colonies engendered an unprecedented need for
strong central government. The American Revolution, indeed, was an attempt to
turn back the clock and to stop the monarch from seizing further power—the
Revolution was fundamentally conservative and was envisioned as such by its
progenitors. In the end, the Europeans overtook the Chinese by beating them at
their own game: the modern state was directly modeled on the Chinese antecedent,
and while this leviathan did not arise solely because of Chinese influences, it is
difficult to imagine it ever existing at all if not for the inspiration provided by China.
Importantly, by superseding the Chinese example, modern states have
entered uncharted space. And the cultural supremacy formerly held by China is
now possessed jointly by the United States and Europe, principally owing to the
strength of their institutions and the fairness with which they institute justice and
redistribute wealth, making possible a decent standard of living for all of their
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citizens.

In addition, one might surmise that the United States particularly

symbolizes the global urge to limit central governments and to further the cause of
individual freedom. In many parts of the world, and especially in Asia, central
governments have taken advantage of the advent of modern communications
technologies to become more powerful and tyrannical than in the past. This makes
the struggle for freedom for the common man a more pressing concern and explains
in part the prestige held by the American way of life, images of which are projected
globally in Hollywood films. The immigration problems faced by the United States
and Europe justify my perspective as to the position they hold in the minds of
peoples who live in the impoverished nations of the former Third World. And
although Leftists in the developed world have long used central government to
advance their objectives, it is still true that even on the Left, the average citizen
supports the localization of the economy by means of the regional arts, crafts, and
foods movement. Even on the Left, therefore, there is a strong impetus toward the
development of robust local institutions. (I speak from an American perspective;
here, the Right is traditionally associated with putting limitations on the central
government, while the Left does the opposite. But I am arguing that in fact, both
sides have similar interests, albeit that they manifest differently.)
The way forward, for peoples across the globe, appears to involve the
development of robust democratic processes and the restraint of central
governments.

After all, it was the corrosion of local institutions during the

twentieth century that gave rise to the present-day preoccupation with local
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heritage; this in turn has manifested itself both benignly (in Western countries, the
movement to buy local goods, to learn about local history, and to recapture the lost
essence of local culture and traditions) and malignantly (the phenomenon of ISIS
and its fundamentalist interpretation of the Islamic heritage). But the underlying
cause is the same in both cases. Over time, the United States and Europe will lose
their present position as global cultural leaders, as is inevitable, but the way in which
this will happen—or when it will happen—remains impossible to guess. As long
as the world’s leaders continue to show that they can develop and maintain the
healthiest and most benign cultural traditions, these societies will perpetuate their
global dominance by means of inspiring admiration in others.
I reiterate: Chinese preeminence in the early modern world was based on
the fact that its culture and economy were actually superior and were seen as such
by contemporaries. There is no evidence today, in popular or even in elite Western
culture, of the kind of massive intrusion of superior Chinese goods and concepts
that took place in the eighteenth century. Many global historians feel, for various
reasons, that China ought to reclaim its place as the world’s leader. Some have
moral feelings as to the importance that the world’s most populous country should
have (although India will take over this role as soon as 2022); others are possessed
of rather nebulous ideas that non-Western dominance will prove more salutary than
American hegemony.924 Disturbingly, some academics appear to lust after a new
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era of Chinese ascendancy owing to the Communist nature of its government—
this, in spite of the manifold demonstrations across the twentieth century that
Communism is neither just nor effective as a means of governance. But any such
hopes that China will take the helm are futile because they are not grounded in the
facts as to where cultural preeminence currently lies. The simple fact of the matter
is that nature abhors a vacuum (so there must be a leader), and the state or states
that best embodies the world’s aspirations is most likely to take on this role.
The kind of cultural infusion that took place in Europe during the
eighteenth century is not happening in America or Europe, today, in the twentyfirst century. China lacks the cultural prestige that it needs to assert itself. This
means that China will not, in the near future, reclaim its former place as the
principal driver of global economic, technological, social, and political change. But
with regard to the eighteenth century, China should be seen as the world’s foremost
state and its cultural leader. The view of Chinese exceptionalism, at least in the
twilight of the early modern period, is vindicated. And it is high time that Spain,
like other European states at that time, should be perceived as an imitator and
cultural satellite of the East.

lopment/desa/population/events/pdf/other/
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China insinuated itself so seamlessly into eighteenth-century Spanish
culture that it even was used allegorically. Juan Pablo Forner employed China as
the setting of his satire, Los gramaticos: Historia chinesca, which he finished in 1782.
Postmodern commentators have argued that Forner’s identification of Spain with
China was a way of subtly recognizing Spain’s fundamental otherness vis-à-vis
Europe. 925 But as is often the case with this mode of criticism, applying it to
Forner’s work perverts its true sense. In the eighteenth century, comparisons to
China were typically flattering and would have been seen as such not only by
Spaniards but also by other Europeans from England to Russia, who employed
similar conceits to glorify their own countries. In the end, Forner’s view of China
was predominantly positive, which reflected his positive view of golden-age Spanish
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literature and his belief that Spain, like China, was better off resisting certain kinds
of outside influences. Ironically, perhaps, he furthered China’s influence in Spain
while simultaneously eliding one of the conduits through which that influence
traveled, namely, France.
In his satire, which is part of a literary dispute with Tomás de Iriarte, Forner
depicted the education of a young man, Chu-su (who represents Tomás), the
nephew of a traveling scholar, Chao-kong (who represents Juan de Iriarte, Tomás’s
uncle), who has been educated by Japanese bonzes (who represent French learning).
Upon reaching the Chinese court (representing the court of Madrid), Chao-kong
impresses a great official who installs him as part of his household and entrusts him
with the education of his son. Chao-kong then calls two of his nephews, including
Chu-su. Foreshadowing the story of Chu-su, a mandarin friend of the great man
arrives at his house to warn him against employing a man like Chao-kong, who is
able to show the appearance of being learned without actually being so. Once
installed at the court, Chao-kong focuses on educating Chu-su to be a writer, but
without actually teaching him anything of substance about which to write.
Eventually a visiting scholar and renowned traveler, Kin-Taiso (who represents
Forner), arrives and urges Chu to seek formal training. Finally, Chu takes a trip to
Spain, as a result of which he realizes his shortcomings and proclaims that he will
undertake further study and practice.
Some authors have argued that setting the satire in China is a way of
belittling that country. Michael Schlig, for example, wrote from the false premise
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that “A study of the popularity of Eastern styles in eighteenth-century Spain shows
that the vogue of chinoiserie was much more a reflection of a fascination with
France rather than of any interest in China.”926 He therefore saw chinoiserie as a
cultural invasion of Spain, and he interpreted China as a “symbol of corrupting
foreign ideals” that was “all against which Forner fought.”927 But this represents,
ironically, a clear corruption of Forner’s intent, given the identification of Japan
with France and China with Spain. John Polt went farther, arguing that “the China
of Forner is barbarous and ignorant.”928 As I shall demonstrate, both authors are
incorrect in their assertions.
Francisco Luis Pérez Expósito makes a more valid point: Forner’s China is
not on the same exalted plane as Voltaire’s—rather, Forner sees China as
approachable, human, and subject to the same foibles and vices of European
societies.929 Relinque Eleta is equally helpful, demonstrating that Forner avoided
parroting the arguments of detractors of China, instead evoking an “enormously
respectful attitude toward a country of which he is ignorant.”930 While Forner knew
relatively little about China—his knowledge of that country was common for his
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time and does not demonstrate any special research into the subject—he
nonetheless portrayed it positively.
Forner’s choice of China is not crucial to making his point, but neither was
it merely circumstantial. Forner wanted the prestige of China to accompany his
conclusions; that is, because China was then fashionable, he wanted to wrap his
argument with a Chinese veneer of lacquered ebony. China figured prominently
in the political ideology of his day and was lionized in contemporary Spanish plays
as well as in the decorations at the Palaces of Aranjuez and Madrid. Spanish
monarchs deployed chinoiserie décor to enhance their image and even to suggest
political reforms. Particular aspects of China, such as its high population and
agricultural efficiency, attracted great interest.
Unlike the royals and their surrogates, however, Forner concerned himself
with educational standards and practices. This was a twist on the typical uses of
China in Spanish discourse. Although some commentators in Spain and elsewhere
argued that the excessive Chinese emphasis on literature (i.e., the examination
system) constituted a cultural deficiency, Forner did not take up this line of
criticism. Instead, his point was almost classical in nature: his chief concern appears
to have been the difference between empiricism (learning based on demonstrable
facts) and sophism (ingenuity in reasoning without regard for truth). Grammarians
were sophists principally concerned with the form and appearance of writing. As
Forner concluded, the human tendency to put superficiality ahead of truth is
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universal: “An arrogant grammarian of Madrid, placed in the same circumstances,
will act in the same way as a grammarian of Peking, and vice versa.”931
To get to this point, Forner relied principally upon what he knew—
European literature—and only perfunctorily on his knowledge of China. In fact,
he never addressed the Chinese classics and failed to mention the examination
system. Where he did address Chinese education, he cast it as though a reflection
of its European counterpart, characterized by “universities” and having a plethora
of periodicals by which the learned kept up to date, such as the Diario del Japón,
Mercurio de Mogol, etc. 932 He did, however, occasionally demonstrate actual
knowledge of China. He appears to have been aware, for example, that Fu Xi was
a Chinese culture hero and credits him with having invented the custom that
parents should educate their children.933 Elsewhere, Forner jibed grammarians by
pointing out that Confucius’s philosophy concerned important concepts and not
merely the proper mode of expressing oneself. The mandarin, closing his argument
that his friend should hire a philosopher to teach his son, stated sarcastically, “I will
always put first as master of the youth a man who is capable of commenting on
where in our Confucius’s instruction can be found a collection of epigrams or some
patchwork quilt of rules of grammar.”934 Another accurate detail was portrayed
when the mandarin arrived at the great man’s house and presented a red card called
a fietse, a traditional rite of entry, which he gave to the servants to be carried to the
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master.935 Needham called the cards ming tzhu (name card) or pai thieh (visitingcard) and confirmed the usage found in Forner.936 What is more, the mandarin
owned a Chinese dog, a trope that also appeared in a roughly contemporary lostand-found listing from Madrid and probably would have induced a specific mental
image in Forner’s audience.937 (Although there are several types of dogs that derive
from China, probably only a couple were known in eighteenth-century Spain.)
Forner was aware, too, of the debates instigated by European missionaries over
terms like Shangdi, and indeed it was to dispute the nature of Shangdi that, in a
future chapter, Chu-su visited Kin-taiso’s home. 938 Forner alluded to another
debate, too—which in his time would become increasingly important—when he
mentioned that a certain dogma had passed in ancient times from Egypt to
China.939 In so doing, he took a stance on whether Egypt or China had arisen first,
a point of crucial importance to political science, economics, and many other
disciplines.
All in all, Forner demonstrated merely superficial knowledge of Chinese
customs, which I suggest is a serious deficiency. Literary commentators such as
Schlig are correct that China played only a modest role as the setting of Forner’s
satire. References to the Empire are few and far between, and the reader often feels
that the setting is entirely irrelevant to Forner’s argument. Had he been more
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astute, he might have drawn comparisons between the Imperial examination system
and the educational and literary practices then prevalent in his own country. I find
it odd that he did not capitalize upon the deficiencies inherent to the examination
system, particularly its focus on literature to the exclusion of the sciences. But this
would have hurt his analogy because he did not mean to criticize the Spanish
educational system so much as the interpolation into that system of Francophiles.
Additionally, much of the strength that his argument borrowed from China did not
depend on the educational system at all: just as China need not borrow from
unimportant Japan, so Spain ought not to borrow the styles and customs of its
neighbor. This, I suggest, is by far the most important takeaway from Forner’s
allegory.
It remains to be addressed whether Forner’s overall image of China was
positive or negative. In fact, the portrayal is mixed, but predominantly positive.
Although China has its grammarians like any other country, the visiting mandarin
ultimately recommends a philosopher based locally in Peking to instruct the
youth. 940 Combined with the aforementioned reference to Confucius, whose
teachings Forner evidently regarded as having some worth, it is plain that he saw
China (like Spain) as a place with respectable traditions of learning. The mandarin
visitor from Forner’s Chapter 3 was, after all, a wise man who gave good advice.
The examination system evidently produced respectable and beneficial sages, at
least some of the time. Chinese traditions of learning, like the theater and literature
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of the Spanish Golden Age, were worth celebrating. On the other hand, the
Chinese court was said to abound with “charlatans and chatterboxes,” and Chinese
painting, inasmuch as it followed the conventions of the grammarians, was in a
sorry state.941 It is clear, however, that these criticisms were not directed against
the entire Chinese state, but rather against a certain class of men that inhabited it.
The portrayal of Chinese philosopher Kin-Taiso, whom some
commentators have identified with Forner, casts additional light on the latter’s view
of Oriental learning.942 In one place, Kin-Taiso remarked that poetry, rhetoric,
logic, and various other arts were cultivated much more in Europe than in China.943
But earlier in the same chapter, Forner described Kin-Taiso as the “oracle of his
country” by reason of his great learning and far-reaching travels, which had brought
him as far as Europe. Sarcastically, Forner went on to say that despite all of KinTaiso’s attainments, he was “much inferior” to the great European travelers:
The only defect that could be noted in him was that he had not raised up
false testimonies about the nations he had dreamt up, he had not violated
the customs and uses of each of them to support some imaginary system,
he had not decided rashly regarding the beliefs and dogmas [of each
nation] of that which informed them without examining them first with
particular attention and clearness of spirit, [and] he did not resolve himself
about the origin, antiquity and chronology of each nation without
separating the false notices from the true, the clear from the obscure, and
the provable from the dubious. And, in reality, in these qualities our
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philosopher was very inferior to the European travelers, who, without
adulation, are eminent in them.944

The tone of the passage is decidedly postmodern. Despite the negative tone that
Forner occasionally took toward China and the falsehoods that appear at various
places in his depiction of it, he cannot always be cast as Orientalist. His work is
complex and multifaceted.
An apparent, but false, exception to the rule arises where Forner
commented on the role of women in Chinese society. He despised the Chinese
tradition of sequestering their wives and preventing them from presenting
themselves to guests without express permission of their husbands, referring to the
practice as “suitable to the barbary of an oriental nation.”945 But even here, he subtly
insinuated that this practice was actually quite ineffective. While the husbands of
China had the reputation for being the most “absolutist,” “despotic,” and
“imperious” of all the world, the great man of the court quickly gave in to his wife
who, against the wishes of the visiting mandarin, insisted on employing a
grammarian from Japan (namely, Chao-Kong). The mandarin, far from being
offended, laughed on the inside “at the foolishness of his subjects who made such
pompous ostentation at being the owners of their women while being in reality the
most ridiculous slaves of their whims.”946 Given that the critic came from within
Chinese society and that China was being held up as an allegory for Spain, the
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charge of Orientalism seems out of place. Indeed, it would be more accurate to say
that Forner sought to universalize the experience of marriage, pointing out that
men and women actually had similar kinds of relationships in China as they had in
the West.
Despite his faults—which in addition to certain prejudices included
longwindedness and circumlocution—Forner was well-versed in the literature of
his day and occasionally made some rather striking points in his favor. For example,
he successfully jibed at both grammarians and enlightened savants by slightly
twisting philosophical and historical observations made by Voltaire and Fontenelle.
Whereas minor European authors tended as a rule to turn toward translation as a
way of making names for themselves, the Chinese created spurious chronicles about
the alleged proto-history of their nation, which raised it above all others in the
world—hence proving, Forner added humorously, that China was on a different
planet:
Over there, when they do not know how to write, they put themselves to
writing various terrible chronicles that make their nation rise up far above
the existence of the universe and, what is more, the said philo-historicocritico-mathematician [that is, Voltaire] found that in that early and crude
time already the Chinese were stupendous astronomers and skillful
printers. This assertion of great weight, in truth, by the authority that its
author had in all subjects, proves without any repugnance that China is
not a part of our world and, by consequence, the traits of its nature have
nothing in common with those of here. We will find out at a fixed point
which they are, if Mr. Fontenelle had well discerned it in his truthful and
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famous book [p. 69] of The Worlds, already having solved so infallibly the
existence of the inhabitants of the planets.947

This critique alludes to and pokes fun at a major controversy arising from the
alleged age of the Chinese histories. According to some of the documents that
were sent back by European missionaries, Chinese civilization predated the Flood.
European scholars had to determine whether this allegation were true, and if so,
what to do about it. Forner cleverly defused this volatile issue with humor, while
taking a traditionalist’s perspective on the problem.
It deserves remembering, at the end, that Forner viewed China very
positively. The very first sentence of his work stated,
For a European to put himself to writing the history of two grammarians
of China, when the Chinese don’t think of anything but perfecting the
useful arts for the serious life, [would be,] in truth, something a little
ridiculous, if we were not to have in mind the example of so many
illustrious pedants, that prefer with great admiration and respect a cold
epigram of ancient Rome to the knowledge of the laws and usages of their
fatherland.

The passage would lose its sense if the reference to the Chinese “perfecting the
useful arts for the serious life” were taken sarcastically. The reference is to be taken
literally and thus is highly complimentary. This is how Forner introduces the story
of the reform of a Chinese grammarian, Chu-su, as a means of instructing his
Spanish countrymen how to correct a pernicious tendency in their own behavior.

947

Forner, pp. 68–9.
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